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PREFACE

With a single stroke of the pen, an ancient editor or scribe added
the conjunction w (the vowel û) before the name of Barak in Judges
5:1, and in so doing diminished the stature of Deborah as a judge
and as a person wielding real power in early Israel. By adding the
w (û) to the text, the scribe forced Deborah to join Barak in singing
a duet: qrbw hrwbd r`tw “then sang Deborah and Barak.” With-
out the w, the phrase qrb hrwbd r`tw would have to be read as
a verb-subject-object sequence: “then Deborah made Barak sing”
(or do something else), the only question being the precise meaning
of the verb. Without the w, Deborah was clearly in charge; and
were the verb “to sing,” Deborah would have been the conductor
who made Barak sing. But the addition of the conjunction w placed
Barak on a par with Deborah; they acted in concert.

This slim editorial note created disharmony between the Song of
Deborah in Judges 5 and the prose account in Judges 4, where
Deborah had the authority to summon Barak and deliver to him the
command of Yahweh to go to war. The addition set the tone for the
entire poem, making Deborah primarily a songstress whose major
role was to encourage the troops in battle.

Folk etymology reduced Deborah’s stature even more. Her name
was popularly derived from hrwbd “bee,” which may have sweet
overtones, but lacks the status of hr:B;D" “leader, governor, guide.”
In a similar way, popular etymology associated Yael’s name with
l[y “goat,” missing the more basic meaning “the pre-eminent one”
and its derivative “noble, strong.” 

A clear understanding of the role of Deborah and Yael in early
Israel remains hidden in the obscure lines of the Song of Deborah.
Until there is some consensus on the literal meaning of the poem
itself, there can be little agreement on the value of the poem for
understanding the history, sacred literature, and social institutions
of pre-monarchical Israel. 

Exegetical tradition—provided by the scribes who added vowel
letters and divided the consonant clusters into words—and the
early Greek translations for Jews of the Diaspora, which provide
a myriad of textual variants, have not made the task of the modern
interpreter an easy one.
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xi

 I offer here a translation of the Song of Deborah which adheres
closely to the consonants of the Masoretic text, though I have re-
divided many of the consonant clusters in order to restore certain
poetic lines. Exegetical traditions, early and modern, have been
carefully examined; but with a number of the more obscure lines
there has been no compelling reason to stay with traditional trans-
lations or exegesis. At times it became necessary to step away from
the guesswork reflected in the ancient variants and the speculative
emendations of more recent commentators. Looking at the poem as
if it were found in a newly discovered scroll provided constructive
alternatives for a number of the more obscure passages. The
obscurities in Judges 5 are diminished once the poem is read as
dialectal Hebrew and the interpreter makes use of a larger lexicon
than that traditionally used for classical canonical Judean Hebrew.
This approach provided new insights, not only on the names of
Deborah and Yael, but also on the meaning of many lines in the
poem.

The Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary
Wynnewood, Pennsylvania
December, 2000
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INTRODUCTION

Although the Song of Deborah (Judges 5), like the Song of the
Sea (Exodus 15), is recognized as one of “the oldest substantial
compositions preserved in the Hebrew Bible” and offers “valid
historical data for a reconstruction of the initial phases of
Israelite history” (Freedman 1975: 19), paradoxically no scholar-
ly consensus exists at present as to the poem’s structure and
meaning. Many of the best studies of Judges 5 are characterized
by extensive emendation of the text, restoring a presumably
corrupt text to read as the particular scholar would imagine a
hymn of victory should read in classical Judean Hebrew. The
translation of Cheyne (1904: 453–455), who was preoccupied
with Jerahmeel, is given in the Appendix as an example of how a
critic could take extreme liberties with the MT. Critical “restora-
tions,” common in the nineteenth and early twentieth-centuries,
are summarized in the studies of Moore (1900a, 1900b) and
Burney (1918). They were modified and improved upon by some
of the twentieth century’s best scholars, including Albright
(1922, 1936, 1968a, 1968b), Richter (1963, 1964), and Boling
(1975).

Of the poem’s 1,485 letters in the MT (5:1–31a), Burney
(1918: 160–165) deemed it necessary to delete 158 letters as
secondary additions or scribal errors and emended an additional
33 letters (for a 12.9 percent rate of error). Albright’s first study
(1922) resulted in his deleting 204 letters and emending 12 others
(for a 14.5 percent rate of error). Richter (1963: 69–81; 1964:
400–402) isolated 202 letters as additions to the original poem
and altered the reading of 10 other letters (for a 14.3 percent rate
of error).

In addition to these changes, Burney added 17 consonants and
10 vowel letters, Albright added 12 consonants and 10 vowel
letters, and Richter added 6 consonants. The total number of
changes to the MT by additions, emendations, and deletions
according to Burney, Albright, and Richter are 218 (14.7
percent), 238 (16.0 percent), and 218 letters (14.7 percent),
respectively. These figures reflect a very high level of presumed
errors, glosses, and editorial accretions and omissions for this
poem. These revisions do not exhaust the corrections needed to
make the poem fairly intelligible. Words and verses were also
transposed. Richter transposed two verses and eleven words,
Burney transposed one verse and four words, and Albright trans-
posed four words.
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Building on the contributions of Albright’s earlier studies,
Cross (1950) made significant methodological progress in the
study of early Hebrew poetry. Although the Song of Deborah
received only limited attention in his work on metrical structure,
Cross’s use of orthographic and linguistic analysis based upon
epigraphic evidence introduced critical controls absent in earlier
studies of Judges 5. Though dealing only with a reconstructed
unvocalized text of the less problematic sections of the poem
(5:2–3 and 17–30), Cross made numerous emendations, frequent-
ly for metrical reasons. He added 24 letters, deleted 34 and
emended 3. In addition, he considered five tribal names and the
hwhy wkrb repeated in 5:2 and 5:9 to be extra-metrical.

Other scholars had already produced alternative solutions to
resolve the enigmata of the poem. I. W. Slotki (1932) advanced a
theory of “repetition, antiphony and blanks.” For him the difficul-
ties of the meter and meaning were removed by the recognition
of repetitive antiphonal responses which had been written only
once. The repetitions were originally indicated in the text by
blank spaces serving as the equivalent of our ditto marks.
Sometime during the process of transmission, the blank spaces
were removed and thus the clues for the responses were lost,
resulting in confusion about the poem’s meter and meaning.

Slotki reasoned that once the antiphonal responses are re-
inserted into our apocopated version of the poem, the meter and
sense can be satisfactorily restored. He did not deal with the
entire poem, nor with its most difficult sections. However, in the
eight verses which he developed (5:6, 21, 22–24, 27–30), 232
letters (making up 44 words of antiphonal responses) were
presumed to have been lost. This method, like that of extensive
emendation, won only limited acceptance because, as Barr (1968:
301) noted with reference to textual emendation, “the impression
given was that the interpreter in many cases was rewriting the
text rather than explaining what was written.”

Gerleman (1951: 168–180) denied that difficulties existed in
the text of Judges 5 and rejected the use of textual emendation.
He asserted that the MT was not as corrupt as critics “eager to
make brilliant conjectures” claimed. For him “. . . most of the
textual emendations which have been made seem to fit ill the
characteristic style of the Deborah Song” (168, 180). He de-
fended the Masoretic tradition with his own brilliant conjecture
that the poem belongs to a genre of early poetic impressionism
which manifested  neither the characteristics of logical reflection
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    1 Compare Ackroyd 1952: 160 –162, who argued that elements of the poem,
like the curse on Meroz, may be “quotations” from older traditions utilized by
the poet who composed the poem about a hundred years after the event.

and intelligibility, nor even syntactically disciplined logical
form. “The impressionism of the Deborah Song is of a primitive
unconscious type, a naive spontaneous art” (180). The song has a
certain unity for Gerleman which “lies more in the emotional
coloring than in the outline.” This impressionism reflects, in his
opinion, the natural unconscious style of the original poet who,
with an “atomizing technique” (177), “reproduces merely his
[sic] own momentary impressions (173).1 Therefore, argued Ger-
leman, the perspective of the poet was not fixed but movable, and
consequently the poem lacks logical progression and reflection.

Unfortunately, Gerleman did not deal with the most enigmatic
passages of the poem. His study treated only 5:2–6a, 7a, 11, 17b,
19a, 20, 22, 24, 28, 30. The weakness in his thesis is that, since
most scholars find much in the poem to be incomprehensible, the
impressionistic creativity may reflect no more than the talent of
the exasperated translator, rather than the style of the original
poet. The absence of other early “impressionistic” poetry in the
Hebrew literary corpus cautions one against calling illogical in
the original wording what scholars currently find incompre-
hensible in their current texts. It can only be said that im-
pressionistic translations have been created from the enigmata in
the Song of Deborah. Until these cruces are resolved, it will be
impossible to determine whether the impressionism comes from
the poet or from the poet’s translators. 

Gerleman’s denial of any real literary unity in the poem has
been reinforced by Blenkinsopp (1961: 65), who stated

The unity of the poem is theological rather than literary, and we can be
certain in any case that whoever gave the Book of Judges its final form as we
have it was less concerned with producing an integrated work of art than with
preserving what was of value in the traditions of the past for the purpose of
edification, and that just as the victory song of Moses and Miriam underwent
transformation into what can be called a liturgical canticle, so it is not un-
likely, a priori, that something of the same took place here.

Blenkinsopp (1961: 67–76) isolated verses 5:2–5 and 31a as

psalmic elements which were added to an original war ballad to
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produce a liturgical piece celebrating “the great liberating act of
God both in society and in the individual soul.” Removal of these
psalmic elements “leaves us with a clear-cut ballard [sic] in five
moments or ‘fits’ interlaced with short lyric, choral elements.”
But, according to Blenkinsopp, even if the poem does not demon-
strate a literary unity or appear to be an integrated work of art, it
“is not a hotch-potch or a witch’s brew of ill-assorted literary
herbs” (76). Blenkinsopp’s adoption of Slotki’s reconstruction of
5:27 and his identifying 5:15b–16 as a “perfect little taunt-song”
that had had an independent existence outside the Song of Deb-
orah reflect his eclectic approach. His most significant contribu-
tion may well be his insistence that much of the poem is a war
ballad. His identifying several passages as psalmic elements, in
conformity with exegetical tradition, precluded his identifying
the entire work as such.

Lindars (1995: 212–213) supported the “emotional unity” of
Gerleman and the “thematic unity” of Blenkinsopp, asserting

The poem is not merely descriptive, but conveys the emotions of the parti-
cipants . . . . Thus the hearers of the poem are left sharing the experience of
those who were actually involved, and can feel that this is their own victory.
All this can be felt by the modern reader without the aid of critical analysis.
Moreover, the progress of the poem is logical in relation to its subject matter,
and there is no prima facie reason for drastic rearrangements.

A theological and cultic unity for Judges 5 was proposed by
Weiser (1959: 67–97). His suggestion differs from the “emotion-
al unity” proffered by Gerleman and the “thematic unity” of
Blenkinsopp in that Weiser predicated a uniform composition for
the poem derived from diverse literary elements, including (a)
verses 2–18, which form Deborah’s recitation of the war and the
victory and the tribes’ participation (or non-participation) in the
cultic festival of covenant renewal, and (b) verses 19–30, which,
in a cultic celebration of Yahweh’s recent victory, deal with the
conflict between Barak and Sisera.

Weiser’s views have gained limited acceptance, most recently
in the study of J. Gray (1988: 421–455). But Mayes (1969: 356),
in a convincing critique of Weiser’s conclusions, noted, “This
cultic  view  provides a  rather ‘blanket explanation’ of the Song
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      2 Note also Mayes 1974: 85–92.

    3 Compare Soggin (1981a: 625– 639 and 1981c: 94) who identified two
strata in the poem: (1) a heroic poem from the early monarchy (5:2–5, 9–11,
13, 23 [“as an unclear insertion”], and 31a); and (2) a later pre-Josianic theo-
logical revision (5:6– 8, 14 –22, 24–30).

which is partly acceptable only for the final stage of its history.”2

Mayes doubted that the original poem was a unified composition.
He preferred to follow H.-P. Müller (1966), who analyzed Judges
5 as a composite of an original poetic narrative of the battle
(5:12–31) coupled to a later psalmic introduction (5:2–11).
Through a process of double Yahwistic editing, the poem’s
elements have been transformed into the present hymn of praise.3

Lindars (1995: 218, 222–223) isolated 5:1 as an editorial intro-
duction and identified 5:2–5 as “an assortment of introductory
material, appropriate to liturgical celebration of the event, but
without internal unity.” Of the remaining verses, Lindars noted
that 5:6–8 “may have been the original opening stanza” and
verses 9–11 “may well be a liturgical addition, inviting celebra-
tion of the victory at cultic occasions” (234, 241). Verse 31, not
surprisingly, was also identified by Lindars as a liturgical addi-
tion.

Objections have been raised by Globe (1974b) both to the
cultic interpretation of Weiser and to the views of Müller and
Mayes which deny the literary unity of Judges 5. Although Globe
admitted that this poem “could be a synthesis of ancient poems
composed at different times” (like Genesis 49), he argued for its
literary unity. On the basis of the poem’s content, form, and
context, Globe found no reason why the poem cannot be viewed
as an integrated literary unit. He asserted (1974b: 508, 511–512)

In the final analysis, the stylistic coherence of Judges 5 gives the impression
of a single poetic intelligence mustering all the craft at its disposal, always
varying the technique, but often returning to devices used earlier . . . the
poem has a carefully composed structure employing a significant number of
recurring literary forms . . . . There is every reason to believe that the poem
was composed, much as it has survived, shortly after the battle it commem-
orates.

But Globe was only able to predicate, not demonstrate, the uni-
ty of the entire poem. In two separate studies (1974a, 1975), he
attempted to demonstrate the unity of 5:4–5 and 5:13–18. What
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he succeeded in demonstrating was the fact that individual
strophes of the poem, as they appear in the MT, have
characteristics typical of early Hebrew poetry, whatever the enig-
matic Hebrew may mean. Recognition of structural balance
within several strophes and the calling of attention to aural coher-
ence, normative parallelism, and details like assonance and puns
cannot demonstrate unity of the contents per se. Such unity may
only reflect a common style found in disparate poetic fragments
collected by an editor or redactor. Nevertheless, I concur with
Globe’s assertion (1975: 178) that “poetry of this order is rarely
the product of textual corruption. Nor does the passage look like
later editorial activity.” 

Hauser (1980: 25) concurred with Globe’s arguments for the
unity of the poem and rejected Blenkinsopp’s proposals to divide
the poem into a secular ballad and a later liturgical psalmic re-
working of the ballad. His study focused on only half of the
verses of the poem (the less problematic verses: 3–5, 11, 19–22,
24–30) and led him to conclude that “parataxis is best suited as a
key to understanding the poet’s style.” He defined parataxis as
the “placing side by side of words, images, clauses, or scenes
without connectives that directly and immediately coordinate the
parts with one another,” noting that parataxis presents an in-
complete picture, elements of which “at first glance do not
appear to correlate well with one another.” Since parataxis “tends
toward disjointedness,” Hauser concluded, “Judges 5 employs a
variety of rhythmic techniques without presenting a consistent
metrical structure.” Hauser’s “paratactic key,” was endorsed by
Gottwald (1985: 252–254) and certainly provides a means for
making some sense out of the Song of Deborah as it now stands
in the MT, the versions, and the varied modern translations.
However, it has the same limitations as Gerleman’s “poetic im-
pressionism.” Paratactic translations have emerged from the
enigmata in the song, but until these enigmata are resolved it
remains uncertain whether the parataxis comes from the poet or
from the poet’s translators or from both.

Contrary to the views of Gerleman, Mayes, Müller, and others,
and in support of the arguments of Globe, my study demonstrates
that the Song of Deborah is a brilliantly logical and stylistically
uniform epic fragment, employing a much richer repertoire of
lexical, syntactic, and grammatical elements than has been real-
ized. While some parataxis may have been employed by the poet,
syntaxis was the poet’s paramount achievement. What Globe was
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   4 For bibliographic material, see Blommerde (1969); Dahood and Penar
(1970); Robertson (1972); and Bal (1988a).

    5 Amit’s study (1987: 89–111) provides a good introduction to and biblio-
graphy of issues surrounding Judges 4. Note Kaufmann’s conclusion (1962:
114), “But this opinion [that the poetry was the basis of the prose] is also not
correct. We cannot see why the author of the prose reduced the number of the
fighting tribes from 6 to 2. We cannot also understand how he knew all the de-
tails which are not mentioned in the song. There is no doubt that the prose and
the poetry are two independent forms [italics mine] of the tradition about the
war with Sisera.” (I thank Gilad Gevaryahu for this quotation from Kaufmann.)

able to achieve for only several strophes can, in my opinion, be
established for the whole poem. 

Current philological studies, even with their failures and ex-
cesses, provide many clues for resolving the enigmata of early
Hebrew poetry.4 Such studies are forcing Hebraists to recognize
that ancient poets had a larger vocabulary and more syntactical
options than were formerly recognized. One can concur with
Hauser (1980: 28), “Rather than trying to emend the obscure sec-
tions [of Ju 5], it seems best to assume that they point more to
our lack of knowledge of ancient Hebrew vocabulary than to
problems of textual corruption.” As the long-standing cruces of
Judges 5 are resolved, the unity of the poem becomes transparent.

Just as the various strophes of the poem cannot be treated in
isolation from one another, Judges 5 cannot be treated in
isolation from the prose story in Judges 4, which is surely the
oldest “commentary” or midrash on the Song of Deborah.5 The
priority of Judges 5 has been reasserted by Halpern (1988: 95)
who noted, “Virtually every element of the prose account stems
directly, or by a dialectical process, indirectly, from SDeb . . . .
Every facet of the prose account can be derived from a reading of
SDeb.” However, Judges 4 has its own problems, including what
Yadin (1975: 250) has rightly called “one of the most irksome
questions of biblical research,” namely, the difference in the
accounts of the destruction of Hazor and the death of Jabin in
Judges 4 and Joshua 11. 

Archaeological studies have supported the integrity of the ac-
count of Joshua 11, leading Yadin (1975: 255) to conclude, “The
narrative  in the Book of Joshua is, therefore, the  true  histori-
calnucleus, while the mention of Jabin in Judges 4 must have
been a later editorial  interpolation.” The present study supports
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Yadin’s argument for the historical value of Joshua 11, but it also
offers an alternative solution to the problems related to Judges 4.

In Chapter One, the integrity of the consonantal Masoretic text
is defended, followed in Chapter Two by an analysis of the liter-
ary units which make up Judges 4 and 5. In Chapter Three, it is
argued that Shamgar was an Israelite overseer, and that Judges
3:31, which also mentions him, was originally a part of the poem
of Judges 5. In Chapter Four, Deborah is identified as the (Hit-
tite) “Mother in Israel” (alluded to in Ezekiel 16) whose name
also survives in a name list of Ramesses III, providing a chron-
ological reference point for the Israelite battle against Sisera.
Chapter Five contains my reconstruction and translation of the
Song of Deborah (with metrical and syllabic patterns outlined),
and this is followed by a philological commentary in Chapter Six.
In Chapter Seven, as part of the closing summary, the question of
authorship of the poem is addressed, and a case is made for Yael
or another Kenite being the author, even though tradition has
credited Deborah and some scholars have argued for a composite
poem of anonymous fragments.

An analysis of the meter (both accentual and syllabic) of this
poem in comparison with Ugaritic poetry or with other biblical
poetry will require a separate study. Only brief descriptive state-
ments, following the “traditional school” of Ley (1875), Budde
(1882), and Sievers (1901–1907), have been included in Chapter
Six. The accentuation and vocalization of the MT, with its recog-
nized limitations, has been utilized (with vocal še7wa) c counting as
a full vowel). 

Quotations from the Septuagint have been accented according
to the critical editions of  Brook and McLean (1917) and  Rahlfs
(1935). No effort has been made to add accents and breathing
marks to the variants cited from these works.

The Appendix includes eleven English translations of the Song
of Deborah (nine of which are frequently referred to but are not
as available as the RSV, NEB, NAB, and the like). A targum in
Modern Hebrew of my English translation found in Chapter Five
provides an abstract in Israeli Hebrew of my conclusions, as well
as a text by which to compare the changes in Hebrew over the
three millennia.



CHAPTER  ONE

THE  INTEGRITY  

OF  THE  HEBREW  TEXT

One of the seemingly most firmly established conclusions
concerning the Song of Deborah is that the Hebrew text of the
poem is “hopelessly corrupt.” Most contemporary critics would
concur with Moore’s statement (1900b: 129):

Probably few scholars would now agree with Ewald (Dichter, i. p. 178 n.)
and E. Meier (National-Literatur der Hebräer, p. 89) that the text of the
poem has been transmitted to us substantially intact — not to mention the
more extravagant notions of its impeccability entertained, e.g. by [J.] Bach-
mann ([Das Buch der Richter, 1868] p. 517 ff.). August Müller (Das Lied der
Deborah, 1887, i. ff.) has proved, on the contrary, that the corruption is
extensive and deep-seated. Whether it also is beyond all remedy, is a
question about which opinions will differ.

Albright (1936: 26) noted, “So old is the Song that part of the
text is hopelessly corrupt, both in the Greek and Hebrew ver-
sions, and the meaning of individual words was evidently lost
long before the Christian era.” Lindars (1995: 222) asserted,
“The LXX presents a maze of strange readings, which are often
difficult to relate to the Hebrew text. . . .” but concluded that the
tendency of some to accept every word of the MT was unwise,
even though the MT was preferable to the LXX. But the consen-
sus about the poem’s textual corruption really needs to be recon-
sidered, and Albright’s earlier opinion can now be revived: “its
textual state is excellent” (1921: 54) and “the text of the Song in
its Masoretic form is excellent, as attested by the LXX, but the
pointing is often impossible, and the pronominal suffixes and
other endings have suffered more than once from dittography”
(1922: 73).

A coherent reading of the Song of Deborah, with logical pro-
gression and stylistic uniformity, is possible, and the integrity of
the consonantal MT can be demonstrated as ninety-nine percent
reliable (or about ninety-eight percent correct if the confusion of
the vowel letters w and y is included and scriptio plena introduced
for archaic scriptio defectiva). The major textual problem lies not
 in the consonants per se, but in the spacing of the consonants,
i.e., the word division provided by tradition.
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     6 See Cross and Freedman 1952: 57; also note G. B. Gray 1903: 287. Com-
pare Tur Sinai’s (1960: 146–148) reading “wherefore it is said in the book:
There were wars of the Lord . . . ,” thereby eliminating the hwhy twmjlm rps.

    7 Christensen followed Dahood in identifying MT bhw “benefactor” as a
participle of bhw = bhy. Compare Weippert 1979: 17, who deleted seven vowel
letters, three conjunctive w’s, two h’s, emended three letters (including reading
why for bhw), and translated, “Yhwh came in a tempest, He came to the Arnon
river, crossed the river, crossed it. Deviated (from the way) to dwell in Ar,
Established himself in the land of Moab.” Milgrom (1990: 177) noted that

I. Clues from the “Book of the Wars of Yahweh”

The fragment of the hwhy twmjlm rps, the “Book of the Wars
of Yahweh,” which has survived in Num 21:14–15, provides not
only a parallel reference to Yahweh’s activities associated with
Seir (alluded to in Deborah’s exhortation in Ju 5:4–9), but also
clues for restoring the text of the Song of Deborah. It contains ex-
amples of a mixed and inconsistent orthography with reference to
vowel letters and words rarely found in the classical dialect.6

The difficulty of the text is evident in the nearly meaningless
RSV: “Wherefore it was said in the Book of the Wars of
Yahweh, ‘Waheb in Suphah, and the valleys of the Arnon, and
the slope of the valleys that extends to the seat of Ar, and leans to
the borders of Moab’.” The KJV read the hpwsb bhw “Waheb in
Suphah” as “what he did in the Red sea” (following the Vulgate
fecit in mari rubro) as though the Hebrew were #ws !yb bhy`
instead of the MT hpwsb bhw ta.

The LXX is no less problematic. It reads in part, dia. tou/to
le,getai evn bibli,w| po,lemoj tou/ kuri,ou th.n Zwob evflo,gisen “On
account of this it is said in the book, the war of the Lord, he / she
burned ZÇob.” It seems that the LXX Vorlage may have had
hprs bhwz ta, in which case the feminine hmjlm could have
been read as the subject of the feminine verb hprs = hprc
(although G. A. Smith [1912: 62] suggested that the LXX trans-
lated #rs, not hprs).

More important than the translations offered is the manuscript
and versional evidence for uncertainty in regards to word divi-
sion. Despite Noth’s (1968: 160) claim that this text “defies all
explanation,” Christensen (1975: 50–51) made significant prog-
ress in understanding the text. With only slight modification of
Christensen’s scansion, I vocalize and scan Num 21:14–15 as
follows:7
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Christensen’s view “commends itself” but he retained Waheb and Supah as
place names, following the eleventh century philologist Ibn Janah..

    8 Christensen is correct in identifying the MT taw with hta “to come,” but
he is incorrect in deleting the h of !yljnh. The words have been misdivided.

The h goes with the preceding ta as the vowel letter ô (see Cross and Freedman
1952: 57). This hto a; is the infinitive absolute having the force of a finite verb
(see GKC 75

n

 and 113
y

, McDaniel  1968b: 208 –210).

    9 Christensen emended MT d`aw to read r`a “he marched through.” But
the emendation is unnecessary. The noun dw` “torrent” may also occur in Isa

13:6, awby yd`m d`k, “(the day of Yahweh) shall come like a raging torrent.”
Another good possibility is the Amorite and South Arabic cognate asad /asd
“warrior” and the denominative verb, “to fight” (see Huffmon, 1965: 169; P. D.
Miller, 1973: 79). For dwv/hdv, see note 268.

    10 Christensen is correct in reading MT rva as the verb “to march forth.”
But his tentative proposal to delete the word is unnecessary since the verb dva
need not be emended to rva, nor does the text have a redundant use of rva “to
march forth.” The MT hfn is better read as an adverbial accusative, either the
participle “quaking” or the noun “(earth) quake,” from the biliteral base fn, with
probable by-forms fwn, ffn, hfn, like stems ^d and dn (GKCa 77, Dahood,
1968: 368). Here the hiph cîl tbiv]l' “to destroy” reflects the elision of the h after
the preposition (GKC 53q), like the tyb`l in Amos 8:4.

    11 Christensen follows a traditional reading of this line. The proposal here
calls for reading @[`n as the energic qal 1cpl imperfect of [w`, a cognate of
Arabic bÑD “to enter easily” (Lane 1872: 1468b, 1469a, especially noticing the

quotation  "`"Cs *;3Ö "s Q@à! õ aD  “Enter the land while thou findest a

place of entrance”). For the vocalization of the energic, see Gordon 1965: 11;
Dahood 1965: 21; 1970: 377–378; McDaniel 1968b: 205–206; and Blommerde
1969: 15. The l is an emphatic l, and this occurrence should be added to the
list cited by Dahood 1965: 22; 1970: 406–407; McDaniel 1968b: 206–208; and

hp;Wsb] bhew o t;a;
@/nrÒa' !Aylej;nÒ htoa;wÒ

!ylij;nÒ hD,v]a'wÒ
r[; tBiv]l' hF;n" rv'a;
ba;w om lWbgÒli @['vo n:wÒ

The Benefactor came in a storm.
Yea, He came8 to the wadis of the Arnon,

He caused the wadis to rush forth.9 
He marched (in an) earthquake to destroy Ar.10 

Then we easily entered the very borders of Moab!11 
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Blommerde 1969: 31. [w` is possibly attested in Ezek 23:23, where MT dwqp
[wqw [w`w, traditionally read as place names, “Pekod, and Shoa and Koa,” could
better be read: [wq w[w`y dwqp “attacking (see Isa 26:14) they will easily enter

the plain,” reading an infinitive absolute dwqp, used with the yqtl of [w`, fol-
lowed by the adverbial accusative [wq,  which is related to Arabic ^"g “an even
place, a depressed plain” (Lane 1893: 2994).

    12 Ju 5:4 –5 reflects the tradition of Num 21:14 –17 and 24:17–19, in-
dicating that Israel entered Moab in an atmosphere of violence and destruction.
This fragment of the “Book of the Wars of Yahweh” correlates well with the
prophetic oracle of Balaam (Num 24:17–19, NEB), which announced the
impending destruction of Moab and Ar at the time of the tribal migration
through the Trans-Jordan. These passages cannot be easily reconciled with the
tradition of Deut 2:9, 16, 27, which claims a peaceful passage through Edom
and Moab. On Num 24:17–19, see Albright 1944: 218–227 and van Seters
1972: 182–197.

The meter here is 3 + 3 + 2 / 2 + 2 + 3, 

with a syllable count of 7:8:6:7:8.

The verb ht;a; “he came” was written simply ta, without the
vowel letter, but the infinitive absolute htoa; was written hta,
with the h serving as the sign for ô. (Interestingly, a variant atyw,
with the elision of the initial a, is attested in Deut 33:21 for

atayw and ywth appears for ywtah in Isa 21:14.) The w of d`aw is
an emphatic w (see Blommerde 1969: 29), the same as the pre-
ceding htaw “yea, he came.” The MT d`a can be parsed as the
caphcel (Dahood, 1965: 24 –25; 1968: 31; 1970: 58, 389) of dw`
“to rush forth with force,” which has been identified by Gordis
(1940: 35– 43) in 2 Sam 1:21; Jer 18:14; Ps 91:6; and Job 5:21.
The reconstructed hd`aw has a h for the e vowel. Such mixed
spellings and misdivision of words led to erroneous vocalization.

The antiquity of this poetic material, reflected in its lexical and
syntactical obscurities, favors its historical integrity. The archaic
lexical items, rare grammatical forms, misdivided words, and the
inconsistent use of final vowel letters alert one to look for similar
features in the archaic Song of Deborah.12 The rare initial waw
stem, bhw, also alerts the critic that this poetic fragment contains
elements of a dialect distinctly different from the Jerusalem dia-
lect. Sensitivity to dialectal differences will also serve well any
reader or interpreter of the Song of Deborah.
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     13 Albright 1944: 209–223; 1950 –51: 12 –16; Cross 1948: 192 –196; and
Cross and Freedman 1955: 237–250.

    14 On the inconsistent use of vowel letters, note the inscriptions from the
mid-ninth to mid-eighth centuries from Kuntillet Ajrud and Kirbet el-Qom. See
Emerton 1982: 2–20 (especially 2 –3), as well as Zevit 1984: 39– 47.

II. Identifying the textual difficulties

in the Song of Deborah

A survey of the previous commentaries and studies on Judges 5
would lead one (wrongly, as I shall argue below) to conclude
that, aside from the matter of glosses, the textual problems in the
poem stem primarily from scribal misreadings of the consonants,
rather than scribal misdivision of words. Few critics have
challenged the correctness of the 288 spaces  currently used for
word division and the 52 line divisions in BHS. Efforts to correct
the text by emendation of the consonants, coupled with the treat-
ment of the MT vowel letters w and y as late additions to the text,
compounded the problems of understanding the poem. For
example, it was customary for Albright, Cross, and Freedman to
delete all vowel letters from the MT in their attempt to restore a
purely consonantal text as would have been written before the
ninth century B.C.E.13

However, some of the vowel letters removed were originally
consonants that had been incorrectly vocalized. Their removal
precluded a correct restoration of the text. Since it cannot be
assumed that vowel letters were introduced uniformly at one
particular period in the transmission of the text, recognition of
the partial and inconsistent use of vowel letters is essential. Each
y and w must be judged on its own merits. The reconstruction of
the text offered in this study calls for only thirty changes in the
consonantal MT, twenty-five of which involve y and w. Included
in the twenty-five changes of y and w are nine cases where the y
and w were pointed in the MT as vowel letters although they were
originally consonants.14 

Judges 5 can be brought into conformity with typical plena
spelling and can be restored to its more “original” consonantal
form by the following corrections:
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(1) the addition of two consonants (a y and a @ ) and fifteen
vowel letters (seven internal and eight final letters),

(2) the deletion of one consonant, four vowel letters, and one
W conjunction,

(3) changing w to y twice and changing y to w twice,
(4) the emendation of five consonants to graphically similar

letters,
(5) the redivision of thirty words (eleven of which involve

the transfer of only one letter to the preceding or follow-
ing word), affecting the formation and vocalization of
thirty-seven new words. 

Aside from the commonly recurring errors involving y and w
(see Delitzsch 1920: 103–105), the problem of plena and defec-
tiva spellings, and the transposition of verses 3:31, 5:6–7 and
seven other words, only eight changes by addition, deletion, and
emendation to the consonantal text need be made to read the
poem as an integrated battle ballad. The transpositions call for
the addition of only one h and one a.

III. Corrections needed in the consonantal text
 and with the vowel letters

A.  Additions to the text

The two consonants to be restored in the poem are a y prefix on
!jl in 5:8 and a @ suffix in 5:23, where hyb`y “her riders” needs
to be read as @hyb`y “their riders.” Although most words in the
MT of Judges 5 are written scriptio plena, defective spellings
survive in thirteen words which, for the most part, were improp-
erly divided. They are as follows:

(1) Three cases of internal scriptio defectiva:

v 6  l[y  for ly[y “he used to attack,”
v 11            tqdx   for twqdx “victories,”
v 14            !`r`   for !y`r` “hastening (ones).”
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(2) Six plural verbs lacking the final û vowel:

v 8        !jl for wmjly  “they (will) battle,”
v 9  ybl for wybl  “respond to the call!”
v 13      yl for wyl  “they were accompanied,”
v 14          ^yrja “after you” divided to read 

      wky rja “at the rear they strike,”
v 21     z[ for wz[ “they sought refuge,” 
v 23     al for wal “they prevailed.”

(3) One singular verb lacking the final e vowel:

v 14                ̂ ymm[b  “with your kin” divided to read
                   hky !m[b  “from concealment he attacks.”

(4) Four cases of misdivision and scriptio defectiva:

v 11         !yxxjm lwqm  “to the sound of musicians”          
divided and emended to read

        !yxxj !ylqm  “(on) mountain-roads, hurrying”
v 22 twrhdm sws  “horse gallopings” divided to read

       twrhd wmysws  “their horses, (and their) chariots,”
v 23 ^alm  rma  zwrm  “Meroz said an angel”

divided to read
^al !yr  !yazwrm “doomed, he sent cloudbursts.”

B.  Deletions from the text

(1) Vowel letters:

Even fewer deletions are required. The w of lwqm in 5:11 is
deleted in restoring !ylqm “mountain roads.” The y of the third
yrw[ in 5:12 is deleted, changing the MT qal imperative into
the picel infinitive construct ry[ or rw[ “to overwhelm, to
rout.” In 5:16, the w in twqr` “hissings” is deleted in restoring
the lengthened construct infinitive of qrc, a metathetic variant
of rqc “to look for.” In 5:23, the w of the plural imperative
wrwa “curse  ye” has been deleted to read a 3mpl perfect wra
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“they panicked.” The W prefixed to Barak’s name in 5:1 has been
deleted as a pseudo-correction once r`tw was identified with
ryv “to sing,” instead of rva or rwv “to march forth.” (The a
has been inserted for clarity in the revision, but the elision of a
occurs frequently enough and early enough that one cannot be
certain it would have been in the original spelling.)

(2) Consonants:

The only consonant deleted from the text is the @ of @bwar in
5:16, reading the verb and preposition ("b war “to triumph
over”) rather than the name @bwar “Reuben.”

C.  Confusion of y and w

In 5:12c, the restored ry`y “he marched forth” is read as the
preterit of rw`. In 5:17, the @wk`y is corrected to @yk`y “he at-
tacked,” an energic shaphcel of hkn. In 5:22, MT ybq[ “the heels
of ” is read as wbq[, a dual noun with a 3ms suffix “its slopes,”
i.e., the banks of the wadi. In 5:23, MT wab is read as a participle
in the bound nouns trz[l yab “the ones going forth for the
Warrior.” 

D.  Other emendations

Five other emendations involve the confusion of k and m in
paleo-Hebrew, the confusion of a r for a h or b, and a d for a t.

v 10 @ydm  “rich carpets” (NRSV) is emended to 
@ydk  “mule(s),”

v 12 ^yb`    “your captives” becomes 
!yb`  “captives,”

v 27   [rk r`ab  “where he kneeled” is redivided to
  [rkh `ab   “motionless, was made powerless” or to
  [rkb `ab  “motionless, in a stupor,”

v 28  bn`ah d[b  “out of the lattice” is redivided to
 bn`a hd[b  “out of (?) a lattice” and emended to
  bn`a ht[b  “she inquired (at the) lattice,”
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v 31  hwhy  ^ybywa  “your enemies, Yahweh” is emended to
hwhy !Aybywa  “the enemies of Yahweh.”

Five by-forms are recognized which do not require emendation.
In 5:10, rjx is read as a by-form of r[x “young,” and in 5:11,
ba`m appears as a metathetic variant of cognate South Arabic
msbc “mountain pass.” With the removal of the vowel letter w and
with the change of  v to c, MT twqrv in 5:16 is read as the in-
finitive of rqc/rqs “to look at, to gaze.” In 5:22, !lh is read as
a by-form of alh “to be at a distance, to retreat.” The second
twrhd of 5:22, with the metathesis of the t and w, is read wtrhd
“his chariot.” In 5:8, r[` is read as the metathetic variant of
Arabic ^ ?H (= [rc) “to be courageous.” 

E.  Changes in word division

More than half of the proposed changes in word division have
been cited above in sections A–D. For the sake of completeness,
they are also included in this section, but without comment. The
proposed redivisions are discussed individually in Chapter Six.

v 5      larcy  “Israel” becomes
             la rvy  “God will provide strength”;

v 11       !yxxjm lwqm  “the sound of musicians” becomes
      !yxxj !ylqm   “(on) mountain passes, hurrying”;

v 11         ![ !yr[vl  “to the gates, the people” becomes
             ![m yr[cl  “the very storms from”;

v 12      ry` yrbd  “words of a song” becomes
          ry`y rbd   “the pursuer” and “prepared”;

v 14               ^yrja   “after you” becomes
            wky rja   “at the rear they would strike”;

v 14             ^ymm[b   “with your kinsmen” becomes
          hky !m[b   “from concealment he attacks”;

v 15               !yldg   “great ones” becomes
        !yl dg   “Gad had joined them”;

v 16            @bwar   “Reuben” becomes
      "b war   “to triumph over”;
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v 18    wab hd` ymwrm l[   “upon the heights of the field
           they came” becomes

 wabh d`y !wrm l[  “against Merom he moved,
          they were forced to come”;

v 21      !ymwdq   “onrushing” becomes
        !y !wdq  “surging seaward”;

v 21      z[ y`pn ykrdt  “march on, my soul, with might”
           becomes

    wz[y `pny ^rdt  “it overtook (them), it overflowed,
          they sought refuge”;

v 22  twrhd twrhdm sws  “horse galloping agalloping”

          becomes
        wtrhd twrhd wmysws  “their horses (and their) chariots,

          his chariot”;
v 23   ̂ alm rma zwrm wrwa  “curse Meroz, says the angel”

          becomes
      ^al !yr !yazwrm wra   “they panicked, doomed (to

         die), he had sent cloudbursts”;
v 25            !yryda lpsb   “in a lordly bowl” becomes

           !yrydal #sb   “in a truly magnificent goblet”;
v 27   [rk r`ab  “where he fell” becomes

 [rkh `ab  “made motionless, powerless” or 
 [rkb `ab  “in a stupor”;

v 28 bn`ah d[b  “through the lattice” becomes
 bn`a ht[b  “she inquired (at) the lattice”;

v 30  waxmy alh   “are they not finding” becomes
 wax !yalh  “the victors have forded

            (the water).”

IV. The modification of the Masoretic vocalization

In challenging the cavalier treatment of the Masoretic vocaliza-
tion in many studies, Barr (1968: 194) noted:

The picture implied in philological treatments is one of (a) a long period
during which the consonantal text was carefully cherished and transmitted,
and (b) a late and arbitrary process by which vocalization was more or less
imposed on this text by men who were handicapped by the limitations of their
knowledge of Hebrew.
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    15 Rabbinic traditions in Megillah 18b and Rosh Hashanah 26a–b, to which
Barr (1968: 56) called attention, speak of the uncertainty of the meaning of five
biblical or mishnaic words about which it was said yam @nbr y[dy wwh al “our
teachers did not know the meaning,” until they heard the words being used by a
handmaid in the household of (the) Rabbi or by an Arab at the market. Note
Pollack’s proposal, accepted by H. Gevaryahu (1987: ix), to interpret hls in
the Psalms in light of current Arabic usage in northern Israel where ÄpD means

qps l` $m` all, yrmgl rwrb . . .rrbl w`wryp` “to be clear . . . to be without

a doubt.”

Although Barr doubts that this is a credible picture for the MT
as a whole,15 it is certainly the case with Judges 5. The widely
varying translations of the LXX A and B texts, coupled with
variants in other Greek recensions and in the Latin tradition,
indicate that the poem was not well-understood at an early
period. As Albright (1936: 26) noted, “the meaning of individual
words was evidently lost long before the Christian era.” The
vocalization and meaning were obviously restored at many points
by conjecture. Nevertheless, the Masoretic vocalization is about
eighty percent reliable. Corrections to the MT proposed above in
sections A to E modify the vocalization of 48 of the poem’s 360
words. Elsewhere in the poem, 24 changes in the MT, requiring
no consonantal emendation, are suggested or adopted.

v 1    r`tw     = ryvit;wÒ or rVet'wÒ or ryviat;wÒ “she caused to 
       march forth,” from either rw` or r`a,

v 2 ["rep'B]    “when (she) called for heroism,” the preposi-
     tion b and the pi cel infinitive absolute,

v 4    !Ayme “the water of/from (the mountains),” the con-
struct ym with an enclitic ! or the preposition
m in a construct chain,

v 5   yh' Ola> “my God,”

v 6 t/jrÒao “caravans,”

v 11       WnT]yU “they were given,” qal passive yqtl of @tn,
v 11  wnEz orÒPi 3ms suffixed dual “his two warriors,”

v 12    yrIw o[ infinitive absolute, “aroused themselves,”
v 12     yrEw o[ plural construct, “the troops of,”
v 12      rWE[' pi cel “to rout,”
v 12     yrEw o[ plural construct, “the troops of,”
v 12     h obv]W infinitive, “to take captives,”
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    16 Note Cooke 1892: 24–56 (passim); Moore 1900: 32–39; Burney 1918:

112 –157 (passim); J. Gray 1967: 278–285; and Lipinski 1967: 185–200.

v 13    dyrIc; with a shift of c to v, “caravan leader,”

v 13       dr'y: 3ms with hwhy ![ as the subject, 
“Yahweh’s militia descended,”

v 15      yrEc;wÒ “and the officers of,”
v 15 rkev]v'yÒ shaphcel of rkv “to defeat,”
v 15        @Ku qal passive 3ms of @wk “conceal,”

v 16    hmol; infinitive absolute “to surround,”
v 16     tb,vo yÒ infinitive construct of bvy “to wait,”

v 17     hm;l; emphatic l “verily” with an enclitic !
and the vowel letter h affixed,

v 17      bv'y: from bbv “he scattered, he assailed,”
v 28  bbeytewÒ taqtil nominal form of bby “a vacant place,”

v 29 h;yÒr"m]ao participle “soothsayer” with the archaic
feminine y (-ay) ending and 3fs suffix,

v 30    llevo masculine singular participle “despoiler.”

V. The value of the LXX and later versions
 for establishing the text

It has long been recognized that the corruption found in the
Masoretic text “. . . is in the main older than the Greek transla-
tors, who in the worst places read substantially as we do and
therefore give us little help toward a restoration of the text”
(Moore 1900b: 129). The widely differing translations in Codex
Alexandrinus and in Codex Vaticanus demonstrate how difficult
the Hebrew text of Judges 5 was for the early translators. Even
Lindars (1995: 222) noted, “The LXX presents a maze of strange
readings, which are often difficult to relate to the Hebrew text.”
Yet numerous revisions of the MT have been proposed on the
basis of variant readings in the LXX or other versions. Kittel
(BH3) proposed or accepted six such emendations. Other
commentators adopted these or offered alternative translations to
bring the MT into conformity with the Greek textual variants.16

But a survey of all the textual variants cited in Brooke and Mc-
Lean’s (1917: 801–809)  critical edition of the LXX provides
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   17 See also Brooke and McLean 1897: 9–12. For detailed bibliographies
covering studies of the Greek text of Judges, see Schreiner 1961: 173–200,
333 –358; Brock, Fritsch, and Jellicoe 1973: 104. Cross (1973: 213) noted, “As
recent text-critical study of the Qumran manuscripts has shown once again, the
overwhelming majority of textual differences in Hebrew and Greek manuscripts
are the result of inadvertent or unconscious errors— as should be expected.”

    18 See McDaniel 1968b: 216–217.

little  evidence that  the LXX and its derivative versions offer
reliable clues for altering the consonantal MT.17

The rich repertoire of archaic syntactic, lexical, and gram-
matical forms which were part of the Hebrew poetic tradition was
available only down to the time of the Babylonian exile.18 The
LXX translators in the Hellenistic period had but limited knowl-
edge of archaic and/or dialectical Hebrew. One must concur with
Barr (1968: 268), “. . . the ancient translators did their task
remarkably well, considering the circumstances. Their grasp of
Hebrew, however, was very often a grasp of that which is aver-
age and customary in Hebrew.” Generally, archaic and archaistic
elements, dialectal variations, or loanwords in the Song of
Deborah were not obvious to the LXX translators. Therefore, the
most that can be expected of the LXX and its variants is a hint to
the presence or meaning of an enigmatic word or phrase, as
demonstrated below.

A.  The LXX and lexicography

Knowledge of lexical elements lost after the early translations
were made can be recognized in several of the textual variants.
Three examples illustrate this type of help available from a study
of the LXX and other versions. Section C, below, provides an
example of the way the doublets and triplets in the Greek manu-
scripts reflect the translators’ diverse understanding of a difficult
poetic Hebrew word.

1.  Ju 5:4 !g and dro,souj

The LXX B-text reads kai. o` ouvrano.j e;staxen dro,souj, “and
the heaven dripped dews” in 5:4b for MT wpfn !ym` !g. In the
LXX, dro,soj  usually  translates lf “dew” or gl` “snow,” and
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    19 Compare Albright’s interpretation (1922: 75), “. . . ‘drip’ is an anticlimax,
and here so absurd that a scribe felt impelled to add the remark wpfn !yb[ !g
!ym, ‘the clouds (also) dripped water,’ that is, the heavens did not leak, but the
clouds distilled a gentle rain.” Note also Cooke 1892: 30; Moore 1900a: 32,
1900b: 141; Burney 1918: 112; and J. Gray 1967: 278.

   20 Lane 1872: 228a, 449a, noting especially 449c, uÑªtª3 ª?ªáª#  “a well of
much (water).”

   21 See Brooke and McLean 1917: 804; Burney 1918: 120; Schreiner 1961:
196.

although ArabicqU means “light rain,” Hebrew lf occurs in
parallelism with !ybiybirÒ “copious showers,” as in Deut 32:2 and
Mic 5:6. Although Lindars (1995: 232) concluded that dro,souj
here in 5:4 is just a gloss “to complete the sense,”19 it probably
translates the particle !g, and this can be accepted as the pre-
ferred meaning in light of the Arabic usage of J[# v3, as well as

j"[$o! v320 “to rain copiously” and “a copious, unexpected tor-

rential rain.”
The MT !g is an adverbial substantive, like the Arabic v3

“abundantly,” used with the ellipsis of the direct object. The
LXX B-text captured the meaning by treating !g as the direct
object rather than as an adverb. The kai. . . . kai. in 5:4 represents
a later correction to the more common reduplicated !g . . . !g.

2.  Ju 5:12 rw[ and muria,daj meta. laou/

The doublet in the MT of 5:12,

         hrwbd yrw[ yrw[ Awake, awake, Deborah;
   ry` yrbd yrw[ yrw[ Awake, awake, utter a song!

is read in most Greek manuscripts as a triplet (e.g., the A-text,
Lucianic MSS gnwdptv, and the Origenic MSS abcx, supported
by the Armenian, Ethiopic, Old Latin and Syro-Hexapla):

   evxegei,rou evxegei,rou Debbwra
   evxegei,rou (or evxe,geiron) muria,daj meta. laou/
   evxegei,rou evxegei,rou (or la,lei) metV w|vdh/j.21 

Burney (1918: 121) corrected the LXX by deleting the third
line of the text, assuming that it was an insertion of the Hebrew
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    22 See BH3. MSS dgnptvw have (and the Old Latin and Ethiopic must have
read) en iscui (Brooke and McLean 1917: 804 and Schreiner 1961: 196).

and B-text tradition. The Greek doublet which survived led Bur-
ney to conclude that the Vorlage behind this recension was

     hrwbd yrw[ yrw[ Awake, awake, Deborah;

    ![b twbbr yry[h Arouse myriads among the
 people!

However, a better explanation which does not demand a differ-
ent Vorlage can be offered. The A-text evxegei,rou muria,daj meta.
laou/, which contains a doublet (muria,daj and meta. laou/) is a
translation of the second yrw[ yrw[. The evxegei,rou (evxe,geiron)
translates the first yrw[ of this second pair, and the doublet
(muria,daj and meta. laou/) translates the other yrw[, i.e., the fourth
yrw[ of the bicolon. It is cognate with the Arabic @Ñ` /@"` “a nu-

merous company of men, a numerous army,” which was used
with reference to those involved in quick or sudden moves in a
hostile or predatory incursion (Lane 1887: 2307–2308). The
translators of the A-text were evidently aware of this (now) rare
root which can be labeled rw[ IV, “a large company of people.”

The third line of the A-text, evxegei,rou evxegei,rou la,lei metV
w|vdh/j is a separate doublet of the MT ry` yrbd yrw[ yrw[, which
matches the B-text evxegei,rou evxegei,rou la,lhson wv| dh,n. A dif-
ferent Vorlage behind the A-text, as suggested by Burney and
followed in BH3 and by Lindars (1995: 290), need not be as-
sumed. 

3.  Ju 5:12 ry` and evniscu,wn and its variants

In 5:12a, the A-text and the Lucianic recension have a doublet
for MT qrb !wq. It consists of (a) evniscu,wn, which has been
identified as the Greek equivalent of  qzj or qzjb (if one reads
en iscui) and (b) evxani,staso Barak for the B-text avna,sta Ba-
rak.22 The katiscuson exegeirou “overpower, arouse” in MS k is
a variant of the A-text evniscu,wn evxani,staso “strengthening,
arise.” Moore (1900a: 34–35) reconstructed the text as !wq qzj
qrb “Barak, be strong, arise.” But this doublet and its allegedly
differing Vorlage can be better explained  in the light of the
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    23 Deborah’s role was analogous to that of a ;4D “speaker, orator” among
the ancient Bedouins. The ;4D filled a nonhereditary position of civil leader-
ship (see Buccellati 1967: 90) as well as a religious role (see Lane 1872: 1308).

A-text of Hos 12:4–5. The occurrence of evni,scusen there for hr`
and r`yw indicates that some translators understood r`, hr`,
and rr` to mean evniscu,w or katiscu,w. Similarly, in the A-text of
Ju 5:12, evniscu,wn evxani,staso Barak and its Lucianic variants are
the translation of the MT qrb !wq ry`. The doublet that sur-
vives in the A-text for ry` is then (a) metV wv| dh/j “with a song” and
(b) evniscu,wn “strengthening.” 

B. The LXX obscures the genre

The LXX translators inadvertently obscured the meaning of the
Song of Deborah and steered exegetical tradition in a wrong
direction when they translated the initial words of Ju 5:1, r`tw
qrbw hrwbd by kai. h=|san Debbwra kai. Barak (possibly using Ex
15:1 as the parallel since lar`y ynbw h`m ry`y za was trans-
lated to,te h=|sen Mwush/j kai. oi ̀ui`oi. Israhl). This translation has
reinforced the long-standing tradition that all of Judges 5 is the
Song of Deborah. But this designation is actually a misnomer
when applied to the entire poem. The MT r`tw of Ju 5:1 and the
ry`y of Ex 15:1 must be attributed to different roots. The latter is
certainly from ry` “to sing,” but the former is from r`a (like the
atyw = atayw in Deut 33:21) or rw`/ry` “to march forth.” 

To be sure, Deborah delivered a hortatory address (possibly at
a cultic assembly) or dispatched a summons to the tribal leaders.
However, her words (found only in the exhortation in 5:3–5 and
8–9) did not constitute a “song of victory.” Rather they were a
call-to-arms for an Israelite militia so that they might achieve a
victory.23 Consequently, Deborah, as composer or singer, need
not be associated with the entire poem (see below, page 247).

The psalmic elements found in translations and created by exe-
getical tradition were, in my opinion, not psalmic elements in the
original poem. Words that appear to be hymnic (rmz and ry`)
can now be demonstrated to be homographs of military and
combative terms. The poem can be best identified as a short
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epic fragment dealing with a “Yahweh war” and would have been
a likely candidate for inclusion in the hwhy twmjlm rps, the
“Book of the Wars of Yahweh,” or a similar work. 

The essential integrity of the Hebrew text can be maintained
only when the entire poem is read as a battle ballad, in epic style,
which elaborated (1) the causes leading to military confrontation,
(2) the mobilization (including Deborah’s exhortation), (3) the
strategy of the Israelites, (4) descriptive scenes of the route and
rout of Sisera, and (5) the victory of Yahweh’s militia—including
the help of Yael, a fellow Yahwist, in Sisera’s assassination. 

C. Doublets and triplets

The varied transliterations and translations in the LXX and the
versions are very helpful in recovering the Hebrew vocabulary of
the translators, but provide little justification for emending the
MT. A good example of this limited usefulness can be demon-
strated by the variants for wmlh in Ju 5:22, including the numer-
ous doublets and triplets scattered in 5:21–23, as cited by Brooke
and McLean (1917: 806).

5:21
omaliei (ylmh)   transliteration in dgknptvw
omiliai (ylmh)   transliteration in l
autouj  (wml)     “them” in dgklnptvw
5:22
omaliei (ylmh)   transliteration in Mnamyb2ot
enepodisqhsan (wmlh)   “they were foot-cuffed” in B
apekophsan       (wlmh)   “they were cut off” in 

              Abcglnx
euqunonta (!lwh)   “steersman, driver” in 

               dglnptvw
ekstasewj (!wlh)   “a movement outwards” in

               Mnamyb2dgklnptvw
ableyia              (!l[h)   “blindness” (metaphor) in w
autou    (wml)    “of him” in dglptvw
autouj    (wml)    “them” in MNamyb2

autwn    (wml)   “of them” in Mnamnyb2
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5:23
ama law (wlmh)   transliteration in k
ama lawn (wlmh)   transliteration in k*
ubristaj  (!lh)   “violent (horses)” in glnptvw
apolesate   (wmh)   “destroy!” in glnptvw 

  [at the first wrwa]
apolesate   (wmh)   “destroy!” in k

  [at the second wrwa]
ekstasin   (!lh)   “a movement outwards” in k

 A number of scribal errors are obvious:

• defective spelling of  wmlh as !lh
• inversion of letters: wlmh and !lwh for wmlh
• inversion plus confusion of w and y (ylmh for wmlh)
• loss of a letter: wmh or wml for wlmh
• plena spelling or inversion: lwmh for wlmh
• confusion of [ and h: !l[ or  !l[h for  !lh
• reduplication and inversion: wllhm (see below).

Furthermore, although the eneurokophqhsan “they were ham-
strung” found in 5:22 in MSS MNadkmoptvyb2 could possibly be
a translation of wmlh, it more likely reflects an original wrq[
“they were hamstrung” for MT ybq[ “the heels of.” Since these
manuscripts have pte,rnai for the ybq[, eneurokophqhsan would
have to be a doublet. If so, MT wmlh would not be reflected in
the translation of MSS MNadkmoptvyb2.

In the Old Latin, dementiae eius in 5:22 reflects a Vorlage with
wllhm “his insanity”; and the Armenian, translated into Latin
planabunt “they will level,” is a translation of the transliteration,
as though omaliei were from o`mali,zw “to make level.” The
inverted wlmh and ylmh for MT wmlh produced only translitera-
tions in the Greek, no association having been made with the
hlmh “tumult” of  Jer 11:16 (which was there translated perito-
mh/j “circumcision,” similar to the avpotoma.j for twmlh in Ju 5:
26a, discussed below) and Ezek 1:24 (which is lacking in the
LXX). JThe eight translations of wmlh (excluding apolesate and
autou, etc. for wmh or wml) provide for a better Hebrew lexicon,
but require no changes to the MT, except for the matter of scrip-
tio plena.
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VI. Summary

The integrity of the consonantal MT can thus be accepted as
ninety-nine percent correct, and the Masoretic vocalization as
eighty percent reliable. Two major problems precluded a more
accurate vocalization by the Masoretes, namely, (1) the mis-
division of twenty words early in the process of transmission
(which was comparable to the misdivision of words elsewhere in
the Hebrew Bible examined by Delitzsch [1920: 2–10]), and (2)
the pre-LXX transmission of the text without a uniformly consis-
tent use of medial vowel letters (seven cases are attested) and
final vowel letters with h"l verbs (defective spellings occur in
seven or eight verbs).

The changes identified in this chapter, coupled with the trans-
position of 3:31 and 5:6–7 to the initial lines of the poem and the
transposition of seven other words, exhaust all necessary changes
to the text. The text of the poem appears to be free of other edito-
rial activity. This slightly modified text now reads easily as a
clearly written poem with syllable balance, normal metric pat-
terns, and an extremely astute use of grammatical and lexical
detail to build epic poetry of rare quality. 

Transpositions coupled with excessive deletions such as those
cited above in the “Introduction” or proposed by Caquot (1986:
55 [that 5:14–17 is “une insertion secondaire dans cette partie du
Cantique”]) or Nacaman (1990: 424–426 [who omitted 5:14–17
and transposed 5:18 to follow 5:13]) are attractive only when one
is restricted to traditional word division and a limited vocabulary,
or when one is insensitive to the inconsistent orthography in the
MT and the possibility of dialectal elements and/or loanwords.

The LXX and the versions reflect the same basic text as that
found in the MT. Where a significant variant occurs, it is more
likely to reflect the early translator’s control of a larger lexical
repertoire than that of later lexicographers. Words which were
subsequently lost in ordinary Hebrew usage can now be recov-
ered through appeal to cognates and/or the larger lexicon of post-
biblical and rabbinic Hebrew (as well as by recognizing foreign
words on the lips of non-Israelites).

The firmly established consensus of the commentators, recent-
ly reiterated by Lindars (1995: passim), that the text of the poem
is hopelessly corrupt must now be abandoned. The only editorial
activity in Ju 5:1–31a was limited to the intentional transposition
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of two verses (5:6–7) by a Deuteronomic editor and the uninten-
tional mislocation of several words and phrases. (The conspic-
uous editorial activity reflected in Judges 4 is a different matter
and will be addressed briefly in the next chapter.) 

The many “paratactic” or “impressionistic” translations of the
Song of Deborah which have appeared—from the early one in
proto-Lucianic MS k to the most recent one offered by Lindars
(included in the Appendix)—have failed to appreciate the fact
that the entire poem was a battle ballad. Orthographic inconsis-
tency and scribal inaccuracies, no doubt, contributed to the con-
fusion over the poem’s genre and lexical components. Because
the inaccuracies were more in the spacing of the letters between
the words than in the letters themselves, the critic can now re-
construct the Vorlage without the excesses of random or wanton
emendation.
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CHAPTER  TWO

THE  LITERARY  COMPONENTS  OF  THE 

DEBORAH –BARAK–YAEL  TRADITION

Equating the prose literary unit and the poetic unit in Judges 4
and 5 with precisely the current chapter divisions, 4 and 5, re-
spectively, has been standard procedure in all studies that I have
taken the opportunity to review. Malamat’s statement (1971: 137)
is typical of exegetical tradition on this point:

. . . in analyzing the Deborah episode we have two versions before us: the
narrative account (Jud. 4) and the Song of Victory (Jud. 5). Such double
accounts, prose and poetry, of military victories are found elsewhere in the
Bible (cf. Ex. 14 and 15) and in the Ancient Near East.

But this identification of the literary units as Ju 4:1–23
(prose) and Ju 5:1–31 (poetry) is not entirely accurate. The
chapter units do not coincide with the original literary units. The
chapter division should have come after 4:22 to mark the
original literary division in the text. The prose introduction to
the poem, Ju 4:23– 24 (“And at that time God subdued Jabin the
king of Canaan . . . until they destroyed the king of Canaan”),
has consistently and mistakenly been identified as the conclusion
of the prose account of the defeat of Sisera in 4:1–22.

The poem as it now stands in Judges 5 (MT) is part of the
slightly larger literary unit composed of Ju 4:23–5:31. This unit
consists of (1) a prose formulaic introduction, (2) the poem prop-
er, and (3) a prose formulaic conclusion. The isolated tradition
about Shamgar in Ju 3:31 is the missing link in the poem which,
when restored to its proper position, provides the poetic intro-
duction of the original poem.

I.  Clues from the formulaic use of [nk and  fq` 

The account in Ju 4:1–22 has the characteristic Deuteronomic
introduction (“and the people of Israel again did what was evil in
the sight of Yahweh”) but no formulaic conclusion. The literary
unit of Ju 4:22–5:31 has a  pre-Deuteronomic introduction, with
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    24 Compare Weinfeld (1972: 24, 351) who identified [nk, in the sense of
humility before God, as a Deuteronomic term. It is significant that Weinfeld

(1972: 398, 404) does not cite fq` as a Deuteronomic term either here or in the

verses in Judges where the formulaic fq  ̀. . . [nk appears.

    25 The [nk of Ju 4:23 must be added to the concordance of Radday, Leb, and
Natziz (1977:131–132).

the formulaic !yhla [nkyw “and God subdued,” and the formu-
laic conclusion, $rah fq`tw “and the land was at peace.” The
formulaic verbs in 4:23 and 5:31, fq`tw . . . [nkyw, provide a
prose incipit and a prose inclusio for the poem.

Despite the claims of Eissfeldt (1925: 26–27; 1966: 259),
Richter (1964: 14), and Soggin (1972: 142) that the formulaic use
of [nk and fq` is Deuteronomic or Deuteronomistic, the con-
clusion of S. R. Driver (1913a: 166 –167) appears to be more in
concord with the biblical material. Opting for the pre-Deutero-
nomic origin of this formula, Driver noted

It is very possible, therefore, that there was a pre-Deuteronomic collection
[Driver’s italics] of histories of Judges, which the Deuteronomic compiler set
in a new framework, embodying his theory of the history of this period.
Perhaps one or two of the recurring phrases noted above, such as “subdue”
(3:30; 4:23; 8:28; 11:33), which seem to form a more integral part of the
narratives proper than the rest, may mark the portions due to the pre-
Deuteronomic compiler.24

The verb [nk occurs thirty-three times in the Bible, but it is
not a word common to the Deuteronomic material. Over half of
the occurrences are in 1–2 Chronicles. It occurs but once in Deu-
teronomy and only once in each of the books of 1–2 Samuel and
1–2 Kings. Its use four times in Judges hardly qualifies it to be
designated Deuteronomic or Deuteronomistic.25 The most that
can be said is that [nktw in Ju 3:30 (but not in Ju 4:23; 8:28;
11:33) stands in proximity to well-attested Deuteronomic formu-
lae; but this fact is in itself not sufficient reason to equate the
word with Deuteronomic material.

A similar pattern of usage prevails for fq` which occurs
forty-one times in the biblical text, including fifteen times in
pre-exilic prophetic literature.  But it occurs only once in 2 Kings
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and does not occur in Deuteronomy, 1–2 Samuel, or in 1 Kings.
It appears but twice in Joshua (11:23, 14:15) in the phrase

hmjlmm hfq` $rahw “and the land was free from war.” which
has been identified as a Deuteronomic phrase (Soggin 1972:
142). But this usage does not parallel the passages in Judges
which consistently contain a numerical modifier, e.g., fq`tw hn`
!y[bra $rah “and the land was pacified for forty years” (Ju
3:11). Such sparse use of [nk and fq` in Deuteronomy, 1 and 2
Samuel, and 1 and 2 Kings cautions one against departing from
Driver’s identification of these words as pre-Deuteronomic.

Although the formulaic use of [nk and/or fq` occurs only
five times in Judges, the evidence is sufficient to enable one to
recognize several different ways in which the formula was used.
In Ju 3:30, both verbs are used in the same sentence to mark the
conclusion of a narrative: “So Moab was subdued ([nktw) in that
day under the hand of Israel, and the land was at peace (fq`tw)
for eighty years.” Likewise, the full formula occurs in Ju 8:28,
where the context clearly indicates that the verbs mark the con-
clusion of the Gideon narrative: “So Midian was subdued ([nkyw)
before the people of Israel . . . and the land was at peace (fq`tw)
for forty years in the days of Gideon.”

In Ju 11:33, [nk was used (contrary to Masoretic accentua-
tion) in an introductory or transitional statement: “So the Am-
monites were subdued ([nkyw) before the Israelites and Jephthah
went to his home at Mizpah.” Here fq` does not appear with
[nk since the story concludes (12:26) on a violent note telling of
the death of forty-two thousand Ephraimites. In Ju 4:23–5:31,
[nkyw marks the transition to a new narrative, similar to the usage

The Song of Deborah is part of a larger narrative consisting of
a cycle of “pacification” stories telling of these major events:

(1) the subduing by Othniel of King Cushan-rishathaim,
followed by forty years of peace (3:7–11);

(2) Ehud’s assassination of Eglon, king of Moab, 
followed by eighty years of peace (3:12–30);

(3) the defeat of Sisera by Deborah, Yael, and Barak, 
followed by forty years of peace (4:23–5:31);

(4) Gideon’s subduing of the Midianites,
followed by forty years of peace (6:1–8:28).
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    26 Note also the statement of van Selms (1964: 296): “The characteristic
word in these separate stories, which were taken over by the author of the whole
book from oral tradition without a literary stage, is not ‘judge’, but the verb
[y`wh and its derivations . . . we should call our book rather the ‘Book of
Deliverers’ than the ‘Book of Judges’.”

 These pacification stories, characterized by their formulaic
framework using [nk and/or fq`, are presented on a graduated
scale according to the length of the narrative, from short to long.
(The periods of peace could have been concomitant or overlap-
ping and were not necessarily sequential, though the total of two
hundred years is of interest.)

Richter (1963: passim; 1964: passim) called attention to the
way in which these independent units were framed into a contin-
uous narrative in a pre-Deuteronomic “book of saviour-figures, a
Retterbuch.”26 But my analysis differs from Richter’s in several
ways: (1) I view the use of the verbs [nk and fq` as integral to
the pre-Deuteronomic framework; (2) the poem in 5:1–31a was
an integral part of the pre-Deuteronomic Retterbuch; and (3) Ju
4:1–22 was inserted by the Deuteronomic editor. 

Recognition of Ju 4:23–24 as the prose prologue to the poem,
rather than as the conclusion of the parallel prose account in
4:1–22, permits one to establish the following sequence in the
pre-Deuteronomic tradition:

(a) the destruction and death of Jabin, “king of Canaan”; 

(b) the oppression of Israel after the demise of Shamgar;

(c) the rise of Deborah and her summons of Barak;

(d) the defeat of Sisera and the Canaanite coalition; and 

(e) the assassination of Sisera at the hands of Yael. 

II. The isolated Shamgar tradition in Ju 3:31

Eissfeldt’s statement (1966: 266), “we must reckon . . . with a
‘neutralizing’ of materials which contradict the bias of a particu-
lar redactor,” provides the clue for recovering the original poetic
introduction of the Judges 5 poem. Most critics are in agreement
that  Ju 5:1 was not the original initial verse o f the poem. For
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example, J. Gray (1967: 276) typically noted that MT @b qrbw
![nyba is a secondary addition in a verse that simply ascribes the
hymnic elements to Deborah.

I concur that 5:1 was not the initial verse of the poem, but,
contrary to Eissfeldt, I consider it an integral part of the poem.
As noted above, MT r`tw is better identified with r`a or rw`
“to march forth.” If it is the former, r`t (with defective spelling)
was written for ry`at (as ylzt appears for ylzat in Jer 2: 36).
With the deletion of the W conjunction, the verse reads “Then
Deborah made Barak march forth on that day” (with the MT
rmal going before hwhy wkrb, to introduce the exhortation).

However, when 5:1a is read, “then Deborah made Barak
march forth,” Ju 5:1 cannot be the immediate sequel to 4:24,
which speaks of a major victory for the Israelites. Between the
victory over Jabin and the marching orders to Barak there must
have been other events necessitating the sequential “then” clause.
Those events appear to have been the rise and demise of the
heroic Shamgar. If the two disparate elements composing the
Shamgar tradition (3:31 and 5:6–7) are united, they provide the
introduction to the poem and the transitional event which trig-
gered Deborah’s ordering Barak into battle.

Scholarly opinion on Ju 3:31 is generally mixed. Few have in-
vested this verse with historical integrity. Burney (1918: 76)
argued that it was a late insertion made after the redactors intro-
duced the “minor” judges into the book, possibly making Sham-
gar a substitute authority figure for the corrupt Abimelek. Later
commentators such as Richter (1964: 92–97), J. Gray (1967:
215–216, 266) and Boling (1975: 89–90) generally concurred.
They consider this verse to be a Deuteronomic or post-Deutero-
nomic interpolation, possibly extrapolated from the story of
David’s hero, Shammah ben-Agee (agEa;A@b, aM;v', 2 Sam 23:11),
or the “oppressor” Shamgar ben-Anat, cited in Ju 5:6–7. But the
opinion of Schroeder (1911: 479) is more likely: “vielmehr wer-
den wir es hier mit einer guten historischen Notiz zu tun haben.”

Schroeder based his claim for the historical integrity of this
verse on the emendation of rqbh dmlmb to rqd hlmlmh,
“tötete er mit Wurfgeschoß,” which won no acceptance. A better
claim for the integrity of the passage can be made by demonstrat-
ing that the verse is a poetic tricolon with syllable balance, meter,
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      27 For a discussion on the use of rqb in Lev 27:33 and Ezek 34:11–22, as
well as the use of rqbm in 1QS 6:12, 20 and CD cols. 9, 13 –15, see pages
61– 64.

    28 Jastrow (1903: 175, 1185); R. Payne Smith (1897–1901: 541, 3163),
noting especially the citation: “Credo AI&\v nomen esse gentis cujusdam
barbarae, quae famam sibi malam ut milites mercenarii acquisivisset.” Note
also J. Payne Smith (1903: 47, 449). Undoubtedly the stem is related to the
Ge’ez and Amharic falasa / falaša “to emigrate, wander, to be in exile” known
from the name of the Falashas, the “Beta Israel” of Ethiopia, now in Israel.

synonymous parallelism, and archaic  grammatical  and lexical
features. When restored to its poetic form, Ju 3:31 can be recog-
nized as part of a three-verse Shamgar tradition which included
Ju 5:6–7 as well.

With the emendation of MT hyh wyrja to hyh /yh rjaw and
ta ̂ yw to ta akyw, Ju 3:31 can be read and scanned as follows: 

.tn"[} @B, rGm]`' hy;h; w oyh; rj'a'wÒ
!yIt'v;l]Pu tae aK,y"wÒ

.dm'l]m'B] vyai tw oam] vv'
.laer:c]yI ta, aWh !G" [v'y owÒ rq'b]h;

Then later appeared on the scene Shamgar ben-Anat!
He smote (with) a plowshare two bands of marauders,

he plundered hundreds of men with a goad.
He was appointed overseer and he gained victories

by himself for Israel! 

(Meter 3 + 2 / 3 + 3 / 2 + 2 + 2; Syllables 7:5::8:7::6:6) 

Unrecognized or rare items in the poetic lines of 3:31 include

(a) the hophcal of rqb “to oversee”;27

(b) tae “plowshare” (the first ta), which has been mis-
understood as the first of two direct object signs;

(c)  ta, (the second ta) used more as an emphatic particle
than simply as the direct object sign;

(d) feminine dual !ytvlp, with the b/p variant, a cognate
of Aramaic/ Syriac tvlwb and ayvlb “thieves, marau-
ders, a reconnoitering troop.”28
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    29 Gordon (1965: 507 no. 2757) cited text 127: 47–48, ltdy .tšm, but did not
translate the phrase. However, G. R. Driver (1971: 47, 151) translated it as
“thou canst not put down them that despoil,” and cited Hebrew ssv and asv
“plunder” as cognates. J. Gray (1964: 29, 78) translated the phrase, “thou didst
not drive away those who prey,” and cited the support of Virolleaud (1936: 16),
Ginsburg (1946: 32), and Gordon (1949: 82). Lambdin (1953: 155) called at-
tention to Egyptian šees “to traverse” and šasu “nomads, marauders.” Note in
contrast the comments of Fenton (1969: 65–66) on the meaning of t.š, ssv, and
hsv, and of Guillaume (1959–1960: 16) who cited Arabic EÑD  “ to be bold in
attacking” as its cognate.

    30 For a study of the qtl–yqtl sequence of identical verbs, see Held 1962:
281– 290; and for a similar sequence of synonymous verbs, see McDaniel
1968b: 215 and Dahood 1970: 420– 423. The restoration of an a lost by haplo-
graphy, restores the by-form of hkn as found in Job 30:8, Isa 16:7, and Prov
15:13, 17:22, and 18:14.

    31 For the proposal to read the hiphcîl of lw[ “ to attack (secretly),” instead
of the name Yael, see the discussion below (pages 114 –115) on 5:6.

   (e)     vv' “to plunder,” cognate of Ugaritic .t š and a by-form
of hs` and ss`.29

Synonymous parallelism is conspicuous with (1) the yqtl ^yw
(or akyw) “he smote” and the qtl  vv' “he plundered,”30 (2) the

dual !yt`lp “two bands of marauders” in parallelism with twam
`ya “hundreds of men,” and (3) dmlm “oxgoad” in parallelism

with tae “plowshare.” Aural coherence appears with the noun tae
and the particle ta, and the use of vv' and vyai.

The obvious sequel to this restored tricolon follows in Ju 5:
6–7, which is followed in turn by Ju 5:1 ff.

(But) from the days of Shamgar ben-Anat,
from the days he used to attack,31 caravans ceased.

Caravaneers had to roam roundabout routes.
Warriors disappeared, from Israel they vanished—

until the rising (to power) of Deborah, 
the rising (to power) of a Mother in Israel.

Then Deborah made Barak march forth . . . .

The questions why and when the Shamgar tradition was di-
vided and transposed cannot be answered with certainty, but I
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    32 Note the statement of Eissfeldt (1966: 259): “The narratives about the
minor Judges . . . all begin with a statement about Israel’s sinful actions which
have as their consequence the anger of God expressed in terms of permitting
hostile attack, and about the cry for help which then moved God to send the
judge (iii, 7–9, 11b; iv, 1–6; vi, 1–14; x, 6 –16; xiii, 1–5).” Compare Seelig-
mann (1961: 201–221) and Weinfeld (1967: 93–113). Regarding the pre-
Deuteronomic identification of the sin of Israel as the non-expulsion of the
Canaanites, Weinfeld (105) stated, “This historiographic view was incompatible
with the conception of the Deuteronomic editor . . . he ignored this historical
introduction expressing this view and wrote his own introduction consistent
with his ideological principles.”

    33 In his commentary, Soggin (1981c: 86) reversed his earlier position
(1975: 201, note 34) that ytmq` is a shaphcel. On the hireq compaginis, see
page 119 below; GKC 90 l; McDaniel 1968b: 29; and Layton 1990: 107–154.

suspect  that the material was “neutralized”by the Deuteronomic
editor. If Ju 3:31 was the original initial tricolon of the poem, it
would not have satisfied the theological bias of a Deuteronomic
editor for Shamgar delivered Israel awh !g “by himself,” a phrase
that a scrupulous Deuteronomic editor could have taken to imply
“without Yahweh,” instead of its obvious meaning of without the
help of other judges or military alliances.32 By a modest modi-
fication in shifting the initial verse of the poem (dealing with
Shamgar’s exploits) to its present position in 3:31, as the initial
statement of the entire Deborah–Barak–Yael tradition, the neu-
tralization was partially achieved. 

The note on Shamgar in 5:6–7 includes two temporal phrases,
“from the days of Shamgar” and “until the rising of Deborah.”
The ytmq` of the MT is the relative pronoun v and the feminine
participle, with the archaistic hireq compaginis.33 Since the form
is a homograph of the 1cs qal perfect, and since hrwbd ytmq`
could mean “I, Deborah, arose,” the lines were treated as a quota-
tion of Deborah and inserted by an editor into Deborah’s exhor-
tation, now found in Ju 5: 3–5 and 8–9, the only part of the poem
in which Deborah speaks. With the bifurcation of the Shamgar
tradition, the neutralizing of the poetic introduction was fully
accomplished. The failure of scholars to recognize that the verses
in which Shamgar is mentioned are related to one another and are
an integral part of the original poem demonstrates the effec-
tiveness with which the Deuteronomic editors did their work.
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    34 Moore 1898b: 159–160; Nestle 1912: 424– 425; Burney 1918: 77; and
Albright 1921: 55–56.

    35 Richter 1964: 6. But, as argued above (pages 29–32), Richter is incorrect
in identifying the formulaic verbs fq`tw . . . [nktw as Deuteronomic.

III. Judges 4:1–22

The Deuteronomic editor is to be credited with more than the
neutralizing of the poetic introduction. He was responsible for
giving a theological introduction to the entire Deborah–Yael–
Barak tradition. Once Shamgar had been moved from his initial
position in the poem to the initial position in the combined prose-
poetry Deborah tradition, his deliverance of Israel was read as a
postlude to the Ehud story. But he was so isolated in 3:31 from
the Song of Deborah that, subsequently, he was viewed by some
readers as an oppressor of Israel when he was mentioned again
(“in the days of Shamgar”) in Ju 5:7.34

The Deuteronomic editor was also responsible for making the
prose account of Sisera’s defeat (4:1–22) into a midrash on what
must have become by his time a difficult poem to understand
since the misdivision of some words in the poem, no doubt, pre-
dated him. On the other hand, one must assume that the poem
was fairly, if not totally, comprehensible for the pre-Deutero-
nomic editors who incorporated it into their Retterbuch.

Ju 4:1–22 must be viewed as a Deuteronomic insertion into
the pre-Deuteronomic tradition which consisted of two quantita-
tively unequal elements: (a) an early prose narrative telling of the
defeat of Sisera which paralleled at points the poetic account; and
(b) the Deuteronomic formulae35 which can be recognized in the
following phrases from 4:1–3:

hwhy yny[b [rh tw`[l lar`y ynb wpsyw 
. . . dyb hwhy !rkmyw 

 .hwhy la lar`y ynb wq[xyw 
And the Israelites continued to do evil

in the eyes of Yahweh
And Yahweh sold them into the hand of . . .

And the Israelites called out to Yahweh.
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      36 BDB 1003; Lane 1872: 1483b, 1484b; and G. R. Driver 1956: 69, 148.

    37 Aharoni (1967: 201–203) suggested that !ywgh t`rj was not a place
name but designated “the forested regions of Galilee” (= “Galilee of the Gen-
tiles”). The translation of t`rj as “ the defensive enclave” of the foreigners is
based upon the Arabic cognate E?/  “to guard” and ÄCÜ?/ “what is guarded,

preserved” (Lane 1872: 546). Dozy (1927: 269–270) cited£D?/ “un soldat

destiné à garder une place,” and E?ò  “une enceinte fermée de murs et assez
grande pour loger une petite garnison, où les zélés musulmans se réunissaient

pour faire la guerre aux non-musulmans,” and referred to the place name E?ò
(Machres), which would be analogous to Hebrew t`rj (which lacks, however,
the preformative m) used as an “evident appellative” in a construct chain (GKC
125e ). This t`rj could be related to `rj IV “to divine” (see page 255). 

Drews (1989: 20 – 21) dealt with the problem of Sisera’s having iron chariots
since “in the twelfth-century B.C.E. both offensive and defensive weapons were
normally made of bronze”—with only 3 of 150 pieces of weaponry found from
the twelfth-century being of iron rather than bronze. Therefore, he concluded
that the chariots were probably iron-tired chariots rather than being ironplated or
the currus falcati “scythed chariots” of the Vulgate.

By deleting the Deuteronomic material one can recover the pre-
Deuteronomic text in the following collection of words:

rwxjb ^lm r`a @[nk ^lm @yby tm dwhaw
!ywgh t`rjb b`wy awhw arsys wabx r`w

wl lzrb bkr twam [`t yk
.hn` !yr`[ hqzjb lar`y ynb ta $jl awh

And Ehud died Jabin king of Canaan who ruled in Hazor
and an officer of his army Sisera and he dwelt in 

the enclave of the foreigners
indeed he had nine hundred chariots of iron

he oppressed the Israelites mightily for twenty years.

This conglomeration of words can be transformed into a very
meaningful narrative introduction (compatible with Ju 4:23–24,
as defined above, and with Joshua 11) by emending dwhaw (dhaw)
to the graphically similar rjaw “then after,” and reading wabx as
the infinitive awbx “to wage war.” The rc of wabx rc is actual-
ly the 3ms of  rwv “to go forth, to march out.”36 With these chan-
ges, the pre-Deuteronomic text of 4:1–3 can be translated:37
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After Jabin, the king of Canaan who reigned from Hazor, died,
Sisera who dwelt in the defensive enclave of the

foreigners then went forth to wage war. 
Indeed, he had nine hundred chariots of iron. 

He harshly oppressed the Israelites for twenty years. 

Here the sequence of major characters and events, except for the
omission of any reference to Shamgar, is the same as that found
in Ju 4:23–5:23, where the deceased Jabin was followed by Sis-
era, whose oppression led to the rise of Deborah and the mobili-
zation of the Israelite militia. The precise place chosen by the
Deuteronomic editors for inerting their formulaic material and
prose “commentary” is significant. The editors transformed the
pre-Deuteronomic prose incipit of the poem into a prose inclusio
for the “commentary” in 4:1–22. Thereby a theologically accept-
able and literarily uniform parallel account introduced the archaic
poem of the “Yahweh war.”

The question arises, “Why were the formulaic insertions made
at their present positions and not elsewhere in the tradition?” The
phrase dyb hwhy !rkmyw could just as easily have been placed
before the name of Sisera as before the name of Jabin. Had it
been so placed, the prose incipit to the poem could have re-
mained an incipit, and the historical ambiguities between Judges
4 and Joshua 11 could have been avoided—assuming that MT
dwhaw was a later plena spelling of dhaw, which was a misreading

or modification of the original rjaw.
An answer may be found in Ju 4:7, where Sisera is identified

as @yby abx rc “an officer of Jabin’s army” (GKC 128s–u). In
spite of the claim of Cooke (1892: 16), Moore (1900b: 116),
Burney (1918: 81), and C. A. Simpson (1957: 14–15) that the re-
ferences to Jabin (4:7, 17) were from an independent tradition
which had been erroneously interwoven with the Sisera tradition,
the reference in 4:7 can be retained as a slur on Sisera’s position
and power, since he was not a king residing in a fortified city but
simply a survivor of a defeated army who was forced to operate
out of a defensive enclave of foreigners and/or fortunetellers. As
such, Sisera was vulnerable, not invincible—his nine hundred
chariots of iron not withstanding.  But the Deuteronomic editors
missed the slur. They viewed Sisera the way many interpreters
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do, transforming him into the highest-ranking officer of the
reigning King Jabin, rather than an officer of the deceased king.

This misunderstanding resulted in the reappearance of Jabin in
the narrative after his death, only to be defeated a second time at
the hands of Deborah, Barak, and Yael (Ju 4:1–24). Assuming
that 4:7 and 4:17 were in the text of the Deuteronomic editor, he
may have felt the need to correct the tradition in Ju 4:1 (which
read, as reconstructed, @yby tm rjaw) if Jabin was presumably
still alive according to 4:7 and 4:17.

IV.  Summary 

In summary, the proposal here is that the Deuteronomic
editors, by changing an original rjaw to dhaw (or dwhaw) and
abx or awbx to wabx, were able to alter the received tradition
sufficiently to accommodate the insertion of their theological
formulae and to harmonize their astutely constructed theological
prose introduction (4:1–3) with the existing introduction to the
poem (4:23–24). But this harmonization transformed the intro-
ductory words of 4:23–24 into a conclusion for the prose narra-
tive of 4:1–22. Historical accuracy was sacrificed by this
editorial creation of a theologically harmonious unit out of 4:
1–22 and 4:23–24. The different traditions about who killed
Jabin were probably an insignificant issue for the Deuteronomic
editors, if the issue was recognized at all. Indeed, until the
excavations at the city of Hazor (1955 to 1958) proved other-
wise, the Deuteronomic editor and his successors, like the
modern pre-excavation commentators, could have conjectured
along the same lines as Moore (1900a: 112):

The relation of the Jabin of our text to the one in Jos. 11, and the question
how Hazor, which was totally destroyed by Joshua, is here again the center
of the Canaanite power in the north, are much discussed . . . . The common
solution is, that Hazor had been rebuilt . . . and that the Jabin here named
was a successor, and probably a descendant, of the Jabin of Jos. 11. 
 

But the archaeological evidence clearly establishes, with little
reservation, that the Late Bronze Age city of Hazor (Upper City
stratum XIII, Lower City stratum 1A) was destroyed in the
second half of the thirteenth century. This destruction was fol-
lowed by temporary and limited Israelite settlements (strata XII
and XI). The city was not rebuilt until the mid-tenth century
(stratum X), and then by Solomon, not by the Canaanites.
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Bimson (1978: 194–200) theorized that there were two des-
tructions of Hazor, assigning the destruction by Joshua to the
MBA (fifteenth century) and the one by Barak to the LBA (thir-
teenth century). But it is no longer necessary to rework the bibli-
cal chronology so radically, separating these events by 200 years.
The crux can be surmounted by reconstructing the pre-Deutero-
nomic elements within the Deborah–Barak–Yael tradition.

Editorial transposition of the formula dyb hwhy wrkmyw from
4:2a to 4:3a would go a long way toward clarifying the connec-
tion between Joshua 11 and Judges 4–5. Such an edited and
emended text of Ju 4:1–3 (changing dwhaw to rjaw and wabx to
awbx, as well as dyb to wdyb) would read:

The Israelites continued to do evil in the eyes of Yahweh
 after the death of Jabin, the king of Canaan 

who reigned from Hazor. 
Then Sisera, who dwelt in the defensive enclave 

of the foreigners, proceeded to wage war;
 and Yahweh sold them [the Israelites] into his hand. 

The Israelites cried out unto Yahweh, 
for he [Sisera] had nine hundred chariots of iron, 

and he harshly oppressed the Israelites for twenty years.

Younger’s (1991: 127) “intertextual analysis” of the poetic
texts and prose narratives dealing with the campaigns of Tiglath-
Pileser I, Shalmaneser III, Thutmose III, and Ramesses II has
demonstrated that

Ancient scribes could write different accounts about the same referents. But
differences in purpose could determine differences in detail . . . , and in the
selectivity of the events narrated . . . . If the scribes’ purpose was to praise
the king and/or the gods, poetry naturally offered a medium to heighten the
emotions of praise through rhetorical embellishments. Hence, divine activity
and praise of the deities is encountered more often in the poetic versions.
Poetic versions, in fact, also provide a very suitable ground for legitimation
. . . . But in most instances the poetic (or more rhetorical) text also added
significant historical details so that the complementary nature of the
accounts is manifest.

For Younger, Judges 4 provides a “logical account,” while the
song in Judges 5 renders “an emotional and figurative account
with special themes and purposes.” But as will be demonstrated,
the song is as logical as it is emotional, and, at particular points,
the prose of Judges 4:1–22 is really a midrash on Judges 5.
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V.  An Outline of the pre-Deuteronomic poem
of a Yahweh war

 The above analysis of the Deborah–Barak–Yael tradition in
Ju 3:31; 4:23–24; 5:1–31 permits the following outline for the
poem.

I. Prose incipit: the historical introduction to the victory of
Israel over Jabin, “the king of Canaan” (4:23–24, which
is balanced by the prose inclusio in 5:31b)

II. Poetic prologue (3:31; 5:6–7; 5:1, which is balanced by
the poetic epilogue in 5:31a)

A. Shamgar’s exploits and deliverance of Israel (3:31)

B. Economic oppression and Israel’s (military) inactivity in

 the post-Shamgar period (5:6–7a)

C. Deborah’s appearance on the scene (5:7b, 5:1a and 1b)

III. Preparation for military activity (5:1c–5; 8–17a)

A. Appeal by Deborah for an Israelite militia (5:1c–2)

B. Deborah’s exhortation (5:2c–5, 8–9)

1. Incipit: hwhy wkrb (5:2c)

2. Warning to hostile rulers (5:3)

3. Address to Yahweh (5:4–5)

4. Affirmation of God’s equipping the Israelites (5:8)

5. Appeal to the leaders and to the militia (5:9ab)

6. Inclusio: hwhy wkrb (5:9c)
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C. Mustering of the troops (5:10–13)

D. Strategy and deployment of forces (5:14–17a)

IV. Military engagement (5:17b–23)

A. Israel’s provocative attacks (5:17b–18)

B. Canaanite counterattack through the wadi (5:19)

C. Yahweh’s counterattack: rain and flash flooding (5:20)

D. Defeat of the Canaanites (5:21–23a)

E. Victory for the Israelites (5:23)

V. Aftermath of the battle (5:24–31a)

A. Assassination of the defeated Sisera (5:24–27)

1. Blessing upon Yael (5:24)

2. Sisera’s last meal (5:25)

3. Sisera’s final “affair” (5:27a)

4. Yael’s deathblows (5:26, 27b)

B. Anxiety and false hope in Sisera’s residence (5:28–30)

1. A mother’s premonition (5:28)

2. Vain hope offered by divination (5:29–30)

VI. Poetic epilogue: a terminating affirmation (5:31a)

VII. Prose inclusio: a formulaic epilogue marking the end of

another “pacification” narrative (5:31b).



    38 cApiru / .Habiru : Shupak (1989: 517–525).
Assyrian: Sayce (1902: 474) who related the name to Samgarnebo which

occurs in Jer 39:3; Tallqvist (1914: 192), cited by Kraft (1962b: 307); and
Burney (1918: 76). 

Canaanite or Phoenician: Albright (1921: 56; 1953: 111, but in 1968b: 43,
note 98, he concurred with Noth that the name is Hurrian); Alt (1944: 72–75);
van Selms (1964: 303 –304); and Cundall (1968: 79).

Hanean: Fensham (1961: 197–198). Compare Craigie (1972b: 239–240) and
Boling (1975: 89) who treated the Hanean evidence as analogous material.

Hittite: Moore (1898: 159–160; 1900b: 105).
Hurrian: Noth (1928: 122 –123); Maisler (1934: 192 –194); Feiler (1939:

221–222); Myers (1956: 711); Kraft (1962b: 306); Bright (1972: 172); Boling
(1975: 89); Rendsburg (1982: 359); KB3 (1969 –1990) 1435.

Syrian: Garstang (1931: 284–288); and Danelius (1963: 191–193).

    39 van Selms (1964: 300–301) stated, “. . . the transposition by some Greek
manuscripts of iii 31 to xvi 31 is not warranted,” and Boling (1975: 89) noted,
“Certain LXX recensions have the Shamgar notice following the Samson con-
clusion in 16:31 . . . .” However, the narrative about semegar (or emegar) uioj
enan in some LXX recensions of Ju 16:31 is not a transposition but a
duplication of Ju 3:31, as Lindars (1995: 156) correctly noted. See the citations
of MSS dgklnoptvya in Brooke and McLean 1917: 797 (for Ju 3:31) and 862
(for Ju 16:31).

CHAPTER  THREE

SHAMGAR  BEN -ANAT:

AN  ISRAELITE  OVERSEER

Shamgar has been identified as an cApiru, an Assyrian, a
Canaanite, a Hanean, a Hittite, a Hurrian, a Phoenician, and a
Syrian.38 In all the studies I surveyed, only Kaufmann (1962:
112–113) and Luria (1984: 283–324, 1985: 105) have identified
him as an Israelite. Consequently, it remains problematic for
many commentators why a non-Israelite, even though he de-
livered Israel from oppression, was included among the minor
judges of Israel. Though Boling (1975: 90) noted, “His story,
brief as it is, is an example of traditionary erosion . . . ,” the
Shamgar tradition actually suffered from deliberate early edi-
torial activity. The resolution of the problems associated with
Shamgar is to be found in recognizing first that he was indeed an
Israelite, not an alien. The brief notices about him in 3:31 and
5:6–7,39 when united and transposed to the beginning of the Song
of Deborah, provide the necessary introduction for this poem of a
Yahweh war. 
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    40 Moore 1898: 159–160; 1900a: 60; and Alt 1944: 75 note 2.

    41 Note Alt’s (1966: 181 note 21) acceptance of Albright’s views.

I. Shamgar’s identity

The reasons for uncertainty about Shamgar’s identity are

(a) the unusual nature of his name,

(b) the reading of l[y in Ju 5:6 as the name Yael, making
Shamgar a contemporary of the heroine who assassinated
Sisera,

(c) an apparent contradiction between Ju 3:31 and Ju 5:6 as
to whether Shamgar was a friend or foe of Israel.

Although it is explicitly stated in 3:31 that he delivered ([`y)
Israel, Ju 5:6 suggests that in his time Israel experienced severe
oppression. Some have argued that Shamgar was even res-
ponsible for the oppression of the Israelites.40 Albright (1921: 60)
had suggested,

After Shamgar’s successful stand, presumably in connection with a Ca-
naanite coalition, stiffened by the aid of Egyptian mercenaries, against the
Philistines, he maintained his ascendancy over Galilee, like a medieval
robber-knight, by keeping a small army of retainers, supported by the
robbery of caravans and by exactions levied from the villages.41 

Albright’s proposal has been given new life by Lindars (1995:
158 and 236) who generously speculated,

It is thus conceivable that Shamgar was a foreign mercenary leader, who
subjected northern or north-central Israel to much harassment in the
confused period before the battle of the Kishon. That he also achieved a
legendary success against the Philistines is not impossible, but it is hard to
believe that he also delivered Israel [Lindars’s italics] . . . . This [lack of
adequate control to prevent constant risk from brigands] suggests that the
mysterious Shamgar is not an oppressive ruler, but a legendary bandit, who
took advantage of the weakness of the Canaanite city-states to harass the
Israelite settlers.

However, the apparent contradiction in the tradition, making
him both a foe and a friend of Israel, is resolved by recognizing
the functional interchange of b “from” and @m “from” in two
similar phrases: tn[ @b  rgm` ymyb “from (after) the days of
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    42 The interchange of these prepositions is attested about a hundred times in
Biblical Hebrew (see McDaniel 1968b: 199–200; Blommerde 1969: 19;
Dahood 1970: 391; Soggin 1981c: 138). Compare the study of Zevit 1975:
103 –112. It must be recognized that b “from” and b “in” are homographs, but
were not necessarily homophones. Given the South Arabic use of bn and mn
and the compound preposition bn-mn (Jamme 1962: 212 –213, text 735, line
12), one can posit an original @b “from,” with the assimilation of the @. See
Rendsburg 1989: 110 for @b “in” occurring twice in Jonah 4:10.

    43 Albright 1968b: 43, note 99. For older proposals to emend l[y ymyb to
!l[ ymym or ryay ymyb, see Cooke, 1892: 32, and Burney 1918: 114. G. A.
Smith (1912: 86) treated it as a gloss but was uncertain about tn[ @b.

    44 See G. R. Driver 1956: 142; Lane 1872: 2311a, rÑ` “destruction, death”

or “ anything that takes a man unexpectedly and destroys him”; 2311b, Äpá` “the

slaying covertly, or on an occasion of inadvertence”; 2310a, rÑ` Äáo"` “ a

Shamgar ben-Anath” and l[y ymyb “from (after) the days of
Yael” in 5:6.42 The oppression occurred “from (after) the days of
Shamgar” (i.e., after his demise), not in his lifetime. Many have
noted that the name Yael in Ju 5:6 is problematic since the
oppression of Israel ceased in her days. Moreover, if rgm` ymyb
suggests that Shamgar was responsible for the difficulties in
Israel as enumerated in 5:6–7a, the parallel l[y ymyb would also
necessitate Yael’s equal responsibility. But this is impossible
since the oppression of Sisera was terminated during her time.
Reading l[y ymyb as “from the days of Yael” would equally con-
tradict the context. Kittel suggested (in BH3) that the four words
l[y ymyb tn[ @b were an addition, and others have proposed de-
leting l[y ymyb or emending it to read @yby ymyb, “in the days of
Jabin.”43 J. Gray (1988: 427), following Weiser (1959: 76), pro-
posed the paraphrase, “from the days of Shamgar to that of Jael.”

A more likely solution comes simply by revocalizing the MT
which has two prepositional phrases composed of nouns in con-
struct with proper names. The second phrase is better understood
as a construct followed by a yqtl preterit, either a hiph c îl or a
hophcal (l['yu or l[iy:), of the stem lw[ “to attack, to deal out
violence.” Pope (1965: 192) recognized this word in Job 30:13,
wly[y “they attack.” It is a cognate of Ugaritic 'glt “violence” and
Arabic rÑ` “to do away with, to injure,” and, in form [4], “to
slay covertly.44
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[cause of ] destruction destroyed him . . . or [destroyed him so that it was not

known whither he had gone]”; 2318c, qá(`! “ he was deceived, and taken to a

place and [there] slain”; 2319, Äp(g Äpá` “he beguiled him and slew him.” Note

also Dozy 1927: 2: 231–232 who cited rÑ` “nuire, causer du dommage” and

Çpá_s “méchanceté, malice” and Çpw\è` “le moyen ou l’occasion de perdre quel-

qu’un, de le ruiner.” 

    45 Moore 1898b: 159; Haupt 1914: 199–200, cited by Maisler 1934: 192;
Burney 1918: 76.

Thus, l[y ymyb means “from the days he attacked/used to attack”
or “from the day he was assassinated.” The inference is clear that
with the death of Shamgar conditions deteriorated for the Israel-
ites. Josephus noted that Shamgar died (kate,streye to.n bi,on)
sometime during the first year of his governorship, which may
hint at an assassination (Antiquities 5: 4: 3; Naber 1888: 1: 304).

II. Shamgar ben-Anat’s name

Fensham’s statement (1961: 197), “His name and also the
name of his ‘father’ testifies [sic] against his ascendancy from
Israelite stock,” is characteristic of many who deny Shamgar an
Israelite identity because rgm` appears non-Semitic and tn[ @b
could be a Canaanite name. Most recently Lindars (1995: 157)
bluntly stated, “Shamgar is not an Israelite name.” But his name
may well be composed of three less commonly used Hebrew vo-
cables, namely, !yc “to attack” (obscured by the MT pointing of
v for c), rwg “to attack,” and @w[ “to help, to save.”

A.  rgm`

The name rgm` has been identified with the Hittite Sangar(a),
a name of a ninth-century king of Carchemish, suggesting that
s'ngr is the correct reading of the name (which appears as Sana-
garoj in Josephus and Sangar in some codices of the Vulgate).45

A. van Selms (1964: 300–301) identified rgm` as a Canaanite
name derived from a shaphcel of rgm “to submit,” attested in the
name largm @b on a Hebrew seal. Danelius (1963: 191–193)
interpreted Shamgar as a hybrid name composed of the Egyptian
noun šmee “alien, der Landfremde” and the Hebrew rGE “alien.”
Many have identified rgm` with the Hurrian name Ši-mi-qa-ri
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    46 Feiler (1939: 221) identified it as a composite of the divine name Simiq
plus the verb ar “to give.” On the Hurrian presence in Canaan, see note 100.

    47 The following statement of Speiser (1941: 68) is helpful:

. . . the parade example of the metathesis is ewri “lord,” which common-
Hurrian form is opposed only by Nuzi erwi. Here the choice of this or that
phonologic alternant has become characteristic of a dialectal division which
separates Eastern Hurrian from other groups which are predominantly
western.

For a listing of the occurrences of the name Šimiq(a)ri, see Chiera and
Speiser 1927: 50, and Pfeiffer and Speiser 1936: 161. For the name aršmg, see
Grondahl 1967: 366 and Soggin 1981c: 58 and references cited there. A full
listing of the names with the iwri component and its variants is given by Gron-
dahl 1967: 224 –225. Note also Gordon 1965: pages 353–354, no. 116, and
possibly page 365, no. 343. An East Hurrian name possibly appears in the

found in the Nuzi texts, composed of the name of the Sun-god
Šimiegi (= T.mg) and the (a)ri terminative frequently joined to
Hurrian names.46

 However, this last and most popular Hurrian identification
also has its difficulties. Although the West Hurrian name aršmg
occurred at Ugarit, it may not be the equivalent of the East
Hurrian name ši-mi-qa-ri since the (a)ri termination and the ar
prefix may not be the same element. Speiser (1930: 139–40;
1941: 204) noted that the nominal formative (a)ri in Hurrian
names “indicated primarily that the person in question hails from
a given place,” and that “the r- termination is particularly well-
represented in the eastern group of the languages and dialects
under discussion, where it is also found in place names.” Thus, it
must be noted that, whereas Maisler (1934: 192–194) in his
initial identification of Shamgar as a Hurrian name cited oc-
currences of the divine name Šimiegi in the West (Boghazkoi,
Ras Shamra, and El Amarna), he cited no examples of the divine
name plus the r- termination in the West. His examples of
ši-mi-qa-ri are all from the Nuzi (East Hurrian) texts.

Ras Shamra examples of Hurrian names indicate a tendency in
Syria-Palestine for the West Hurrian dialect. The clearest evi-
dence is in the names compounded with the noun iwri “lord,
king” as the initial element. This is consistently spelled iwri,
indicating the West Hurrian dialect. In the East Hurrian (Nuzi)
dialect, the  noun appeared with  the  metathesis of w and  r as
irwi.47 Therefore, to argue that Shamgar is the East Hurrian name
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Jebusite Araunah of 2 Sam 24:16. Although the MT Ketib reads hnrwah
(containing the West Hurrian iwri), the Qere retains hnwrah (East Hurrian irwi).
The hynra of 24:18 and the @nra of 1 Chron 21:15 appear to be corruptions of
the Qere. See Mullo Weir 1967: 82. For the meaning of iwri / irwi, see Speiser
1930: 145, note 90. Compare the views of Brögelmann (1936: 727) who identi-
fied the name, according to the Qere, as a Hurrian name, but related it to the
verb ar “to give” rather than with the Ketib and the noun iwri. Compare Feiler
1939: 222–225, Rosen 1955: 318–320, and Rendsburg 1982: 357–358.

    48 J. Gray 1970: 419, 423. Note also Eitan 1923: 49–50, where Eitan trans-
lated !yc “to attack (in war)” in 1 Kgs 20:12, Ezek 23:24, and Job 23:6. The
MT !cyw “and he attacked them” in 2 Sam 12:31 can be added to the list. The
participle !c “ attacker” may also be attested in the name of Shemeber in Gen
14:2, where the MT rbamv possibly stands for an original ryba !c, “mighty as-
sailant,” an attractively ironic name for a petty king. The Samaritan reading of
this name as dbam` and the reading of 1QapGen 21:25 as dbaym` would have
essentially the same meaning (reading dba as the causative pi cel) “the attacker
destroys.” The suggestion of del Medico, cited favorably by Fitzmyer (1966:
145), that dbaym` means “Mon nom est perdu,” would be more suited as a
pejorative epithet than as a king’s name. The claim of Speiser (1966: 101) that
the names of Shemeber’s allies, [rb and [`rb, were pejoratives needs to be

Šimiqari, elsewhere unattested in the West, appears to be an
argument for the possible, not the probable.

The Masoretic pointing of the name as rgmv rather than rgmc
has obscured the Semitic derivation of the name. The reading of
the MT may have been influenced by Gershom, the name given
to sons of Moses (Ex 2:22), Levi (1 Chron 6:1), and Phinehas
(Ezra 8:2), which appears to reverse the rg and !v elements of
Shamgar. But the original name was probably rgmc, with no ety-
mological relationship to the name Gershom. The suggestion of
Danelius, noted above, that Shamgar is a composite of the Egyp-
tian šmee “der Landfremde” and its Hebrew equivalent rg “alien,”
is much more likely the correct derivation of the name Gershom
where there is a more obvious Egyptian connection.

If Shamgar were originally Ðamgar, the name is composed of
participles of !yc and rwg (synonyms for “attack”) meaning “the
charging assailant,” a fitting name for a military hero. The mili-
tary nuance of the root !yc has been recognized in 1 Sam 15:2,
wl !c ^rdb “they attacked them on their way” (NEB), 1 Kgs
20:12, ry[h l[ wmycyw wmyc “Attack! And they attacked the
city,”48 and in Ezek 23:24, bybs ̂ yl[ wmycy “From all sides they
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reconsidered. Given the frequent interchange of b and p, [rb is more likely the
equivalent of [rp,  cognate to Ugaritic pr c  “chief,” Egyptian pr -c  “hero,” and
Hebrew t[rp “heroine” (Ju 5:2, discussed below). In light of therb in Prov
31:2, [`rb “Barshu)a” could be the masculine counterpart of [w` tb “Batshûa.”

    49 Note Whybray 1981: 189. The G-stem of gr in the Ugaritic Keret text
( lines 110–111: wgr . nn . crm . srn pdrm) was translated by Ginsberg (1946:
16, 38), following T. H. Gaster (1944 –1945: 277), “do thou attack the villages,
harass the towns.” J. Gray translated (1964: 46; 1988: 439), “he tarried,
remained inactive at the town.” Note Arabic ÄªÜ?4ª' “course de gens de guerre
en pays ennemi,” and £?ª3  “faire des incursions dans un pays” cited in Dozy

(1927: 1: 190a, 191a) and discussed by Kopf (1976: 193–194).

will arm against you” (JB) or “they shall array against you every-
where” (NAB).

The qal participle of rwg stem II “to attack” is attested in Isa
54: 15, “should any attack you (rWgy: r/G @he), it will not be my
doing; the aggressor (rG:), whoever he be, shall perish for his at-
tempt” (NEB).49 Powis Smith (1927: 934, 938) noted this verb in
Ps 56:7 “they make attacks (WrWgy:), they lie in wait” and Ps 59:4
“mighty men are making attack on me (!yZI[' yl'[; WrWgy:).” It has
also been recognized in Lam 2:22, reading yrygm “my attackers”
for MT yrwgm “my terrors” (McDaniel 1968b: 42–44; Hillers
1972: 41).

B.  tn[

Albright (1920: 55) and Noth (1928: 123) associated the name
tn[ @b with Beth-Anath in Naphtali (Josh 19:38), and Danelius
(1963: 22) associated it with Del-Anath (LXX Josh 17:7). Others,
like van Selms (1964: 302–303), Boling (1975: 89), and Lindars
(1995: 157–158), identify it as a heroic epithet meaning “son of
(the war goddess) Anath.” These interpretations falter because
they treat Shamgar ben-Anat without regard to the poem’s other
male military figure, Barak ben-Abinoam, who is similarly given
a compound name. Since ben-Abinoam is clearly a patronym, it
permits one to read tn[ @b also as a patronym. Layton (1990:
218) noted, “Ben cAnat may be the patronym of Shamgar if we
assume that the vocable be7n has been omitted,” on the assump-
tion that tn[ was the name of the goddess and would require the
original to have been tn[A@b @b rgm`. But, as will be demon-
strated, rgm` is the name and tn[ @b the patronym. The two
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    50 See Lane 1872: 2203bc, 2204b; and Jamme 1962: 433b (h cn), 445a (cnt).
Evidence that the root is @w[ and not tn[ or yn[ is found in the Ugaritic names bn
cn  (written also bn.cn) and cn, as well as in the feminine bn cnt, (bn) cntn , and
cnt. The Ugaritic bn cnt or bn cn refers to Anat or to her male counterpart
An(a) /A-na, since, as Milik noted (1956: 5, note 25), “the onomastic category
‘bn + divine name or epithet (often in caritative form with -ay, -an , or -(a)m)’
seems to have been rather popular among the army of Ugarit .” On the god

patronyms ![nyba @b and  tn[ @b are examples of unifying ele-
ments structured into the poem, insensitivity to which has led
many to assert that the poem lacks structural uniformity. But the
unifying elements are present.

The bronze arrowhead inscription coming from the Lebanese
Beqac (published by Milik [1956: 3–6] and restored by Yeivin

[1958: 585–588] to read: [t]n[nb @b / [l[]brkz $j, “the arrow
of Zakir Ba[c al] / son of Bencana[th]”) led Aharoni (1975: 256)
to state, “. . . ‘the son of Anath’ was an ordinary Canaanite name,
and need not be taken to mean that Shamgar was the son of the
goddess or a resident of the town of Beth-Anath.” One need not,
therefore, concur with Shupak’s conclusion (1989: 523–424) that
tn[ @b was Shamgar’s military “cognomen,” and was indicative
of “his association with a troop of [cApiru] fighting men which
was named after the Canaanite goddess of war.”

But tn[nb was not only a Canaanite name, it was also an
Israelite name. Dhorme (1910: 301) recognized that hn[b (in 2
Sam 4:2, 5; Ezra 2:2; Neh 7:7; 10:28) was a variant spelling of
hn[ @b. Dhorme’s suggestion was accepted by Milik (1956: 5)
who stated:

There are at least three examples of bin in the inscriptions, where n is
assimilated to the following consonant: bpl .sbcl on the Tabor knife . . .
by .hymlk and bklby in the Byblos inscriptions and some biblical names,
among them our b cnh / b cnc . . . .

Thus, tn[ @b and hn[b are the same name, with the former re-
taining the unassimilated @ of @b as well as the original t ending.

The vocable in these names, hn[ @b or tn[ @b and hn[b, is @w[,
a cognate of Arabic zÑ\ [forms 3, 4, 6] “to help, to aid” and the
prefixed nouns zÑ[s and ÄwÑ[s “the officer appointed for rectify-

ing the affairs of  the commonality, as though he were the aider
of the wronged against the wronger,” and of South Arabic cnt “an
auxiliary troop” (from cwn, “to  help, to save, or to aid ).50  The
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An(a), see Albright 1924: 86– 87. The Arabic )x\  “to treat harshly, to cause
one to perish” (Lane 1874: 2108b) would be of interest if the tn[ @b were not a
patronym. Otherwise, tn[ @b could be a synonym of twkh @b (Deut 25:2) “one
worthy of smiting” or twm @b (2 Sam 12:5) “one worthy of death.” See note 87.

    51 GKC 122r and S. R. Driver 1913: 466. See W. Wright 1896 (reprint
1962): 139 (sec. 233c) for Arabic examples in which intensiveness is indicated
by the suffixed feminine -atun. See below the discussion on trz[l in Ju 5:23b,
pages 205–206.

    52 Craigie noted that the following features of the Anat tradition have been
transferred to Yahweh or to Deborah: (1) Anat’s male assistant, Yatpan, ap-
pears as Barak; (2) Anat’s role as the “maiden” and her leading of warriors is
shifted to Deborah; (3) the “Mistress of the Dominions” and the “Mistress of the
Stars” motifs are ascribed to Yahweh. Taylor presents a strong case for the
poet’s using the image of Athtart in detailing the person and actions of Yael and
the image of Anat for portraying the character of Deborah. He noted, “Athtart
was summoned to act as a head crusher in response to a ‘challenge of dominion’

common noun l[b “lord” in Isa 54: 5 (“for your ‘husband’
[^yl[b] is your maker, twabx hwhy is his name”) and the epithet

hyl[b “Yahweh is lord” in 1 Chron 12:5 offer parallels to this
use of tn[. The vocables l[b or tn[—properly used as com-
mon nouns in names—would later be misunderstood as divine
names.

The name tn[ corresponds to the South Arabic cnt, cited
above. The noun occurs elsewhere in the name hyttn[ (1 Chr
8:24). This usage is distinguished by its reduplicated feminine
ending (like twtld, htrz[, and twt`q) and the theophoric hy
suffix. Despite Albright’s claim (1924: 85) that the hy ending is a
scribal error resulting in the corruption of the place name Ana-
thoth, the MT, just as it stands, makes excellent sense meaning
“Yahweh is my helper,” much like the more common (w)hyrz[
and larz[. The t ending occurs elsewhere as a type of abstract
noun used in titles and designations of office for males and
should not be confused with the t feminine ending.51 

Recognition of tn[ as a common noun does not preclude
agreement with either Craigie (1978: 374–381) or Taylor (1982:
99–108) that the Song of Deborah reflects the poet’s recasting of
motifs  from the Anat myths.52 Likewise, the poet’s transferring
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[by Yassib to his father Keret] . . . the point of similarity between Athtart and
Jael is to be seen in that Jael crushes the skull of one whose military actions no
doubt constituted a challenge to Yahweh’s dominion.” Garbini (1978a: 5–31)
saw the poem as a contest between Yahweh and a Philistine weather god and
Soggin’s (1981c:  99–101) critique of this was on target.

    53 Cross (1950: 310) rendered the MT by “your favor,” noting that the word
was difficult. Dahood (1966b: 116) translated “your victory,” relating the MT to
Phoenician wn[ “to conquer.” But, given the context of the subsequent militant
action spoken of by the psalmist, a reference at this point in the psalm to
“victory” seems premature.

Anat’s power and activities to Deborah and Yahweh does not
require the dismissal of the historical Shamgar tradition.

C.  Other biblical uses of @w[

Several other occurrences of @w[ support the interpretation
given here for the patronym tn[ @b, including ̂ twn[w in Ps 18:36
(or ^tn[w in the parallel text of 2 Sam 22:36), hn[m in Deut
33:27, and @y[ in Deut 33:28. (In Ps 60:7, wnn[ “save us” is
obviously a synonym of h[yvwh “save” and @wxljy “rescued.”)

1. Ps 18:36

Buhl and Kittel (BH3) emended the problematic ^twn[w and
^tn[w of Ps 18:36 and 2 Sam 22:36 to ^trz[, “thy help.”53 But
emendation is unnecessary. The tn[ of MT ^tn[w is equivalent
to South Arabic cnt and Arabic zÑ[s “help, assistance,” as noted
above (page 51). When restored by a metathesis of the n and w, so
as to read ^tnw[w, the variant spelling of MT ^twn[w in Ps 18:36
(though lacking the prefixed m) approximates zÑ[s. The ^twn[w
ynbrt is rightly rendered in the RSV “thy help made me great.”

2. Deut 33:27 

The suggestions of Cross and Freedman (1948: 196, 209) on
this passage are attractive. They read,

        !dq hla n[m   His (Jeshurun’s) refuge is the God of old 

    !l[ t[rz <w>tjtm    Under h im are the arms of the  Eternal.

But translating @[m (= wn[m) “his refuge” remains problematic in
the context of the following second-person elements:
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     54 The translation of b as “as” reflects the beth essentiae. See GKC 119 I.

    55 Compare T. H. Gaster (1947: 56, 60–61) who translated, “Who humbles
the ancient gods, and shatters all time-honored might.” Ginsberg (1948: 26)
countered, “who spread out the primeval tent, and extended the everlasting
canopy”; and Gordis (1948: 71–72) responded with the alternative, “. . .
Dwelling-place of the God of old, The outstretching of the everlasting arms.”
Seeligmann (1964: 78) proposed, “He humbles the gods of Yore and shatters
the Arms of Eternity.”

(1) the vocative “O Jeshurun” in 33: 26, 

(2) the 2ms suffixes of ^rz[b “for your help” and ^ynpm
“from before you” in 33:26 and 27b, respectively,

(3) the combined vocative and 2ms suffix larcy ^yr`a
“happy are you, O Israel” in 33:29.

It is difficult to admit in the same context a 3ms suffix w o referring
to Jeshurun. Thus, the MT hn[m “savior” in Deut 33:27 must be
synonymous with ^rz[b “as your helper” in 33:26, where the ^
of ^rz[b does double duty. Synonymous parallels (though not
synonymous parallelism) can be recognized:

There is none like El, O Jeshurun,
who rides the heavens as54 your helper (^rz[b)

(who rides) the clouds in his majesty!
(Your) savior (hn[m) is the God of Old;
underneath are the arms of the Eternal!55

(Meter 3 + 3 + 2 / 3 + 3; Syllables 6:9:9::8:9)

3. Deut 33:28

The third occurrence of @w[ is in Deut 33:28, where the MT
bq[y @y[ ddb was translated by Meek (1927: 333–334), “The
fountain of Jacob undisturbed.” Freedman (1948: 196) and  Cross
(1973: 157), following Budde and Cassuto, read, “Securely apart
dwells Jacob.” But the MT @y[ can also be read @YE[', a picel
corresponding to Arabic zÑ\ [3] and [4] “to assist, to help.” By so

reading, the tricolon 33:27b–28 can then be translated as it
stands in the MT without further difficulty. The initial w of  `rgyw
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    56 I follow here the suggestion of Gordis (1948: 72) who pointed out that
“dm`h is the Hiphil infinitive (not the imperative), here used substantively. . . .”
He compared similar verbs in 1 Sam 15:23; Isa 14:23; Job 6:25, 26; 25:2, and in
the Mishnah. Note the translation of Cross (1973: 157), “He drove out the
enemy before you; <Before you> he smashed <the foe>.”

and the w of rmayw can be retained as emphatic uses of w, whereas
the third w of @k`yw must be retained as the voluntative w with the
jussive (GKC 109 I). The preposition la of 28b is needed and
cannot be considered a scribal error as T. H. Gaster (1947: 62)
hesitatingly proposed, nor emended to read l[ with the Samar-
itan text, as Freedman (1948: 210) and Cross (1973: 158) sug-
gested. Deut 33:27b–28 can then be translated:

He drove out the enemy before you!
Yea, he commanded destruction (dmev]h')56

so that Israel might dwell securely.
By himself (dd:B;) he delivered (@YE[') Jacob

into a land of grain and wine.
Yea, his heavens drip dew!

(Meter 3 + 2 + 3 / 3 + 3 + 3; Syllables 10:5:8::7:8:7

A sequential infinitive such as awb could have been used after
@y[ (= @YE['), but an ellipsis is attested in 33:26c, where the parti-
ciple bkr is understood rather than stated, “(who rides) the
clouds in his majesty.”

Given this evidence for @w[ as a verb and tn[, tnw[, and tn[m
as nouns synonymous with rz[, it is no longer necessary to insist
that tn[ @b must be related to the Canaanite goddess. The tn[
element in and of itself is no clear sign that a person so named
must have been a non-Israelite.

D.  Excursus on the extrabiblical uses of  tn[

Since the vocable @w[ is attested in Hebrew as a noun and verb
synonymous with rz[, the use of tn[ at Elephantine demands at
least passing notice. No one has questioned the Jewish identity of
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    57 Following here the proposal of Neuberg (1950: 215), in reading, “those
who swear by the Ashimah of Samaria [ @wrm` tm`ab] and say, ‘By the lives of
thy gods, O Dan, by the lives of thy pantheon, O Beersheba!’ they shall fall
and never rise again!” Note Ackroyd 1968: 4 note 1, and compare A. Vincent
1937: 566.

    58 Kraeling 1965: 175–176. For a discussion on Asherah as the consort of
Yahweh, see Dever 1984: 21–37; Lemaire 1984: 42–51; Zevit 1984: 39–47.

    59 Compare the proposal of Deem (1978: 25–30) that Anath means “lover,”
arguing that since hn[ means “to inflict pain or sorrow, to rape,” in the picel,
the qal meaning could be “to have sexual intercourse by consent,” i.e., “to
love.” Given the intensive and iterative nature of the pi cel, if the qal means “to

the garrison at Yeb because of the tn[ element in the name
Anati. Shamgar ben-Anat can be extended the same courtesy, for
the tn[ in his name, as at Elephantine, was probably the noun
“helper, savior,” not the divine name Anat. What Kraeling (1953:
84) called the “liberal attitude of some of the Elephantine Jews”
need not be questioned. The syncretism noted in Amos 8:14 may
well have flourished at Yeb.57 The Elephantine latyb !`a was
probably related to the tm`a of Samaria and Hamath (2 Kgs 17:
30), and perhaps even to the earlier designation of A.t tarat at
Ugarit as the šm bcl “the name (hypostasis) of Baal.”58 But this
does not mean that every occurrence of tn[ must be related to
the goddess rather than to the common noun behind her name.

 It now seems certain that the divine names tn[ and tnt were
actually substantives abstracted from longer appellations. Al-
bright (1968b: 117) reconstructed the original appellation of
these two names as follows:

Similarly the name cAnat is probably an abbreviation of an original cAnat-
panê-Bacal, meaning something like ‘Turning of Baal’s Face’, that is
‘Wrath of Baal’. The word pa)nîm, ‘ face, presence’, connotes both favour
and disfavour in the Hebrew Bible, where it must sometimes be rendered
‘wrath’, depending on the context.

He argued (1957: 339–340; 1968a: 195) that canat is related to
Akkadian ettu “sign, omen,” Aramaic tn[ “sign, time, destiny,”
and Hebrew t[ “time,” so that, “the name of cAnat then probably
meant originally ‘sign, indication of purpose, active will,’ and
was originally applied to the personified or hypostatized will of
Baal.” 59 Albright (1968b: 113) also identified Anat and Tannit as
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love” one would expect the pi cel to mean “to love passionately.” Little  merit
can be given to this reversal of meaning, although “to love” could be well
within the semantic range of  @w[ “to help.”

    60 Albright argued (1968: 37, 118) for the equation of Tannit with Hebrew
tnmt (Num 12:8), going back to * tamnît (= tabnît) “form, structure, image,”
with the development tabnît > tamnît > tennît. This progression is explained in
part by the El-Hofra inscriptions which include the variant titles QINIQ FANE
BAL and QENNEIQ FANH [BA]L.

    61
 On the interchange of ynp and ynpl, see Isa 1:12 and Ps 42:3 where, con-

trary to the suggestions in BH3 and BHS, the MT can be retained as the niph cal
and read with ynp rather than ynpl. Compare the use of ynp ta in Gen 19:13.

    62 Note cnt III: 37–38, lcištbm . tnn . cšbm[n]h . m.hšt . bt.n . c qltn, “I muzzled

Tannin, I muzzled him; I destroyed the winding serpent”  (= CTA 3: III: 37– 38).

the same goddess, but postulated different etymologies for the
two names:
 . . . the Carthaginian appellation of the goddess Anath, Tennît-panê-Ba cal

means ‘Radiance of the Presence of Baal’, or the like. Tennît was often
identified with Juno Caelestis, Juno as queen of heaven, or as Virgo Caeles-
tis, ‘ the Heavenly Virgin’ (cf. the standing appellation at Ugarit, batultu
cAnat, ‘the Virgin Anath’).60

Although more than one goddess could have been related to
Baal, the probability that two different goddesses were called by
the same title, “the face of Baal,” seems unlikely. Consequently,
it remains doubtful whether “the turning of Baal’s face” and the
“wrath of Baal” adequately explain the phrase l[b @p tn[.61

Cross (1973: 33) noted that problems persist with identifying
Tannit and Anat as the same goddess. He offered an alternative
derivation of the name Tannit, suggesting that Tannit (“the One
of the Serpent” or “the Dragon Lady”) was the feminine counter-
part of tannin “serpent.” But this derivation also is not without
difficulty. Since the male tannin was the adversary of Baal and
Anat and the victim of Anat’s violence, it appears unlikely that a
female *tannintu or tannittu would also have been “the face of
Baal” and have shared a common title with the goddess Anat.62

Moreover, the serpent is not found among the fertility symbols
which accompany Tannit (which are the pomegranate, the palm
tree, the dove, and the fish). Were Tannit the “Dragon Lady,” one
would expect some representation of the serpent or the scorpion,
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     63 Note Starcky 1949: 43– 85, fig. 8 and pl. IV; and Astour 1967: 236.

    64 See pages 50–53. Note Benz 1972: 382, 429–431 for a summary of the
data on Anat and a survey of other views on the etymology of the name Tannit.

    65 Donner and Röllig 1962 –1964, vol. 1, 9–10 (text 42) and vol. 2, 59.

    66
 Note Harris 1936: 32–34; Berthier and Charlier 1955: 238; and especially

Friedrich and Röllig 1970: 13, 93–94, sections 31 and 194. The [ of l[b (=
bal) may represent the vowel letter a rather than the original [ consonant as in
El Hofra text 4, where the anticipated ynp (fane) was written an[p. Note also
lab for l[b in text 13:2.

    67 Note cnt IV: 83–84, hlk . ca.hth . bc l . y c n . tdrq / ybnt . cabh , “Baal eyed
the coming of his sister, the approach of the daughter of his father”; UT 76: III:
11, wp . n cmt [.] c a.ht, “and so, (most) pleasant sisters” (G. R. Driver, 1956:

119); UT 76: II: 16, 20, n cmt . bn . ca.ht . b cl . . . .hwt . c a.ht, “ (most) gracious
among the sisters of Baal . . . Mayest thou live, sister!” These texts are also cited
by Porten (1969: 170 –171). Anat, having been introduced into Egypt by the
Hyksos, appears in Egyptian mythology as the spouse of Seth who was equated
with Baal. Porten noted that Anat became a favorite with Ramesses II.

such as appears in the Palmyrene representations of Shadrapa
(Satarapes), the spirit of healing.63

A more probable derivation is found in recognizing that the
names Anat and Tannit were originally common nouns from the
vocable @w[ “to save.” The noun tn[ was discussed already.64

Here it will suffice to note that the bilingual inscription from
Lapethos provides further evidence that Anat, identified with the
goddess of victory Nike% and the savior goddess Pallas Athe%naie%,
was an rz[ figure. The inscription reads in part: yj z[m tn[l . . .
VAqhna/| Swtei,ra| Ni,kh| “to Anat the strength of the living . . . to
Athena, the Savior Nike%” (i.e., to the Savior “Victory”).65 

 The Phoenician name tnt was probably originally spelled
tn[t, from the stem @w[, with forms similar to the bw`, hbw`,

hbw`t pattern (GKC 85p, 85r). The [ was elided or assimilated
and *tacnt became ta(n)nt, which, with the anaptyptic vowel,
became tannit (just as *bacl > ba cal > lb and *šurš > šuriš =
surij).66 

Thus, tnt and tn[ name the same goddess who stood before
Baal as an wdgnk rz[ “a savior, consort.” This role of Anat is
clearly attested in the Ugaritic texts.67 She was the savior who
visited the Underworld  that she  might restore Baal to life. She
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    68 Porten (1969: 173 –179) has argued against the probability of the worship
of Bethel or Eshem at Elephantine and has provided a bibliography.

     69 See page 206 below. Note Dahood 1970: 412.

    70 Compare Dussaud (1942–1943: 286) who stated, “On peut en déduire
que, dans les papyrus judéoaraméens d’Eléphantine, Anat est une déesse-soeur,

repeatedly and successfully confronted Mot with the simple
command, tn c.hy, “Give me my brother!” (UT  49: II: 12).

The motif expressed in the appellations l[b @p tn[ and tnt
l[b anp appears in Gen 2: 18, where Eve stands before Adam as
wdgnk rz[ “a savior as his consort,” who will save him from w oDb'l]
“his being alone” by providing him with progeny.

Just as l[b @p tn[* and l[b anp tnt can mean “the Helper
before Baal,” the Elephantine names latybtn[, whytn[, and
ytn[, also reflect the noun tn[ applied to Yahweh and Bethel.
They are like biblical names compounded with rz[. Consequent-
ly, whytn[ is no more problematic than whyrz[. If the evidence
can be sustained that the god Bethel was worshiped at Elephan-
tine, latyb tn[ simply means “the savior (is) Bethel.”68 The
Hebrew ytn[ would mean “my helper /savior,” like the yrz[ in 1
Chron 27:26.

The abstract noun ytn[ could have been used as a male title or
designation. Cazelles (1956: 134) noted the use of a similar noun
in 2 Sam 23:1, where lar`y twrmz !y[nw occurs in synonymous
parallelism with bq[y yhla jy`m. The expressions are titles of
David meaning, respectively, “the friend of the Warrior of Israel”
and “the anointed of the God of Jacob.” He concluded that the t
ending of twrmz may be related to Egyptian and Akkadian nomi-
nal forms which end in -t or -ty, with the same titulary function.69

The MT hwhy trz[ “the Savior Yahweh” in Ju 5:23, is another
example. 

The Benjaminite name hyttn[ “Yahweh is my Savior,” (in 1
Chron 8:24) with the reduplicated t ending, is another example
of tn[ used in a Yahwistic name. It seems highly improbable,
therefore, that names at Yeb with the tn[ element designate a
consort of Yahweh, or reflect the survival of some type of Anat
worship.70 
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 ce qui s’accorde avec sa fonction habituelle dans les textes de Ras Shamra.”
Note also A. Vincent 1937: 652 and Kapelrud 1969: 14.

It is easy to see how the titulary epithet whytn[ or hyl[b
could have contributed to pre-Philonic hypostatic speculation.
When the collocation of the appellative and the divine name
whytn[ “the Savior Yahweh” was understood as “the helper of
Yahweh,” the identification of hmkj “Lady Wisdom” as the
helper (Prov 8:22–32) would have been very natural. Thus, while
the Elephantine tn[ sheds light on early hypostatic speculation, it
provides little evidence for the survival of Anat worship by the
Jews of Yeb. At Elephantine, tn[ was simply a common noun.

III. Shamgar’s status as “overseer”

Although Shamgar is given credit for delivering Israel in Ju

3:31 (larcy ta awh !g [vyw), the title [yvwm or fpv is not used
for him. As Boling (1975: 89) commented, “there is a complete
absence of any familiar rubrics, whether of the salvific or admin-
istrative forms.” A. van Selms (1964: 294) concluded,

Shamgar, therefore,  is rather out of place in the list of ‘minor judges’ who
. . . would have been real judges, in our sense of the word, at the central
sanctuary . . . . There is yet more that creates an aura of isolation around this
judge. All the regular elements in the description of the work of Israel’s
‘judges’ are lacking . . . . He could be completely omitted from the book
without disturbing its chronology.

Huesman (1975: 297), on the other hand, dissociated the
heroic Shamgar of 3:31 from the “oppressor” Shamgar of 5:6 by
replacing the name of Jabin in Ju 4:2 with the name of Shamgar,
doubling his evidence that Shamgar was an oppressor of Israel.
However, such a view, which diminishes the status of the heroic
Shamgar, must be rejected for the reasons that follow.

A.  A motif from a Sumerian Königshymne

In Römer’s publication (1965: 50–51) of Königshymnen from
the Isin period, several lines of one hymn introduce a motif strik-
ingly similar to one in Ju 3:31:

Die Männer des Zerstörens . . . die Menschen, die Feindseliges reden, [habe
ich] fürwahr am Boden  x x [----] . . . x, mit Wonne  mit der Axt (!?)  ihren
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    71 Lines 217, 218, and 226. Compare also Albright 1968b: 71, note 74, who
translated, “ I have verily broken the SA.GAZ . . . with the pick-axe; on his neck
(?) I have verily imposed the yoke (?).”

    72 Moscati 1964: 80; GKC 85e . Guillaume (1961–1962: 4) cited Arabic ;to
and  Ato “ he slapped, struck, taught” as cognate to dml.

    73 Burrows 1951: pl. 6, lines 11–12, 14; Brownlee 1951: 24–25.

Nacken ab[gesch]nitten (!?), . . . das Fleisch (!?) der sa-gaz Leute (wie
Erdschollen) mit der Picke zerbrochen (?).71

This approximates the LXX (B-text) of Ju 3:31 , kai. evpa,taxen
tou.j avllofu,louj eivj e`xakosi,ouj a;ndraj evn tw/| avrotro,podi, “and
he smote the aliens, up to six hundred men, with the plowshare,”
as well as the translation of the MT offered in this study: “he
smote with a plowshare two bands of marauders, with a goad he
plundered hundreds of men.” The destruction of vaguely iden-
tified hostile aliens with agricultural instruments was an act
which merited praise for a Sumerian king. Shamgar’s similar
heroism resulted in his elevation to a significant, though brief,
political position in early Israel.
 In Ju 3:31, rqbh dmlmb “with the goad of the ox” need not
be read as two bound nouns. The MT dmlm is the maqtil form of
dml (a common form for nouns of instrument) meaning “a goad,
a striking instrument.” The idea of the “goad” is contained within
the word dmlm itself, without the need for a nomen rectum.72

Therefore, the MT rqbh can be dissociated from dmlm “goad”
and from the noun rqb “ox, cattle.” It can be read instead as the
verb rqb “to examine, to search, to judge,” introducing a new
clause—without doing an injustice to Shamgar’s feat of striking
down his enemies with a goad (dmlm) and a plowshare (tae).

B.   The Qumran hnjml rqbm and the

   “Community Overseer” of Ugarit

The use of a nominal form of rqb “overseer” as a synonym
for dyqp “overseer, commissioner” is attested in 1QS 6:11–14
where the “overseer of the many” is also identified as `yah
!ybrh l[ rqbmh (11–12) and as the `awrb dyqph `yah
!ybrh (14).73 
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    74 See Naber 1895: 5: 162 (Josephus, War, 2: 8.3); and “Eusebii Pamphili
Praeparatio Evangelica,” PG 21: cols. 640 and 643.

  75 For the text of the Zadokite Fragment, see Rost 1933: 25 –26; for a
translation of the text, see T. H. Gaster 1956: 76–84.

T. H. Gaster (1956: 50, 98, note 57) translated both titles as
“the superintendent of the general membership,” and equated the
former noun to the evpi,skopoj “bishop” and the latter to the
evpimelhtai, “stewards, overseers” of the Essene community men-
tioned in Eusebius and noted by Josephus.74 These were appoint-
ed positions, with the latter one, ceirotonhto.j evpimelhth,j, being
an official elected by the gesture of the outstretched hand. 

The rqbm of 1QS 6:12, 20 and its appearance fifteen times in
CD cols. 9, 13–15 may be the hophcal participle rq;b]mu “one who
was elected overseer” rather than a picel participle, rQeb'm], as read
by some commentators. The “Rule for the Overseer of the Camp”
(^rs hnjml rqbm) in CD 13:7–19 and 14:8–18 identifies the
rqbm as a colleague of the Qumran judges:75

He is to bring back all of them that stray, as does a shepherd his flock. He is
to loose all the bonds that constrain them, so that there is no one in his com-
munity who is oppressed or crushed (CD 13: 9–10) . . . . Anything that
anyone has to say in a matter of dispute or litigation (fp`mw byr lk), he is
to say to the overseer . . . . wages for at least two days per month are to be
handed over to the overseer (rqbmh dy la wntnw). The judges are then to
take thereof ( wntt wnmm !yfpw`hw) and give it away for the benefit of the
orphans (CD 14:11–14). (Gaster 1956: 81, 83)

If Shamgar “had been appointed” (rq'b]hu) and had functioned
as a rq;b]mu, his responsibilities would have been quasi-judicial,
assuming that there was some correspondence between the two
communities even though they were separated by a millennium.

The Ugaritic evidence concerning the root rqp/rqb is
limited but significant. In PRU II 56: 7 (UT 1056: 7) the phrase
pqr y .hd occurs, which Gordon (1965: 470) translated “overseer
of the (religious) community,” noting that “both words anticipate
Qumran usage: djyh rqbm.” The Ugaritic title does not cor-
respond exactly to the Qumran title, hnjml rqbm, and the func-
tions of the office were probably different in two such disparate
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    76 For the Nabatean arqbm, see Negev 1982: 25 and bibliography cited
there.

     77 This use of rqb followed by the prepositions @yb and l parallels the use
of fp` followed by @yb and l in Ezek 34:17 and 22 (h` @yb fp`  and ytfp`w
h`l h` @yb). Note also Ezek 34:20.

communities. But the use of rqp in Ugaritic for a community
leader means that the Qumran usage of rqbm, like its Nabatean
counterpart,76 was not an innovation of that community.

Although rqp/rqb is unattested as a noun in Biblical He-
brew (unless a rqp was corrupted to the more common dqp),
the Qumran rqbm employs a traditional term attested in Ugaritic
texts without the m preformative. Were it not for the pqr y .hd
appearing in Ugaritic the proposed revocalization of MT rq;B;h'
to rq;b]h; could be dismissed as an unlikely anachronism. How-
ever, these extra-biblical references suggest that in the phrase
awh !g [`yw rqbh the first word was the stem rqb, used for a
quasi-judicial appointment.

C.  The use of rqb in Ezek 34:11–22 and Lev 27:33

Although the nouns rqp, rqb, and rqbm do not occur in

Biblical Hebrew, the verb rqb “to oversee” does appear. The use

of rqb as a synonym for dqp “to look after” (similar to the use

at Qumran of the synonyms rqbm and dyqp) was noted in
Gesenius-Buhl (1921: 112) for Ezek 34:11–12, where the collo-
cation of fp`, rqb, and lxn approximates the collocation of
rqb and [`y in Ju 3:31. The prohibition given in Lev 27:33,
which forbids any substitution for or exchange of “every tenth
animal of all that pass under the herdsman’s staff,” used the verb
rqb “to judge”: [rl bwf @yb rqby al, “there must be no judg-
ing between good and bad (animals).”77 

In light of such texts in which the semantic range of rqb
overlaps the meaning of dqp and fp`, it is not surprising that

rqb, rather than dqp or fp`, was used for Shamgar’s activities.
Had nouns been used rather than verbs, he would have appeared
as a rqbm “overseer” and a [y`wm “a deliverer.” Therefore, al-
though the familiar rubric fp` is missing, the consonantal MT
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     78 Note also Watts 1957: 378, note 2.

    79 Note Albright’s earlier proposal to emend MT t`lp yb`y to rj yb`y,
cited by Cross and Freedman 1955: 249.

permits one to recognize him as overseer and deliverer. He
would have qualified, no doubt, as a savior-figure for the pre-
Deuteronomic Retterbuch!

IV. Shamgar’s victims

If the proposal proffered in this study, that Ju 3:31 was at one
time an integral part of the Song of Deborah, proves correct, then
the two earliest poems in Israelite literature contain a common
enigma. The Song of the Sea and the Song of Deborah make ref-
erence to Philistines although they were not on the scene until
after the eighth regnal year of Ramesses III, circa 1190 (Faulkner
1975: 242; Barnett 1975: 371). The solution to this Philistine
problem is not to be found by pushing the events into the later
Philistine era. The proposal made by Mayes (1969: 353–360;
1974: 91–99) that the Philistines in Judges 4–5 provide the basis
for dating the victory over Sisera at the time of the Israelite
defeat of the Philistines at Aphek, towards the end of the ele-
venth century, is untenable.78 His conclusion (1974: 94), that
“even if the arguments which have been adduced in support of
this date of the battle against Sisera are not very reliable, it is still
probable that the conclusion is correct,” is less than convincing.

Nor is the use of t`lp in Ex 15:14 to be explained simply as
an anachronism, as argued by Cross (1955: 237–250). Albright
(1968: 41–42) was correct in maintaining, “it is no longer neces-
sary to insist on an anachronism in this passage, which suits a
thirteenth-century background so well.” But, Albright’s proposed
emendation of the alleged anachronism is not convincing either.
He changed MT t`lp yb`y to read t` ynb lk “all the Children
of Shut,” the name of a semi-nomadic group known from the
nineteenth century B.C.E.79 

Excluding the LXX, which did not transliterate !yt`lp as a
name but translated it by avllo,fuloI “alien tribes” (presumably
aware of a Hebrew cognate to Ethiopic palasa “to migrate, to
emigrate”), exegetical  tradition  can be faulted,  in words taken
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     80 The !yt`lp of 1 Sam 12:9 are more likely the Philistines of Ju 13–16,
not the “marauders” of Ju 3:31.

     81 For the Aramaic, see Jastrow 1903: 7a, 175b, 1185a; for the Syriac, see
R. Payne Smith 1897–1901: 541, 3164 and J. Payne Smith 1903: 47, 449. Note
Ethiopic palasa “migravit, emigravit, ivit de loco ad locum,” (Castell 1669:
3014c) and Akkadian pala%šu, pallišu “Einbrecher” (AHW 815).

     82 If the textual variant cited for Job 36:29 were read and interpreted as
`lp “to perforate,” the poetic line would be in logical sequence with the pre-
ceding references to rainfall, and the line would not have to be transposed to
follow verse 31, as proposed in the NEB and by Pope (1965: 231, 237). The line
could better be read, “. . . can anyone understand the perforations of the clouds
(b[ y`lpm), the thundering from His pavilion?” Obviously one variant reading
cannot be given much weight, but, likewise, it cannot be ignored. It is possible

from Barr (1968: 268), “for a strong tendency towards leveling
the vocabulary and the interpretation of that which is rare as if it
was [sic] that which was more normal.” What appears to be “the
Philistines” in Ju 3:31 is the dual of the feminine collective noun
t`lp “marauders, troops” (being morphologically like !yIt'y:rÒqi
“twin cities”). In Ex 15:14, the same noun appears in the plural,
with defective spelling, as would be expected in early texts.80

The stems are attested in the following:

(1) Aramaic `lb “to search, to investigate, to ransack, to
break up clods of earth,” and  y`wlba “ground-diggers”;

(2) Aramaic `lp “to dig (after), to perforate, to penetrate”;

(3) Syriac 4LP “to break through, to perforate” which in the
cethpecal means “to be pillaged, to be plundered”;

(4) Syriac 4Lb “to dig into, to search, to investigate.” 

The nominal forms which are cognates of Hebrew t`lp are
Aramaic t`lb and t`lwb “marauders, troop(s)” and the Syriac
)t$LwP“thieves” and )Y$wLb“thieves, marauders.”81 This
stem is attested in Job 37:16, b[ y`lpm “the breaking open of a
cloud” (repointing c to v), and may be original to Job 36:29
(NRSV “spreading of the clouds”) if the reading of MS Ken 245
(noted in BH3) is retained as the lectio difficilior, since it reads
yvlpm for MT yvrpm.82 The LXX translator appears to have had
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that `rp and `lp were by-forms in which the liquid l and r were inter-
changeable like the occurrence of MT  wytwnmlab “in its towers” in Isa 13:22 for
the anticipated hytwnmrab, or the Aramaic interjections wla and wra. Note also
a`rp “goad, plowshare” (Jastrow 1903: 1243).

      83 The LXX did not associate the word with slp = zugo ,j. MT `lp was
evidently recognized as a synonym for [qb /[qp “to split open, to break up”
and $rp “to break through, to break open.”

     84
 Note Lindars’ (1995: 192) objection, “However, in this case celon should

have the article and the preposition should really be preceded by the relative
(supplied in Pesh), as in the next phrase, so that it seems more likely that b is a
root letter  .  . . the name being derived from b .s

c = ‘cut off, bring to an end’ (cf.
LXXA a vnapauome,nwn) or ‘plunder’ (cf. LXXB pleonektou,ntwn). Indeed the
name could well be ‘tree of the plunderers’ . . . . ”

     85 Jastrow 1903: 599b.

vlp “to break open, to break up” in his lexical repertoire since
b[Ayvlpm in Job 37:16 was translated evpi,statai de. dia,krisin
nefw/n, “and he knows (the) separation of (the) clouds.”83

The poet’s use of dual feminine nouns in the initial verse of
the poem (i.e., the !yIt'v;l]Pu in Ju 3:31 when transposed), in 5:16
(!ytp`mh), and in 5:30 (!ytmjr and !ytmqr) reflects a bal-
anced use of these forms which corresponds to the balanced use
of the dual suffixed forms in 5:11 (wnzrp “his two warriors”) and
5:22 (wbq[ “its two slopes”). The prevalence of the dual forms in
this tradition is also evidenced in the !yIN"[}x'B] @w olae in Ju 4:11
(although the NRSV, following the plural of the Qere !yNIn"['x]B',
has Elon-bezaanannim), which Soggin (1981c: 61, 66) translated
“oak of the caravaneers,” followed by Schloen (1993: 32–33)
who cited cognate @[x/@[f “to load [a beast with] cargo.” With-
out commenting on the significance of the dual form of the Ketib,
Soggin also cited the Arabic cognate y[Y “to pack up (for car-
riage on a beast of burden).”84 

The problem of the Philistines in Ex 15:14 has a comparable
solution. The meaning of t`lp yb`y in Ex 15:14 is transparent
when yb`y is read as the Hebrew equivalent of Aramaic bw`yy
“settlement, inhabited land.”85 The phrase means “the settlements
of the marauders.” Communities of such nomadic peoples are
mentioned in Ju 8:10 (!dq ynb=  B-text avllofu,lwn and A-text
ui`w/n avvnatolw/n),” in Ju 8:11 (!dqm !ylhab ynwk`h “the tent
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     86 See the discussion on pages 158–161 which deals with the MT yrw[ 
hrwbd yrw[ “the troops of  Deborah roused themselves” in 5:12.

     87 Nomadic tribes in the vicinity of Edom and Moab are referred to by
names which are composites of @b and a combative term, including (1) the ynb
!dq in  Ju 8:11, who could be called “the attackers” in light of South Arabic
qdm “attack” (Jamme 1962: 447a) rather than “the sons of the east” or “eastern
tribes,” cited above; (2) the t  ̀ynb “the warriors” in Num 24:17, a name with a
cognate to South Arabic št “to war, to skirmish,” (Jamme 1962: 449b); and (3)
the @wa` ynb “sons of battle-clamor, warriors” (BDB 981a). See above, note 50.

settlements of the eastern tribes), and in Num 31:10,  (!hyr[ lk
!tb`wmb “all of their hosts in their encampments”).86

Without emending Ex 15:14 to provide an ethnicon, the very
people whom Albright thought the poet had in mind are indicated
by the collective noun t`lp, i.e., the avllo,fuloi.87 The verse can
be translated, “the peoples heard, they shuddered, anguish seized
the settlements of the marauding tribes (t`lp yb`y).” Anxiety
among the Amalekites and the Midianites about the incursion of
Israelites into territories which they considered their rightful
domain is sufficiently attested in Num 24:15–24 and Ju 8 that an
indirect reference to them in Ex 15:14 would not be out of place.

In Ju 3:31 the !yIt'v;l]Pu “two marauding troops” defeated by
Shamgar could possibly have been nomadic tribes of the Trans-
Jordan, making Shamgar’s feat similar to Gideon’s defeat of “all
the Midianites and the Amalekites and the people of the east,”
mentioned in Ju 6:33. But as Aharoni (1967: 240) noted,

Incursions by desert nomads in search of plunder such as those carried out
by the Midianites, the Amalekites and the people of the East . . . into the
Jezreel Valley were possible only after the Canaanite cities in the region had
been weakened by their defeat before Barak.

Consequently, it seems improbable that Shamgar had to deal with
marauders from the Trans-Jordan.

Aharoni’s (1975: 259–260) proposal to credit Shamgar with
the destruction of Beth Shan Level VII (at the close of the
thirteenth century and the end of the nineteenth dynasty) and to
identify the “Philistines” killed by him as Aegean mercenaries
serving in the Egyptian garrison is very problematic. Since the
Philistines are mentioned for the first time  in the inscriptions
of Ramesses III among the Sea Peoples, but are not listed among
the Sea Peoples named by Merneptah, reference to them in
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     88 Albright (1975: 2, 511) and Aharoni (1975: 258) identified the Beth
Shan material as evidence of a pre-Ramesses III employment of mercenaries at
Beth Shan. But Barnett (1975: 377) noted: “Ramses III claims to have utterly
defeated them [the Sea Raiders] and suggestions that he and his successors set-
tled groups of Peleset (Philistine) mercenary garrisons in Beth-shan in Palestine
are demonstrated by the finds there of ‘Sea People’ burials.” This latter view is
also affirmed by Dothan (1957: 157), G. E. Wright (1964: 63–67), Fitzgerald
(1967: 192 –193), Malamat (1971: 35), and Mazar (1971: 168). For a discussion
on the dating of Beth Shan Level VII, see Kempinski 1975: 213–214.

connection with Beth Shan Level VII is at best an appeal for an
anachronism in the text. Aharoni (1975: 259) found it necessary
to stipulate cautiously, “Even if they were not true Philistines but
some other segment of the Sea Peoples, it would not be surpris-
ing that they should be called Philistines since that became the
standard biblical terminology for all Aegean races that appeared
in the land.”

But the use of !ytrk ywg in Zeph 2:5 and the appearance of
the ytrk, ytlp, and the !ytg in 2 Sam 15:18 indicate that other
names were used for the Aegean people. If the !yt`lp in Ju 3:31
really means Philistines, it remains a difficult anachronism. It
would be unusual if the destruction of an Egyptian center in Ca-
naan were referred to solely by an anachronistic ethnicon, ac-
curate or other-wise, for some of the mercenaries found in that
Egyptian garrison.

The problem is further complicated by the lack of agreement
on the dating of Beth Shan Level VII (opinions vary by almost
two centuries from the time of Amenhotep III [1417–1379] to the
time of Merneptah [1236–1223]) and on dating the use of Aege-
an mercenaries at Beth Shan (opinions differ as to whether such
troops were used before, during, or after the reign of Ramesses
III [1198–1166]).88 

While the anthropoid coffins found at Beth Shan provide con-
vincing evidence for an Aegean presence there (possibly as mer-
cenaries), it must be noted, as Aharoni (1975: 258) himself
stated, “Of much significance is the fact that in the Beth Shan
burials none of the typical Philistine pottery, so much in evidence
in the anthropoid burials at Tell el-Far’ah, was found.” This ab-
sence of any Philistine pottery led Dothan (1957: 157) to con-
clude that, at the time of the Aegean presence at Beth Shan,
Philistine pottery had not yet emerged.
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     89 Barnett 1975: 364–366, especially 365, note 1, where he noted that the
Madduwattash episode and the date of Mopsus have been put back by some
scholars to the early fourteenth century. See Mendenhall 1973: 146 –148, 168
and Desborough 1975: 680. On the Sea Peoples, in general, see Sandars (1985);
and for Mopsus, in particular, see Roscher 1894–1897: 3208 –3210 and PW
16a: 241– 243.

     90
 Simons 1937: 75–79, 157–159, nos. 7, 8, 13, and 21, respectively. On

the Asiatic campaigns of Ramesses II, see Kitchen 1964: 47–55. The names nrm
and r c in the name-rings qeews'nrm and qeesr c have not been identified, and no

Another difficulty with Aharoni’s proposal is that Shamgar’s
victory does not suggest an attack against a city nor the destruc-
tion of a city. Even allowing for poetic hyperbole, it would be
difficult to take this single-handed action of Shamgar, armed with
only an oxgoad, as evidence of his violently destroying a garrison
town from which Egypt exercised hegemony over Galilee. Such
an interpretation removes Shamgar’s feat from the category of a
historical notice into the genre of legend and makes a historical
inquiry unwarranted.

But when the !yt`lp of Ju 3:31 is vocalized !yIt'v;l]Pu rather
than !yTiv]liP] and identified as marauding elements of the Sea-
Peoples or their precursors, the text fits the historical context. At
least from the time of the razzia of the Lydian Mopsos which
brought Ashkelon to destruction, the eastern Mediterranean sea-
board experienced the brunt of repeated incursions from western
Anatolia and the Aegean, culminating about 1200 B.C.E. with the
invasion of the Sea Peoples which caused the destruction of the
Hittite empire and threatened Egypt and her Asian provinces.89

Coastal towns and inland cities in Syria-Palestine were destroyed
by the Sea-Peoples. As Malamat (1971: 29) noted, 

Such localities as Jaffa, Ashdod, Tel Mor, and even Gezer show evidence of
having been destroyed twice—first apparently in the time of Mer-ne-Ptah,
in hit-and-run raids from the sea; and the second, a more massive action in
the time of Ramses III, involving settlement on the conquered sites.

Fortunately, the topographical list of Ramesses II (1304–1237
B.C.E.) on the hypostyle of the Great Temple of Amon at Karnak
preserves in its twenty-five name-rings the names of several
marauding groups in the Egyptian province of Asia, probably in
Canaan-Galilee, during the last half of  the thirteenth  century.90
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suggestion is being offered here. However, the name rybn can be recognized as
the name Reuben, i.e., @byr for @bwar, characterized by the elision of the a (see
GKC 68h.k), well-attested in other extrabiblical texts like the tbhan and tbhn in
the Aramaic papyri (see Cowley 1923: 1–2, 70). 

The syllabic ra-yu-bu-na for the anticipated ra-yu-bi-na may reflect the cor-
ruption in the Egyptian syllabic orthography frequently attested from the time of
Ramesses III, and possibly from the time of Ramesses II (see Albright 1934: 14
[sec. 24] and 20 [sec. 33a]). This identification of rybn with Reuben would
preclude Reuben’s participation in an exodus from Egypt during the reign of
Ramesses II and would add weight to the arguments of Burney (1921: 52) and
others that Reuben, like other tribes, had not participated in the sojourn in Egypt
in the first place (see Rowley 1952: 112, 139). The suppression in Canaan of the
band of Reuben by Ramesses II explains in part the subordinate position of
Reuben among the tribes even though he was recognized as the firstborn of
Jacob. The occurrence of the names Sisera and Reuben in the same topo-
graphical list of Ramesses II suggests that the hostility between these two
disparate bands spanned the reigns of both Ramesses II and Ramesses III.

     91 Arabic ÄHÑk/ÄH"k “detachment, troop” reflects a common interchange of

q and k. On Egyptian t. = Hebrew s, see Gardiner 1911: 24 (where rps tyb
appears as beth-.t -p-r) and Albright 1934: 65, no. 13.

    92 See, respectively, Lane 1872: 494a; and Hava 1915: 670; R. Payne Smith
1897–1901: 685; J. Payne Smith 1903: 69; Jastrow 1903: 237–238; and Jamme
1962: 82. Note that the Syriac SIg has a pejorative meaning.

These names are among those compounded with the preformative
nouns qs', qws' or qys', including qees'rc, qeew.t is'r (which was
corrected to read qees'.t is'r on the basis of the list of Ramesses III),
qeews'nrm, and qeeys'rybn.

A satisfactory explanation of the qs', qws' and qys' elements
has been lacking thus far. Yeivin (1971: 24, 192) rejected both
Hebrew t`q and Arabic EÑg “bow, bowmen” as the cognate or

loanword. He surmised that `wk was intended and that the trans-
cription of qs' for kš was used “to differentiate between the
familiar (to the Egyptians) kš = Nubia, who were Africans, and
the Asiatic groups of Cushites.”

This suggestion is possible, but it appears more likely that qs'

(qw/yqs') is the cognate of Arabic Já391 “a raider, an (irregular)

military force, marauding troops,” the Syriac and Aramaic asyyg
“band,” and South Arabic gyš.92 It is the equivalent of the
Egyptian pd..t “a troop” (Faulkner 1962: 97; Shupak 1989: 518)
and a synonym for Hebrew dwdg  “troop, band.” The use of q in
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     93 Albright 1934: 58, note 10.

Egyptian for the Semitic g is reflected in the name for Gezer
( qa-d.i-ra =rzg).93 Consequently, the ring-name qees'.t is'r, which
Yeivin transliterated “Kushsisera,” can be translated “(territory)
of the marauding troops of Sisera.” The name Sisera here can be
identified with the Sisera of Judges 4–5. However, it need not be
the same person, but a family or clan name or a title.

It is impossible to reconstruct history from such limited evi-
dence, but one can conjecture that the suppression of someone
named Sisera by Ramesses II eventuated in an aligning of the
Sisera clan with the Canaanite forces of Jabin at Hazor, and that
from these suppressed marauders came the Sisera who survived
the destruction of Hazor and, in turn, oppressed the Israelites. 

If Sisera was a Luwian name, as proposed by Albright (1920:
61; 1970: 15), Garbini (1978a: 15–31), Soggin (1981c: 63), and
others—rather than Hurrian or Illyrian, as proposed by Burney
(1918: 15), Alt (1944: 78), Noth (1958: 37), and J. Gray (1967:
208)—the events leading to Sisera’s oppression of the Israelites
become even clearer. Having survived the defeat of Jabin at the
hands of the Israelites, Sisera witnessed the success of Shamgar
and the Israelites against his kinfolk, the precursors of the Philis-
tines. After Shamgar’s death, he altered that situation for two
decades and gave the advantage to his adopted relatives, the
native kings of Canaan who ruled under the shadow of Egyptian
hegemony.

Beem (1991: 158–162) noted that Shamgar did not easily fit
the category of a minor judge (in contrast to the major judges, the
“deliverers”) since his brief story lacked the “minor judge frame-
work,” which included these seven elements: (1) the transitional
phrase ‘after him’; (2) the name of the judge; (3) the tribal, clan,
or regional designation; (4) the years of service; (5) the notice of
death; (6) the place of burial; and (7) often a personal detail. He
concluded (159, 162) that this “superhuman hero” does not fit the
major/minor judge classification: “he stands there . . . with his
oxgoad, bigger than any of our categories.”

In my opinion, the Shamgar story lacks five of these seven
elements. The narrative provides only his name and some
personal details. Shamgar, stands  apart from  the  major / minor
categories because his story, now bifurcated in Ju 3:31 and 5:6,
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was originally an integral part the older poetic tradition—not the
later prose tradition dealing with major/ minor judges. 

Beem’s study provides, however, the clue as to why the origi-
nal hyh wyh rjaw in Ju 3:31 was changed into the MT wyrjaw
hyh. Once Shamgar’s poetic lines were bifurcated, the phrase
was transformed into the initial element (i.e., the transitional
phrase ‘after him’) of the ‘minor judge’ framework.



CHAPTER FOUR

TAPARA / DABARA:
 

A  CLUE  TO  THE  CHRONOLOGY

I. The Meaning of  hrwbd

 In Megillah 14b Deborah’s name is atrwbyz “hornet, bee”
and it is called a hateful name. According to Feldman (1986:
122), Josephus actually denigrated Deborah by equating her
name with me,lissa7  “bee.” But Brown (1992: 73–74) suggested
that Josephus’s translation of hrdbd as me,lissa7  explains his
reference to Deborah’s interceding for the people as a priestly
function. Brown surmised that the analogy to the bee implies that
Deborah was asexual, which may help to explain why Josephus
omitted the phrase twdypl tva “wife of Lappidoth.” Many
critics since Josephus have associated hrwbd with me,lissa7 ,
among them Bachmann (1869: 252) and G. A. Smith (1912: 82),
who noted 

. . . it [hrwbd] may be a Hebrew parallel to the Greek Melissa, which was
not only an epithet applied to poets, but [also] the title of the Delphian
prophetess and of other ‘humming priestesses’ of such prophetic deities as
Demeter, her daughter [Persephone] and Cybele.

While these parallels with me,lissa7  are of some interest, defin-
ing the name Deborah as “hornet” or “bee” appears to be only an
early “popular” etymology, reminiscent of the figurative zoomor-
phic titles given to the rabbinic dialecticians, the !yrh yrqw[
(Hahn 1897: vii–ix). Moreover, the “bee” etymology fails to
provide a common derivation for the names Deborah, Daberath,
and Tabor, an association about which Burney conjectured
(1918: 81), “Possibly there may have been a connexion between
the name of this city [Daberath] and the name of the prophetess.”

Even though R. Payne Smith (1897–1901: 815a) had associat-
ed the name Deborah with Syriac hrWvd “leader,” Klein (1987:
114), when citing post-Biblical Hebrew rB;D" “leader” and tWrB;D"
“leadership,” made no mention of Deborah, citing instead rb;D:
“to speak, to hum” and as the etymology of hrwbd “Deborah”
and “bee.” But Brown (1992: 70) rightly noted that “the designa-
tion of Deborah as ‘leader’ possibly derives from a wordplay
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     94 Mendenhall, 1973: 163. He calls attention to Milgrom’s (1970) study
supporting his identification of “ethnic” Levites as being originally Luwian.

       
  95 See, respectively, Lane 1872: 844b; Gordon 1965: 383–384, no 641; J.

Payne Smith 1903: 82–83; R. Payne Smith 1897–1901: 815a; Jastrow 1903:

279, 731; Klein 1987: 114; !l`h ̂ wr[: 3: 12b.

      96 The versions read “Athaliah . . . rose and exterminated all of the royal
seed” under the influence of  dbatw !qtw in 2 Kgs 11:1.

on the Aramaic root of the name Deborah, dbr, which denotes
(among other meanings) to ‘lead (the flock).’” However, more
than an Aramaic cognate is involved in recognizing Deborah as
“leader.” The stem rbd is Hittite and Hebrew, as well.

Mendenhall (1973: 163) was the first to propose a common
etymology based upon the Hittite-Luwian tapara “governor,
ruler” for the names rybd (Josh 15:15) in the southern Shephelah
(also known as rps tyrq) and rbd wl (2 Sam 9:4) in the Trans-
Jordan (spelled rbd al in 2 Sam 17:27 and Amos 6:13; and
rbdl in Josh 13:26). He stated, 

On the Transjordanian plateau is located the curious Lodebar, “ nothing” by
popular etymology; but the name is the precise equivalent to later L/Ron-
deberras preserved in Greek, going back to original R/Luwandatapara,
“Ruwanda is Lord.” . . . D/Tapara ‘lord, governor,’ gives us by popular
etymology Debir, just as Egyptian transcriptions yield the name Qiryat-Sofer:
city of the ša)piru = “governor” . . . . One name is a translation of the other.
“City of the book” (se) fer) is thus again a late popular etymology.94

The appearance of the Hittite-Luwian t/dapara “ ruler, gover-
nor” is more widely attested than Mendenhall, Klein, or Brown
have noted. The vocable rbd appears as a noun meaning “lead-
er” and  as the verb “to rule, to govern, to manage the affairs (of a
province, not just a flock)” in Arabic, Aramaic, Syriac, Ugaritic,
and elsewhere in Biblical Hebrew, as well.95

 rbd “to govern” is attested in Ps 18:48, which can be trans-
lated, “He causes (me) to govern (rbdyw) the nations subordinate
to me,” and similarly, Ps 47:4, “He causes (me) to govern (rbdy)
nations subordinate to us and nations inferior to us.” Ps 58:2a
reads, “O gods, do you really govern (@wrbdt) justly?” Also, in 2
Chron 22:10, one can translate, “Athaliah . . . rose and took con-
trol (rbdtw) over all of the royal seed of the house of Judah.”96 
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    97 The unusual transliterations of  hrwbd in 5:1 and 7, with the doubling of
the third consonant, Debwrra (MSS Nbtgkmsz), Deborra (MSS dilnpq), may
find their explanation in this spelling. Gemination of the third radical is rare,
even in Arabic and Akkadian. However, transliterations with a doubling of the
second consonant —e. g., Debbwra and Debbora — are not problematic since
gemination of the second radical is much more common (see Moscati, 1964:
78 –79).

    
98

 On the interchange of the voiceless t and the voiced d, see 1 Chron 17:17
(!da rwt) and the parallel account in 2 Sam 7:19 (!dah trwt), where rwt or

trwt appear instead of the anticipated rwd. See also note 101.

The place name trbd (“governor”) in Josh 21:12, 28 and 1
Chron 6:57 is the same name which appears in Josh 19:20 as
tybrh (A-text Rabbwq “great lady” but B-text Daibrwn). The

name tybrh is a translation of trbd, as rps tyrq “city of the
governor” in Josh 15:15 is the translation of rybd (as noted on

page 74). The A-text Rabbwq (= twbr for MT tybr) could reflect
an honorific plural, like the tw[rp in Ju 5:2. Indeed, the singular
appearance of tybr leads one to suspect that it was originally
twbr or even ytbr, the honorific appellative which appears in
Lam 1:1, “the Mistress of the people . . . the Mistress among the
nations” (McDaniel 1968b: 30–31; Cross 1983: 136).

Deriving the name Deborah from the same root as rB;D" and
hrWvd permits hrwbd to be read as the title “Lady-governor,
Ladyship,” much like hrc “Princess” and hklm “Queen.” The
place names from the hrbd root could also be tr"b]D:, rybiDÒ, and
even r/bT;—places renowned for leadership.

Therefore, Mendenhall’s conclusion that Debir is related to
tapara can be extended to the names hrwbd, trbd, and rwbt.

Luwian names with the independent prefixed or affixed tapara
element, cited by Houwink Ten Cate (1961: 158–159), include
the variations Tbera-, Tbreh-, Dapara, Daparaj, and dberraj.97

The variations between d and t and p and b parallel the variations
occurring in rwbt and rybd; and the Hellenized spellings ending
in -aj parallel the Semitisized forms hrwbd and trbd. It would
not be surprising to find the name of Deborah in other texts ap-
pearing as hrpt, hrbt, trpd, or trbt.98
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      99 Loud 1935: 10. The statement of Gordon (1958: 31, note 9) is note-
worthy: “The Hittite contribution to Israel will doubtless appear more and more
significant during the years ahead. The full meaning of Ezek 16:3 (‘thy father is
an Amorite, and thy mother is a Hittite’) is yet to come.” See also Rabin 1963:
113 –139 and Kempinski 1979: 21–45.

    100 The Hurrian substratum may account for the spirantization of the Hebrew

tpkdgb and the postpositive article in Aramaic. See Rendsburg (1982: 363) and
references cited there. Rendsburg’s conclusion that the epicene awhi proves that
“The Pentateuch as a whole by necessity can be dated earlier than the com-
position of Joshua, Judges, etc.” is premature. The use of the epicene awhi could
be a deliberate archaizing device designed to give the Pentateuch an ambiance
of antiquity, required for its having Mosaic authority. Until the question over its
being archaic or archaistic is resolved, there is little to be gained by abandoning
the achievements of literary criticism. 

In view of the many Hittite motifs appearing in the Megiddo
ivories, one can anticipate other evidence of a Hittite presence in
Galilee until the collapse of the Hittite empire about 1200 B.C.E.99

Indeed, Rendsburg (1982: 363; 1989: 116) has argued that the
peculiar awhi occurring 120 times in the Torah is a genuine
Hebrew form, but he noted that “epicene HW’ is the result of the
Hurrian and Hittite substratum [which used a 3rd common singu-
lar pronoun] in the very area where Hebrew first appears as a
distinct dialect of the Canaanite language.”100

Deborah’s origins may have been Hittite, allowing her none-
theless still to be counted as an Israelite. She uniquely had the
title larcyb !a “the Mother in Israel” and Ezekiel (16:3, 45)
noted perhaps with more historical accuracy than has been appre-
ciated, “your mother was a Hittite (tytj ̂ maw), your father an
Amorite.” The credibility of Ezekiel’s castigation of Jerusalem
would have required some established tradition about a Hittite
“mother,” comparable to the traditions about “sisters” Sodom
and Samaria to which he also appealed (16:46).

The title larcyb !a in Ju 5:7, in parallelism with hrwbd, re-
flects the poet’s use of synonyms: “Mother” and “Ladyship.” The
title !a (like the title ba) and the title hrwbd “(Lady) Governor”
speak of political and/or religious leadership. P. de Boer (1974:
31) cited the epithet “the Lady of the Battle” (given to Inanna in
the epilogue of the Hammurabi Code) as an appropriate title for
Deborah and correctly noted the absence of any literal “mother-
ly” role for her. The “mother-of-god” title in Hittite texts (ANET,
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    101 See Simons 1937: 78 –79, 165–168. For the name D c-pw-rc = Deper =
Tabor (occurring in the list of Galilean cities along with Beth-anath and Merom)
captured by Ramesses III in the eighth year of his reign, see Breasted 1906: 3:
159. The tbrt of the Ramesses II list suggests that in this case, at least, Ramesses
III did not borrow from the list of Ramesses II at Karnak. On the interchange of
b and p and d and t, see page 75 above and note 98.

    102
 See Albright 1934: 63; and Gardiner 1966: 531. On the matter of errors

in the inscriptions, see Nelson (1929: 23–31) who noted:

Another point not always appreciated in dealing with these Medinet Habu
reliefs is the extensive ancient use of plaster to cover up defects in the
masonry and to eliminate lines and whole figures . . . the method used for
making the corrections was to cut deep rectangular holes along all very
deeply cut lines to be eliminated . . . the deep holes served to hold this new
plaster covering . . . .

If the disputed PPP sign of [q]-s'-t-b-r-t proves to be the base for such a plaster
correction (equal to an erasure), the name-ring could still contain a reference to
the masculine Tabor ( t-b-r = D c-pw-rc ), though not to Deborah / Teborah.

209, 211) for women of religious authority could explain Debo-
rah’s title of  !a, as well as the designation haybn h`a in Ju 4:4.
Consequently, the Hittite connection of “the Mother in Israel,”
suggested by Ezekiel, provides a link between Deborah’s name
and her synonymous title of authority.

The topographical list of Ramesses III (1198 B.C.E.) on the
first pylon of the Great Temple of Medinet Habu records the
names of one hundred nineteen northern towns and territories
(plus six African places) which he had suppressed. The text of
the 85th name-ring, which is directly under the arch of Ramesses’
right foot (see Plates I and II), appears in Simons’ transcription
and discussion of the ring-name as [q]-s'-t-b-r-n (?).101  But as is
unmistakable from the photograph, the name can also be read
<q>eews'tbrt by restoring the q and reading the deeply incised PPPP
sign as a variant of the U'''…U sign (ta).102 As is clear from the 84th
and 86th name-rings, the PPPP sign cannot be read as the sign  vvvvv

(n). The first part of the name is the qs' (qws' or qys') element
meaning “troops, marauding band,” discussed above (pages 70–
71). The second element, tbrt, is probably the variant trbt (=
hrwbd). When taken together, qeews' plus tbrt could be read as
“(the territory of ) the troops of Deborah.”

Simons noted, perhaps with more correctness than he realized,
that this tbrn / tbrt was related to the 21st ring-name in the list of
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    103 Burney 1921: 82; Rowley 1938: 259 –260; Dussaud 1938: 176 –177;
Yeivin 1956: 98– 99; 1971: 23–24, 31–32.

    104 The identification of Barak with Lappidoth goes back to David Kim .hi
and Levi ben Gershom. Gilad Gevaryahu provided me the following text and
translation of the midrashic work of the thirteenth-century, Yalkut Shimconi
which, following the Tan .humac, reads in Judges 4, § 1:

. . . according to Eliyahu: they said the husband of Deborah was a simple man
($rah ![). She [Deborah] said to him, “ Come, I will make wicks for you,
and you go with them to the temple in Shiloh. Then your share for the
hereafter will be with the learned/righteous ones (!yr`k). Then you will
have a place in the hereafter.” And she was actually making the wicks, and he
was taking them to the temple. He [her husband] had three names: Barak,
Michael, and Lappidoth: Barak because his face was shiny like lightning;
Michael (lakym) because he softens himself (^ymm), or because he was
named after an angel (^alm); Lappidoth because his wife was making
wicks — thick ones so the light would be augmented. And God, who can see
through hearts and kidneys, said to her, “Deborah, your intention was to
augment my light, so I will augment your light in Judah and Jerusalem
against the twelve tribes of Israel [italics mine]. . . .

Ramesses II, qeeys' rybn “the band of Reuben” (discussed above,
page 70, note 90). Although long debated, it is now recognized
that the name Asher (i-s'-r) is attested in topographical lists from
the reigns of Seti I and Ramesses II.103 For the purpose of this
study it is important to note that the tribal names Asher and Reu-
ben attested in lists of Ramesses II do not occur in the lists of
Ramesses III. Apparently, the victory of Deborah (= tbrt) or the
forces at Mount Tabor (= tbr[?] = dc-pw-rc), over Sisera’s coali-
tion prompted Ramesses III to move northward and re-establish
his claims in the Asian province. The appearance of the name of
either Deborah or Tabor in the topographical list of Ramesses III
provides the chronological reference for dating events under
discussion, and may prove to be as significant as the mention of
Israel in the Merneptah stela.

II. The Meaning of twdpl t`a

Before looking at other proposed dates for Deborah, a brief
discussion about Deborah’s titles in 4:4, haybn h`a and t`a
twdypl, is in order.104 Boling (1975:  95)  translated  twdypl as
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“Flasher,” and considered it a nickname of Barak, “Lightning,”
whom he recognized, following Hilliger, Wellhausen, Budde,
and Cooke (cited by Burney [1903: 85]), as Deborah’s husband.
Bal (1988a: 57–58), responded quite negatively to this widely
accepted identification, stating:

The assimilation of Lappidoth to Barak, who thereby becomes co-judge,
constitutes a typical case of the biased use of the [anthropological] code,
assisted by the philological code, which ultimately permits all three
hypotheses [that Deborah was spouse, prophetess, and judge].

Bal claimed that Moore (1892) [sic] had suspected that
twdypl was not a name. Following him, she preferred reading
twdypl as a modifier of t`a, observing: “Woman of flames, of
light? The epithet would be highly appropriate.” But Moore
(1900b: 114) noted, “the only natural interpretation is that which
takes 'l as the name of Deborah’s husband,” and he caricatured
Cassel’s rendering “ein Weib von Feuregeist” as “pure midrash.”
Bal’s reading, nevertheless, has merit, and is reminiscent of
earlier proposals cited by Bachmann (1869: 254) for rendering
t`a twdypl as “helle Frau” and “Flammenweib.”

Ju 4:4a is a noun clause in which the compound predicate in-
cludes (a) the appositional haybn h`a and (2) the bound nouns
twdypl t`a. Because there is no conjunction in the predicate,
twdypl t`a could be the appositional modifier of either h`a or
haybn. Traditional interpretations made tddypl t`a the modi-

fier of h`a, and twddypl—following common usage as cited in

Mandelkern (1967: 57)—became the name of a husband. But

when twdypl t`a is read as the modifier of haybn, a title emer-
ges: “the prophetess, the woman of torches.” Moreover, if the
feminine plural indicates an abstract noun of intensity (GKC
124a,e), twdypl t`a could mean “the woman of flames/fire.” 

This does not simply imply a “a burning enthusiasm for Yah-
weh” (James 1951: 59), a hot head, a fiery temperament, or even,
as Bal suggested (1988b: 209), “an inflamed and an inflaming
woman.” Here, dypl, lacking the modifier vae “fire,” may have
to do more with light than heat. The evidence for this is in the
metaphorical use of the Arabic F$g , a synonym of dypl. The
noun F$g signified a live coal or firebrand, a “piece of fire which
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    105 Note the study of Couturier (1989) which deals with Deborah’s three
functions as chantre, prophétesse, and chef. Brown (1992: 43, 48–49) high-
lighted Pseudo-Philo’s declaration that “a woman [Deborah] will rule over them
and enlighten them forty years” (in Biblical Antiquities 30:2–5). She discussed
Pseudo-Philo’s having Deborah sent forth on the seventh day, suggesting a
representation of  Deborah as a Wisdom figure, as well as his making her the
female prophetic counterpart of Moses.

    106 This interpretation of dpl sheds light on the meaning of  Prov 25: 21–
22, where the synonym ljg “burning coal” appears: “If your enemy be hungry,
give him food . . . for thus you will heap hot embers upon his head (hta !yljg
w`ar l[ htj).” This is quoted in Rom 12:20 as an act whereby evil is overcome
by good. Far from being an act of torture, “heaping coals `ar l[ “above the
head,” was a matter of light and illumination, much like “kindling one’s interest,
to kindle the mind, or have a burning/brilliant or bright idea” in English usage.
However, note Segert’s (1987: 159–164) survey of other opinions.

one puts on the end of a stick” (Lane 1885: 2481a) to be used
like a dypl, i.e., as a torch or “pot in which light is carried.” The
participle F#"g means not only “taking fire, a taker of fire,” but

also “acquiring or learning knowledge, an inquirer or seeker of

knowledge.” The plural F#!Ñg connotes “those who teach what is

good.” Hebrew dypl may also have been used metaphorically

like the Arabic F$g . Therefore, twdypl t`a may well have
meant “the lady of learning,” i.e., a woman in what would now
be called a “learned profession,” such as fp`m “law,” hawbn
“prophecy,” or twynydm “politics.”105 The epithet speaks of erudi-
tion exercised for the good of the community. When understood
in this way, twdypl t`a parallels the epithets @j t`a “woman
of grace” (who in Prov 11:16 “attains honor”) and the lyj t`a
“worthy woman” in Prov 12:4, 31:10 and Ru 3:11, which have
bound nouns in the singular.106

Through twdypl (=F$g  ) Deborah can be linked with the h`a
hmkj “the wise woman” of Tekoa and of Abel (2 Sam 14:2 and
20:16) and the female sages of Israel (who have been studied by
Camp [1981: 26; 1990: 188, 203]). As earlier noted by J. Gray
(1967: 268), these female sages included Huldah, who was the
sagacious woman consulted by the king and the high priest (2
Kgs 22:14), and Deborah.

Consequently, it appears that Judges 4 and 5, in very different
ways, recognized Deborah’s power and erudition. “Mother in
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Israel” and “the woman of light(s)” were very appropriate titles
for Deborah and complemented her name *Taparrat /*Dabarat,
“Governor, Leader” with its Hittite affinity. In light of her tWnB;r"
“authority, office” she would no doubt have been a ytiB;r", though
not a yBir" or a @B;r". 

III. Alternative dates for Deborah

Even if Deborah’s name spelled tbrt (or tbr for Tabor) were
unattested in the topographical lists of Ramesses III, a strong
case could be made for placing her defeat of Sisera during the
reign of Ramesses III. The evidence and argumentation can be
presented most succinctly in a critique of opposing views which
date Deborah and Sisera significantly after the reign of Ramesses
III. The proposal of Mayes (1969: 353–356; 1974: 91–99), that
this victory by Israelite tribes over a Canaanite-Philistine coali-
tion led by Sisera should be seen in close connection with
Israel’s defeat by the Philistines at Aphek sometime in the course
of the second half of the eleventh century B.C.E., has already
been rejected as untenable (see above, page 64) since Mayes
acknowledged that “arguments which have been adduced in sup-
port of this date of the battle against Sisera are not very reliable.”

A more attractive chronology has been offered by Yeivin
(1956: 103; 1971: 84–85, 104–106, 124) who accepted the his-
toricity of the tradition that Sisera had served in Jabin’s army (Ju
4:2, 7). He dated the defeat of Jabin (which was the catalyst for
Merneptah’s Asiatic campaign) to 1221, the victory of Shamgar
to 1188 (shortly after the appearance of the Philistines), and the
defeat of Sisera to 1175. Yeivin’s dating demands an interval of
forty-six years between the date of Sisera’s escape from Hazor
and his death at the hands of Yael. This would mean that Sisera
was either a boy-soldier under King Jabin or an aged charioteer
when chased by Barak. Yeivin’s first date is quite acceptable, but
an earlier date for Shamgar’s activity and Sisera’s defeat is re-
quired if Sisera is viewed as the same officer who served in
Jabin’s army. Yeivin’s discussion on the chronology of this era is
helpful in critiquing the views of Maisler, Aharoni, Albright,
Lapp, and Globe. The proposals of these scholars demand a more
detailed critique, and Yeivin’s contribution will be noted in the
course of this extended discussion.
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    107 Note Yadin’s (1979: 57– 68) critique of the theories of Aharoni, Alt,
Callaway, Fritz, Mazar, Noth, and Weippert, as well as the critique of Mayes’
interpretation by Globe (1975b: 181).

A. Views of Maisler and Aharoni

The tradition in Josh 11:1–16, which associated Joshua with
the destruction of Hazor, was transformed by Josephus into Josh-
ua’s battle against unnamed elements of a massive Canaanite
coalition assembled at Beroth in Upper Galilee. The defeat of
Jabin, according to Josephus, came after Yael’s assassination of
Sisera: “Barak also fought with Jabin at Hazor, and when he met
him he slew him, and when the general had fallen Barak over-
threw the city to the foundations, and was commander of the
Israelites for forty years” (Antiquities 5: 1: 17 and 5: 5: 4; Naber
1888: 1: 279, 305).

This harmonistic reconstruction of events in Josh 11:1–16 and
Ju 4:23–24 has been given new life in the proposals of Maisler
(1952–53: 83–84) and Aharoni (1967: 203–208). They suggested
that the order of events in the biblical tradition should be
reversed, so that Deborah’s battle against Sisera’s Canaanite
coalition was followed by the battle of Merom which ended in
Barak’s destruction of Jabin and Hazor. It was conjectured that,
subsequent to Sisera’s defeat, Jabin made a renewed effort to
occupy the hill country, an action which precipitated his conflict
with the Israelites.

Maisler and Aharoni dissociated Joshua from the fall of
Hazor, reckoning his name to be a secondary intrusion into the
tradition.107 Moreover, Aharoni was forced to extricate Shamgar
from his position in the tradition, where he is viewed as having
pre-dated Deborah. He dated the “war of Deborah” to the end of
Hazor XIV (Lower City 1b), which contributed to the decline
evidenced in Hazor XIII. The “battle of Merom” resulting in
Barak’s defeating Jabin and the destruction of Hazor was dated
to the end of Hazor XIII (Lower City 1a). Shamgar was made
responsible for the destruction of Beth Shan VII, just before the
reign of Ramesses III (1198–1166 B.C.E.). This reconstruction of
events, especially as articulated by Aharoni, is vulnerable to the
following criticism of J. Miller (1977: 91):
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In order to establish the credibility of Ju 4:1–2, 23–24,
Aharoni had to rework radically the chronology of Joshua 11 and
Ju 3:31. The archaeological data had to be restructured so that
Hazor XIV survived to the time of Deborah, while Hazor XIII
encompassed only the time between Merneptah’s death and the
rise of Ramesses III. Moreover, if the translation of Ju 5:18
offered in this study proves to be correct (“Naphtali moved
violently against Merom”), a second diversionary movement
toward Merom was part of the campaign against Sisera, and
hence was not subsequent to Sisera’s defeat. 

A more likely solution to the chronological difficulties, which
takes less liberty with the texts and the archeological data, is
available. The mention of Jabin in the introduction of the prose
narrative (4:2) and in the prose prologue to the poem (as I have
so identified 4:23–24) need not be assigned a late date during the
Philistine era or dismissed as an interpolation, as suggested by
Yadin (1967: 259; 1975: 255). Although they have been recast by
a Deuteronomic editor, they still provide the best chronological
reference for dating the conflict with Sisera to the reign of
Ramesses III. 

The destruction of Late Bronze III Hazor (Upper City XIII
and Lower City 1a) has been identified by Yadin (1959: 87) with
Joshua’s destruction of Hazor in the last decades of the thirteenth
century B.C.E. Yeivin (1971: 84–85), as noted already (page 81),
proposed the approximate date of 1221, suggesting, “Though
there is no proof of the fact, it is likely that it was the rumour of
this disturbance [i.e., the collapse of Hazor] that decided Mernep-
tah to undertake his campaign in Hither Asia in the 3rd year of
his reign.”

The identification of Sisera in Ju 4:2 and 4:7 as an officer
from Jabin’s army has been dismissed too readily by Eissfeldt
(1925: 25, 32) as a redactor’s gloss or the result of a conflation of
the J and L, or J and E, traditions. As noted, the suppression of
the qees'.tis'r “the troops of Sisera” by Ramesses II provided
sufficient reason for Sisera’s aligning with Jabin of Hazor.
Judges 4 need not be interpreted to mean  that  Jabin was alive at
the time of  the defeat of Sisera. If the emendation of Ju 4:1–2
offered above is correct, the text speaks of Jabin’s death and the
subsequent rise of Sisera as an independent figure. Consequently,
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    108 See Maisler 1951: 21–25; Van Beek 1962: 339; Lapp 1964: 8; 1967: 3,
26; Fitzgerald 1967: 191–193; Schofield 1967: 316–321; Aharoni and Yadin

1976: 846–847; Anati 1976: 9–12; and Kempinski 1975: 213–214.

    109 See Yeivin 1956: 95–104; Faulkner 1975: 241–244.

Yeivin’s (1956: 103; 1971: 84) reconstruction of events appears
highly probable: 

With the collapse of Hazor, it is likely that Sisera, Jabin’s C.-in-C. (or at
least, the commander of his chariotry), tried to salvage Canaanite supremacy
by escaping with, at least part of, his chariotry, and establishing his head-
quarters somewhere in western Galilee . . . .

Since the fall of Hazor can be dated to the last decades of the
thirteenth century, it is possible to date the defeat of Sisera to the
first decade or decades of the twelfth century, allowing time for
his consolidation of power and his twenty-year oppression of the
Israelites (Ju 4:3). Consequently, the events spoken of in Judges
4–5 generally coincided with the destructions of (a) Tell Abu
Hawam V C, (b) Megiddo VII B, (c) the initial phase of Taanach
Iron I, and (d) Beth Shan VII, all of which have been dated
around 1180 B.C.E.108 This coincidence of destructions in the
region under review would suggest that the defeat of Sisera
occurred during the period of Egyptian weakness in Syria-
Palestine around 1190 B.C.E., when Ramesses III was pre-
occupied at home warding off the Sea Peoples. 

The defeat of Sisera’s coalition may have been the catalyst for
the renewed activity of Ramesses III in Syria-Palestine after
1190, reflected in the name-ring <q>eews'tbrt, as well as in the
war scenes of Ramesses III engraved in the precinct of the temple
of Mut at Karnak and in the inscriptions and his battle scenes
throughout Syria, Khatti, and Amurru recorded at his mortuary
temple in Medinet Habu.109 The strengthened Egyptian presence
in Galilee under Ramesses III (attested by his rebuilding the port
facilities at Tell Abu Hawam) may have precluded the Israelite
rout of Sisera’s coalition from being turned into a war of occu-
pation, for there is no archaeological evidence of an immediate
Israelite occupation of the major sites.
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    110 Albright’s date of 1125 has been challenged by Engberg (1940: 4–9),
Alt (1944: 75–79), Noth (1958: 151), Yeivin (1971: 60–62), and Davies (1986:
45–48). 

B. Views of Albright and Lapp

The dating of the Song of Deborah by Albright (1936: 29;
1937: 25; 1968: 11) to 1125, as well as his later back-dating to
1150 (following a revised date for the destruction of Megiddo
VII A), requires at least a seventy-five year gap between Jabin
and Sisera, thereby dismissing the Judges 4 tradition that Sisera
had been an officer in Jabin’s army. Accepting the integrity of Ju
3:31 and its reference to the Philistines, Albright placed the battle
against Sisera after the Philistine invasion (c. 1188), but before
their northern expansion. Albright was convinced that the phrase
wdgm ym l[ ^n[tb “at Taanach along the waters of Megiddo” in
Ju 5:19 meant that the fight with Sisera was waged at Taanach
and that Megiddo must have been in ruins at the time of the
battle. He noted (1949: 117)

This total omission of any reference to Megiddo itself, while Taanach be-
comes the capital of the district, makes it practically certain that Megiddo
was then in ruins . . . after the destruction of Megiddo VII about the third
quarter of the twelfth century, the site lay in ruins until it was occupied by
the people of Stratum VI. 

Albright’s conclusions about the dating of the Song of Debo-
rah have been generally accepted by Van Beek (1962: 339),
Schofield (1967: 321), Craigie (1969a: 255), Bright (1972: 172),
and Freedman (1979: 13).110

Lapp (1964: 8, 23; 1967: 3, 21, 26) also interpreted l[ ^n[tb
wdgm ym in Ju 5:19 as the place of battle against Sisera. He as-
signed the battle to the final destruction of Iron I Taanach, around
1125 (since Taanach was probably abandoned after this destruc-
tion until the tenth century), concurring with Aharoni (1957: 145)
that “a town that fell into Israelite hands did not as a rule
revive—even when the Israelites did not settle at once in the
area.”

Yeivin (1971: 62) rightly rejected Lapp’s proposed equation
of events in Judges 5 with the last destruction of Iron I Taanach,
though he did not state his reasons. I concur with Yeivin’s dis-
agreement with Lapp and Albright, and their followers, for these
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    111 Note Brekelmans 1969: 13–14 and above note 42.

reasons. The usual translation of ^n[tb by “at Taanach” has
been misleading. The b of ^n[tb in this instance means “from,”
rather than “at” or “by,” requiring the translation “from Taa-
nach.”111 Consequently, Ju 5:19 does not indicate the place of
battle, or even its point of origin, but the direction of Sisera’s
route from Taanach and from Megiddo into Jezreel. The Israelite
rout of Sisera, therefore, need not coincide with Megiddo’s impo-
tence or Taanach’s dominance. 

Since !yt`lp need not mean “Philistine” (as argued in the
previous chapter), there is no need to insist on a date in the
Philistine era. While the text does not speak of Sisera’s defeat at
Taanach, it does not preclude an Israelite sacking of the cities
participating in Sisera’s coalition, including Taanach Iron I,
Phase 1, Megiddo VII B, and possibly Beth Shan VII, which were
all destroyed in the first decade(s) of the twelfth century. 

C.  Globe’s use of Ju 5:17
as a clue to chronology

Globe (1975b: 169–184) rejected the conclusion of Mayes
which associated the defeat of Sisera with the battle against the
Philistines at Aphek. However, he did not address the more wide-
ly accepted views of Albright and Lapp for a date around 1150/
1125 B.C.E. Without explicitly concurring with Aharoni and
Maisler that the battle against Sisera preceded the battle against
Jabin, Globe acknowledged Aharoni’s argument as a “cogent re-
construction,” stating, “Beside this impressive reconstruction,
most other recent theories are unconvincing” (181).

Globe supplemented Aharoni’s conclusions by an independent
argument that in two major battles around 1200 (±25 years) the
Israelites were victorious first over Jabin and then over Sisera.
He found the clue for resolving the chronological difficulties in
Ju 5:17 (“and Dan, why did he abide with the ships [rwgy hml @dw
twyna]? Asher sat still at the coast of the sea [#wjl b`y r`a
!ymy]”), which he interpreted to mean, “Asher and Dan were un-
willing to jeopardize their lucrative employment in Phoenician
ships by fighting against their overlords’ allies” (1975b: 183).
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Globe needed to determine when the Danites “remained by
ships” (i.e., “were in maritime service”) and absented themselves
from the war. He ruled out the years between 1190–1150 since
the Philistines were then actively consolidating their power along
the coast, and hence normal maritime service in the area, re-
quiring the use of non-Philistine employees, was unlikely. 

The period after 1150 was ruled out since excavations at Tel
Dan (Tell el-Qadi) suggested a mid-twelfth century date for the
northern migration of Dan and the destruction of Dan-Laish. The
Danites were not likely to have commuted from their northern
home to the coastal ports or to the Sea of Galilee for employment
in fishing or maritime services. The numerous references to ship-
ping activity in the Amarna letters led Globe to conclude that
Dan’s maritime service makes “perfect sense” in the cosmo-
politan fourteenth and thirteenth century. In light of the des-
truction of Hazor circa 1200 [sic], he narrowed the time span to
1200 (±25 years).

Although Globe’s date for Dan’s sea-duty—and consequently
the time of the battle against Sisera—between 1225 and 1175
coincides well with the dates proposed in my study (1220 for the
defeat of Jabin and 1190 for the fall of Sisera), Globe’s argu-
ments cannot be used to corroborate these suggestions or to
reinforce Aharoni’s thesis. Contrary to exegetical tradition,
which Globe followed, the twyna rwgy in Ju 5:17 does not permit,
let alone require, reading this as proof of Dan’s doing “sea-duty.”
It will be argued in the commentary in Chapter Six that the words
of 5:17 are far better translated, “Then Dan boldly attacked the
ships, Asher assailed along the water’s edge and against its har-
bors.” Consequently, as Globe rejected Yadin’s suggestion that
the Danites were the Danuna or the Denyen of the Sea Peoples
(whom some identify with the Danaoi,), one must also reject the
opinion that the Danites were at one time sailors in Phoenician or
Philistine maritime services and the idea that the date of their
sea-duty provides a clue for establishing the date of the battles
with Jabin and Sisera.

IV.  Conclusions

Rejecting the conclusions of Albright, Lapp, and Globe does
not indicate agreement with Noth’s (1958: 151) statement, “We
have no evidence at all on which to assign  a date to the victory
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over Sisera, even very roughly . . . . As this victory does not
appear to have had any direct and tangible effects on Canaanite
cities, it is impossible to date it archaeologically.” Nor can one
concur with Ahlström’s argument (1993: 379–380):

The possibility cannot be dismissed, however, that the poem in Judges 5 has
mixed two events and that the mention of Zebulon and Naphtali may be
secondary in the poem. . . . but because Shamgar, who fought the Philistines,
is mentioned as a man of the past, the date of the battle may be sometime
around 1100 BCE.

To the contrary, a strong case has been made for the date of
1220 for the fall of Hazor and 1190 for the defeat of Sisera’s
coalition. The arguments included recognition of

(1) the Hittite-Luwian tapara loanword as the title behind
Deborah’s name and the appearance of her name spelled
trbt (or the name of Tabor [rbt]) in a list of peoples
whom Ramesses III suppressed (see  below, 3);

(2) archaeological evidence that Hazor was destroyed in the
last quarter of the thirteenth century, and it subsequently
remained abandoned; 

(3) the violent destruction at relevant sites from Tell Abu
Hawam to Beth Shan during the first decade(s) of the
twelfth century, which suggests—with all due caution—
that the Israelites were contributory to these destruc-
tions through military action designed more to neutral-
ize an oppressor than to occupy territory. These actions
resulted in the return of Ramesses III to Galilee to sup-
press the <q>eews'tbrt, “the troops of Deborah, or the
<q>eews'tbr[?] “the troops of Tabor.”



CHAPTER  FIVE

THE  RECONSTRUCTED  HEBREW 

TEXT   AND  TRANSLATION

In this chapter, the Song of Deborah is reconstructed accord-
ing to the changes proposed in Chapter One and the outline
presented at the end of Chapter Two. Changes made to the MT
are marked by the customary sigla:

( ) explanatory additions in English translation

[ ] editorial deletion from the Hebrew text

< > editorial addition to the Hebrew text.

Italicized words in the English indicate translations which are
new with this study of the Song of Deborah. Meter and syllable
count are listed at the left of the Hebrew text. Metrical balance in
the poem is discussed in Chapter VII. Changes in the consonantal
MT and vocalization, listed above in Chapter I, are discussed in
the commentary in Chapter Six.

 There has been no attempt to make the Hebrew text fit a his-
toriographic agendum (as did Cheyne [see Appendix], who
forced the text to support his “Jerahmeelite theory”). Were this
poem a legendary ballad completely outside the sphere of history
(!ymyh yrbd), and were the words of Pesah.im 6b also true for
the Deborah–Barak–Yael tradition in Judges 5, that !dqwm @ya
hrwtb rjwamw  “there is no chronological order [of events] in the
Torah,” the Hebrew text of Ju 4:23–5:31 and the translation of
the “Song of Deborah” would still read as follows. 
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I. Prose prologue: 4:23–24

4:23 God subdued in that day Jabin, King of Canaan, before the
Israelites. 4:24 Yea, the hand of the Israelites bore harder and
harder on Jabin, King of Canaan, until they finally destroyed
Jabin, King of Canaan.

II. Poetic prologue: 3:31; 5:6–7, 5:1–2b

3:31  Then later Shamgar ben-Anat appeared on the scene! 

He smote with a mattock two marauding bands; 

he plundered hundreds of men with a(n) (ox)goad.

He was appointed overseer, and gained victories 

by himself for Israel!

5:6  From the days of Shamgar ben-Anat, 

from the days he used to attack (covertly), caravans ceased

and caravaneers had to travel roundabout routes.

Warriors deserted, in Israel they failed to assist,

until the arising of Deborah, the arising of a Mother in Israel!

5:1  Then Deborah made Barak ben-Abinoam

march forth on that day

when the heroine called for heroism in Israel, 

when the militia was summoned, 

(by her) saying:
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I. Prose prologue 4:23–24

 @[nk ^lm @yby ta awhh !wyb !yhla [nkyw
.larcy ynb ynpl

 @[nk ^lm @yby l[ h`qw ^wlh larcy ynb dy ^ltw
.@[nk ^lm @yby ta wtyrkh r`a d[

II. Poetic Prologue 3:31; 5:6–7, 5:1–2b

3+2 12 tn[ @b rgmc hyh wy<h> rjaw

3+3 15      dmlmb `ya twam cv !yit'v;l]Pu tae <a>K,y'w]

2+2+2 12 .larcy ta awh !g [`yw rqbh

2+3  tn[ @b rgmc ymyb

16 twjra wldj l<y>[y ymyb

3+2 17 twlqlq[ twjra wkly twbytn yklhw

2+2 13 wldj larcyb @wzrp wldj

3+3 15 .larcyb !a ytmq` hrwbd ytmq` d[

2+2+2 hrwbd rv<a>tw

17 awhh !wyb ![nyba @b qrb

3+3 18 ![ bdnthb larcyb tw[rp [rpb

 :rmal
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III. Deborah’s exhortation: 5:2c–4, 5:8–9

5:2c  “PRAISE YAHWEH!

Hear, O kings! Listen, O princes! I am for Yahweh!

I, yes I, I will attack, I will fight for Yahweh, the God of Israel.

5:4  O Yahweh, when you went out from Seir, 

when you marched from the plain of Edom, 

the earth trembled noisily, the heavens dropped open, 

the clouds dropped torrentially. 

The waters of the mountains flowed from the presence of Yahweh, 

the One of Sinai, 

from the presence of Yahweh, my God.

God will provide strength.

5:8  God will muster the recruits. When the brave ones battle,

shield, moreover, and spear 

will appear among the forty thousand in Israel.

Respond to the call, O leaders of Israel! 

O you who are summoned for the militia!

5:9c  PRAISE YAHWEH!”
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III. Deborah’s exhortation: 5:2c–4, 5:8–9

.hwhy wkrb

2+2+2 18 hwhyl ykna !ynzr wnyzah !yklm w[m`

2+2+2 18 .larcy yhla hwhyl rmza hry`a ykna

3+3 18 !wda hd`m ^d[xb ry[cm ^taxb hwhy

3+2+3 18 .wpfn !yb[ !g  wpfn !ym`  !g h`[r $ra 

3+3+3  wlzn !yrh !Aym 

ynys hz hwhy ynpm

22 .yhla hwhy ynpm

2+3 11 .!y`dj !yhla rjby la rvy

3+4+3 !yr[v <W>mjly za

jmrw hary !a @gm

26 .larcyb #la !y[brab

3+2 17 .![b !ybdntmh larcy yqqwjl <W>ybl

.hwhy wkrb
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IV. Mustering the troops: 5:10–13

5:10  Riders on young donkeys, 

those sitting on mules,

and those walking along the way

5:11  hastened on mountain-roads, 

hurrying between the mountain-passes,

where the victories of Yahweh would be given—

the victories of his two warriors in Israel,

when the very storms would descend from Yahweh.

5:12  The troops of Deborah roused themselves 

to rout the troops of the pursuer.

Barak made preparations to attack, 

ben-Abinoam to take prisoners.

5:13 When the caravan-leader went forth against the nobles, 

(when) the militia of Yahweh descended,

they were accompanied by (heavenly) warriors.
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IV. Mustering the troops: 5:10–13

2+3+3 twrjx twnta ybkr

!ydk l[ yb`y

22 ^rd l[ yklhw

2+3+3 !<y>[w]qm wjy`

!yba`m @yb !yxxj

20 hwhy twqdx wnty !`

3+2+3 larcyb wnzrp t<w>qdx

21 .hwhy ![m yr[cl wdry za

3+3 hr;/bdÒ yrE/[ yrI/[

14 .rbedo yrE/[ [y]rWE['

3+3 qrb !wq ryvy

14 .![nyba @b !yb` hb`w

4+4 !yrydal dyrv dry za

dry hwhy ![

21 .!yrwbgb <W>yl
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V. Strategy of the forces: 5:14–16

5:14  Some from Ephraim, hastening through Amalek, 

would strike at the rear;

Benjamin from concealment would attack.

5:15  From Machir commanders would go down.

Yea, from Zebulon, (those) brandishing the marshal’s mace,

and officers from Issachar along with Deborah.

That he might inflict defeat, Barak was concealed in the plain.

Dispatched with his footmen along the tributaries was Reuben.

Gad had joined them. 

5:16  Those of true courage circled about 

to wait between the ravines,

to listen, to look for stragglers along the tributaries,

to triumph over the cowardly chieftains.
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V. Strategy of the forces: 5:14–16

3+3+3 !<y>`r` !yrpa ynm

<w>ky rja qlm[b

24 <h>ky !m[b @ymynb

2+2 11 !yqqjm wdry rykm ynm

3+3 rps fb`b !yk`m @lwbzmw
 

24 .hrbd ![ rkvvyb yrcw

2+2 10 .qm[b qrb @<y>k rKev]v'ywI

2+2+2 14 .@bwar twglpb wylgrb jl`

.!yl dg

2+3 14 !ytp`m @yb tb`y hml bl yqqj

2+2+3 twglpl !yrd[ t[w]qrv [m`l
 

21 .bl yrqj !ylwdg [@]b war
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VI. Israelite attack: 5:17–18

5:17  Gilead in Trans-Jordan went on alert.

then Dan boldly attacked ships;

Asher assailed along the water’s edge 

and struck against its harbors.

5:18  Zebulon swam (underwater), risking his life;

Naphtali attacked Merom.

VII. Canaanite counterattack: 5:19

5:19  The kings were forced to come. They fought. 

(But) when the kings of Canaan fought,

from Taanach along the waters of Megiddo, 

silver spoils they did not take.
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VI. Israelite attack: 5:17–18

3+2+2 .@k` @dryh rb[b d[lg

19 twyna rwgy hml @dw

2+2+3 !ymy #wjl b`y r`a

17 .@yk`y wyxrpm l[w

2+3+3 twml w`pn #rj ![ @wlbz

19 .dvy !wrm l[ yltpnw

VII. Canaanite counterattack: 5:19

3+3 wmjln !yklm wabh

18 @[nk yklm wmjln za

3+3 wdgm ym l[ ^n[tb

16 .wjql al #sk [xb

          
 34  89
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VIII. The defeat of the Canaanites: 5:20–23

5:20  From the heavens fought the stars, 

from their stations they fought against Sisera.

5:21 The Wadi Kishon swept them [the chariots] away, 

the Wadi surged seaward.

The Wadi Kishon overtook (them), it overflowed, they sought refuge.

5:22  Then retreated up the slopes their horses (and their) chariots — 

his chariot, his stallions.

5:23  Doomed to die, they panicked—Yahweh had sent a cloudburst!

Their riders were in total panic!

Truly victorious were the ones going forth for the Warrior Yahweh,

for the Warrior Yahweh, with the (heavenly) heroes!
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VIII. The defeat of the Canaanites: 5:20–23

3+3 !ybkwkh wmjln !ym` @m

22 .arsys ![ wmjln !twlsmm

3+3 12 !y !wdq ljn !prg @w`yq ljn

3+2 11 .<W>z[y `pny ^rdt @w`yq ljn

3+2+2  twrhd </>mysws wbq[ Wmlh za

20 wyryba trhd

2+3+3 .hwhy ^al !yr  !<y>azwrm Wr<W>a

18 .<@>hyb`y rwra wra

2+3+3 hwhy trz[l yab <W>al yk

19 .!yrwbgb hwhy trz[l
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IX. Assassination of Sisera: 5:24–25, 5:27a, 5:26, 5:27b

5:24 Most blessed among women is Yael, wife of Heber the Kenite,

among women in tents she is most blessed.

5:25  Water he requested, milk she gave,

in a truly magnificent goblet she brought cream.

5:27a  Between her legs he drank, he fell to sleep.

5:26  She stretched her hand to the tent-pin, 

her right hand to the workmen’s hammer. 

She hammered Sisera, battered his head, 

shattered and pierced his neck. 

5:27b  Between her legs half-conscious he fell;

motionless, powerless, there he fell slain.
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IX. Assassination of Sisera: 5:24–25, 5:27a, 5:26, 5:27b

3+3+3 ynyqh rbj t`a l[y !y`nm ^rbt

24 .^rbt lhab !y`nm

2+2  9 hntn blj la` !ym

2+2 11 .hamj hbyrqh !yrydal #sb

2+3 12 .bk` lpn [rk hylgr @yb

3+3 hnjl`t rtyl hdy

17 !ylm[ twmlhl hnymyw

2+2+3 w`ar hqjm arsys hmlhw

22 .wtqr hpljw hxjmw

2+2 lpn [rk hylgr @yb

3+2 17 .dwd` lpn !` [rkh `ab
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X. Anxiety in Sisera’s court: 5:28–30

5:28  Through the window she peered—but (only) emptiness!

The mother of Sisera inquired (at) the lattice: 

“Why tarries his chariot’s arrival?

Why so late the sound of his chariotry?”

5:29  The clairvoyants among her damsels divined.

Indeed, her soothsayer reported to her: 

5:30  “The victors have forded (the water);

they are dividing the spoil—

a wench or two for the head of the hero—

spoil of dyed cloth for Sisera, spoil of the best cloth,

an embroidered cloth or two for the spoiler’s neckerchiefs.”

XI. Poetic conclusion: 5:31a

5:31a  Thus may all the enemies of Yahweh perish.

(May) His lovers (be) like the rising of the sun

because of His power.

XII. Prose epilogue: 5:31b 

5:31b  And the land was at peace for forty years.
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X. Anxiety in Sisera’s court: 5:28–30

2+2 11 .bbytw hpq`n @wljh d[b

3+2+2 bn`a ht[b arsys !a

17 awbl wbkr ``b [wdm

2+2 13 .wytwbkrm ym[p wrja [wdm

3+2+2 .hnyn[t hytwrc twmkj

19 hl hyrma by`t ayh #a

2+2 11 ll` wqljy wax !yalh

2+2 11 rbg `arl !ytmjr !jr

2+2 16 !y[bx [bx ll` arsysl !y[bx ll`

2+2 12 .ll` yrawxl !ytmqr hmqr

XI. Poetic conclusion 5:31a

2+2  11 hwhy !Aybywa lk wdbay @k

2+2  13 .wtrbgb `m`h taxk wybhaw

XII. Prose epilogue 5:31b

.hn` !y[bra $rah fq`tw
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    112 Note also Maass 1961: 111.

CHAPTER  SIX

COMMENTARY  AND  NOTES

I. Prose prologue: Ju 4:23–24

In light of the conclusions reached in Chapter Two that Ju
4:23–24 is the prose prologue to the epic poetry of Judges 5,
rather than the conclusion of the prose narrative of Ju 4:1–22, it
is possible to read Josh 11:1–16 as an expanded commentary on
Ju 4:23–24. However, since only these two verses are related to
the Joshua passage, the proposals by Hertzberg (1953: 77) and
Eissfeldt (1975: 544) to equate the events of Judges 4–5 with the
battle depicted in Joshua 11 can now be rejected.112

The proposed emendation of dwhaw to rjaw and wabx to awbx
(pages 38–40), coupled with the transposition of hwhy !rkmyw
dyb from Ju 4:2a to 4:3a, restores these verses to their more
original form and brings Ju 4:2 into conformity with the tradition
in 1 Sam 12:9 that “he [Yahweh] sold them into the hand of Sise-
ra [who had been] an officer in the army of Hazor (!ta rkmyw
rwxj abx rc arsys dyb).”

These minimal changes to the text permit the accounts in (a)
Josh 11:1–16 and Ju 4:23–24 and (b) Ju 4:23–5:31 and Ju 4:1–22
to be read as chronologically sequential texts and thus support
the claim that Joshua’s destruction of Hazor and the death of
Jabin preceded the rise and fall of Sisera. 

4:23. God subdued !yhla [nkyw
(See above, pages 29–32.)

This phrase is the first element of a pre-Deuteronomic formula
which usually included the phrase $rah fq`tw “and the land
was at peace” as a second element. Here the first element appears
in a prose incipit to the poem; the second element occurs in 5:31,
in a brief prose inclusio.
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     113 See Boling 1975: 99.

    114 On the Gilgamesh fragment, see Cross and Wright 1955: 44; Aharoni
and Yadin 1977: 836. For the Megiddo ivories, see Loud 1935: 10–11 and
Schofield 1967: 319.

4:23. At that time awhh !wyb
(See above, pages 81–88.)

The defeat of Jabin of Hazor has been dated to 1221 B.C.E., on
the assumption that the fall of Hazor XIII (which has been dated
on archaeological evidence around 1220 B.C.E.) prompted Mer-
neptah’s campaign to restore control in Egypt’s Asian province.
Merneptah’s campaign is generally dated 1221. The eventual de-
feat of Sisera must have occurred shortly after 1190, and evi-
dently prompted a campaign by Ramesses III after his defeat of
the Sea Peoples to reassert Egypt’s hegemony in Palestine.

4:23. Jabin, King of Canaan @[nk ^lm @yby

It is now widely recognized that the identification of Jabin as
“king of Canaan” rather than “the king of Hazor” (as in Josh
11:1) is an anachronism reflecting a tradition found in Josh 11:10
that, “Hazor formerly was the head of all those kingdoms.”113

Malamat (1960: 17–19), in a survey of extra-biblical texts (pri-
marily from Mari) which corroborate Hazor’s supremacy in the
Middle Bronze Age, has demonstrated the correctness of this
anachronistic title for the king of Hazor. Included in his evidence
is the fact “that the ruler of Hazor, unlike most other rulers, is
called ‘king’ (šarrum in Akkadian) both in the Mari archives . . .
and in the el-Amarna letters.” One Mari letter even mentions a
king of Hazor named Ibni-Adad, the first element being the
Akkadian equivalent of the West Semitic Iabni (= @yby). Malamat
cited this as evidence of strong Babylonian influence at Hazor, at
least in court circles. Such influence continued into the Late
Bronze Age, as evidenced by the recovery of a fragment of the
Gilgamesh Epic from the debris of Megiddo VIII and the
Megiddo ivories from Stratum VII, which reflect Assyrian
influence as well as Egyptian, Hittite and local motifs.114 The
Babylonian influence was not restricted to the Canaanite com-
munity since Akkadian loanwords (e.g., sa)rid = dyrc “caravan
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     115
 Note also Moore 1898b: Pt. 1, 159; Burney 1918: 77.

leader” [5:10b] and kudan = @ydk “mule” [5:13a]) were used by
the poet of Judges 5, suggesting that the early Israelites were also
susceptible to this influence.

II. Poetic prologue: Ju 3:31; 5:6–7, 5:1–26

Albright (1967: 208) suggested that some of the prose in
Judges was originally composed in poetic form. He recognized Ju
1:14–15 as an adaptation from an older poem and believed it
could be turned into “excellent mixed verse” with a 3 + 3 / 3 + 3 /
2 + 2 + 2 metrical pattern. Ju 3:31, with little alteration of the
MT, reads even more easily as fine poetry.

3:31. Then later appeared on the scene hyh wy<h> rjaw

The MT hyh wyrjaw has long been recognized as being “awk-
ward and unparalleled.” A. van Selms (1964: 294–295) con-
cluded that, since this phrase has no exact parallel in Judges,
Shamgar was out of place in a list of minor judges and could be
completely omitted from the book without disturbing its chronol-
ogy. The NEB translators went back to Ju 3:26 for the antecedent
of the 3ms suffix and translated, “After Ehud there was Shamgar
of Beth Anath.” As demonstrated above (pages 32–36, 71–72),
Shamgar provides a clue for establishing the unity of the poem
and the chronology of the era. The isolated 3ms suffix of MT
wyrjaw does not impose insurmountable problems.115

The emendation wy<h> rjaw restores the well-attested infini-
tive absolute hy oh; or wOyh; (Gen 18:18; 1 Kgs 12:31; Jer 15:18;
Ezek 1:3). It removes the awkwardness of the phrase which re-
sulted from Deuteronomic editorial activity, or more simply from
a scribal error. The translation “appeared on the scene,” has been
adopted from BDB (225b). Sperling (1988: 326) has also noted
the use of hyh “to reign” in Jer. 34:5 and Ps 45:17 (NJV). This
meaning, he noted, parallels the use of @wk “to be, to exist” in the
Phoenician phrase cš kn lpny “who reigned before me.”
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    116 Compare CAD 4: 14 and the views of Huffmon 1965: 181; Parrot 1967:
141; Soggin 1975: 154–155, note 10; and MacDonald 1976–1977: 52–71.

3:31. Shamgar ben-Anat tn[ @b rgm`
(See above, pages 44–53.)

The use of “Shamgar” throughout this study, rather than
“Samgar,” is an accommodation to old traditions. Evidence pre-
sented above (pages 49–50) suggests that the name, composed of
the vocables !yc and rwg, meant “the charging assailant.” Yei-
vin(1971: 105) thought that Shamgar was but a metathetic variant
of Gershom, but van Selms (1964: 296) had more convincingly
noted that the name is without an obvious parallel in Israelite
nomenclature. However, van Selms’ conclusion, that Shamgar’s
name contributes to an “unIsraelite impression” and “strange-
ness” of this verse, is itself not very convincing.

The identification of an Israelite cannot be determined by the
commonness of a name. David’s name, like Remaliah’s (2 Kgs
15:25), is without parallel in Israelite nomenclature, Whether or
not the name David was related to the Amorite dawidum, no one
would dare argue that David was a non-Israelite since his name
was unique.116 Shamgar’s name is no more unique than the name
David, aside from the infrequency of its appearance in biblical
texts (twice, versus over eight hundred times for David) and its
being a compound like rwaydv (Zediour) in Num 1:5. Moreover,
Mendenhall (1973: 162) in a different context noted that, “at this
early period there exists no linguistic line of demarcation be-
tween Israelite and non-Israelite names, other than theophoric.”

I have already presented above (pages 50–60) my arguments
that the name Shamgar ben-Anat does not contain a theophoric
element, that tn[ @b does not mean “Beth Anath,” and that the
name need not be associated with the goddess Anath. Moreover,
van Selms’ speculation (1964: 303) that, “the historical figure of
Shamgar was drawn into the mythological sphere which was the
intention of those who gave him this ‘metronymikon’,” is hardly
persuasive in light of the other options presented.

Additional support for the claim that Anat is an Israelite name
derived from @w[ “to help” has been provided indirectly by Ben
Yehuda (1908: 3155), Zorell (1956: 455), Kopf (1958: 187–188),
and Dahood (1968: 172, 322, 333). MT @w[m or ^nw[m in Ps 71:3;
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    117 See Blommerde 1969: 29 for the emphatic w , and GKC 107e for the im-
perfect modus rei repetitae. The stem akn for hkn occurs in Isa 17:7 and
elsewhere; see note 30. See GKC 75r r for a list of a"l = h"l verbs.

90:1; and 91:9 has been recognized by all four (Kopf citing Ben
Yehuda, and Dahood citing Zorell) as being derived from @w[, a
cognate of Arabic zÑ\ “to help, give succor,” and has been
equated with the nouns z!Ñ[s and ÇwÑ[s “help, aid.” Like Hebrew
@w[m, tn[ has the same common derivation; and like @w[m in
Psalms 71, 90, and 91, it is synonymous with rz[ or [`y and
their feminine derivatives with the prefixed m. The yn[ of Zech
9:9, coupled with [vwn “savior,” is probably from this root also.

Benz (1972: 170) included l[btrz[ in his study of Punic and
Phoenician names. This name parallels the Hebrew names whyrz[
(compare hwhy trz[ in 5:23b) and larz[. The use of the femi-
nine trz[ with the theophoric l[b element is an exact parallel to
the Elephantine whytn[, which is composed of the “feminine”
noun tn[ (the t suffix being a masculine titulary form, rather
than the feminine ending) and the theophoric why element. 

Since the vocable @w[ is sufficiently attested in Biblical He-
brew, as demonstrated above (pages 53–60), conjecture that the
tn[ component in biblical names must be related to the goddess
Anath is no longer compelling. Among Israelites in the twelfth-
century B.C.E. and in the Jewish colony at Yeb in the fifth-cen-
tury, tn[ could simply mean “ help, helper, savior.” 

3:31. He smote with a mattock ta <a>kyw
(See above pages 34–35, 60–61.)

The MT waw-conversive ^yw (for hkyw or akyw)117 is a case of
the haplography of an a or another example of a defective spell-
ing of a 3ms imperfect of a h"l verb, attested also in Num 21:14
(discussed above, pages 10–12) and in Ju 5:14. The emendation
here replaces the waw-conversive with an emphatic waw, fol-
lowed by an imperfect used to express continuous or repetitive
action. The imperfect here suggests that Shamgar’s action was
more an extended one man war of attrition fought against
marauders than a single heroic feat like Samson’s killing of a
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thousand men in an isolated ambush with the jawbone of an ass
(Ju 15:14–15), or Abishai’s spearing three hundred men (2 Sam
23: 18), or Jonathan’s stand at Micmash (1 Sam 14:1–15) ,
passages in which the frequent use of the waw consecutive
imperfect is conspicuous.

 Contrary to the pointing in the MT, the first ta in the verse is
not the nota accusativi, but the noun tae “plow, mattock,” used in
the very familiar phrase of Isa 2:4 and Mic 4:3, !twbrj wttkw
!ytal “they shall beat their swords into plowshares.” It is a
cognate of Akkadian ittu “seeder-plow” (CAD 7: 312).

The LXX B-text kept alive the tradition of Shamgar’s use of a
plow (avrotro,podi) but clearly assigned this meaning to dmlm
(see below), not to the ta in this verse. The use of tae and dmlm
in synonymous parallelism in 3:31 balances Yael’s use of two
weapons in 5:26, the rty “tent-pin” and the twmlh “hammer.”
Such balanced use of parallelism reflects one aspect of the poet’s
unifying style and, as noted (pages 60–61), finds its parallel in
the ax and pick mentioned in a Sumerian Königshymne. 

3:31. Two marauding bands !yt`lp
(See above, pages 64–72.)

It was suggested by van Selms (1964: 304–306) that shortly
after 1200 B.C.E. Shamgar fought against destroyers and pillagers
from among the Sea Peoples “long before the settlement of the
Philistines in the south-western plain of Palestine . . . .” But in
the same statement van Selms (306) identified Shamgar’s victims
as Philistines: “. . . a separate task force of Philistines was
repulsed by Shamgar and his companions. The Philistines could
not embark on any serious war against the dwellers of the hill
country . . . .” This apparent contradiction or implicit appeal to an
anachronism can be eliminated if, instead of transliterating
!yt`lp as “Philistines,” the word is translated, following the
Greek avllofu,loi, as “(foreign) pillagers or plunderers.”

 It has already been established (pages 64–69) that !yt`lp,
traditionally taken to be the “Philistines,” is better read as a dual
of the feminine collective noun t`lp “plunderers, marauding
troops,” with Aramaic-Syriac cognates `lb and `lp. This is the
first of five dual forms used in the poem, including the obvious
!ytmjr and !ytmqr in 5:30, and the less obvious suffixed forms
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    118
 See Fenton 1969: 65–66.

in 5:11 (wnzrp “his two warriors”) and 5:22 (MT ybq[ = wbq[,
“[the wadi’s] twin banks”). This generous use of the dual, spread
throughout the poem, reflects another feature of the poet’s unify-
ing and archaic, if not archaistic, style.

3:31. He plundered hundreds of men vya twam cv

If the MT twam vve is retained, the poetic structure and basic
meaning of the verse remains unaffected. “Six hundred men”
would be the synonymous parallel to “two marauding bands”
(a–b–c /ct–bt). But reservations have been expressed about the
figure six hundred. Boling (1975: 89) translated “brigade,” com-
menting that the figure is not to be taken literally since it is an
optimum figure for a military unit. Similarly, van Selms (1964:
306) noted, “600 is an indication of a military group intended to
operate independently, a battalion sent out for an individual task
. . . . We need not interpret our text so literally as to presume that
exactly six hundred corpses were left on the battle field.”

But `` is probably not the number six in the first place. It is
part of a yqtl-qtl sequence of synonymous verbs, hkn and ss`,
with complete parallelism (a–b–c/ at–ct–bt). MT ytcwv in Isa
10:13, translated “I plundered” and equated with the verbs hs`
and ss` “to plunder, to despoil,” provides the clue. In IQIsaa, the
MT ytcwv has survived as yty`[w`], a pocel of hsv, written
hcv.118 The cv here is a qal of the ["[ stem usually spelled
ssv. Otherwise, the stem may be vv and a cognate of Ugaritic
.t š “to attack, to despoil” or be related to the Egyptian verb  seesee

“to force back, to repel” (Faulkner 1962: 211). When vve “six” is
read as cv' “he plundered,” Shamgar’s heroism becomes all the
more noteworthy—hundreds of marauders were themselves
plundered by a single despoiler. 

3:31. With a(n) (ox)goad dmlmb
 

As proposed above, dmlm without the nomen rectum can
mean  “oxgoad.” It is so used in Sirach 38:25, “how will he that
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handles the (ox)goad (dmlm) acquire wisdom, or he that takes
pleasure in brandishing a lance (tynjb ry[hm)?”119 The synon-
ymous parallelism of dmlm and tynj removes some of the am-
biguity about the nature and use of dmlm as a quasi-weapon
(variously translated arotropodi, arwtropodi, arwtri, arotrw|,
didakthri, ectlh, ecetlh). The use of dmlm without the nomen
rectum separates dmlm from rqbh—without changing the mean-
ing of the phrase dmlmb . . . cv “he plundered . . . with a goad.”

Boling’s preference (1975: 89) for the conflated reading dblm
dmlmb, “single-handedly, using an oxgoad,” based upon the A-
text doublet (arotropodi ektoj = dmlm dblm), with its allitera-
tion, is very attractive and scans well (3 + 2 / 3 + 2 + 2 / 2 + 2
and a syllable count 7:5::8:4:6::6:6 or 12:18:12). Moreover,
dblm would anticipate the idea expressed by awh !g “by him-
self.” But the A-text doublet for rqbh (moscwn “calves” and
bown “bulls/cows”) makes it more likely that arotropodi and
ektoj are also just another doublet that does not require a
different Vorlage. 

3:31. He was appointed overseer rqbh
(See above, pages 60–64.)

On the basis of the name ben-Anat, Craigie (1972b: 239–240)
relegated Shamgar to the status of a mercenary (in an unspecified
army) who was closely associated with the warrior goddess Anat.
But the tradition of Josephus (Antiquities 5: 4: 3; Naber 1888: 1:
304), Sana,garoj ò vAna,qou pai/j air̀eqei.j a;rcein evn tw|/ prw,tw|
th/j avrch/j e'tei kate,streye to.n bi,on, “Sanagaros, the son of
Anath, having been chosen to rule, in the first year of his rule
ended his life,” remains more credible. If Josephus’s biblical text
here was essentially the same as the MT, he apparently under-
stood the rqbh of Ju 3:31 as a passive verb, in the sense attested
at Qumran where the noun rqbm occurs as a synonym for dyqp,
“overseer, judicial official.” If Josephus’s comment on the pre-
mature death of Shamgar is correct, it is then self-evident why
the tradition about him is so brief.
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     120 For a discussion on the particle ta, see Blau 1954: 7–19; Walker 1955:
314–315; Blau 1956: 211– 212; Saydon 1964: 192 –210; and J. Macdonald
1964: 264 –275.

    121 For other occurrences of aural coherence in Judges 5, see Globe 1975:
172 –175.

    122 See pages 46–47; Moore 1900a: 30; and Piatti 1946: 89. Schulte (1990:
181) followed Soggin, Sellin, and Grether in reading l[ for l[y.

3:31. Gained victories by himself larcy ta awh !g [`yw

The plural “victories” is intended to reflect the imperfect
modus rei repetitae for [`y, as with ^yw or akyw above (note 117).
MT !g awh ta appears more prosaic than prosodic, but a cursory
survey of Mandelkern’s concordance (1967: 267–268) exhibits
numerous examples of !g as a particle used in poetic texts as a
ballast variant or for emphasis (e.g., Isa 31:2 and Nah 3:10–11).
Although there has been a tendency to excise the nota accusativi
(Freedman 1977: 6), ta is attested in fine poetic texts, and thus
the blanket removal of the particle from poetry seems arbitrary.120

The ta, here in 3:31 functions as much as an emphatic particle as
it does as a nota accusativi, balancing the emphatic awh !g and
providing aural coherence with !yit'v;l]Pu tae.121

5:6. From the days  l<y>[y ymyb
he used to attack (covertly)

The death of Shamgar was followed by Sisera’s oppression of
the Israelites (Ju 4:3), the consequences of which are listed in
5:6. The use of b “from” (see note 42) in this verse has gone
unrecognized, contributing to the obscurity of the text. Burney
(1918: 162) sensed the meaning but felt it necessary to emend the
text to miyyamáy [sic] (= ymeY:mi).

The name of Yael here in the MT is the major problem. It has
been deleted as a gloss or emended in various ways, including
l[h, ryay, @yby, laynt[, or !l[. But none of these suggestions
has won wide acceptance.122 Actually, consonantal l[y is only a
coincidental homograph of the name Yael. It is a verb (scriptio
defectiva)  in  a construct chain  (see GKC 130d ), a  hiphcîl of
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lw[ “to attack, to kill covertly.” This verb was noted by Pope
(1965: 192) in Job 30:13, and by Driver (1967: 61) in Mic 2:9.
The root is attested also in the following passages:

(a) 2 Sam 3:34, tlpn hlw[ ynb ynpl lwpnk “as one falls be-
fore the assassins, you have fallen”;

(b) Isa 61:8, hlw[b lzg anc “I hate robbery (committed)
with violence” (note the similar idea in Luke 3:14, “Rob
no one by violence or by false accusation . . .”);

(c) Job 6:18, dbayw whtb wl[y !krd twjra wtply “cara-
vans are overthrown along their way, they are attacked
from the desert-waste and they perish”;

(d) Ps 58:3, @wl[pt tlw[ blb #a “Nay, in your heart you
devised acts of violence.”

MT l[y in 5:6 could also be read as a vari-temporal hophcal,
which would permit the translation of (l['Wy=) l[y ymyb as
“from the time he was assassinated,” which is suggested in part
by Josephus’s account of Shamgar’s premature death. 

Several proposals have been made to delete or emend tn[ @b.
Stuart (1976: 123, 133) revived Sievers’ proposal to delete the
patronym for metrical reasons, and Blenkinsopp (1961: 70) with
reservation endorsed Slotki’s (1931: 343) emendation, tn[ ymyb.
Stuart’s deletion of tn[ @b and wkly seems to create meter rather
than to restore it; and Blenkinsopp’s (1961: 70) introduction of
Anath as a third party (tn[ ymyb for tn[ @b) only compounds the
problem.

5:6b. Caravans ceased twjra wldj

MT t/jr:a? “highways” has the support of the versions; but
the tradition, even if exaggerated, of Sisera’s having nine
hundred chariots would hardly corroborate the idea that the roads
of Galilee were deserted. If Sisera’s oppression was real, the
roads had been well-traveled. According to Ju 5:30, Sisera’s
mother andthe ladies  of  her court assumed Sisera  was raiding
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     123
 Note Schloen’s (1993: 34–35) discussion of Old Assyrian donkey caravan

practices:

They tried to dodge the taxes, tolls, and duties that ate into their profits.
Using “secondary, unusual and probably difficult tracks” they smuggled their
goods past the toll stations or towns which caravans had to pass on the way
to their eventual destination. So commonly was this done that there were
payments and contracts for services by professional smugglers. Local rulers,
of course, tried to prevent smuggling and confiscated illegal shipments.
Under similar conditions, no doubt, the caravans of the Song of Deborah kept
to “roundabout routes” (Judg 5:6) in order to avoid excessive tolls.

    124
 See Thomas 1956: 14–15; Calderone 1961: 451– 460 and 1962: 412–

419. Since the Israelites could not literally eat everything they plundered,
Gottwald (1979: 507) conjectured that ldj stem II “to be plump” would in this
context have “a metaphorical sense of ‘feasting upon’ the plunder as a nutri-
tional source for building up the emaciated socioeconomic body of Israel. ” 

a caravan for the spoils of cloth and silver, which were common
items of caravan trade, attested in Old Assyrian trade documents
(Veenhof 1972: 89, 152–154, 181). The words from Sisera’s
court suggest a well-established practice of deploying chariots to
despoil caravans, which led to circuitous caravan movements.123 

The repointing of the MT, proposed by many commentators,
including Burney and Smith, has been adopted by the RSV and
the NEB. The NAB translation, “slavery caravans ceased,” ap-
pears to be a gloss to enhance Yael’s reputation. Since Yael real-
ly does not appear in the poem at this point, the text need not be
paraphrased to make her appear virtuous in stopping slave trade.
Freedman’s translation (1975: 13), “In the days of Jael, they en-
riched themselves, From caravans . . . ,” is problematic in that

(a) it assumes the poem lacks a sequential structure, since a
reference here to the enjoyment of the spoils of victory
precedes any reference to the battle itself;

(b) it assumes that Shamgar was a contemporary of Yael in
spite of the tradition of Ju 3:31;

(c) the preposition “from” is lacking in the MT.

Freedman’s reading here of ldj II “to be fat, to be plump”124

instead of ldj I “to cease” would be acceptable if the subject of
the verb were Sisera’s troops which kept the Israelite caravaneers
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    125 GKC 107o treats the modal idea of necessity with the negative, and GKC
107 n  briefly cites several examples of  “obligation or necessity according to
the judgment of another person.” One can compare the yqtl of necessity in
Ugaritic, e.g., 1 Aqht 215 (CTA 19. I. 215), q .hn wtšqyn yn, “ Take, and you
must drink the wine.” Note UT, sections 9.5 and 13.58.

on the run. In light of the re-establishment of an Egyptian pres-
ence in Galilee by Ramesses III after 1190 B.C.E., it seems un-
likely that Israelite tribes after the defeat of Sisera could have
sustained a prolonged period of supremacy which would have
permitted the kind of piracy which Freedman’s translation sug-
gests. Thus, ldj I “to cease” remains preferable—even though it
has been abandoned in the NRSV— since it is compatible with
the demonstrable cause-and-effect sequence structured into the
poem. 

5:6c.   Caravaneers had to travel wkly twbytn yklhw

The first w of yklhw is retained as an emphatic w. The paral-
leling of t/jrÒao “caravans,” and twbytn yklh suggests that the
latter term is equivalent to Akkadian a)lik .harrani “caravaneer,
traveler, or expeditionary force” (CAD 1: 1: 342; Albright 1968:
60). The foot-traveler (^rd l[ yklh) is mentioned in 5:10,
where a preposition appears in the construct chain, unlike a)lik
.harrani. The verb wkly cannot be deleted as Stuart (1976: 124,
133) proposed, but should be read as an imperfect having the
modal force of necessity.125 The synonymous parallelism of
t/jrÒao “caravans” and twbytn yklh “caravaneers” is balanced
with aural coherence by t/jr:a? in 5:6a and t/jrÒao in 5:6b, like
the use in 3:31 of both tae “plowshare” and the (emphatic) direct
object indicator ta,. Lindars (1995: 237) failed to recognize aural
coherence as a poetic devise and preferred to delete t/jr:a? as
“poor near-repetition.” 

5:7a.  Warriors deserted . . . failed to assist wldj. . . wldj @wzrp

The LXX A-text transliteration frazwn for MT @wzrp reflects
the uncertainty about this word. Frequently it has been translated
“peasants” on the basis of hzrp “a village or hamlet” and yzrp “a
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    126 See Lane 1863: 186. Craigie (1972a: 349–350) summarized the Arabic
evidence and concurred with “warrior.” This interpretation is rejected by
Kaltner (1996: 77) and Stager (1988: 225) who, preferring “ village tribesmen,”
says, “Craigie has gone fishing for etymologies in the vast reservoir of Arabic
and hooked a root (baraza, ‘going forth to battle’).” J. Gray (1988: 428, note
19) would settle for a collective singular @wzrp or plural !yzrp “champion(s).” 

village dweller” (e.g., Lindars [1995: 29] “villagers”) or “pea-
santry” (Fewell and Gunn [1990: 402]). Rashi surmised the
poetic line to mean “open cities without walls ceased to be inhab-
ited” (noted by Rosenberg 1983: 37) and Rashi’s understanding
was followed by Budde (1897: 42), Gottwald (1979: 505 “rural-
populace),” Stager (1988: 225), and Schloen (1993: 20),
“villagers in Israel held back [from volunteering for battle.]”

Rabin (1955: 127) interpreted @wzrp as “championship,” and
Seale (1962: 344–345) proposed a by-form of rzp “to distribute
generously,” whereas Garbini (1978:23–24), followed by Cou-
turier (1989: 226), equated the word with lzrb “iron” and argued
that Israel could not get iron.

However, early translations of  wzrp in Hab 3:14 (LXX dunas-
tw/n, Targum’s yrbyg, and the Vulgate’s bellatorum) provide the
clue for zrp “warrior” or “caravan guard.” The B-text dunatoi.
and Lucianic kratountej of Ju 5:7 may be references to “war-
lords” and “battle champions.” Also, contra Stager (1988: 224),
three words from Papyrus Anastasi I ( p-r-.t  “warrior,” p-r-c

“hero,” and š-r-š “to hasten”) clarify several cruces in Judges 5,
including this one. Albright (1968: 43) recognized the connection
between p-r-.t  and @wzrp. Jer 51:30–32 provides a parallel col-
location of !yrwbg, hmjlm y`na, and the verb ldj I. It reads,
“the heroes of Babylon fled from fight (!jlhl lbb yrwbg wldj)
. . . the soldiers panicked (wlhbn hmjlmh y`naw).” This identi-
fication is also supported by the Arabic&?0o! õ B ?ª# “he went

forth into battle.”126

In Ju 5:6b, Jer 51:32b, and Deut 15:11 (niphcal), ldj III is the

cognate of r=7 “he abstained from or neglected aiding him, [6]

he fled from fight” (Lane 1865: 713). (The  > = d, instead of  z,
appears also with rdq “to be dark” and @=g “to be dirty.”)

Freedman’s translation (1975: 13–14), “the yeomanry en-
riched themselves,” and Boling’s reading (1975: 102), “the war-
riors grew plump,” would  be more convincing if the lines were
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    127 See Calderone 1961: 451, who argued for d[ “booty” in 1 Sam 2:5.

transposed to the poem’s end. But in their present position before
the battle scene, the prepositions “from . . . until” belong to the
statement of cause for the conflict between Sisera’s coalition and
the Israelites. Lewis (1985: 105–108), followed by Schloen
(1993: 20), convincingly argued against the existence in Hebrew
of the stem ldj II (= r;7 “to become plump in the shank and
forearms”). But Hoppe in the NRSV (1991) followed Boling and
Freedman and translated “the peasantry prospered in Israel, they
grew fat on plunder,” with the “plunder” reflecting the MT d[.

5:7b. Until the rise of Deborah hrwbd ytmq` d[
(See above, pages 73–77.)

Boling (1975: 102–109) translated d[ as “again” and put it
with the preceding poetic line. By contrast, Freedman (1975:
13–14) translated “booty,”127 based upon the Ugaritic m'gd which
appears in parallelism with l.hm. But the traditional understanding
of v, d[' “until” remains preferable. As stated above (page 36),
ytmq` is not the 1cs qal or 2fs shaphcel of !wq, but the feminine
participle with the prefixed relative v and the affixed hireq com-
paginis. This ytim;q; can be added to Robertson’s (1972: 69–76)
list of twenty-six occurrences of the morpheme y (= -î ) attached
to participles. Reading the participle here has the support of the
B-text e[wj ou- avnasth| /. Since the hireq compaginis goes without
notice in the LXX, one need not assume that the LXX had the
Vorlage tmq or hmq. In this context, !wq means “to rise to
power,” attested in Ex 1:8, Deut 34:10, and Prov 28:12, 28.
Poetic balance is achieved by the repetition of ytmq` (like the
earlier repetitions of ymyb and wldj and the wordplays on twjra
and ta), the synonymous parallelism of hrwbd “Ladyship” and
!ae “Mother,” and the balanced use of the d[' and !ae. 

5:1a. Then Deborah made  qrb hrwbd r`<a>tw
Barak march forth

Schulte (1990: 179), in line with current studies, noted that
5:1 “ist sicher redaktionell und dient dem Einbau in den Kontext.
Möglicherweise  war ursprünglich nur Debora genannt  . .  . . ”
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    128 See the excellent study of Ackerman, 1975: 5–13.

    129 On the yqtl preterit see UT, sec. 9. 4; Cross 1950: 54–56; Dahood, 1970:
417–419; Cathcart 1973: 136; Kuhnigk 1974: 97; and Penar 1975: 86. A
proposal to read the MT ryv of 5:12 as ryca (= rysa) has been made by J. Gray
(1988: 433, note 33); see page 161.

Traditionally, Deborah’s role has been defined on the basis of Ju
5:1, 3, and 12 which, seemingly, have the verb ryv “to sing.”
She has been viewed as the singer whose chanting “would be a
source of inspiration to the warriors on the battlefield” (Craigie
1969a: 260), which presupposes a very small and quiet battlefield
or a very powerful voice. However, ryv is not the verb of choice
for understanding this verse, which is integral to the poem.
 When Judges 5 is read in toto as a battle ballad, verse 1 be-
comes the poetic parallel to the prose account of Deborah’s send-
ing Barak into battle (Ju 4:6–7). Minimal changes in the MT of
5:1 are required to restore the original meter, syllable balance,
and alliteration (compared to deleting part or all of the verse as a
redactor’s gloss). These include the repointing of rvtw as a caus-
ative form, the deletion of the conjunction W before Barak’s name,
and the transposition of rmal from 5:1a to 5:2a.

These changes result in a brief “commission” motif which has
been identified as one of five sequential motifs common to the
“call schema.”128 This verse with its “commission” motif links
the “allusion to distress” motif—which precedes in 5:5–6 (which
for other reasons discussed above [pages 35–36] must follow
3:31 and precede 5:1)—to the motifs of “assurance” and “signs”
which follow in Deborah’s exhortation (5:8 and 5:13, as trans-
lated above). Only the “objection” motif is lacking in the poem.
Otherwise it would match the typical “call schema.”

Just as the LXX h=| san could be parsed as a contraction of
h;i?san, 3rd sing. imperfect of ei=mi “to go,” as well as the first
aorist of a;|dw “to sing” (Liddell and Scott9 1940: 489, 778), so
too the MT rvt can be parsed as a feminine imperfect of several
stems in addition to ryv “to sing.” The rvtw need not be a waw-
conversive, nor viewed as the feminine counterpart to ryvy  hvm
in Ex 15:1. It is only a coincidence that ryvy and rvt are yqtl
preterits and come from vocables that produce homographs.129

The MT rvt in 5:1 is a hiphcîl of one of the following stems:
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    130 On the meaning of rwv in Hos 13:7, compare Guillaume 1960–1961:
32 –33. Wolfe (1974: 226), following RSV, translated “lurk,” based upon rwv
“to watch”; but rwv must be a verb of violence matching the !vgpa of the next
stich (13:8), which he translated “I will attack them.”

(a) r/v I “to proceed, to travel, to journey,” a cognate of Ak-
kadian ša)ru, attested in Isa 57:9, “you journeyed (yrIvuT;w")
to the king with oil” and also in Ezek 27:25 “the ships of
Tarshish traveled for you (&yIt'/rv;)”;

(b) hrv “to strengthen” found in the A-text doublet in 5:12,
evniscu,wn evxani,staso( Barak( kai. evni,scuson( Debbwra(
to.n Barak, “being strong, rise up and out, Barak, and,
Deborah, strengthen Barak”;

(c) rva “to march,” cognate of Ugaritic ca.t r (UT 369: 424)
and attested as a picel causative in Isa 3:12, 9:15 (where
rva is in collocation with twjra and ^rd), and Prov
23:19, “move your heart in the way (*B,li &r,D,B' rVea'wÒ)”;

(d) rwv III “to attack, to leap upon, to assault,” a cognate of
Ugaritic šry (Driver 1956: 148), Arabic @"D (@ÑD) (Lane

1872: 1464, 1483), and Syriac )r$  (J. Payne Smith
1903: 596), and attested in Hos 13:7, ^rd l[ rmnk
rwva, “like a leopard I will attack (them) along the
way.”130

Even though there is support from the Greek variants for
reading hrv here, the stem is most likely rwv III or rva
(corresponding to the variants rsyw and rsayw in Ex 14:25 and
the variants !yrwsah and !yrwsh in Ecc 4:14.) The elision of the
a (like the lhey" for lhea'yÒ in Isa 13:20) occurs frequently enough
(GKC 68h.k and note 245 below) that it need not suggest a scribal
error. The addition of the a in the restored ryvat is for con-
formity and clarity, to preclude misreading it as ryv “to sing.” 

In Ju 5:2, in contrast to the A-text which has proaire,sei “pref-
erence, goodwill” and the B-text e`kousiasqh/nai “willing,” the
Lucianic MS n (which contains several doublets) reads proe-
leusei “going forth” (Liddell and Scott9 1940: 532, 1477). This
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proeleusei can hardly be a variant for the bdn or the [rp of 5:2
(see pages 122–126). Rather, it is a remote variant translation of
the rvt of 5:1, and a synonym of h-|san = h;i?san “she was going.”
Thus, proeleusei reflects an early reading in which rvtw was
derived from rwv or rva, suggesting—along with the to.n Barak
of the A-text discussed next—a Vorlage having only  qrb rather
than the qrbw now in the MT with the prefixed conjunction w.

Moreover, the A-text doublets in 5:12 ( evniscu,wn [= ryv] evx-
ani,staso [= !wq] Barak and kai. evni,scuson [= rwvw or yrwvw]
Debbwra to.n Barak) appear at first glance to be a variation of the

MT of 5:12, ryv qrb !wq or qrb !wq ryv yrbd (see page 23
and note 164)—as though yrbd equals hrbd as yr"c; equals

hr:c;. But it is much more likely that MT qrb !wq ryv yrbd of
5:12 attracted to itself a variant belonging properly to 5:1, name-
ly the kai. evni,scuson( Debbwra( to.n Barak from a Vorlage which
had qrb hrbd rvtw instead of the MT qrbw hrbd rvtw.

Thus, the Lucianic and A-text remote or misplaced variants
(proeleusei [= ryvt] and kai. evni,scuson( Debbwra( to.n Barak [=
qrb hrwbd ryvtw]) provide very important evidence that early
translators of 5:1 credited Deborah with marching forth rather
than having Deborah and Barak singing duets, as still suggested
by Fewell and Gunn (1990: 400), or having Deborah singing a
solo, as James (1951: 61) earlier envisaged: “We may picture
Deborah moving in and out through the companies, kindling
afresh their combat-fury in the name of Yahweh.” To the con-
trary, she roused Barak and the Israelites by the power of her
spoken word and the authority of her office. Her poetic summons
survives in her exhortation in 5:2c–4 and 5:8–9.

This interpretation of 5:1 requires that all but one letter (the w
of the MT qrbw) be retained as part of the original introduction
to Deborah’s exhortation. 

5:2a. When the heroine called for heroism tw[rp [rpb

Despite numerous studies, [rp remains a crux in Ju 5:2 as
well as in Deut 32:42, “I will make arrows drunk with blood . . .
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     131 Note particularly Rabin 1955: 128–133; and Craigie 1968: 397–399.

    132 Contrary to Boling’s statement (1975: 107), neither Craigie (1968: 399)
nor Lane (1872: 2381) cited ^?ªc used in the sense of volunteering for war. That

meaning is attested with ^?ª# [5] or &;w [1] and [8].

from the ‘long-haired’ (tw[rp) heads of the enemy.”131 The de-
siderated vocable is one that makes sense in both passages.
Hebrew lexica generally list three meanings for [rp, namely,

(1) “leader,” a cognate of Arabic ^?c “he overtopped, he ex-

celled,” which is clearly reflected in the LXX A-text of
Ju 5:2 and in Theodotian (evn tw|/ a;rxasqai avrchgou.j).
Lindars (1995: 225) cited the Old Latin dum inperant
principes which, as Lindars noted, is preserved in the
commentary of Verecundus in addition to Codex Lug-
dunensis. This meaning has been adopted by RSV, NEB,
and NAB (“the leaders took the lead”);

(2) “long hair,” a cognate of Arabic bÖ ?c “long or full hair,”
which is the basis for the “locks are long” in the NRSV
5:2 and the RSV “long-haired heads” in Deut 32:42,
even though the LXX (followed by the NEB and NAB)
has kefalh/j avrco,ntwn “head of rulers” in 32:42;

(3) “to let alone, to let go,” a cognate of Arabic b?c “it be-

came vacant, it became empty or void.” (Lane 1887:
2378, 2379c, 2381a; BDB 828).

Smith (1912: 85) and Lindars (1995: 227) chose [rp I; Meek
(1927: 384), Cross (1959: 27), Freedman (1975: 15), Stuart
(1976: 128), Seale (1978: 51), O’Connor (1980: 219), and the
NRSV (1992) opted for [rp II in Ju 5:2 (“when locks were long”
or “when locks hung wild”); Pedersen (1953: 672), T. H. Gaster
(1969: 418, 529), Boling (1975: 107),132 Janzen (1989: 393), and
Schloen (1993: 22), respectively, selected [rp III (“for
vehement action,” “when they cast off restraint [inhibitions],”
“when they cast off restraints,” and “letting loose”); Burney
(1918: 107), followed by P. D. Miller (1973: 87–88), combined
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[rp II and III (“when locks hung loose”); and the JB, in Luci-
anic fashion, introduced all three meanings (“the warriors in
Israel unbound their hair”).

On the basis of Prov 29:18, [rpy @wzj @yab ![ “without a
vision people have no restraint,” Soggin proposed (1981c: 84)
“having regained liberty.” J. Gray (1988: 423) hesitatingly con-
curred, preferring Soggin’s reading or Craigie’s translation
(1968: 398) “because of total commitment in Israel” instead of
Weiser’s (1957: 72) “beim Hängenlassen des (sonst hoch-
gebundenen) Haupthaares” and Weiser’s relating the hairdo to
Akkadian ritual and liturgical texts.

Rabin (1966: 131–133) argued against reading “long hair” or
“leader” in both Ju 5:2 and Deut 32:42. In response to Burney’s
(1918: 107) appeal to the long hair of the wild Enkidu in the Gil-
gamesh Epic (I. ii. 36) and Seale’s (1962: 346) appeal to the
disheveled hair of the Bedouin fighters, Rabin noted, “The only
Arabic reference known to me shows that before a decisive battle
the warriors shave their heads.” He concluded, “The rendering
[‘when hair was worn long’] does not fit Dt. XXXII, 42, tw[rp
bywa `arm, if only because ‘the long-haired heads of the foe’ in
Hebrew would be bwya `ar tw[rp.”

Craigie (1968: 397–399) argued that [rp was used in synony-
mous parallelism with bdn. He argued that since bdn meant “to
volunteer, to offer oneself willingly,” [rp could be the cognate
of the Arabic b?c when used idiomatically (as in a threat) mean-

ing, “he applied himself exclusively (to someone).” He translated
tw[rp [rpb, “when men wholly dedicated themselves,” which
fits the context of Ju 5:2, but not Deut 32:42. Rabin (1966: 133)
had challenged the translation of bdnth in Ju 5:2 as “volunteer-

ed”; and he suggested instead the Arabic cognate &;w “he called
or incited someone to do his duty in war, he responded to duty
without being summoned.” Rabin took [rp as the cognate of
Arabic Q?c “to notch or to share” and Q?(c! “to receive pay,”

and of Syriac (rP  “to pay or to repay”  (mediated through
Aramaic, since Q became x in Hebrew but [ in Aramaic). He

argued that [rp could mean “give someone his due,” and
translated 5:2, “when duty was done in Israel, when the
God-blessed people answered the call.” But this argument is
less convincing than the one on bdn since it is based on semantic
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    133 See Erman and Grapow 1897: 527–528; and Gardiner 1966: 565.

    134 See Gardiner 1911: 29–30; and Albright 1931: 217.

    135 Compare the interpretation offered by Goedicke (1975: 100–102).

   136 For another occurrence in Gen 14:2, see note 48. 

extensions of questionable cognates. In addition, it offers no
solution to the crux in Deut 32:42.

A more likely solution was offered by P. D. Miller (1973:
221) in a footnote which called attention to the Egyptian pr-c

“hero” and pr-c-ib “courageous, heroic.”133 This word is no doubt
related to Arabic ^?c and its by-form ^?# “he excelled in knowl-

edge, or courage, or other qualities,” as found in the expressions
Ä$/"L ^?# and Ä$/"L ̂ ?c  “he became superior to his compan-

ion” (Lane 1863, 1893: 189b, 2379b). It is precisely this meaning
which is attested in Papyrus Anastasi I (28: 2. 3), “I know how to
hold the reins more skillfully than thou, there is no pr-c-ee (hero /
champion) who is my equal.”134 

Without citing the Egyptian pr-c “hero,” Bordreuil (1967: 29–
36) argued that [rp provided the clue to the enigmatic pun in the
“Report of Wenamun,” which is further evidence of the use of
this word in Canaan around the time of Deborah. According to
Bordreuil, Penamun (the Egyptian cup-bearer serving Zeker
Baal) must have told Wenamun, “the shadow of the pr-c (“hero,
chief, champion”), your lord, has fallen on you.” This was mis-
understood by Wenamun as meaning, “the shadow of the pr-c-ee 

(Pharaoh), your lord, has fallen on you.”135 This accounts for
Zeker Baal’s irritation with Wenamun and for the use by Wena-
mun of the formulaic “life, peace, health” after an apparent ref-
erence to the Pharaoh. 

Bordreuil also noted the [rpl on the seal inscription from the
Beirut area published by Reifenberg (1939: 197) which may be
the title [rp “hero.” Such occurrences of [rp in Syria, along
with the Ugaritic prc and prct “chief, prince, princess,” lend sup-

port for the translation here of Hebrew tw[rp “heroine,”136 a
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  137 GKC 113y–gg ; McDaniel 1968b: 208–210; and note 151, below.

title of prestige and power. This meaning brings into sharp focus
the nature of Deborah’s leadership. It was not so much a matter
of her doing her duty as it was her going beyond the call of duty,

as the tD stem, ^?$', indicates, “he engaged unbidden in war”

(Lane 1863: 189).
 This derivation and translation fits not only Ju 5:2, but also

Deut 32:42, “I will make my arrows drunk with blood . . . from
the head of the hero (tw[rp) of the enemy.” The t- suffix

functions as a title for males (see page 205), like trps and

tlhq (GKC 122r). The plural tw[rp in Deut 32: 42 (but t[rp
in the Samaritan text) and Ju 5:2 can be retained as honorific
plurals, like the twmkj in Prov 1:20. The feminine tw[rp
“heroine” would be a synonym for hr:/BGI. The LXX A-text

avrchgou.j (used elsewhere to translate #wla, aycn, `ar, and rc)

reflects the MT, but it missed the military nuance of [rp and its
original honorific plural.

The b of [rpb is the circumstantial b, which is followed by
the (pi cel) infinitive absolute having the force of a finite verb or
with the ellipsis of the finite verb;137 and “the eager pursuit of an
action [expressed by a picel] may also consist in urging others to
do the same” (GKC 52g). The twenty manuscripts cited by Ken-

nicott (1780: 488) having the qal infinitive [wrpb (= MT ['rop]Bi)
reflect late scriptio plena. 

5:2b. When the militia was summoned ![ bdnthb

The cognates of Hebrew bdn II are Arabic &;w “he sum-

moned or he (someone to war),” &;ª(ªw! “he obeyed the sum-

mons or call (to war),” Ç#;w “a summons,” and &;xs “a place to
which one is summoned” (Lane 1893: 2778c–2779). As Rabin
(1966: 129, note 37) stated, this vocable is distinct from the de-
nominative bdn I “to volunteer” (from hbdn “a freewill offer-

ing”), which was “possibly borrowed from Accadian nidbu, nin-
dabu ‘voluntary food offering,’ a word etymologically isolated in
Acc. and hence perhaps of non-Semitic origin.”
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Reading ![ as a “militia” follows Boling (1975: 71, 101) who
noted, “In conquest traditions ha)-ca)m alternates with cam ham-
mil .ha)ma), the people-at-war.” Yadin (1962: 44) had noted this use
of ![ in the Qumran War Scroll: “Here the term cam (as also in
the description of the battle, viii, 9 . . . ) marks, as in the O. T.,
the military character of the congregation organized for war.”

5:2c. (by her) saying, rma[l]

The word rmal could be deleted as a gloss, but it is attested
sufficiently in poetry (Ps 71:11; 105:11; 119:82; Job 24:15;
Amos 8:5; Isa 14:24; Jer 10:14) that unless it really messes up the
meter or the syllable balance it should be retained. When trans-
posed to its present position, it contributes to the 2 + 2 + 2 / 3 + 3
meter and functions as a quotation marker introducing Deborah’s
exhortation. Once r`tw was read as “she sang,” [rpb was taken

to be the initial word of Deborah’s song (or of Deborah and
Barak’s duet). As a result, rmal was shifted to precede [rpb.

Since the imperative phrase hwhy wkrb was the original open-
ing phrase of Deborah’s exhortation, the direct quotation indica-
tor has been transposed in this study to precede this initial
imperative. The doublets in the LXX which treat rmal as a finite

form (eipen in MSS a2b2bhlptvwy,  eipon in MSS MNcdgn, and

eipan in MSS ax) suggest that the l of rmal was a late addition,

and for that reason it could be deleted.

III.  Deborah’s exhortation: Ju 5:2c–5, 8–9

5:2d. Praise Yahweh! hwhy wkrb

Rabin (1955: 133) and Stuart (1976: 123, 128) emended MT
hwhy wkrb to hwhy ykwrb, making it a modifier of  ![, trans-

lating respectively, “the God-blessed people” and “the conse-
crated of Yahweh.” But the meter and the syllable balance of
5:1–2b and 5:2c–4 favor the MT, which does not treat the phrase
as a modifier of  ![. Contrary to O’Connor (1980: 219), who

read a 3ms, the MT hwhy wkrb serves as the incipit to Deborah’s

exhortation, which ends in 5:9 with the same words serving as
the inclusio. 
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    138 The w is emphatic (see Blommerde 1969: 29; Dahood 1970: 401). Both
verbs are participles, with [dy being here the technical term of covenant recog-
nition. This verse can be added to the list of relevant texts noted by Huffmon
(1966: 31–37) and Huffmon and Parker (1966: 36–38).

The exclamatory “Praise Yahweh!” was Deborah’s affirma-
tion of her allegiance to Yahweh as much as it was an appeal for
covenant loyalty from the Israelite tribes. The hwhy wkrb of the
incipit and of the inclusio were original extra-metrical elements
used to demarcate the exhortation. But the misplaced quotation
marker, rma[l], and the editorial insertion of part of the Sham-
gar tradition into the middle of the exhortation (see pages 33–36)
obscured the original function of hwhy wkrb in 5:3 and 5:9.

A “blessing of Yahweh” survives in Josh 22:22 (although
without the use of the word ^rb). It was made at the beginning
of a confrontation between the nine Cis-Jordanian tribes and the
three Trans-Jordanian tribes of Reuben, Gad, and Manasseh,
when it was learned that the eastern Israelites had built an altar to
Yahweh in Canaan, along the Jordan. The Reubenite coalition af-
firmed when confronted by the chiefs of Israel:

hwhy !yhla la   hwhy !yhla la 
[dy awh lar`yw138 [dy awh

 “Yahweh is God of gods! Yahweh is God of gods!
 He acknowledges, yea, he gives recognition (to) Israel!” 

The crisis ended with another blessing of Yahweh by the tribes.
The exact wording of the blessing is not given (Josh 22:33) but

the results of such a blessing is clearly stated:

lar`y ynb !yhla wkrbyw
abxl !hyl[ twl[l wrma alw

“and the Israelites blessed God and spoke no more of making
war against them [Reuben, Gad, and Manasseh].”

It seems clear that the exclamation hwhy wkrb need not have
been restricted to cultic events or limited strictly to hymnic litera-
ture. Consequently, the hwhy wkrb of Ju 5:3 and 5:9 need not re-
quire a cultic interpretation of this war ballad. The exclamatory
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    139 On the use of l in a battle-cry, see Jones 1975: 650.

   140 UT  (Supplement), 551; Blau and Greenfield 1970: 12.

phrase evidently functioned in early Israel in the same way
that ?$k! Äpo! “God is great!” (Lane 1885: 2587) still functions in

the Islamic world.

5:3b. I am for Yahweh! hwhyl ykna

Lindars (1995: 228) faulted the re7biac accentuation of ykna, as
well as Burney and Moore for following it and translating “I, to
Yahweh will I sing.” He also rejected Weiser’s and McDaniel’s
interjection “I am for Yahweh.” He preferred “I will to Yahweh, I
will sing,” wrongly identifying hry`a ykna hwhyl ykna as a
“repetitive parallelism.” This call is Deborah’s affirmation of
allegiance to Yahweh. Similar expressions appear in Ju 7:18,
@w[dglw hwhyl,“for Yahweh and for Gideon!” and Josh 5:13,
hta wnlh “are you on our side?” There was perhaps a need for
Deborah to declare her allegiance to Yahweh since this “Mother
in Israel” seemingly had a Hittite connection (as discussed above,
pages 73–78). Her words have the ring of a battle cry,139 and em-
bedded in her summons for a militia was a declaration of war
against the Canaanite coalition, stated with synonymous parallels
(but not synonymous parallelism) which follow her exclamation.

5:3c. I will attack, I will fight rmza hry`a ykna

Muraoka (1985: 49) recognized ykna here as an emphatic pro-
noun. Exegetical tradition has identified the verbs as ryv “to
sing” and rmz “to make melody,” which are often attested in
synonymous parallelism (as in Pss 27:6; 101:1; 104:33 and 105:
2) and occur together in Ugaritic, dyšr wyd.mr, “who sings and
chants.”140 But hymnic terms in Deborah’s exhortation are out of
place, since it was a summons to battle rather than a post-battle
hymn of victory. In this context, hryva can be identified as a qal
cohortative of rwv III “to attack, to assault,” a cognate of Ugari-
tic šr, South Arabic s'wr and Arabic @ÖD (@"D) (see 121–122).
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    141 Lane 1872: 977c–978a. Compare Ugaritic d.mr, (UT, 388 no. 727), and
Akkadian .summuru (CAD 16: 92), used with reference to the pursuit of the
enemy. The equation rmz = d.mr, translated “strong, brave,” has been widely
discussed. Cognates are attested in Amorite, Old South Arabic, and Phoenician.
It has been identified in numerous biblical texts (see KB3 263), including:

(1) Gen 43:11, $rah trmz, “the strength of the land” (KB3 260b);

(2) Ex 15:2, Isa 12:2, and Ps 118:4, hy trmzw yz[, “my might and
my defense are Yahweh” (Cross 1950: 101–103; Cross and
Freedman 1955: 243); 

(3) 2 Sam 23:1, lar`y  twrmz  !y[n, “the favorite of the defense
of  Israel” (Cross and Freedman 1955: 243);

(4) Isa 25:5, hn[y !yxyr[ rymz, “the strength of the ruthless was
brought low” (Tur Sinai, Commentary to Job [in Hebrew],
cited by Sarna 1964: 351);

(5) Ezek 8:17, hrwmzh ta !yjlv, “they sent out strong men”
(Sarna 1964: 351);

(6) Nah 2:3, wtjv !hyrmzw , “their soldiers they slaughtered”
(Cathcart 1973: 88– 89);

(7) Ps 59:18, rmza, “I am safeguarded” (Dahood 1968: 74);

(8) Ps 119:4, yl wyh twrmz, “they have been my defense”
(Sarna 1964: 351; Dahood 1970: 180); 

(9) Job 35:10, hlylb twrmz @tn, “who gives strength in the night”
(Tur Sinai, cited by Sarna 1964: 351; Pope 1965: 228–229).

  142
 See Gordis 1937: 80– 81, 128, and 182 note 248.

Synonymous parallelism also supports taking the hryva to
mean “to attack, to assault.” In this summons to war, rmz is sure-
ly related to the Arabic ?s> “he incited, or urged (to fight),” as in
(a) &?0o! õ Å?s> “I instigated war,” (b) the verbal noun @"s> “an

urging to fight,” and (3) @"s=o! uÑÜ  “the day of war.”141 If the

rmza is read as an intensive pi cel, it also matches the Arabic ?s>
in forms [1] and [6], “the eager pursuit of the action, and causing
others to do the same,” as reflected in Ju 4:6, 4:9 and 5:1, as
translated in this study. The thematic î vowel of hryva, instead
of the anticipated û vowel, may be the reverse of the Qere and
Ketib ryv /rwv in 1 Sam 18:6.142 As noted (page 121), rwv III
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  143 Compare Dahood 1968: 25, 337. He treats yrwv as a variant or a corruption
of yrrwv. The vocables rwv and rrv may be by-forms, like many other w"[ and
["[ verbs. The meaning “assailant, attacker” for rrwv in Pss 54:7; 56:3; and

59:11 fits the context better than Dahood’s “ defamer,” which seems appropriate
only for Ps 27:11, where yrrwv is in parallelism with rqv yd[ “false wit-

nesses.”

occurs in Hos 13:7.143 It appears also in Ps 92:11, “My eyes have
seen the downfall of my attackers (yrwv = MT 92:12), and my
ears have heard the doom of my evil assailants (ymq).” (Fol-
lowing the LXX’s toi/j evcqroi/j mou, the NRSV has “my enemies”
in parallelism with ymq “my assailants.” 

Deborah’s exhortation: 5:4–5

Globe (1974: 168–178) surveyed critical opinions on these
two verses. It will suffice here to note only a few illustrative
opinions. Several scholars have proposed numerous deletions in
5:4–5. For example, Lipinski (1967: 199), who had no difficulty
with 5:4a, translated 5:4b–5, “la terre tremble, les cieux vacillent
(wfn) et (p) les montagnes s’aplatissent, devant le Sinaitique,
devant Yahwe, le Dieu d’Israel.” This reading called for the
deletion of six of the eighteen words of 5:4b–5 (the first hwhy,
then !g, wpfn !yb[ !g, and then !ym).

Likewise, Cross (1973: 100–101) deleted seven of the eigh-
teen words, viewing the phrase wpfn !ym` !g “yea, the heavens
shook” as an “ancient oral variant” for wlzn !yrh  “the mountains
shuddered.” He treated !ym wpfn !yb[ !g “yea, the clouds drip-
ped water” as a secondary attraction to the oral variant !ym` !g
wpfn, once it had become incorporated into the tradition and was
reinterpreted to mean, “yea, the heavens dripped.” Similarly,
Richter (1963: 69–71; 1964: 400) deleted eight words (!yb[ !g
!ym wpfn, wlzn !yrh, and ynys hz). By contrast, Stuart (1976:
123–133) deleted only !ym and !g, but he added a third ynpm be-
fore ynys hz to restore complete repetitive parallelism. 

Blenkinsopp, Boling, Globe, and P. D. Miller accepted the
consonantal MT, and J. Gray (1988: 424) retained the MT na) .ta)yu)
[sic] (= wpfn) with the Targum, but followed the Targum and the
Septuagint in reading wlzn “were convulsed” rather than “flowed
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    144 Note Hab 3:12–13, where axy and d[x are followed twice by the se-

quential infinitive [`yl: “thou didst bestride the earth . . . thou wentest forth
for the salvation of thy people . . . for the salvation of thy anointed.” Compare
Seale (1962: 343) who noted, “ We may therefore rightly conclude that what we
have here [i.e., the motif of storm and quake] is a traditional opening which
Hebrew poets used irrespective of the proper subject of a particular poem.” To

down.” In view of the repetitive parallelism and the use of aural
coherence throughout the poem, there is no reason to single out
the repeated !g and wpfn as unnecessary glosses. The use of  !g
“noisily” and !g “copiously, torrentially” is another example of
aural coherence, like tae and ta, in 3:31, ^d[xb and ^taxb in
5:4 and t/jr:a? and t/jrÒao in 5:6. Repeated words include ykna
and hwhyl (5:3), ynpm hwhy (5:5), ymyb (5:6), wldj (5:6–7), and
ytmq` (5:7). Both !g and wpfn fall into this pattern.

Satisfactory meter and syllable balance come with reading
!yrh !Aym (i.e., the enclitic ! attached to a noun in the construct)
as the subject of wlzn, meaning “the waters of the mountains
flowed.” Simple prosaic repetition disappears once !g is recog-
nized as a homograph of two different adverbs (above, pages
21–22; Klein 1987: 102). The schema of 5:4b scans as
a–b–c / at–bt/ ct–att–btt (with wpfn for the bt and btt).

5:4a. O Yahweh, when you ry[cm ^taxb hwhy
came from Seir

The theophanic references used by Deborah in her exhortation
are attested also in Pss 18:7–15; 28 passim; 68:6–9; 77:16;
97:4–6; 144:5; Deut 33:2–3; and Hab 3. They served the purpose
of encouraging confidence in those being summoned for battle.
The reference to the theophany of Seir-Edom was more than an
affirmation of Yahweh’s cosmic power, and had nothing to do
with Yahweh’s sacred mountain. The theophany referred to
Yahweh’s presence earlier when the Israelites moved from Seir-
Edom into a hostile Moab (Num 21:14–15 [see page 10] and
24:17–19 [NEB], in contrast with Deut 2:8–27, which claims a
peaceful passage). The theophany references alerted the recruits
to the Israelite strategy for combating Sisera.144 Victory would
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the contrary, the appeal to theophany in Deborah’s exortation appears to be
deliberately well-chosen. Hauser (1987: 270–273) offers a helpful study on the
water motif in Ex 15 and Ju 5. However, it is difficult to concur with his one
statement that, “The poet is teasing the reader, suggesting that, despite vv. 4–5,
water may not be under Yahweh’s control, may not be available to help with the
Israelite victory.” The exhortation strongly hints that water would be Yahweh’s
weapon of choice, just as it was in the flood story of Genesis 6–9.

    145 Bibliography on the theophany is provided by Lipinski 1967: 199, note
95. Compare J. Gray’s (1988: 426) attempt to contextualize here:

Thus we consider it likely that the theophany of Yahweh in Judg 5:4cde and
5a represents the sublimation of the traditional theme of the enthronement of
Baal at the autumn festival in Canaan in the advent of the Israelite God of
Sinai at a Palestinian sanctuary . . . to the liturgy of which we refer the Song
of Deborah. If, however, the actual Sitz im Leben of Judg 5:2ff was . . . the
first celebration of this festival after the exploit of Zebulun and Naphtali at
the Qishon, . . . [there] may well have been more than an oblique reference to
the rainstorm . . . .

be achieved by Yahweh’s sending heavy rains and surging wadis.
The militia was needed for a mop-up operation after the storm.145

5:4b. The earth trembled noisily !g h`[r $ra

Boling (1975: 101) translated !g both times in 5:4b “with
thunder,” following Dahood’s (1970: 269–270) suggestion that
Hebrew !g may be the same as Ugaritic gm “aloud.” The dupli-
cate of this verse in Ps 68:9 has #a instead of !g. But, contra
Lindars (1995: 232), this is not decisive in favor of  !g “also.”
Palache (1959: 8) related #a to the stem #pa “to flood” so the
#a of Ps 68:9 may be a synonymn of the second  !g “copious
(water),” discussed next. The meter and the syllable balance per-
mit reading the first  !g as a modifier of the preceding hv[r, in
chiasm with the second !g. The noise could refer more to the
rumble of an earthquake than to the reverberations of thunder.

5:4c. The clouds dropped torrentially wpfn !yb[ !g
(See above, pages 21–22.)

G. R. Driver (1936: 101) convincingly demonstrated that, “the
LXX exhibits a number of translations which are explicable only
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    146 On the construct noun followed by the enclitic ! , see Albright 1944:
219, note 83; Gordis 1965: 104; Blommerde 1969: 32; and Christensen 1975:
51, note 81(c). See also Layton 1990: 155–197, for an in-depth study of mim-
mation and the enclitic ! in proper names.

from cognate Semitic, especially the Arabic, languages and that
the words thus recovered may be added to the slender store of
Hebrew words found in the Old Testament.” The second !g of Ju
5:4 can be added to Driver’s list of such LXX translations. The
LXX B-text dro,souj “dews, waters” (as in potami,a| dro,sw| “in
river water” or dro,sw| evnali,a| “in sea water”) generally renders lf
“dew” and glv “snow,” but here it must translate !g, which is the
cognate of Arabic v3 “abundant or copious (rains)” (Lane 1863,

1865: 228a, 449 and Klein 1987: 102). Given the interchange of
!g and !ga in the Panammu inscription (Palache 1959: 20),

Hebrew !ga “pool of water” may be a by- form of !g ( = v3).

5:4d–5a.  The waters from the wlzn !yrh !Aym
      mountains flowed

MT wlzn need not be repointed as the niphcal of llz “to shake,
to tremble,” as proposed by Schreiner (1957: 40) and Cross
(1973:  100–101), and as noted in BH3 and BHS. The subject of

wlzn is not !yrh, but !yrh !Aym, “mountain waters,” a construct

noun followed by an enclitic !. A similar use of the enclitic ! (or
preposition) occurs in Ps 77:18, where MT twb[ !ym wmrz
should be read with Robertson (1972: 93, 102) as !Aym wmrz
twb[, “the water of the clouds pours forth.” The reference here in
Ju 5:4–5 to flash floods through the wadis links the exhortation
with the events depicted in 5:21–23, another example of the
poem’s unity. G. A. Smith (1912: 56, 86) sensed this meaning
and translated !yrh wlzn as “the mountains streamed.”146 

5:5b.  The One of Sinai ynys hz

Critical opinion has long been divided over the integrity of hz
ynys. In BHS, as in BH3, both words have been marked as a gloss.
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    147
 Note Lindars’ (1995: 209) rendering “(this means Sinai)” and his wild

conjecture (233 –234 ):

Thus the name [ynys hz], if accepted, must be regarded as a chance survival of
an obsolete title, perhaps that of a god worshiped by proto-Israelite groups
(mentioned with the Shasu in Egyptian texts) before the arrival of the Moses
group in Palestine. . . . If the proposal is not accepted the phrase must surely
be a gloss . . . on the verse as a whole: ‘this means [the theophany of] Sinai.’
It is likely that the gloss was first incorporated into Psalm 68 . . . and came
from there into the present context by analogy (ge7zera šawa) . . . .

Richter (1963: 69–70, note 35) concurred with twelve commenta-
tors who dismissed the epithet as a gloss, citing only Grimme,
Albright, and Blenkinsopp as those who related  hz to the Arabic
Ñ>. But treating hz as a gloss creates a bigger problem, for glosses
were added to clarify obscure words, not introduce them.147

In light of evidence from Proto-Sinaitic, South Arabic, Arabic,
Ugaritic, and Amorite, many now follow Grimme and Albright
(1935: 204), including Cross (1973: 19–20), Dahood (1968: 139,
citing Habel 1964: 90 and Meek 1960: 331), Globe (1974: 169–
171), J. Gray (1967: 278; 1988: 425), Lipinski (1967: 198), P. D.
Miller (1973: 224), Stuart (1976: 123), O’Connor (1980: 220),
Soggin (1981c: 85), and Schloen (1993: 22). The Proto-Sinaitic
evidence cited by Cross consists of the epithets d. .tb “the Merci-
ful One,” d.t b.tn “the Serpent Lady,” c il d. clm “El, the Ancient
One,” d. gt “(Lord) of Gath,” and d. pcid “the Compassionate.”

Although not as widespread in Northwest Semitic as in South
Semitic, hz is attested in divine epithets, and ynys hz can be
retained as an archaic epithet of Yahweh, similar to the “Yahweh
of Teman” designation in the Kuntillet cAjrud inscription and
analogous to Gabriel’s title, É?s Ö>, “the one of strength.”

5:5a.  My God yhla

MT lar`y yhla originally was not a construct chain. Rather,

lar`y must have been la r`y, i. e., the verb rvy followed by its
subject, introducing the next element in the exhortation (see
below on 5:5d). Consequently, yhla should be read as the suf-
fixed noun.  Deborah’s acknowledgment of Yahweh, the One of
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    148 Compare Lindars’ (1995: 288) speculation, “As it is unthinkable that
VElwei , is a case of transliteration instead of translation, it must be a rare instance
where a word from the second column of the Hexapla has come into the text at the
wrong place.” But the introduction of any word from the second column of the
Hexapla would be out of place in any translation of the text.

Sinai, as “my God” emphasized her earlier bold affirmation,
hwhyl ykna “I am for Yahweh!”

The transposition of part of the Shamgar tradition (now
labeled 5:5–6) into the middle of Deborah’s exhortation (see
pages 32–36) separated the clause la r`y “God will provide
strength” from its parallel clause !yhla rjby “God will muster.”
Once this happened, the consonant cluster lar`y yhla was un-
derstandably, but incorrectly, misread “the God of Israel”—
thereby obscuring (1) the parallelism of la and !yhla, (2) the
balanced use of yqtl forms, and (3) the a–b/  at–bt–c schema.

The Vorlage behind the Kuri,ou VElwei, in the B-text and the
variants ku elwim (MS s), ku tou qu (MSS gnw), and kuriou qeou

elwi (MS 209), was yhla hwhy, with the qeou elwi of MS 209
being a doublet of the yhla (translated and transliterated). What
is striking is the transliteration of yhla as well as its translation.
The VElwei, in the B-text cannot be a gloss on ynys hz since there
is no apparent reason why a translator would have introduced a
gloss of a transliterated yhla instead of the translation qeo,j—for
a word so obvious as !yhla— in lieu of a transliteration of hz
ynys. Evidently, the translator chose this option to reflect an ap-
pellative use of yhla which was unrelated to the la ( = qeoj)
coming in the next phrase on the line, i.e., the la r`y.148 

The several spellings, VElwei, VElwi and VElwin, reflect a sing-
ular H'w ola> with the 1cs suffix, like the Elwi “my God” in Mark
15:34, or like the 3ms suffixed wOhwOla> “his God” in Hab 1:11.
These variants add solid support to the argument advanced below

to read lae rv'y: yh' Ola> hw:hyÒ for the MT laer:c]yI yhe Ola> hw:hyÒ.

Deborah’s exhortation: end of 5:5 and 5:8–9

Burney (1918: 117), following Cooke (1892: 36), considered
Ju 5:8 to be the greatest crux in the Song of Deborah, and many
critics  like Goodwin (1944:  261) and C. A. Simpson (1957:18)
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    149 He cited, with references, the following emendations of the MT
!yr[v !jl za

 (a) !yr[ yrc !jl za
 (b) !yr[ vmjl za
 (c) !yr[ !vlj za
 (d) !yr[v !jl lza
 (e) !yr[v !j lza
 (f) !wr[v al zam
 (g) !yr[v !jl al zam
 (h) !yr[vm !jl lza wvrj !yhla rjb
 (i) ry[m !yvmj wlza !yvrj !hl wrsj
 (j) wr[v !jlhl za !yvrj !hylk djkw
 (k) !tvrj !yhla !wr[v za !yhla rjby al
 (l) !jl la r[vl hwhy ![ !yr[l wdry za

The last one (l) is his own proposal, but it is no more convincing than the

others since it amounts to rewriting the verse. It required the deletion of MT

!yvdj !yhla rjby za and the transposition of 5:11c to 5:8a to fill the lacuna.

have concurred, asserting that 5:8 was irrecoverable even through
appeal to emendations. Moore (1900b: 172) left the verse un-
translated in his commentary, and Lindars (1995: 239) noted,
“Moore is probably right in maintaining that the true solution
will never be found.” More optimistic scholars have offered gen-
erous emendations to restore this verse. Richter (1963: 71–74 and
400) listed twelve of these proposals, including his own.149 

However, the emendations he cited have not been well ac-
cepted, although Burney’s translation (“Armourers had they
none; Armed men failed from the city”) was adopted by Meek
(1927: 385) and endorsed by Goodwin (1944: 261). More recent
translations are equally divergent but no more helpful than the
older emendations. Most noteworthy are the following: 

1. Rabin (1955: 127) “May God love young men : when there
was fighting at the gates”;

2. Margulis (1965: 69) “When Elohim sharpened ‘arrows’ /
Then was there war at the gates (of the enemy)”;

3. Hillers (1965: 124) “They chose new gods; indeed they
desired demons”;
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4. The Jerusalem Bible (1966: Ju 5:8) “Those that should
stand for God were dumb”;

5. Cross (1973: 122–123), followed by Stuart (1976: 124,
129) “They chose new leaders, Yea, they took for them-
selves captains (lit. ‘bucks’)”;

6. Cathcart (1977: 111–112) “They chose new gods; indeed
la.hmu demons of the gates”;

7. Seale (1978: 48) “God chose to do new things. There was
fighting at the fronts”;

8. O’Connor (1980: 222) “He chose new gods. He served
them food”;

9. Lindars (1983: 168; 1995: 209) “Then the armed men of
the cities came forth”;

10. Stager (1988: 226) “They did battle with the gates” (i.e.,
“as a metonymy for the fortified cities . . .”).

What is required is not just one more attempt to stumble upon
the correct emendation to recover the irrecoverable. Rather, the
basic assumption that the verse is corrupt needs to be challenged.
Except for the absence of a 3mpl verbal suffix, common in the
older orthography, nothing in the MT of 5:8 is really corrupt or
unintelligible. The problems are not textual but contextual. The
verse is part of Deborah’s exhortation, her summons to mobilize
for battle. Any translation of this verse must make sense in this
summons-to-battle and must make sense as a direct quotation of
Deborah addressed to (a) Israel’s adversaries (“Listen, O kings”)
or (b) to the summoned militia (“O leaders of Israel, O you who
are summoned”). For this reason all of the translations and emen-
dations I have found to date are unacceptable.

As established above (pages 34–36), Ju 5:6–7 was not a part
of Deborah’s exhortation, but was a part of the Shamgar tradition
and must be transposed to its initial position in the poem. Conse-
quently, Ju 5:8–9 is not logically or sequentially related to 5:6–7,
but to 5:5. In this context, verses 8–9 become intelligible (with
really minor emendation) by appeal to a larger lexicon than that
traditionally used by scholars, but readily available to the author
of the Song of Deborah.

The repetition of larcy yhla “the God of Israel” in 5:3 and
5:5 was probably not in the original poem. Contrary to the MT
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vocalization, 5:5 reflects the poet’s use of aural coherence, not
repetition. The text must be redivided to read lae rv'y: yh' Ola>, re-
storing the end of one colon and the start of the next, as follows: 

. . . before Yahweh my God. .yh' Ola> hwhy ynpm . . .

God will provide strength; lae rv'y:
God will muster (the) recruits.    .!y`dj !yhla rjby

A similar misdivision of words occurs in the MT of Ps 73:1,
which should be divided to read as

lae rv;Y:l' b/f &a'

bb;le yreb;l] !yhi Ola> 
Truly El is good to the upright,

Elohim (is good) to the pure of heart

instead of “Surely God is good to Israel, To those who are pure
in heart!” (NAS, following the MT).

5:5d.  God will provide strength la rvy

The use of la along with hwhy and !yhla in this part of
Deborah’s exhortation finds a parallel in the collocation of the
nouns hwhy !yhla la in the blessing of Yahweh in Josh 22:22,
noted above (pages 128–129). The verb rvy can be interpreted in
two ways. First, it can refer to the equipping of the militia. If so,
it would be a yqtl of rrv stem I or of its by-forms hrv and rwv
“to strengthen,” which is attested in Jer 15:11, bwfl ^twr` “I
will greatly strengthen you” (NEB). The same meaning appears
in the LXX for the MT of

(a) Hos 12:4–5, ^alm la rcyw !yhla ta hrc, evni,scusen
pro.j qeo.n kai. evni,scusen meta. avgge,lou (note Luke
22:43, a;ggeloj avpV ouvranou/ evniscu,wn auvto,n found in
MSS aDKLXQPY);

(b) Gen 32:29, !yhla ![ tyrc yk, o[ti evni,scusaj meta.
qeou/;

(c) Hos 14:9, wnrwvaw, kai. evgw.  katiscu,sw auvto,n;
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(d) Ju 5:12, in the doublets of the A-text where MT ryv was
translated evniscu,wn and evxani,staso and evni,scuson (see
above, pages 23–24, 122);

(e) Ju 5:14, in the A text’s remote doublet evniscu,ontoj
h`gh,sewj for the MT yrcw rps of 5:14–15, which Tov
(1978: 229–231) rightly recognized;

(f) Ju 5:30, in the remote doublet iscuj authj in Lucianic
MSS dglnptvw for MT hytwrc of 5:29.

The “giving of strength” by providing weapons appears in 1
Macc 1:34, “they strengthened [themselves] (evni,scusan) and
stored up arms and provisions,” and in 6:6, “they grew strong
(evpi,scusan) by means of weapons (o[ploij) and a [military] force
(duna,mei) and abundant spoils (sku,loij polloi/j) they had taken
from the armies they had defeated.”

Secondly, rvy may provide the transition from the earlier
theophany at Seir to the moment at hand when history would be
repeated with God’s sending torrents. In this case, the verb is the
hiph cîl of rrv II (or the by-form hrv II), a cognate of Ara-
bic£?ª+ “to soak (the earth with rain), to moisten” and of
Aramaic rrv which is attested as the noun rv “rain” in the Deir
cAlla texts, where it may be a Hebrew loanword (Lane 1863:
336a; Hoftijzer and van der Kooij 1976: 352). 

The affirmation “God will send torrential rains” would have
been more than just a hint of Deborah’s strategy. It would have
encouraged an enthusiastic Israelite response to her summons for
battle. Although rrv I has been adopted in the translation, rrv
II is just as likely. One cannot overlook the probability that the
poet intended a double entendre, “God will provide strength”
(hrv) and “God will send rain” (rrv).

5:8a.  God will muster the recruits !y`dj !yhla rjby

In Akkadian, rjb has a strong military nuance which is re-
flected in be%.hiru “(Soldaten-)Werber,” be%ru “elite troop,” and
bêru “to select (young men/ fighters) (CAD 2: 211–212; AHW: 1:
118). Craigie (1972a: 350–351) noted the military nuance of rjb
in  Hebrew,  without appealing to this Akkadian evidence, citing
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    150 Compare the NRSV, “Now the new moon shall devour them with their
field,” the NEB, “Now an invader shall devour their fields,” and Wolfe (1974:
95), “Now <the locusts> shall devour their fields.”

its use Ex 15:4, 17:9, and Lam 1:15. The use of rjb as a verb
and a noun with definite military overtones in 2 Sam 10:9 is also

of interest: larcy[b] yrwjb lkm rjbyw, “he [Joab] mustered
from all the elite troops of Israel.” 

Rabin (1955: 127) translated !y`dj as “young men” and cited
the Arabic cognate .!;/! “recruit, civil militia” (Dozy 1927: I,
258), a synonym of Arabic ?t` and Ugaritic 'gmr “inexperienced
fighter, recruit.” The noun occurs in Hos 5:7, “Yea, an inexperi-
enced fighter (vdj) will devour them (and) their territory.”150 In
light of the contextually appropriate military nuance of both rjb
and vdj, there is little need to emend the text to vrj “to be
deaf” as did Zapletal (1923), cited and followed by Hertzberg
(1959: 171) and noted favorably by J. Gray (1988: 428).

The use of !yvdj is another indication of the poem’s logical
consistency. The poet had noted that “warriors had disappeared
from Israel,” so Deborah could not have mustered the !yrwjb
“elite troops,” or the !yrwbg “skilled soldiers.” The summons had
to be for the !y`dj, the untrained recruits. The use of !y`dj
suggests that the summons was made, in the words of Num 1:20,
22, to “every male from twenty years old and upward, all who
were able to go forth to war.” As Ramesses III was rescued by
@yr[n “recruits” along the Orontes (Breasted 1906, 3: 133, 155),
the !y`dj “recruits” would deliver Israel along the Wadi Kishon.
Schloen (1993:30) noted, “The farmers and herdsmen [of the
Israelite hills], many of whom also worked as caravan guards and
donkey drivers, ambushed the ambusher and routed his troops.” 

The use of !y`dj “new (gods)” in Deut 32:17 has been con-
sidered by Weiser (1959: 75), Hillers (1965: 124), Freedman
(1975: 18) and, apparently, J. Gray (1988: 429) to be the appro-
priate parallel to the !y`dj !yhla rjby, i.e., the Israelites
chose “new (gods).” The suggestion could be sustained if this
verse were not part of Deborah’s exhortation. However, any re-
ference to allegedly improper religious conduct is out of context
in this summons-to-battle. Indeed, J. Gray (1988: 430) even con-
ceded, “it must be admitted that a confession of apostasy in the
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   151
 See Appendix, sub loco Smith, Burney, Stuart, Coogan, Fishelis,

O’Connor, and Lindars, respectively.

    152 
The stem r[c “ brave” occurs in a negative sense in Ps 68:22, “ Surely

God will smite . . . the crown of the courageous one (r[c) who walks in his
guilt,” i.e., those with “courage” for violence (Mic 3:1–3 and Amos 2:13–16).

Covenant sacrament would be expected before rather than in the
middle of vv 6–8.” But apostasy is a false issue because the
Israelites are identified in 5:31 as the “lovers of Yahweh.” 

5:8b.  When the brave ones battle !yr[c <W>mjly za

These three words have been variously translated, including
(1) “Barley-bread failed (?),” (2) “Armed men failed the city,”
(3) “indeed they took for themselves champions,” (4) “then there
was war in the cities,” (5) “then they fought at the gates,” (6) “he
served them food,” and (7) “then the armed men of the cities
came forth.”151 I concur with Rabin (1955: 125) that, “in this epic
fragment, in contrast to the ‘Classical’ Hebrew usage, caz means
‘when,’ and not ‘at that time’. It corresponds thus to Arabic idh
. . . .” The MT !jl can be read as an infinitive absolute or
emended to the 3mpl wmjly. The absence of the final W is widely

attested, as in the MT and 1QIsaa variants (w)arqy, (w)pljy, and

(w)[m`y in Isa 1:26, 2:18, and 6:10, respectively. In view of five

other cases in Ju 5 where the W of the 3mpl is lacking, MT !jl is

read  Wmjly “they fought.”

MT !yr[c is the metathetic variant of the Arabic ]ªÜ?H “cou-

rageous, fearless,” Ç\!?H“ bravery” (Lane 1872: 1535c) and South

Arabic src “brave men.” This corresponds to the metathetic vari-
ations in stems that have a r and an [ (for example, r[v “a

gate,” which is  ?ª_ª+ in Arabic and t.g3 r in Ugaritic but [rt in

Syriac and Aramaic). The arcontwn in the B-text doublet in 5:8
suggests that the translator knew the Hebrew cognate of the

Arabic E"xo! z"\?D “the first or foremost of men” (Lane 1872:

1350a) used in reference to horsemen and soldiers.152

Seale (1978: 53–54) suggested ?ª_ª+ “frontier” as the cognate
of r[v. But “frontier” is only a secondary meaning of ?ª_ª+. Its
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primary meaning fits even better, namely, “any gap, opening,
interstice, or open intervening space, in a mountain, or in the
bottom of a valley, or in a road along which people pass” (Lane
1863: 338c–339a). With this meaning, the !yr[v “ravines”
would anticipate the !ybavm “mountain passes” in 5:11. This
cognate would  permit the translation, “God will muster the re-
cruits, when they fight (at) the ravines/wadis.” It is difficult to
decide whether a double entendre or a triple wordplay was the
intent: (1) the brave ones (!yr[c) battle, (2) (at) the ravines
(!yr[v) they battle, and (3) (when) the storms (!yr[s) battle.

5:8c.  Shield, moreover, jmrw hary !a @gm
    and spear will appear

Regardless of what may have been Israel’s theology of holy
war, any announcement that weapons would be lacking would
not have induced a favorable response to the summons-to-battle.
Although P. D. Miller (1973: 92) noted that in the theology of
holy war “weapons and human might were regarded as being of
minimal value,” any summons-to-arms presupposes that arms (=
weapons) were as significant as those who had arms to use them.
The summons was for combatants, not for spectators. If arms
were unnecessary, so was a militia. 

The traditional translation of 5:8c, “neither shield nor spear
was to be seen,” does not easily fit a summons-to-battle, as I con-
sider 5:8–9 to be. Craigie (1972a: 351) emended and translated
5:8 to read: “then was there for five cities a fortress [Arabic ma-
jannat ‘a concealed/protected place’ for MT magen ‘shield’] to
be seen? Or a spear among forty thousand in Israel?” But this
also is an unlikely statement to be made in a call-to-arms. 

A couple of problems are involved here when !a is read, ac-
cording to BDB (50b), simply as the interrogative particle in a
rhetorical question anticipating an emphatic negative answer.
The syntax is atypical because the postpositive !a is not used
elsewhere meaning “was there?” Moreover, a compound subject
is not ordinarily separated by a verb and the particle !a.

The clue to the meaning of this line comes from the post-
positive !a as used in the Kephar Bebhayu marriage deed and
several lines from the Elephantine papyri:
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     153 See Cowley 1923: texts 13: 11 and 34: 6; Kraeling 1953: texts 3: 16 and
19; 9: 21; 10: 11 and 14; and Birnbaum 1958: 16.

     154 Compare Muraoka (1985: 128) who noted, “it is not impossible to argue
that the emphatic use [of !a] was original . . . .” On compound emphatic
particles, note Dahood 1970: 410. For different views about the emphatic !h
“behold” compare McDaniel 1968b: 33–34; de Moor-Kampen 1969: 201–202;
Dahood 1970: 400; and F. Gottlieb 1978: 20. The particle !a “moreover, in-
deed” needs to be introduced into the discussion in light of the variant awh
(possibly for the interjection ah) cited by Kennicott 1780: 1: 488. See page 197
for the similar !lh and alh by-forms.

   155 For an examination of the inner-Greek corruptions in this verse, see
Lindars 1995: 289.

“and the house, moreover, is yours” yklyd !a tybw
“and thou, moreover, shall have power” hfyl` !a ytnaw
“they restored, moreover, to their !htrm l[ !a wbta

owners”

“the house is to thee, moreover, ^ynb yzw !a ^lyz atyb
and to thy children.”153

The !a particle survives in Isa 29:16, !a !kkph (which appears
in 1QIsaa as !a !km ^ph) “moreover, you turn things upside
down.”154 The postpositive hnh (in Gen 34: 21 and Num 18:21)
is parallel to the postpositive !a here. (The !a ^a in Gen 23: 13
appears to be the equivalent of the hmh ^a in Jer 5:5.)

In light of these uses of !a “moreover,” it becomes clear that
Deborah’s call for a mop-up operation after the rain included a
promise that weapons would be available. They would have
been, without a doubt, the light weapons for ambush in the field
(like Shamgar’s agricultural tools), not the specialized weapons
for a frontal attack against chariots or for besieging a city.155

5:8d.  Forty “thousand” in Israel lar`yb #la !y[brab

 The forty thousand figure, which matches the number of
Egyptian and Hittite combatants at the famed Battle of Kadesh
(Breasted 1906, 3: 130), can be retained only if it represents the
total population capable of producing and equipping a militia of
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    156 Freedman (1975) stated, “ The term celep is to be understood in its ety-
mologic sense as a village or population center, which was responsible for
providing a unit of troops . . . . If the average number of men in an celep was 10,
that would make a fighting force of 400 at full strength, a substantial army for
the hill country of Palestine.” See also Noth (1968: 21–23, 204) who noted that
requests in the el-Amarna letters (108: 66 ff. and 133: 16 f.) were for emergency
contingents of ten and twenty men. See note 208.

undesignated size. Mendenhall (1958: 62) concluded that #la
here was a tribal unit or sub-unit and “forty units” was a conven-
tional idiom for the “whole tribe” of Israel. Craigie (1972a: 351)
suggested “forty chiefs,” and Boling (1975: 110; 1982: 176)
proposed “forty contingents.” Freedman (1975: 14) presented a
case for just “four hundred men.”156

But if the census list in Num 1:46 and 26:51 (603,550 and
601,703) can be interpreted with Mendenhall (1952: 61) and
Noth (1968: 21–22, 204) to mean 598 “troops” composed of
5,550 men and 596 “troops” composed of 5,730 men, the 40,000
figure is reasonable as a round figure for the entire population.
The ratio of 1 out of 7 (5,700 :: 40,000) levied for military
service would be high but not unrealistic in a time of crisis. The
10 to 1 ratio cited in Ju 20:10 for the recruitment of those who
would provide for the troops offers a good parallel. A population
of 40,000 would mean about 4,000 available untrained males of
fighting age from the ten tribes (including Gilead who was “on
alert”), more than a sufficient number to sustain a three-pronged
surprise attack (see below on 5:14–18) against an adversary with
900 chariots. Even if the Song of Deborah were pure fiction,
lacking any historical basis, the sizes of the forces and the gener-
al population were given a realistic ratio.

However, the much discussed #la “troop” could be an acro-
nym, rather than a number per se, in which the a = #wla or lya
“chief” (the #la var), the l = !ymjl = hmjlmh yvna “the
fighting men,” (Ps 35:1), and the p = !ydyqp “the officers” (2
Kgs 25:19); or the l = 30 = !yvlv = “the officers,” and the p =
ynlp “unnamed others” = “rank-and-file.” Lehmann (1972: 46–
51) noted that abbreviations, common in post-Biblical Hebrew,
have been spotted in a few biblical texts, like the ypv in Num
23:3, which Rudolph (BH3) and Greenstone (1939: 253) read as
an abbreviation for  hwhy yp ta lwa`l “to ask for a revelation.”
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    157 On the vocative l see Singer 1948: 1–10; Dahood 1966: 299–311;
1970: 407– 408; and Craigie 1972: 351; and on double-duty prepositions and
particles see Blommerde 1969: 25 and Dahood 1970: 429 – 444. Note Lindars’
(1995: 242) overly cautious reservation, “But there are no certain cases of
vocative lamed in Hebrew.” He translated the MT laer;c]yI yqeq]w ojl] yBili idio-
matically as “my thoughts turn to the commanders of Israel.” 

In light of these options, there is no need to follow Fewell and
Gunn (1990: 401) who still speak of 40,000 troops.

5:9a.  Respond to the call <W>ybl

MT ybl “my heart” has been problematic, as evidenced by the
many varied translations: “Hail to thee!” (Rabin 1955: 126),
followed by Richter (1963: 75); “Take heart” (Driver 1962–63:
9), followed by Craigie (1972a: 350–351) and Globe (1974:
503); “I notice” (Gray 1988: 431); “Be proud at heart” (NEB
1970); and “my heart beats fast” (JB 1966). The most convincing
interpretation has been Rabin’s proposal which associates ybl
with the Arabic greeting má$o “at thy service, hail to thee,” like
the German use of Latin Servus! But the association of wybl with
má$o, which definitely carries the idea of obedience as well as
service, would suggest the improbable, namely, that Deborah was
now making herself obedient to the militia. But in this context,
where she is already at their service, she is soliciting their re-
sponse and obedience to her. 

With the addition of the final vowel letter W, MT ybl can be
read as the 2mpl imperative of hbl “to respond” like the imper-
ative wy[b in Isa 21:12 (GKC 75u). Its cognate, cited by Lane
(1885: 2642) and Dozy (1927: II, 515) is Arabic£ª$o “répondre à
l’appel de quelqu’un, to respond.”

5:9a.  O leaders,157 . . . Praise Yahweh! hwhy wkrb . . . yqqwjl

MT ![b !ybdntmh “the ones summoned for the militia” may
be the appositional modifier of lar`y yqqwj “leaders of Israel,”
or the vocative l may do double-duty, indicating that the poet
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addressed the Israelite rank-and-file (!ybdntm) as well as the
leaders (!yqqwj). Either way, the summoned commanders or the
commanders and their summoned militia are indirectly urged
through the inclusio to praise Yahweh. The inclusio served as a
reminder that this was a “Yahweh war” to which the tribes were
being summoned. Deborah appears elsewhere only in 5:12 and
5:15 where, contrary to the MT vocalization, she is addressed in
the third person. J. Gray’s (1988: 431) interpretation should be
noticed for contrast with the one I present:

  The Song of the Well is significant for our understanding of the hammit-
nadde7 bîm in Judg 5:9, which we understand as those who truly proved
themselves leaders of the community, like ne7dîbê cammô in Ps 113:8 . . . .
Thus in Judg 5:9 we would find no reference to leadership or volunteering
for war, but to the notables of the various groups of the sacral community
who convened the assembly for the renewal of their solidarity on the cultic
occasion after the battle of the Qishon. Hence we translate v 9: “I notice the
leaders in Israel [/] Who proved themselves nobles among the people.”

IV. Mustering the troops: Ju 5:10–13

The difficulties inherent in these verses are well-illustrated by
Moore (1900: 172). Stuart (1976: 124, 129) offered no translation
of 5:10–11. The difficulty stems from the failure thus far to iso-
late correctly the limits of Deborah’s exhortation. Ju 5:10 is not
part of Deborah’s summons but a description of the responses to
her call-to-arms, thus marking a major transition in the poem. 

J. Gray (1988: 433–435) interpreted Ju 5:14–17 “as the gath-
ering of the various members of the community through their
representatives” to celebrate the victory at the Kishon. In support
of his thesis, Gray had to emend the MT in 5:14–18 as follows in
order to come up with the “headmen” who did or did not show up
to represent the tribes at the sacral assembly:

MT   Gray

            !vrv  !yrc
      qlm[b   ![b

^yrja   wyrja
      ^ymm[b      wymm[b

     rps fb`b fb`b
yr"c;wÒ   yrEc;wÒ
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      rkccyb rkccy
         rkccyw yltpnw

   @k    /nb]
yqqj  yrqj

       hml @dw    @dw
         twyna    hna

In agreement with Weiser, Gray asserted that “there is no
reference to the participation in the campaign of any but Zebulun
and Naphtali in v 18, which would accord with the prose account
of the campaign of Barak and Deborah in Judges 4.” He con-
cluded that of the ten tribes of the sacral community, only two
fought Sisera and four of the other eight tribes “were not able, or
chose not, to attend” even the sacral event celebrating the battle.

Lindars (1995: 241), similarly opting for a cultic interpreta-
tion, thought that this section of the poem included only verses
9–11, commenting,

The stanza functions as an expression of pride in the splendid response to
Deborah’s prophecy, which [response] in my view has just been indicated in
v. 8 [“the armed men of the cities came forth” ] . . . . These verses may well
be a liturgical addition, inviting celebration of the victory at cultic occa-
sions . . . . [or] a theme for constant praise, like the constant recitation of the
Shema (Deut 6:6–8).

What I identify as “the strategy of the forces,” Gray inter-
preted as “an assembly of the sacral community” and Lindars
labeled “a story to tell” at cultic occasions. The interpretation
presented below is quite different and requires far fewer emenda-
tions. Ju 5:10–13, in my opinion, tells of Israel’s mobilization for
battle, while Ju 5:14–18 deals with the strategy and actions of the
Israelites which precipitated Sisera’s counterattack. Far from
being a celebrative response to Deborah’s prophecy (the exact
content of which Lindars never specified), these verses deal with
the tribal response to Deborah’s summons for a militia. 

5:10a.  Riders on young she-asses twrjx twnta ybkr

This is the first element of the compound subject of wjyv
“they hastened.” Most translators have treated twrjx as a color,
with Albright (1961: 39) admitting, “the exact meaning of twrjx
eludes us, but it refers to a light color.” The NAB, JB, and NRSV
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read “white asses,” following Rashi (twnbl) and Medieval and
Modern Hebrew (Klein 1987: 545) which uses rjx for “white,”
in contrast to the Arabic .sa .har which denotes the yellowish-red
color of the desert (the .Sa .hara), as well as being “used of a camel
or she-ass in which there is white or red” (Burney 1918: 124).

The Akkadian emaram .sa-a.h-ra-am “a small or young don-
key” (CAD 16:183–185) may be the masculine counterpart of
twrjx twnta. Akkadian s.i.hru is generally considered the cog-
nate of ry[x “young.” Given the interchange of j and [ (e.g.,
qn[ “neck and qnj “to strangle”), rjx (= s.i.hru) here may be a
by-form of r[x “young.” The poet appears intent on depicting
the speed with which the militia was mobilized. A yearling or
older ass of any color would have speed and, although the tawny
ass is a prized animal today (Soggin 1981c: 87), a reference to
color seems less likely in a context of mobilization than a refer-
ence to the endurance of younger animals.

5:10b.  Those sitting on mules @ydk l[ ybvy

Although Burney’s emendation (1918: 122–125) of MT ybvy
@ydm l[ to bl l[ ybvy “let them recall it to mind” won no
recognition, his study of this Hebrew phrase and of the Greek
translations (lamphnw/n “covered chariots,” krithri,ou “making
judgments” or a “court of judgment,” and sune,drwn “council,
Sanhedrin”) remains an excellent survey of the issues.

Albright’s emendation (1968b: 44), <ry[> @ydm l[ yb`y “ye
who sit on caparisoned <male donkeys>,” is possible but equally
problematic. He cited Hillers’ oral proposal that @dm is a dissimi-
lated by-form of Ugaritic mdl “to saddle.” But this hypothesis
needs to be reconsidered in view of the proposal of Greenfield
(1964: 534) that, “Ugaritic mdl is . . . a metathesis of dml in the
technical usage known from Mishnaic Hebrew and Syriac . . .
and is another instance of consonantal change for differentiation
of meaning.” A development which would accommodate meta-
thesis and dissimilation (dml > ldm > @dm), while possible, is
unlikely. As for more recent conjectures, J. Gray’s emendation
(1988: 431) of the MT to !B;li l[' Wbyviy: “lay to heart,” which is
very similar to Burney’s wording, is not likely to gain general
acceptance either.
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    158 See J. Gray 1965: 232–235, for a discussion of the mariannu.

    159 See Soggin 1972: 133–134, 143–144, and references cited there. 

The A-text lamphnw/n, used also in the LXX at 1 Sam 26:5–7
for hlg[ “cart” (= MT lg[m “encampment”), may indicate a
Vorlage having @yrm instead of @ydm. The word @yrm is known
from the Ugaritic and the Egyptian myrn “chariot-warrior.”158 If
so, the @yrm here could mean “chariot-warrior” or “chariot,” just
as bkr can mean “chariot” (bWkrÒ) or “charioteer” (bK;r"). How-
ever, there is no evidence of Israelites with access to chariots
prior to their victory over Sisera. Thus, even if  lamphnw/n trans-
lated @yrm, it is not likely that @yrm was original.

Seale (1978: 54) proposed Arabic z;s “to settle in a place, to
be sedentary,” noting, “Both passages [vv. 6–7, 10] refer to three
groups of people: mountain travelers, pedestrians, and the settled
part of the population.” But Seale’s paraphrase, “those who are
settled,” disregards the l[ of the MT, which would have to mean
literally “those settled above the town” or “the hill people” or
“those settled about the province.” Were the text hnydm ybvy,
rather than @ydm l[ ybvy, the meaning could be “townspeople.”

O’Connor (1980: 222) proposed the emendation of @ydm to
@wdm, and translated 5:10bc, “You who rule over the Madon
realm. You who travel the Madon realm.” He found here a refer-
ence to the Madon mentioned in Josh 11:1 and 12:19. But the
MT of the Joshua texts is problematic, for the LXX B-text of
11:1 has basile,a Marrwn (against the A-text basile,a Madwn),
and both the A-text and B-text omit @wdm in 12:19, although they
have basile,a Sumown [A-text Samrwn] basile,a Marrwn in 12:20
for the MT @/arm] @/rm]vi &l,m,.159 

Moreover, a diversionary attack by Naphtali in the direction
of Merom is mentioned in Ju 5:18 (see below); but it seems
unlikely that the rulers of Madon (or Merom) would be addressed
here in 5:10, which deals with the mustering of the Israelite
militia. The Canaanite kings (5:3) were addressed in Deborah’s
exhortation, as well as the Israelites (5:9). But 5:10 is not part of
the exhortation, and any direct-address outside  the exhortation
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    160 See Birnbaum 1971: I, 143, plates 85–87, 162; and Naveh 1976: 47 and

fig. 9, no. 4–5. See also Delitzsch 1920: 114, §115.

and the dialogue in Sisera’s court (5:28–30) is not apparent. This
verse depicts the Israelite mobilization in response to Deborah’s
call. A summons to a Canaanite ruler in such a context is very
unlikely, even though the emendation of @ydm to @wrm is not.

Similar to O’Connor’s reading a place name is Schloen’s read-
ing (1993: 26) the MT @ydm yb`y as “yoše7be$ midya)n ‘you who sit
over [rule] Midian’,” noting that “the reading midya)n is support-
ed by the lack of plausible alternatives.” But a summons to Midi-
anite rulers fits this context of the Israelite mobilization no better
than a summons to Canaanite rulers. The better solution comes
by recognizing that Akkadian wa)šib kudani “mule rider” (CAD:
8:491) finds its counterpart in the @ydm l[ ybvy, once the m (m)

is emended to a k (k). A pre-LXX confusion of k and m, which
were differentiated in some scripts only by the small vertical
stroke on the upper left side of the m, would account for the
textual problems.160 According to Fensham (1963: 185–186),
Akkadian sirrimu “wild ass” and wadû or adû “donkey” became
loanwords in Aramaic (!rc and yd[). Akkadian kudan “mule”
could just as readily have been a loanword in Hebrew. The poet
may well have avoided using the common word drp “mule”
since this stem in Hebrew, like its Syriac cognate drP  , means
“to flee away” (Klein 987: 523), a most inappropriate con-
notation in an account describing Israel’s mobilization for battle.

This emendation has the support of the A-text lamphnw/n, the
Sahidic (translated as carrucas), and the Latin in lecticis “in a
carriage,” which (contra Burney 1918: 123) was more than a
translator’s guess. These variants reflect a Vorlage with @ydk, a
cognate of Arabic z;ªk “a camel saddle, a litter for a woman

(Hava 1915: 647) and z<Ñªk “carriage” (Dozy 1927, 2: 450). The

root z;ªk (used also for coupling oxen to a plow or for mixing

breeds of horses or animals) reflects the meaning found in the A-
text and the versions, supporting the emendation of MT @ydm to
@ydk. This cognate and the A-text, supported Michaelis’s trans-
lation “die auf den Wagen fahren” (cited by Kalkar, 1833: 25),
while the “breed mixing” supports my reading “mules.”
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    161 Note Mowinckel 1962: 283. On the use of the mule and ass, see Hoffner
1968: 36; Gadd, 1973: 220; Littauer and Crouwel 1979: 45–47, 65–67, 84,
139; and Ikeda 1982: 226, 230.

By reading  @ydk for @ydm, the synonymous parallelism “mule
riders” and “donkey riders” becomes transparent. Ordinarily in
Hebrew bvy does not mean “to ride, to mount,” although it was
so used in Syriac (e.g., )LMG l( btY). Its use here may reflect
Akkadian influence, and the singular @ydk could reflect the Akka-
dian plural kudani/e. But it is much more likely that @ydk is a col-
lective noun like the Syriac )rMX “asses” and the Hebrew bk,r,
“horsemen” (Isa 21:7; 22:6). The “donkey riders” may have been
the (donkey) caravaneers alluded to in 5:6, while the “mule
riders” could have been the leaders summoned by Deborah.161

5:10c.  Those walking along the road ^rd l[ yklhw

The “footmen” (^rd l[ yklh) may be the same as the “cara-
vaneers” (twbytn yklh) mentioned in 5:6. A clear distinction
was made between pedestrians and riders. One Akkadian text, for
example, noted that “the mighty go [i.e., are carried] on chairs,
the assistants on . . . , the rank and file on mules, [but] I [go] on
foot” (CAD: 16: 182b). The Hebrew ^rd l[ yklh probably
represent the rank-and-file responding to Deborah’s summons in
contrast to the wealthier mule riders. The footmen are mentioned
again in 5:15b, “dispatched with his footmen along the tributaries
was Reuben” (with a hint of Reuben’s lower social status, noted
in Gen 49:4 and Deut 33:6). The conjunction  kai. of yklhw is
lacking in the LXX MSS MNdptvyb2 , suggesting that it is sec-
ondary. Perhaps the w should be placed as a vowel letter after the
h since yklwh instead of yklhw would improve the syllable bal-
ance of this section of the poem, changing it slightly from
22:20:21:14:14:21 to 21:20:21:14:14:21 (see above, page 95).

5:10e–11a.  Hastening on mountain roads !<y>lqm wjy`

Burney’s (1918: 125–129) historical review of the interpreta-
tion of this  line could lead one to despair that all viable options
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for a satisfactory interpretation have been exhausted. Richter
(1963: 76) noted, “V 11 ‘von der Stimme der Wasserverteiler
zwischen den Trankrinnen’ hat viel Kopfzerbrechen gemacht.”
Lindars (1995: 289–290) highlighted the improbability of ever
relating the Vulgate (ubi collisi sunt currus, et hostium suffocatus
est exercitus ibi, “where the chariots were dashed together and
the army of the enemies was choked there”) to the MT. But the
collisi = $[r for MT $xj; the currus = @xh (Ezek 23:24, KJV)
also for $xj; suffocatus = qnj for $xj; with hostium reflecting
the !yba in MT !ybavm; and exercitus = ![ = MT !v, with the
doublet ibi = !v. Similar confusion of [ and x, of [ and `, and
of r and j have been cited by Delitzsch (1920: 110, 116, 119).

Thus, the text is not hopelessly corrupt. Instead of reading jyv
I “to muse, to sing out” (Müller 1969: 361), the vocable jyv III
“to hasten, to run”—the cognate of theArabic 10H and the

related 1G0H “light, agile, swift (used of an ass)” or the by-form
Ñ0H “to go quickly” (Lane 1872: 1511, 1514)—can be recog-

nized. Related also are the Egyptian s.hs.h, s.hs, and s.hee.h, all
meaning “to hasten or to run” (Erman and Grapow 1897: 3:
472–474; Faulkner 1962: 243). Hebrew vwj and Akkadian .hâšu
“to hurry, make haste” may be metathetic variants of  1G0H and

s.hs.h; but they may be simply similar onomatopoeic verbs. Sellin
and Richter’s (1963: 76) emendation to wvyj is therefore un-
necessary. Seale’s translation (1978: 49, 55), “Talk about it [‘the
mighty deeds of Yahweh’] louder than the splashing at the well-
head where the buckets are lowered and raised,” based on the
Arabic root R8O7 “to stir, to dash water,” is a very lengthy and

misleading paraphrastic gloss.
The Himyaritic text CIH 418: 1 (CIS 4: 1: 100) provides the

real clue. It reads in part, abs absm lkw @tlqnm lk “all the
mountain roads and every mountain pass [which] he has made”
(Jamme 1962: 33–34). The collocation of the nouns lqnm and
absm closely approximates the occurrence of !lwqm (taking the

! from the following word) and @yba`m in 5:11. With very little

change to the MT, !lqm (!liq]nÒm' > !liQ]m') can be restored and
read as the adverbial accusative, cognate with Arabic qhxs “a
mountain road” (fromqhªw “to transport, to convey,” which sug-
gests a “caravan route”) and South Arabic mnql ( = !ylqm). 
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5:11a.  Hurrying between !yba`m @yb !yxxj
    the mountain passes

Hoppe (1991: 307) noted that the Hebrew here is uncertain.
The appeal to the lexicon of musical terms for understanding the
MT !yxxjm, as reflected in most translations (RSV “musicians,”
NEB “players,” NAB “harpers,” Boling [1975: 110], following
Albright [1922: 81], “cymbals,” J. Gray [1977: 219], following
Weiser, “at the voice of the women singing antiphonally”) has
been misdirected. Deborah summoned a militia, not a military
band. Because the verse deals with mobilization, not celebration,
a non-musical derivation of !yxxjm is more probable.

Attaching the ! of !yxxjm to the previous word restores the
qal participle !yxxj, which is in synonymous parallelism with
wjyv “they hastened.” The stem $xj is attested in Arabic, which
is especially rich in onomatopoeic terms for fast movement. In
addition to 10H and 1G0H, noted above, are -,/ and -0,/,
NªK/ and N0K/, as well as =/=/, all meaning “to hurry or

run quickly” (Lane 1865: 512, 533, 580). In a context of a mobi-
lization, $xj probably had the same meaning as NK/ and its

synonyms. The collocation of $xj “to hurry” and jyv “to has-
ten, to move quickly,” has parallels in Arabic usage as well.

Hebrew !yba`m is a metathetic variant of South Arabic msbc

“iter aquae, canalis” (Conti Rossini 1931: 193), or related to
Hebrew and Aramaic abs “to drink,” or a variant of South Ara-
bic and Arabic "$Cs “mountain road, mountain pass” (Lane 1872:
1287b; Jamme 1962: 33). Either meaning fits the context of a
mobilized militia hurrying between the mountain passes (@yb
!ybavm), or from one watering station (!ybacm @yb) to another.
This is another example of the poet’s using double entendre.

5:11b.  where victories of Yahweh hwhy twqdx wnty !v
  would be given

Although Dahood (1966b: 81) proposed to equate !v here
and elsewhere with the El Amarna šumma “behold, see how,” in
this verse !v is the equivalent of the prosaic !v rva. The verb
wnty has generally been read as an Aramaism, probably from hnt
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     162 For twqdx “victories,” note Boling 1975: 110 and the NEB. Compare

the comments of McKenzie (1968: 27–28) on qdx in Isa 41:2, used in refer-

ence to Cyrus. Seale (1962: 345), on the basis of Arabic j;L “the quality of a
blade or lance when it is straight, unbent, and perfect in every way . . . ,” sug-
gested that “the rightness of vs. 11 is the practice of open-handed hospitality.”
But hospitality is not a theme of this song, save for Yael’s giving Sisera his last
drink. Seale’s proposal (1978: 55) to read twrzp “generosity” (from the root rzp
= rzb “to scatter, distribute”) for MT @wzrp would be attractive, in light of Dn

11:24 (rzby), were this poetic line a part of the post-battle scene rather than of

the pre-battle mobilization.

(Syriac yNt), cognate of Ugaritic .tny “to say, to repeat,” Arabic

£xª+ “to praise,” and Hebrew hnv “to repeat.” But wnty is better

read as a rare qal passive ( WnT]yU) of @tn (GKC 53u ; BDB 681b).
The plural bound noun, hwhy twqdx “the victories of Yahweh,”
is its subject (GKC 87m–p).

5:11c.  the victories of his larcyb wnzrp t<w>qdx
  two warriors in Israel

The meaning of @wzrp “warrior” (not “peasantry”) has been
discussed above (pages 117–119). Here attention need only be
given to the form of wnzrp. It could be scriptio defectiva for

wynwzrp, a plural noun referring to Deborah, Barak, and Yael, or

to the hwhy ![ and the combatants in general. But in this context,
where Deborah and Barak were singled out as the leaders (or
Deborah and Yael as the heroines in terms of the poem as a
whole), the noun could well be a dual to be vocalized wnEz orÒPi. The

same form occurs with the wjry (= wjerÒy") “two months” of the
Gezer Calendar (Cross and Freedman 1952: 46–47). 

The Arabic j;Ks Ö> “one who is courageous [in a charge or
assault]” or a “brave fighter” (Lane 1872: 1669a; Hava 1915:
393) is helpful for understanding qdx in a military context or in

a war ballad.162 In battle qdx was the term for courage and arms,
whereas in peace it was used for compassion and alms. The fre-
quent synonymous parallelism of qdx and [vy, as in Isa 45:8,
51:5, and 62:1, is also noteworthy.
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5:11d.  The very storms hwhy ![m yr[cl wdry
   from Yahweh

This line has traditionally been translated, “Then down to the
gates went the people of Yahweh,” which led Lindars (1995:
248) to conclude, “In my view it [5:11] not only intrudes badly
into the sequence of the thought, but also relates to the problems
of v. 13, which suggests that it is a misplaced gloss.” But the
verse need not be rejected as a gloss—or rejected as a “marginal
variation” of 5:13a, as proposed earlier by Burney (1918: 130),
nor transposed to 5:12c, as proposed by G. A. Smith (1912: 87).

As argued below, the Israelite militia did not move to or from
the gates of any city. The attacks made by Naphtali toward
Merom and by Asher against Abu Hawam (5:17b–18), were not
against city gates. The military campaign was an ambush along
the wadi and was coordinated with attacks along the seacoast.
Thus, the MT vocalization and traditional translation is unlikely.

The noun r[` is not r[v “gate” but r[c “rain storm” (not to
be confused with the etymologically related feminine noun hr[s
“wind storm”). Snaith (1975: 116–117) argued that !yr[c in
Deut 32:2 (“may my speech condense like the dew; like !yr[c
upon the grass, like !ybybr on new growth”)

is not ‘small rain’ (AV, RV, JWM) nor ‘gentle rain’ (RSV), nor ‘fine rain’
(NEB), nor even ‘showers’ (JB, JPS). It means ‘the storm rain’, ‘the heavy
soaking rain’, and the root is r[c II = r[s . . . (and) this explanation is as
old as Rashi.

In support of Rashi and Snaith’s identification, Isa 28:2, “like a
downpour of hail, a destructive rain storm (bfq r[c), like a
torrent of water in overwhelming floods” can be cited as another
example. Behind MT yr[v in Ju 5:11 is this same r[c, requiring
the shift of v to c. It alludes to the storms implicit in 5:20.

In view of the poet’s use elsewhere of an intervening preposi-
tion or an enclitic ! in a construct chain (!yrh !Aym in 5:4–5 and
@ydk l[ ybvy and ^rd l[ yklh in 5:10), the MT ![ !yr[vl is
similarly the plural construct yr[c followed by the compound
preposition ![m (BDB 768). The prefixed l is an emphatic l,

which appears again in 5:25, !yrydal #sb “in a truly magnifi-
cent goblet” (discussed below, page 211).
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5:12a  The troops of Deborah hrwbd yrE/[ yrI/[
   roused themselves

(See above, pages 22–23.)

More than the many variant readings in the LXX A-text tradi-
tion, the inundation of imperative forms in 5:12–13 makes these
verses suspect as they are vocalized and traditionally translated.
The MT has seven imperatives, perhaps nine if the repeated dry
was intended as an imperative. If one follows the suggestion of
Burney (1918: 120–122) or P. D. Miller (1973: 93–94, citing an
oral communication of Cross) to restore the LXX doublets to the
Hebrew text, then eleven of the twenty-two words of the tricolon
would be imperatives. Although the poet had a tendency to be
repetitive (wldj “they ceased” occurs three times in 5:6–7), only
five imperatives were used in Deborah’s entire exhortation, in-
cluding the incipit and the inclusio. Reading here from seven to
eleven imperatives is most likely a misreading of the text.

Furthermore, there is no indication of who issued all these
commands to Deborah and Barak. P. D. Miller (1973: 94, 99),
followed by Ackerman (1975: 10), suggested that the “angel of
Yahweh” (mentioned thirteen verses later in MT 5:23 and in a
LXX variant of 4:8) issued them. But these texts have their own
problems (see Burney 1918: 89), and the “angel of Yahweh” may
not be original in either 4:8 or 5:23. 

The options available for handling these imperatives are (a)
we could transpose verses 12–13 to precede 5:1 or 5:3, trans-
forming 12–13 into an explanation of Deborah’s motivation, or
(b) we might read the MT independently of exegetical tradition
and utilize a larger lexicon than has been traditionally been used.
The latter option proved to be productive.

The original poetic line of 5:12a (with scriptio defectiva)
probably looked like this,

.rbd r[ rw[ hrbd r[ yr[
At first glance, as Hackett (1985: 27) noted, this approximates
the triple use of yrw[ in Isa 51:9, “Awake, awake, put on
strength, O arm of the Lord; awake as in days of old.” But here in
Ju 5:12a, the poet utilized aural coherence and alliteration rather
than straight repetition.

The first word, yr[ ( = yrI/[), is from rw[ I “to arouse,” and
should be  read as an  infinitive absolute having  the  force  of a
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    163 Compare Cohen 1975: 14–16, and references cited there.

finite verb (or with an ellipsis of the finite verb), as in 5:2
([rpb) and possibly in 5:8 (!jl). Moran (1965: 67–68) argued
that yrsa in Gen 49:11 and yrdan in Ex 15:6 are infinitives end-
ing in î, like those in the Jerusalem and Byblos Amarna letters.163

The yrw[ here can be added to his short list of this archaic form.

The second and fifth words, r[ (= yrE/[) “the troops of ” (see

pages 22–23) is based on the doublet muridaj and meta laou,
which reflect a Hebrew rw[, a cognate of the Arabic @"` “a num-
erous army or body of men” (Lane 1887: 2307). It refers to the
combatants from the ten tribes (or possibly twelve, see below on
5:13a). This word appears in Num 31:10, !tb`wmb !hyr[  lk
“all their hosts in their encampments.” 

Hence, the muridaj and meta laou doublet does not require a
different Vorlage like the ![ twbbr yry[h suggested by Meyer
(in BHS) or hbbr yrw[ suggested by Tov (1978: 231). Like
Burney’s reconstructed text (see page 23), Lindars’ (1995: 290)
“consensus text of A AI AII OL Ver” is inaccurate and his con-
clusion that “It seems likely that ![b (^m[b) and z[b (^z[b) are
substitutes for ryv in the damaged Hebrew [Vorlage] . . . ,” is
way off target. The feminine hrbd “governor, leader” stands in
parallelism with the masculine rbd “pursuer” (discussed next).

5:12b.  to rout the troops of the pursuer  rbedo yrEw o[ [y]rWE['

Deborah’s summons-to-battle mobilized a sizeable militia,
and the poet chose what is now a rare word, producing a
heightened effect through assonance and alliteration, to express
that fact. By deleting the y of the third yrw[ of the MT, rw[ (the
fourth word in the line) can be read as the picel infinitive rWE[' “to
overwhelm, to raid,” a cognate of Arabic@Ñ` “he routed, he made
a sudden attack” and of É@"` “a hostile incursion” (Lane 1887:
2306–2308, forms [2] and [6]) and South Arabic cyr “to  rout, to
destroy”  (Conti Rossini  1931: 215a;  Jamme 1962: 72a, 147a).
This verb was noted by S.  R. Driver (1913b: 217) in 1 Sam

28:16, ^r[ yhyw “he became your enemy,” but he opted to emend
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    164 This doublet seemingly reflects the qrb !wq ryv and qrb ryv yrbd (as
if yrbd = hwrbd as yrc = hrc). But as noted in the discussion on 5:1, kai.
e vni ,scuson( Debbwra( to.n Barak is a remote doublet for  qrb hrwbd r`tw
of 5:1. Compare Tov (1978: 231–232) who was uncertain whether kai.
e vni ,scuson( Debbwra( to.n Barak was a gloss or a doublet which “may reflect
a variant qzj, as many commentators believe, or an exegetical rendering of

!wq. . . .” In my opinion, it is unmistakably a remote doublet.

it to ^rx or ^[r (see BDB 786a). The stem is attested in Jer

15:8, “I have made destruction and terror (twlhbw ry[) fall upon
them suddenly” (RSV “anguish and terror”) and Hos 11:9, “I will

not come to destroy (ry[b awba alw).”
The MT ryv yrbd has been interpreted in light of Deut 31:30,

hryvh yrbd . . . h`m rbdyw, “then Moses spoke the words of
this song,” or 2 Sam 22:1, with David as the singer. But the

doublet in the A-text of 5:12, (a) evniscu,wn evxani,staso ( = ryv
!wq  of 5:12) and (b) kai. evni,scuson( Debbwra( to.n Barak ( = the

qrb hrwbd rvtw of 5:1), reflects a early dissociation of yrbd
ryv from rbd “word” and ryv “to sing.”164

For reasons already stated (see above on 5:1), ryv “to sing” is
suspect in this part of the poem which describes the mobilization
of the militia. The imperative is also suspect since five of the six

words here are pointed as imperatives. Therefore, MT ryv yrbd
has been redivided to ryviy: rbeDo, with rbeDo, the sixth word of 5:12,

meaning “the pursuer” (i.e., the counterattacking Sisera). The

reconstructed ryviy: becomes the yqtl preterit of rwv/ryv “to go
forth, to march forth.” 

The root rbd “to pursue” is a cognate of Syriac Rvd “to drive,

to subdue” and of Akkadian duppuru/dubburu (Klein 1987: 113).
Dahood (1970: 225) also noted the use of this stem in Lam 5:9

(rB;dÒ Mih' br,j, = “the sword of the pursuer” [for the NRSV “the
sword in the wilderness”]) and in Pss 2:5; 18:48; 38:13; 47:4;
109:2; and 119:161. This reading of 5:12b restores the wordplay

of hrwbd yrE/[ yrI/[ and rbedo yrE/[ rWE['. (Globe [1975b: 172]
saw here only a pun on Deborâ and dabberî “songstress”). This

use of  rw[ with its several different meanings is another example
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    165 See Cross 1973: 95, note 19, and references cited there.

of alliteration in the poem, like the threefold rb[ in 2 Sam 19:

18, . . .rybi[]l; hr'b'[]h' hr'b.[' “the ferry ferried to ferry over. . . .” 

5:12c.  Barak made prepartions to attack qrb !wq ryvy
(See above, pages 23–24.)

The A-text doublet (discussed above under 5:1 and 5: 12b)
dissociated ryv from the verb “to sing.” Whereas the A-text
doublets read it as hrv or rrv “to strengthen, to prevail,” it is
more likely the stem rwv /ryv “to move out, to attack,” which, in

light of the Arabic ?á$lo! ?áCo! “military expeditions” (Lane 1872:

1484b),  can have a military nuance . In the context of mobiliza-
tion, !wq can mean “to attack,” an ellipsis for hmjlml !wq “to
arise for battle” (as in Obadiah 1 “Arise ye, and let us rise up
against her in battle”).165 On the collocation of rwv “to attack”
and !wq “to attack,” Ps 92:12 should be noted, “My eyes have
seen the downfall of my attackers (yrwv), my ears have heard [the
downfall of ] my evil assailants (!y[rm yl[ !ymqb).” 

However, the restored ryvy, with the initial y being a part of
the stem rather than a 3ms prefix, is a hiphcîl perfect, the cognate
of Arabic ?CÜ “to prepare” as in the expression rè(hpo !?Cá' “they
prepared themselves to fight” (Lane 1893: 2976c). As a partici-
pant in the Israelite mobilization against Sisera, Barak made
preparation to attack and to capture prisoners.

J. Gray (1988: 433, note 33) proposed adding an a and
switching v to c so that the MT ryv becomes “captives” (i.e.,
ryc<a> for rysa or !yrysa): “[Deborah,] rouse thyself, lead thy
train (dabbe) rî) of captives ( ja)s'îr) [sic].” This is quite similar to

my reading rvtw in 5:1 as the equivalent of ryvatw. But there
are problems with “lead thy train” (5:12a) since there is no “thy”
and no “train,” perhaps only a feminine imperative, yrbd “lead
(a retreat)!” The Arabic cognate ?ª#< means “to follow behind the

back, to turn the back”; and in form [4] it means “to retreat, to
retire,” with the noun É?ª#< meaning “a defeat” (Lane 1867: 844,

846).
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5:12c.  Ben Abinoam (prepared)   ![nyba @b !ybv hbvw
  to take prisoners

By reading hbvw as the second sequential infinitive (GKC
75n) following ryvy “he prepared,” a synonymous parallel to
!wq is restored. Instead of the a–b / at–c–bt schema of the tradi-
tional interpretation, 5:12 can now be scanned a–b–c/ bt–d–ct.
Since the verbs in 5:12 are not imperatives, the suffix of MT

^ybv “thy prisoners” is troublesome. The emendation of a k (k)
to a ! (m) is required here as in 5:10 where @ydk “mule” must be
read for MT @ydm (see pages 149–151). Unlike Ju 4:16 and the
Deuteronomic accounts of war in Joshua, the Song of Deborah
makes no reference to the total destruction (!rj) of the enemy.

5:13a. the caravan leader went out !yrydal dyrc dry
   against the nobles

 The difficulty over !yrydal dyrc dry (which Rashi under-
stood to mean “then ruled a remnant among the mighty of the
nations”) led Kittel in BH3 and Meyer in BHS to emend the MT
to !yrydab larcy dry “Israel descended with the nobles.” They
provided the problematic notation “(sic GBC)” even though the B-
text has kate,bh kata,leimma toi/j ivscuroi/j “went down a remnant
for the mighty ones.” By way of contrast, Stuart (1976: 125,
134), following Cross, deleted dry and read dyrv as a shaphcel,
translating “then bring them down, O mighty ones.” On the basis
of Arabic <?D “to weave a coat of mail,” Seale (1962: 346; 1978:
56–57) saw a reference here to a mail-clad Sisera (like Saul in 1
Sam 17:38) and the !yryda “skin-clad ones” (like Esau in Gen
25:25, r[c trdak “like a hairy mantle”).

The proposal of Chaney (1976: 14), cited by O’Connor (1980:
224), to view dyrc as the border-town in Zebulun mentioned in
Josh 19:10 and 12, which was centrally located for Israel’s mo-
bilization, is attractive. However, though the personal name
Sered is known from Ugaritic bn . srd (UT 452: 1794) and is
found in Gen 46:14 and Num 26:20, there are reservations about
a place name Sarid since the LXX (Lagardiana), the Syriac, and
the Old Latin translators read dwdv (= Shadud) in Josh 19, which
has been  identified  with Tell Shadud. Contra Nacaman (1990:
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425), I concur with Boling (1982: 442) that dwdv, not dyrc, was
in the original text of Josh 19.

Stager’s (1988: 226) observation that dry “has an adversative
force in this poem” was on target, but his translation, “Then the
fugitives went down against the [enemy] nobles,” is off course.
His interpretation requires the singular dyrc to be read as a col-
lective or plural, and then “the villagers” (who formed the “mili-
tia of Yahweh” and were addressed in 5:31a as the “lovers” of
Yahweh) become the “fugitives”—even though the defeated Sis-
era is the only fugitive otherwise mentioned.

J. C. de Moor (1993: 486–490), using a methodology similar
to the one employed in this study, discovered the names of Judah

and Levi hidden in this verse. He divided dyrIc; into two words
and, with the addition of  four vowel letters and one consonant,
read the verse as

 !yrIyDIa'l] hd;w oy yrec; WdrÒy: za'
!yrIw oBGIB' ywIle dr'y: hw:hyÒ ![i

“then the princes of Yôdah descended to the dignitaries,

 with YHWH descended Levi with heroes.” 

The dy of dyrIc; becomes the name hd:WhyÒ, which in this one in-
stance would have the plene spelling hdwy, compared to the other
800 occurrences of hdwhy. Given this ratio of dy/hdwy to hdwhy,
de Moor’s comment is not surprising, “the unusual spelling of
the name of Judah confused the copyist,” who compressed the
confusing dy yr` into the more enigmatic dyyr` /dyr`.

However, since normative plene spelling for the entire poem
requires the addition of only fifteen vowel letters, the addition of
five letters in this one verse is a bit suspicious. Two of the re-
stored vowel letters could be eliminated by reading the singular
“the prince (of) Yôda)h descended,” in parallelism with the re-
stored singular ywIle dry “Levi descended.” But this would suggest
an elevated status for Judah or its prince, and make Judah’s dis-
appearance from the tradition all the more surprising.

Even though de Moor conjectured, “A spelling like yôda)h
might be expected to have existed in ancient Israel,” yôda)h would
have been spelled simply as dy in the original pre-Davidic ortho-
graphy. The ambiguous dy could also be the contracted hophcal
jussive yûd “may he be praised,” a variant of the uncontracted
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     166 Note Albright’s (1927: 175) statement, “Y ehûd was evidently the form
employed commonly by pre-exilic Jews in everyday language, and was still used
by Aramaic-speaking Jews after the exile, as we know from the Aramaic portions
of Daniel and Ezra . . . .” On the meaning of the name of Judah, see Millard 1974:
216–218.

    167 See Ziegler 1957: 176. The stem dwr / hdr “to assist, to support” occurs
in Hos 12:1, “but Judah still puts (his) trust (dr) in God,” and Ju 7:24, “ Give
help (wdr) in confronting the Midianites.” For the cognates see GKC 77a ; Lane
1872: 1063c; Dozy 1927: 2: 521a; and Jamme 1962: 70a.

ye7hûd. It could then be argued that dy should be read as “Jude,”
which by coincidence would make the archaic spelling of Judah
similar to the hdwy /adwy of Graeco-Roman times. Given the am-
biguity of consonantal dy ( = yûd, yad, yiddô, etc.), it is easy to
see why the uncontracted form dhy ( ye7 hûd) would have become
normative. If the MT dyrIc ; is to be divided to read dy r`, the dy
should probably be vocalized as yûd or yûdâ. (On reading the MT
yl as wl or wyl or ywl, see below, under 5:13b.) The interpretation
of de Moor merits attention, but it must be considered in light of
the following alternatives.166

In the earlier version of this study, I concurred with Cross and
Stuart in reading a shaphcel here and proposed the stem dwr (=
ddr) “to assist” in light of Arabic and South Arabic cognates.
This had the support of Symmachus’s rendering of wdry !ynhkh
in Jer 5:31 as oi iereij sunepiscusan autoij, “the priests joined
in giving strength to them.”167 While the translation, “the truly
noble ones went down to assist,” still remains possible, Soggin’s
proposal (1981c: 88) that dyrv “could be an unknown military
technical term, as the parallelism [![ “militia”] suggests,” seems
more likely, even more so than finding the names of Judah and
Levi hidden in this verse. In this section, which deals with the
mustering of the troops (5:10–13), the names of the tribal par-
ticipants do not appear. Tribal names are restricted to 5:14–18.

Although not strictly a military term like the Cezraq and
Ca,raka in the Septuagint of 1 Kgs 15:20 and 1 Kings 21:12, cited
by Finet (1963: 191) as Akkadian words for “places-fortes” and
“machine de siège,” the MT dyr` can be equated with  the Ak-
kadian sa)rid “Eseltreiber, Packmeister, caravan leader, ânier”
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    168 Another Akkadian technical term has been noted by Pope (1965: 177),

namely, “ The word ‘Tarshish’ is derived from an Akkadian word meaning ‘re-
finery’ or ‘smelter’ and was applied by the Phoenicians to their mining colonies
in Spain and North Africa and on the island of Sardinia.”

    169 See Albright 1968b: 62–63 for a discussion on the Egyptian cmy-c “cara-
van leader” and the quasi-military role of the cmy-c.

(Larsen 1967: 79–80).168 This would permit a quasi-military role
for Barak, since the caravan leader was responsible for caravan
security.169 This removes Barak from the domain of the military
establishment and helps to explains his reticence to command a
militia. Caravan security was one thing, but warfare was another
matter. Barak’s forte was trade and travel, not combat and battle.

The poet’s casting Barak in the role of “Packmeister” (perhaps
part of the strategy of deception for a successful mobilization)
fits in well with the other caravan motifs in 5:7 (warriors [cara-
van guards?] disappeared), 5:10 (she-asses and mules), 5:19
(spoils of silver = caravan currency), 5:30 (dyed and embroidered
cloth = caravan merchandise), plus the mention in 4:11 of the
!yn[xb @wla “oak of the caravaneers” (Soggin 1981c: 66). As a
caravan leader, Barak need not have been a well-known or
powerful international traveler since, as Larsen (1967: 80) noted,

. . . the sa)ridum is always connected with regular hire . . . . To my know-
ledge there is only once case of a sa)ridum receiving a working-capital . . . .
the sa)ridu)  are anonymous. Finally there is reason to believe that the sa)ridum
in many cases followed the caravan only on part of the journey, or that he
was hired en route, perhaps to be of help to the caravan on certain stretches.

Stuart (1976: 134) read the l of  !yrydal as a vocative l, but
this is unnecessary once dyrc is taken to be the subject of dry .

The l here has the force of l[ “against” (as in Ju 9:25, 16:2,

etc.). The !yryda “nobles” are the same people addressed in the

exhortation as !yklm and !ynzr, i.e., the enemy nobility (as in Jer

25:34; 2 Chron 23:30; and Neh 10:30). The use of dyrc and dry
is another example of the poet’s fondness for aural coherence,

noted elsewhere with tae and ta,, t/jrÒao and t/jr:a?, *DÒ[]x'B] and

*t]axeB], lae and !yhi Ola>, yrIw o[ and yrEw o[, and rbew oD and hr:w obDÒ.
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    170 The heavenly warriors appear in Enoch and the Talmud, as well as in the

Qumran scrolls. See P. D. Miller 1973: 245, note 219, for references.

5:13b. They were accompanied !yrwbgb < W>yl
    by (heavenly) warriors

Following the B-text and the notes in BH3 and BHS, MT yl is
commonly changed to wl. By contrast, Stuart (1976: 134) deleted
the y and the following preposition b and read the l as another
vocative (“O Warriors”). However, one need not delete anything;
rather, an addition is required. As noted (on page 162), de Moor
(1993: 486), supported by the MT and the B-text, read the yli or

w ol as the name ywIle, thereby bringing the number of tribal partici-
pants against Sisera up to twelve; namely, Asher, Benjamin, Dan,
Ephraim, Gilead, Issachar, Levi, Machir, Naphtali, Reuben,
Yôda)h, and Zebulun. (As indicated, de Moor’s proposal cannot
be dismissed lightly; but presently I remain doubtful.)

However, using the same basic methodology, I propose the

following alternative reading. MT yl (B-text wl) is not a name

but a verb lacking the 3mpl suffix, like ybl in 5:9 and !jl in

5:8. When read as wyl, the verb can be parsed as a qal passive of

hwl, a cognate of Ugaritic ly (lwy) “to escort” (Driver 1956: 159),

Syriac )wL “to accompany, to follow” (J. Payne Smith 1903:

236), and Akkadian lawû “to escort” (AHW 1: 540–541). The
!yrwbg are most likely the same as the !ym` yrwbg in 1QH iii:

35–36. The !ybkwk170 “the star (warriors)” which appear in 5:20
(“From the heavens fought the stars, from their stations they
fought against Sisera”) have been mobilized along with the
Israelite militia.

V. Strategy of the forces (Part I): Ju 5:14–15a

5:14a.  Hastening through Amalek qlm[b !< y>vrv

MT !vrv and qlm[b have been very problematic. A variety
of emendations have been suggested over the years, including:
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qm[b wvrv  “they tore (?) to the valley”
          (G. A. Smith 1912: 87);

qm[b wkvm  “they spread out in the vale”
          (Burney 1918: 133);

qm[b rv rv “storm, storm into the valley” 
         (Albright, 1922: 77);

qm[b !yrc wrv “princes went forth into the valley” 
         (Richter 1963: 401);

qm[b drv   “bring them down into the valley”
          (Stuart 1976: 135);

qm[b !yrc  “princes were in the valley”
         (JB and NAB);

!klm [!][bv wrv “brechen siebzig melakim auf”
          (Rose 1976: 447);

qm[b !yrc wrv “the captains arrived at the  valley”
          (Soggin 1981c: 82).

Without emending the consonantal MT, O’Connor (1980:
224) revocalized the phrase to read, “they root them out of
Amaleq.” This would be an attractive solution but for the fact
that, as evidenced in 5:17–21, the fighting took place in Jezreel,
along the sea coast, and in the vicinity of Merom—not in the
region of Amaleq. G. R. Driver (1962–1963: 10) appealed to the
Arabic E?H “he was ill-natured” and E?H! “he was bold or

daring in battle” (Lane 1872: 1532), and translated “men of
Ephraim were showing a bold face in the plain” (cf. NEB).
Driver sensed the poet’s intent as evidenced in the triplet he of-
fered for ^yrjal: “(hurrying) to thy rear (to join thee).” But the
idea of hurrying comes from the text, not the context. It is found
in the correct interpretation of  !vrv.

Without emending the text, Craigie (1970: 83–86; 1972: 352)
appealed to the Egyptian root srs “to have command (of a corps)”
and the Hebrew !yvlv “officer” and translated, “officers (go
down) into the valley.” This has been adopted by Lindars (1995:
210, 253). But the reading here of vrv for the widely attested
vlv (i.e., the Hittite šalliš = ša  raba%ti) and pulling the verb from
5:13 are difficult options, though not impossible. 

Craigie’s appeal to an Egyptian loanword was certainly a
move in the right direction. However, the loanword was not srs
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    171 See Gardiner 1911: 20, note 9 (Anastasi I, 18: 5). On the subject of
Egyptian–Hebrew parallels, see Yahuda 1933; 1947: 83–90; Gilula 1967: 114;

W. G. Simpson 1969: 128–131; and Williams 1975: 231–253.

    172 Compare Bowman’s argument (1972–1973: 89) that “Ju 5:14 according
to the MT . . . may reflect a late smear tactic against Ephraim.” To the contrary,
the verse contains a complimentary wordplay, praising Ephraim.

      173 1125 B.C.E. is the probable date for Gideon’s campaign, based on a date
at the end of the twelfth century for the destruction of the temple of El Berith at
Shechem, which was the work of Gideon’s son, Abimelek (Ju 9:42–49). See

but šrš “schnell sein, herbeieilen (zur Hilfe)”171 (Erman and
Grapow 1897: 4: 529). The poet probably intended a wordplay
on the name !yIr"p]a,, associating it with arp “to be quick” or rpa
(= Arabic ?ªc!) “to be quick, to be active.” The recruits from

!yIr"p]a, (= !yrIp]ao “the fast ones”) would be the !yvrv “speedy
ones.”172 Moffat’s translation (1922: 276), “wheeling from Eph-
raim into the glen,” which was similar to that of G. A. Smith
(1912: 87), was on target for the participle !vrv ( = !yvrv).

Few contemporary scholars, aside from Schloen (1993: 27),
have argued for the integrity of MT qlm[b. Globe (1975b: 171)
who supposedly offered a “literal” translation read qm[ “valley”
for qlm[: “From Ephraim [officers (?) came into the valley],”
and Amalek was recognized only in a footnote. But Cazelles
(1974: 235–238) had correctly argued for the integrity of the MT
Amalek, noting along with lectio difficilior that Ju 12:15 asso-
ciates Ephraim with the Amalekite hill country. As Payne (1983:
163–172) argued for a Midianite presence in Ephraim, Edelman
(1986: 71–84) offered a good case for an Amalekite presence in
the hills of western Samaria down to the time of Saul.

The poet’s use of Amalek may help date the composition of
the poem. Amalekites exercised control over the hill country (as
opposed to there being an Amalekite “enclave” there) only after
the death of Ramesses III (1166 B.C.E.) until their defeat at the
hands of Gideon (detailed in Judges 6–7), perhaps around 1125.
If the Song of Deborah was composed during the period of
1160–1125, it would be quite natural for the area known later as
the “hill country of Ephraim” to be referred to as “the land of the
Amalekites,” similar to the use of “Canaan” in Josh 22:10–11.173
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Bright 1981: 180, note 85). Kraft (1962a: 394) dated Gideon to the second half
of the eleventh century, as did Landes (1962: 102). Compare Ahlström (1977:
287–288; 1993: 379–381), who argued that the poem was composed long after
the event it celebrates—at a time when Judah was not part of Israel.

   174  In contrast to the conclusions in this study, compare Kallai’s unaccept-
able conclusion (1978: 258–261), “. . . the background of the Song of Deborah
with the general territorial picture it conveys is incompatible with its being an
early epic, and supports the contention that it is a later composition.”

    175
  On the caph cel in Hebrew, see Dahood 1965: 24; and 1968: 31.

   176 Compare Kuhnigk 1974: 73, where he vocalizes yki yrEj}a', having an

emphatic yk in parallel with the suffixed ! of !vrv. He takes rja to mean

“Nachkommenschaft, Sprößling.”

The emendation of qlm[ to qm[ removes the one bit of internal
evidence which could help date the composition of the poem.174

5:14b.  (They) would strike at the rear <W>ky rja

Craigie’s identification (1969a: 257) of the MT @ymynb ̂ yrja
as a war cry cannot be supported by Hos 5:8, considered by
Lindars (1995: 253) and others to be a stylized battle cry. Hos 5:8
has its own textual problems, and the ^yrja there is better read
as wkrja (an caphcel of the stem ^rj “to rouse, to set in
motion”) or wdyrjh “terrify!” (a hiphcîl imperative of drj).175

Wolff (1974: 104) followed the LXX and translated Hos 5:8
“Sound the alarm in Beth-Aven, <terrify> Benjamin,” assuming
a Vorlage with drj, not ^yrja.

Consequently, Hos 5:8 and Ju 5:14b have only apparent simi-
larities. Rabin’s (1961: 387, 400) translation of Ju 5:14b, “May
we be thy ransom, O Benjamin” (made on the basis of the Mish-
naic twyrja “obligation to provide a substitute, make good a
loss”), would be attractive in another context. But it is not suit-
able for a battle ballad in general or Ju 5:14–15a in particular. 

MT ^yrja is composed of the adverbial rja and the defec-
tively spelled yqtl 3mpl of hkn “to smite, to attack.” Thus, rj'a'
WKy" “at the rear they will strike” removes the problematic direct
address in the MT and uncovers a key element of the Israelite
strategy.176  From  the vantage point of the Canaanites, whose
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     177 Note other examples cited by Globe 1975b: 172–173.

    178 Ordinarily this word is spelled with a p  rather than a b . See Payne

Smith 1903: 133 and 153 for AF}  “to cover, to hide” and YfW} “covering,

hiding.”  Note that the AibW} “thick darkness” with a b  rather than p .

chariots faced the plain, an attack from the southern mountains
would be from the rear. The fear of such an attack is found in
Papyrus Anastasi I 24:5 (ANET 478a; Gardiner 1911: 27), “Then
thou thinkest that the foe is behind thee. Trembling seizes thee.”

5:14c.  Benjamin from concealment <h>ky !m[b @ymynb
  would attack

None of the varied translations give hint that this phrase deals
with strategy. Direct address required by MT goes unchallenged
by most, including the NAB, “Behind you was Benjamin, among
your troops”; the NEB, “crying, ‘With you, Benjamin! Your
clansmen are here’”; O’Connor (1980: 224), “Benjamin delays
you among the people”; and NRSV, “following you, Benjamin,
with your kin.” However, similar to ^yrja, discussed above, MT
^ymm[b is a compound of three elements: the preposition b, the
noun !m[, and the yqtl 3ms of hkn.

The vocable is !m[ II, “to darken, to dim” (BDB 770; Klein

1987: 475), a cognate of Aramaic !m[ “to conceal, to suppress”
and Arabic v` “he concealed.” It was probably used instead of

bra or abj for alliteration with the name @ymynb, matching the
alliteration which occurs also with the names Machir (rykm and
!yqqjm) and Issachar (rkccy and yrc).177 

Lindars (1995: 210, 291), appealing to !ymim;[} “peoples” in

Neh 9: 22, 24 translated the colon “After you, Benjamin, in your
companies” and lamented, “It seems impossible to relate Pesh
be7 .hubak” (perhaps meaning ‘in your willingness’ to take part) to
the Hebrew.” But KbW{v, minus its preposition and suffix, is

the cognate of Hebrew abj/hbj “to hide, to withdraw” (BDB
285), which is a synonym of !m[ II, “to darken, to conceal.”178

The Peshit.ta’s KbW{v (= KivWx) supports my translation.
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    179 See Perles 1916: col. 84 (who cited Friedländer [JQR 1903: 102] ).
Boling (1975: 112) followed Tsevat (1952–1953: 107).

    180 For a survey of the problems with !yqqjm in the LXX, see Walters

1973: 206–208.

5:14d.  From Zebulon (those) rps fb`b !yk`m @lwbzmw
  brandishing the marshal’s mace

The suggestion of Kittel in BH3 to delete rps fb`b, and

even the proposals of Burney and Richter to delete just rps for

metrical reasons, are unnecessary. But Meyer’s (in BHS) and de
Moor’s (1993: 492) proposal to read rps “copper / bronze” (cog-
nate of Akkadian siparru, first suggested by Friedländer), and
Tsevat’s (1952–53: 107) reading rps as a cognate of Akkadian
šaparu “to rule” and šapirum “governor” remain good options.179

Since the function of the scribe could be a military one (2 Kgs
25:19; Jer 52:25; 2 Chron 26:11; and 1 Macc 5:42) and in light of
the Egyptian borrowing of the term ['dEy orpeso (which was ap-
parently the equivalent of their own army official, the sš dn
“scribe of distribution” [Gardiner 1947: 33]) there is good reason
to retain rps “scribe, muster-master” (with Lindars, 1995: 291).
As the following excerpts from Papyrus Anastasi I (Gardiner
1911: passim; ANET 475–479) indicate, the position of the scribe
was one of authority, like that of the !yqqjm and the !yrc:180

A scribe of the king, one who enrolls the soldiers (1: 12: 1)
. . . I am the scribe, the commander of soldiers (1: 13: 6)

. . . vigilant scribe, who art at the head of the army (1: 15: 1)

. . . thou honoured scribe, Maher cunning of hand, 

          at the head of the troops, in front of the army. (1: 27: 1)

In this context, fb` is not a synonym of jmr “spear,” as in
1QM and 2 Sam 18:14, but the scepter of authority, as in Gen
49:10 and Isa 14:5. A wordplay on Zebulon appears to have been

intended here as with Ephraim: lbz and ^vm are synonyms like

Arabic qª#B “he held” and mGs “he carried.” The carrier (@lwbz)
carried (^vm) the marshal’s mace.
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    181 R. Payne Smith 1897–1901: 2: 2725; J. Payne Smith 1903: 389. Note,

for example,  Ezek 2:6, hM'he yrIm. tyBe yKi tx'Te-la ; “be not afraid for they are

a rebellious house.”

5:15a.  And officers from Issachar rkccyb yrcw

The NEB translation, “Issachar joined with Deborah in the up-
rising,” follows G. R. Driver’s proposal (1962–63: 11) to transfer
the b of rkccyb to the preceding yrcw. With the elision of the y,
Driver read brc ( = brs), a cognate of Syriac brS   “to rebel”
But brc and brS  do not suggest military action, but garrulous,
contentious, or mendacious speech.181 It is more a synonym of
@am and hrm “to reject” than of drm “to revolt.”

Therefore, the MT remains preferable, requiring only a change
in the vocalization of yrcw. The w may be emphatic, though not

necessarily, since the bicolon begins with an emphatic w affixed

to @lwbzm. It is retained here for better syllable balance. The use
of the intervening preposition or particle in the construct chain is
characteristic of this poet’s style, noted already in 5:4–5 (!Aym
!yrh “waters of the mountains”) and in 5:10–11 (^rd l[ yklhw
“those walking the road”). The use of  b “from” here and in 5:6
and 5:19 is a minor unifying element (see note 42).

The principales tui of the Old Latin reflects a Vorlage with

rkccy ^yrcw, where the b of rkccyb was read as a k and

affixed to yrcw. The et ex Issachar rendering of the Ethiopic

reflects a confusion of b and m, or an understanding that b could
mean “from.” The A-text and the Lucianic text seemingly have

nothing in 5:15 to reflect the MT yrcw, but the extra evniscu,ontoj

h`gh,sewj doublet in these texts in 5:14 is the remote doublet for
yrcw.

Strategy of the Forces (Part II): 5:15b–16

These verses have been considered corrupt by many critics,
including Moore (1900b: 172), who left part of the text un-
translated, and Albright (1922: 77). Soggin (1981c: 89) provides
a very good summary of current opinion. Generally, 5:15–22 is
labeled a taunt song or a denunciation of those tribes which did
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    182 The reference in Gen 49:4 to Reuben’s being “unruly like water” is not a
denunciation for his being “fainthearted,” since !ymk zjp, like Aramaic zjp and

Arabic Aª0c “uncontrollable, reckless, boastful,” speaks of the reckless courage

of the zealot.

not participate in the battle. Several scholars, including Crown
(1967: 240–242), Craigie (1969a: 261), and Globe (1974b: 504),
suggested that these lines contained old idiomatic expressions for
sarcastic censure, especially against Reuben.182 Globe believed
the poet used a double entendre to make the sarcasm all the more
biting. The expression bl yqqj was used to demean Reuben as a
“commander of the mind,” a kind of “armchair warrior” who had
only a “division (twglp) of his mind” instead of a command over
a real military division (twglp) in the field.

But far from being a taunt against those who did not participate
in the battle against Sisera, these lines are a continuation of the
strategy statement of 5:14. Hay (1964: 403) noted that the strat-
egy was not new or unique:

The similarity between the principal factors in this story and the Reed Sea
episode is striking: Israel is delivered when the vastly superior enemy chariot
force is swept away by water. . . . Thus it appears likely that Israel again
employed the same tactics which she had used successfully against the
Egyptians.

 5:15b.  That he might inflict defeat rkvvyw

Albright (1922: 77), followed by Meyer (BHS), deleted this
colon in his reconstruction in light of the LXX A-text which has
no hint of it. Burney (1918: 137), followed by other critics (e.g.,
J. Gray, see above, page 148), replaced rkccyw with yltpnw. But
given the poet’s liking for paronomasia and for aural coherence,
it is more likely that the second rkccy in verse 15 is a shaph cel
(yqtl) of the root rkv, like Ugaritic t.t.t krn (UT 502: 2679), a
cognate of South Arabic škr “to defeat” (Jamme 1962: 71a, 448).
This word occurs in the enigmatic proverb rkcw lk llwjm br
!yrb[ rkcw lysk in Prov 26:10, which R. B. Y. Scott (1965:
157) unnecessarily emended to read, “to hire a fool or drunkard
is to wound all passers-by with a sword.” However, the apho-
rism becomes quite obvious by simply reading rkv  “to defeat”
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    183
 MT !yrb[ “the learned,” as the antithesis of lysk, must be a cognate of

e?\ “the learned one well-acquainted with affairs, a manager, supervisor.” The

Arabic Äªc?\ “ he knew it” is synonymous with Ätp\“he knew it,” with the dis-

tinction that e?\ indicates perceiving a thing by reflection (Lane 1872: 2013 –

2015). Given the interchange of b and p (see Blommerde 1969: 5– 6) and the
metathesis which occurs in vocables having an [ and a r, MT rb[ need not be
emended to #r[ or br[. See page 142 for a discussion on the analogous
!yr[v in Ju 5:8.

    184 Job 12:5, 15:23, 18:12, and Ps 38:18 need to be reexamined in light of
@wk “to conceal.”

in lieu of MT rkc “to hire”: “Strife (byr) wounds everyone,
defeating (rkv) the fool and defeating (rkv) the learned.”183

5:15c.  Barak was concealed in the plain qm[b qrb @k

Lindars (1995: 256–257) followed Burney in reading @k as an
adjective and added the preposition l to Barak’s name, trans-
lating “true to Barak.” But Schnurrer, cited by G. R. Driver
(1962–1963: 11), and Soggin (1981c: 89) more correctly related
the @k to Arabic zk “to conceal, a place of concealment or
retreat” (Lane 1893: 3003; Hava 1915: 666). I concur with this
identification, even though Soggin’s translation, “Issachar was a
support for Barak,” does not reflect this meaning. The MT @k (=
@WK) is simply a qal passive meaning “was concealed.” This verb
also occurs in Ju 12:6, @k rbdl @yky alw, “he could not conceal
speaking thus,” and in Josh 8:4, “you shall lie in ambush (!ybra)
. . . all of you shall remain hidden (!ynkn !klk !tyyhw)” (contra
the RSV “hold yourselves in all readiness”).184

5:15d.  Gad had joined them !yl dg

It has long been assumed that Gad was not mentioned in
Judges 5, and this assumption led Mayes (1974: 31) to conclude
that “at the time of  the event commemorated in the Song of
Deborah there existed no tribe of Gad.” But Gad was there all
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along. The !yldg in 5:15d is not the plural noun !ylidoGÒ “great
ones” but a two-word phrase with a subject and a verb. The
subject is dG" and the verb is the qal 3ms of hwl “to join, to
accompany” (BDB 530–531; Kopf 1976: 153), with the 3mpl
datival suffix, meaning “Gad had joined them.” 

This interpretation removes the alleged sarcastic censure of
Reuben and closely associates Reuben with Gad, an association
which is reflected in their intermingled settlement (Josh 13 and
Num 32), which predated the time when they were fighting
against Sisera as comrades-in-arms. (Isserles [1510–1572], simi-
larly dividing the name, suggested that Reuben in this verse was
to be read as @yb ywar [see note 189]).

5:15d–16a.  Those of genuine courage hml bl yqqj
       circled about

The translation “genuine courage” combines insights from Ak-
kadian and Arabic. In Akkadian, libbu without a modifier may
indicate courage, e.g., ša lìb-bi išû u emu)qu la išu)  ana)ku “I am
one who has courage but no strength” (CAD: 9:170b). The
Hebrew bl has the same meaning, although it generally has a
modifier, as in Amos 2:16 (wbl $yma) and Ps 76:5 (bl yryba),
both meaning “courageous.” Hebrew qqj is a cognate of Arabic
i/ “authentic, genuine, true,” as in the expression ^"4Co! j"/
“perfect in courage” (Lane 1865: 605c, 609c). Consequently, the
MT bl yqqj means the “true-hearted,” those of “genuine cour-
age,” and the masculine bound nouns bl yqqj are the subject of
the verb hml “to encircle, to surround, to circle about.”

 The doublets in 5:16 of Symmachus and the A-text, i[na ti, moi
ka,qhsai [Symmachus kaqisai] “why to me to sit down?” (as op-
posed to the B-text eivj ti, evka,qisan “to what [purpose] did they
seat?”), reflect tbv yml instead of tbvy hml. The  i[na ti, and
eivj ti, reflect the MT hml; the moi doublet preserves the variant
yml (the poetic w oml + 1cs suffix = yml). The B-text has evka,qisan
“they seated” (= Wbv]y: for tbvy) which appears to be a contextual
translation which avoided the second person since there is no
direct address in the immediate context, and since a sequential
infinitive after an interrogative hml makes poor sense.
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    185 Note Jer 31:2, laer;c]yI /[yGIrÒh'l] &/lh;, “ Israel journeyed to find rest,”

which has the infinitive absolute followed by the sequential infinitive construct.

But hml is not the interrogative hM;l;à but the infinitive absolute
hmol;, like [rp and yrw[, discussed above.185 It functions as a
finite verb (or with the elision of the finite verb) and is a cognate
of Akkadian lamû “to hem in (an enemy), to circumambulate”
(CAD: 9:69–77). In light of the doublets in the Greek text, it is
quite possible that the word was originally !l, scriptio defectiva
for a 3mpl verb. In either case, the original !l was incorrectly
vocalized hM;l;à (eivj ti,) and ymil] (= moi) instead of /ml; or Wml; or
hmol;. Lindars (1995: 291) correctly noted, “All the LXX render-
ings presuppose that the meaning [of yqqj] is to be deduced
from yrqj, but all presuppose a different word, which suggests
that the text did not differ from the MT.” It is a case where
translators and tradition, like contemporary lexicographers, failed
to recognize that bl yqqj meant “true-hearted” or “courageous.”

P. de Boer (1951: 181), followed by Cazelles (1952: 378), re-
cognized the shaphcel of hml in Isa 38:12 and 13, “by day as
well as by night thou makest me hemmed in (ynmyl`t),” com-
pared to the NRSV “from day to night you bring me to an end.”
The infinitive absolute is here followed by three sequential
infinitives (discussed next): tbvy “to wait for,” tqrc “to look
for,” and w oar: “to triumph over.”

5:16a.  to wait between the ravines !ytp`mh @yb tbvy

Although the MT interrogative hM;l;à initially points the exegete
in the wrong direction, the crux in 5:16 is really !ytp`m,
variously translated “fireplaces, ash heaps” (BDB 1946a), “Pack-
esel, Sattelkörbe” (KB3 616a), or “sheepfolds” (Kim .hi, KJV,
RSV, NRSV). The translations have Reuben acting very strange-
ly: “Why did you squat between hearths harkening to pastoral
pipings?” (Boling 1975: 103); “But why did you remain sitting
under the pack-saddles, listening to the shepherds’ pipes?” (Sog-
gin 1981c: 82); “Why do you sit among hearths listening to herds
hissing?” (O’Connor 1980: 225); “Why did you stay among the
sheepfolds to  listen to the whistlings for the flocks?” (Lindars
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    186 The converging enclosing walls, which may be up to ten miles in length

and from the air look like a large (toy) kite, were used for the entrapment of
animals. The double wall is reckoned to account for the dual form of  !ytp`mh.

1995: 210)— none of which really improved on Smith’s (1912:
88), “Why satest thou still the wattles between?”

The B-text digomi,aj “a double-load, a twin-pack” reflects a
dual !yIt'aec]m' for the MT !yIt'P]v]Mih', but provides no better sense:
“Why did they sit among the twin-packs to hear the hissing of
angels?” The LXX Vorlage apparently had !yrw[ “watchers,
angels” for the MT !yrd[ “flocks (?),” although avgge,lwn could
easily be a misreading of avgelw/n “herds” (see below, page 181).

Craigie (1977b: 33–49) and Soggin (1981c: 90) have summa-
rized the issues, which center basically around the two following
interpretations:

(a) Albright (1950–1951: 22 and 1968b: 237), followed by
Boling (1975: 112) argued for a Hebrew cognate of
Ugaritic mt.pdm “hearth, fireplace” = !ytpvm;

(b) Eissfeldt (1949: 9–10 and 1954: 54–56), followed by
Yadin (1955: 8), Tournay (1959: 361), J. Gray (1967:
287; 1988: 444), and Craigie (1977b: 48), associated the
MT !ytpvmh with the “kite” structures scattered in the
area east-northeast of Amman and graphically depicted
in a Safaitic drawing scratched in stone.186 

But the meaning of Ugaritic mt.pdm is in dispute, some thinking
that it means “stages” or “layers” or a unit of distance—none of
which fits the context of 5:16. P. de Moor (1993: 491) asserted,
“It is certain mšptym corresponds to Ugaritic mt.pdm and pri-
marily means ‘donkey-pack.’” This would make !yIt'P]v]Mih' simi-
lar to the “two burdens” in Gen 49:14, as translated in the KJV
and NKJ. Craigie linked !yIt'P]v]Mih' to the Egyptian sbty “sur-
rounding walls, ramparts,” but acknowledged that there were also
linguistic problems with this identification, though no greater
than with Ugaritic mt.pdm.

An easier solution than the geographically remote “kites” or
“converging fold-walls/sheepfolds” (J. Gray 1977: 223) and the
linguistically remote mt.pdm and sbty has  long been available.
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    187 The MT  !ytpvm can be read as the dual of a feminine noun (like trmvm
“office, function”) meaning “two sides of a valley” or simply “a (mountain)
ravine.” As noted on page 111, the poet made frequent use of the feminine dual,
including !ytmqr and !ytmjr in 5:30 and !ytvlp in 3:31 (as interpreted

above, pages 64–69).

The Targum’s @ymwjt @yb “between the boundaries,” the Old
Latin labiorum, and the LXX A-text triplet in 5:15 provide the
clues for reading “ravines.”

The A-text has the transliterated mosfaiqaim or the like, similar
to the Syriac m)tPSwM. Moreover, the A-text of 5:15 has a
remote doublet (or triplet) for the MT wylgrb jlv. In addition to
evxape,steilen pezou.j auvtou/ eivj th.n koila,da “he sent off his foot
soldiers out to the hollow” and evxe,teinen evn toi/j posi.n auvtou/ “he
stretched out on his feet,” it also has  i[na ti, su. katoikei/j evn
me,sw|  ceile,wn “to what end do you dwell in (the) midst of
banks/shores (of the wadi),” obviously a translation of 5:16a in
which !ytpvmh was derived from hpv “lip, boundary, brink.”

The Syriac text has )LYB$ (= Hebrew tlbv “flowing stream”),
which suggests the same understanding.

Hebrew hpv/hpc may be related to two Arabic cognates,
either "dH /ÄdH “brink, lip” or fáD “the side of a valley or the
shore of the sea or river” (Lane 1872: 1574, 1485c). The latter
definition fits hpv when used with a wadi, river, or seaside.187

When no distinction was made between the v and c, the two
stems easily became confused in Hebrew.

Meek’s translation (1927: 385), “Why did you lounge among
the ravines,” was on target for !ytpvm, though he missed the
point on hml and tbvy as they pertained to the strategy of the
Israelites. The unusual infinitive, tb,vo yÒ “to tarry, to stay” instead
of  tb,v,, is also attested with the stem vb;y: in Gen 8:7, “. . . [the

dove] went to and fro until the waters were dried up (tv,boyÒ).”

5:16b.  to listen, to look for stragglers !yrd[ t[/]qrc [mvl

MT twqrv, regularly identified with qrv “to whistle, to hiss,”
is emended and read, without the w, as the infinitive construct
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    188 Compare the a;ggeloj of Dn 4:10 and 20 [LXX 4:13 and 23] and the
avgge,louj of Job 40:11, where hry[ or try[ was read for MT twrb[ “over-
flowing.” As noted on page 176, a vgge,lwn could be an error for avgelw /n.

tq,r<co , a metathetic variant of rqc = rqs “to ogle, to look at in-

tently” and Syriac rQs  “to eye with hatred or envy.” (A similar
metathesis occurs with rqs “to paint red” [Jastrow 1903: 1021],

but Arabic j?H “he dyed it red” [Lane 1872: 1539a]). The inten-

sity of action rooted in qrc/rqc is greater than that of har. It
is more like the intensity associated with dqv “to be watchful, to
be alert” (noting that dqv and rqv could be easily confused).

For MT !yrd[, the LXX B-text has avgge,lwn “watchers, mes-
sengers,”188 having read !yrw[ for the MT !yrd[. However, the
A-text dielqei/n “to go through” must have read !yrb[ for the
!yrd[. But neither reading warrants a change in the MT.

Contrary to exegetical tradition, !yrd[ is not the plural of the
well-attested rd[ “sheep, flock” or “shepherd” (Soggin 1981c:
82; NEB, and NRSV). The word is a cognate of Arabic@;` “to
lag, to remain behind, to survive,” e.g., “such a one remained
(@;`) after the death of his brothers” (Lane 1887: 2231). The
stem is used in Modern Hebrew meaning “to be missing in
battle” (Klein 1987: 465). Thus, the !yrd[ are those stragglers
who would survive the flooding and the destruction of their
chariots. As noted above (page 144), the summons-to-arms was
for a mop-up operation. In words borrowed from Ju 20:45
(NEB), the militia would “pick off the straggler on the road.” 

5:16b.  triumph over  bl yrqj !ylwdgb war
cowardly chieftains

Meyer, in BHS, like other commentators, viewed 5:16b as a
duplicate of 5:15b. Stuart (1976: 135) deleted it, and the NEB
relegated it to a note. But Soggin (1981c: 90) argued for its
integrity and translated, “among the groups of Reuben, men were
brave only at heart,” which somehow is not supposed to conflict
with 5:15d, “from the groups of Reuben there were numerous
brave hearts.” The rqj here is the cognate of Arabic ?h/ “paltry,
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     189
 Note Rabbi Moses Isserles’s (1510 –1572) redivision and transposition

of the text as . . . @yb ywar twglpb bl yrqj !ylwdgb (Responsa § 17, beginning

with @d l"`rh. I am indebted to Gilad Gevaryahu for this reference to ReMa.
On "b har “to triumph over,” see BDB 908a; KAI 2: 173.

    190 See Mazar 1951: 22. Edelman (1986: 83, note 23) called attention to the
unpublished Ph.D. dissertation of  D. Saltz,  Greek Geometric Pottery in
theEast: The Chronological Implications (Harvard, 1978) who identified Abu
Hawam as Megiddo’s port city (169, 172).

contemptible, worthless.” The bl yrqj “cowardly” is a clever
wordplay on the bl yqqj “courageous” in 5:15c. Unfortunately,
an erroneous addition of a @ after the preposition b transformed
the two words !ylwdgb war “they triumphed over the chieftains”
into the awkward phrase !ylwdg @bwar “Reuben chieftains.”189

The verb har used with b, meaning “to triumph over,” appears
in the Mesha Inscription and in many other biblical texts.

VI. Israelite Attack: Ju 5:17–23

As traditionally translated, the Song of Deborah in this section
reprimands Gilead, Dan, and Asher for staying out of the conflict
with Sisera. Gilead was censured for remaining in Trans-Jordan,
Dan was chided for “dwelling at ease” or being preoccupied with
maritime interests during wartime, and Asher was reprimanded
for “vacationing” at the shore while his kinfolk took to the battle-
field. By contrast, two tribes, Naphtali and Zebulon, are singled
out for special commendation for courage unto death.

However, with only one change of a w to y , the recognition of a
shaphcel form or two, and the redivision of two words, an en-
tirely different picture emerges in which all the tribes mentioned
are hailed for heroic action. These lines actually tell of a three-
front attack by the Israelites against Sisera’s Canaanite coalition.
The strategy presented in 5:14–18 was to challenge Sisera with

(a) a primary attack by Dan, Asher, and Zebulon against the
harbor facilities at Abu Hawam at the mouth of the Wadi
Kishon, which may have served, along with Acco, as a
Egyptian navy base;190
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    191 Malamat 1979: 45. Surprisingly, he did not include the Deborah–Barak–
Yael traditions of Judges 4–5 in his examples of Israelite strategy and tactics.

    192 The gaad and gad in MSS wgn� and the Armenian, like the gaq of MS
n*, are either variants of Galaad or displaced variants for Gad in 5:15b. Gad
was associated with Moab, as noted in the Mesha Inscription, “Now the men of
Gad had always lived in the land of Ataroth” (KAI: 2: 169, l. 10), and in Num
32: 34–36, “And the sons of Gad built Dibon, Ataroth, Aroer, Atroth-shophan.”
Note the study of Mauchline (1956: 19–33).

(b) an diversionary attack by Naphtali towards Merom, al-
though there was no intention to engage or seize the city;

(c) a delayed assault by Ephraim from the south, via the
Wadi el Arah and “along the waters of Megiddo,” once
Sisera’s forces moved westward toward Abu Hawam.

According to this threefold Israelite strategy, Sisera would be
forced to respond. He would, no doubt, hasten westward along
the Wadi Kishon, which would have been dry during the late
summer months. Even if winter rains or storms were imminent,
Sisera would have had to gamble on using the wadi for a quick
counterattack to Abu Hawam. This reconstruction fits extremely
well with the second half of Malamat’s observation (1979: 47)
that, “The adoption of an indirect military approach finds expres-
sion in two principal tactics employed by the Israelites: covert
infiltration—neutralizing the city defenses; and enticement—
drawing the defenders out into the open.” The destruction of the
Canaanites, as interpreted here, involved (in words borrowed
from Malamat) “tactics based on deception—feints, decoys, am-
bushes, and diversionary maneuvers—any guile to attain surprise
in overcoming the enemy.”191

5:17a. Gilead in Trans-Jordan @kv @dryh rb[b d[lg
was on alert

Since Gad is mentioned in 5:15b (reading !yl dg “Gad joined
them” for MT !yldg, as proposed above), Gilead here refers to
Machir.192 This identification is supported by Num 32:39–40,
“Machir invaded Gilead . . . Moses  then assigned Gilead  to
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     193 Note the studies of Dietrich, Loretz, and Sanmartin (1974: 47–53) and
Soggin (1975: 196).

    194  
Stuart (1976: 135) links the emphatic hml to a composite of lu and

himma > limma. This proposal has the support of the double emphatics in Gen

26:9 (hnh ^a) and Jer 5:5 (hmh yk, LXX = hnhw), although in these cases the h

Machir.” Evidently only a contingent of leaders from Machir par-
ticipated in the fighting west of the Jordan (5:15, “officers went
down from Machir”). But the escape routes in the east were
closed to the Canaanites since Gilead/Machir stood on alert.
When the Philistines, more than a century later, mustered their
forces against Saul at Micmash, the Israelites themselves are
reported to have made use of the escape routes into Gilead and
Gad: “when the men of Israel saw that they were hard pressed,
that the troops [of the Philistines] had drawn near . . . they forded
the Jordan to the territory of Gad and Gilead” (1 Sam 13:7).

The MT @kv is either (a) the Hebrew cognate of the much dis-
cussed Ugaritic cognate  škn “to prepare, to make ready, to take a
stand,”193 or (b) the shaphcel of @wk “to establish” with the mean-
ing of the hiphcîl attested in Ezek 7:14, ^lh @yaw lkh @ykhw
hmjlml, “all was ready, but no one goes out to war” (NEB), and
Nah 2:4, wnykh !wyb bkrh, “the chariotry on the day of its prep-
aration.” The defective spelling of @ykv created a homograph of
@kv “to dwell” and @kv “to take a stand.”

5:17b. Then Dan boldly attacked ships twyna rwgy hml @dw
(See above, pages 86–87.)

 
The Song of Deborah makes explicit reference to the heroic

actions of Dan, Asher, and Zebulon in an assault on the Canaan-
ite coastal facilities, a significant feature not previously recog-
nized because, in the words of Barr (1968: 268), there was “a
strong tendency towards leveling the vocabulary and the interpre-
tation of that which is rare as if it was that which was more
normal.” First, the pointing of hml as the interrogative “why”
contributed to the misunderstanding of this verse. The proposal
of Cross (1973: 235, note 74) to read MT hM;l;à as an emphatic l
extended by  hm-  (well known from Ugaritic)194  is essential for
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was not elided. Compare Halpern (1983: 384), “Still more appealing is the
alternative of taking the lexeme as negative + enclitic . . . so one might render
with Cross ‘you do sit still,’ or alternately, ‘you do not sit still’ . . . .” See also
Cross 1988: 48, note 7.

    195 Note Stager’s translation (1988: 229–232, following Albright [1922:
284]), “And Dan, why did he serve as a client on ships?” On the basis of Punic/
Phoenician  rg “client” and Ju 18:1, Stager argued that “Dan could be described
as a client-tribe (clan) . . .” and speculated that “at least enough of the Danites
had been hired or pressed into duty by the shipowners or shipping companies on
the coast in the Jaffa region to inspire this saying about them.”

    196 See above pages 49–50 and 86–87. Kellerman (1975: 439–449 provides
a convenient summary discussion on rwg “to sojourn” and lists Ju 5:17 among
the eighty-one occurrences in the entire MT. He does not discuss the many
occurrences of rwg “to attack” except to note helpfully, “If in antiquity, ‘to be
foreign’ and ‘to be hostile’ can be simply two different observations about the
same person, one must admit the possibility that Akk. gerû, ‘to be hostile’ . . .
can be regarded as the etymon of Heb. gwr.” 

correctly understanding this verse. Emphatic hml occurs also in
2 Chron 25:16, “Stop! You will surely (hml) be struck down!”;
in Ps 2:1, “Indeed (hml), the nations rage!” and Ps 22:2 “My
God, my God, you have surely (hml) forsaken me!”

The second key for understanding 5:17a is in recognizing rwgy
as a yqtl preterit of rwg II “angriefen, to attack,” rather than rwg I
“to sojourn, to reside as an alien,”195 or, as Albright (1968a: 212)
proposed, a denominative of Egyptian kur(a) “ship.” Hebrew rwg
II is a cognate of Akkadian gurrû (D-stem) “to attack, to open
hostilities” (CAD 5: 61) and Ugaritic gr (G-stem) “to attack.”
The word occurs elsewhere in biblical poetry. Powis Smith
(1927: 935, 938) translated wrwgy in Ps 56:7 as “they attacked”
and !yz[ yl[ wrwgy in Ps 59:4 as “mighty men attacked me.” The
NEB of Isa 54:15 reflects the same usage. Hillers (1972: 41) fol-
lowed my translation (1968: 43) of Lam 2:22, bbsm yrwgm “my
attackers from all over.”196

J. Gray (1967: 287–288; 1988: 439), Craigie (1977b: 38–41),
and Soggin (1981c: 82, 90) did not read MT twyna as “ships,” but
in light of Ugaritic can and Arabic zÖ! “to be at ease,” translated
“Dan abode at ease,” or the like. However, twyna is not an adver-
bial accusative but the direct object of rwgy. The action depicted
here appears in Akkadian texts:  “the enemy will take away the
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    197 Blommerde (1969: 133) found an infixed t in Job 38:11, reading the MT
b ty`y as bt`y, used for the smashing of the waves at the shore.

boats from the mooring places,” and “my soldiers reached the
mooring place (and) the harbor to attack them” (CAD 8: 232b).

Attempts to make sense of the MT by reading hml as a post-
positive particle coupled with the common verb rwg “to sojourn”
or “to be a client” (as though it were the normal verb used with
lb,jo  “mariner” or  jL;m' “sailor” or @P;s' “seaman”) are examples

of translators overlooking the poet’s use of now rare forms.
The tribe of Dan has been much maligned because of such

errors. Rashi, for example, alleged cowardice: “and Dan why
does he gather into ships? Dan gathered his wealth into ships to
be prepared to escape” (cited by Rosenberg 1983: 42), suggesting
that “Asher and Dan were unwilling to jeopardize their lucrative
employment in Phoenician ships by fighting against their over-
lords’ allies.” Even Lemche’s (1991: 96) mild “lingered by the
sea-shore” and “did tarry by the ships” maligns Dan and Asher

by insisting that rwgy = “to sojourn” and bvy = “to dwell.” 

5:17c. Asher assailed !ymy #wjl bvy rva 
along the water’s edge

Although bvy (B-text evka,qisen and A-text parw|,khsen) has
uniformly been read as the verb “to dwell,” the proposal here is
to repoint it either as (a) bv'yE, the yqtl preterit of an original bvw*,
cognate of Arabic %+Ö “to leap, to assault, to assail” (Lane 1893:

2920), or (b) bvo y: or bVo yI, the yqtl preterit of bbv “to splinter, to
shatter.” Either vocable fits the context of an attack along the
seacoast, splintering boats and shattering piers.197

The latter word occurs in Hos 8:6, @wrmv lg[ hyhy !ybbv yk,
“Surely the calf of Samaria shall be broken into pieces” (NAS).
Wolff (1974: 142) correctly observed, “The hapax legomenon
!ybbv is related to the Middle Hebrew word bbv (‘to hew’) and
to Arabic "$D ‘to cut,’ or %á$D ‘chips, splinters,’ and probably
means ‘wooden chips’ or ‘splinters’.” Dahood (1959b: 1003),
following T. H. Gaster (1950: 10),  posited  a Ugaritic root   t.bb
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     198 See McDaniel 1968b: 53, note 1, for bibliography and summary.

    199 On the survival of conflated readings in the MT, see Gordis 1958: 456,
reprint 1976: 41.

    200 See McDaniel 1968b: 205; Blommerde 1969: 15; Robertson 1972: 112–
118; and Hoftijzer and van der Kooij 1976: 297.

“to smash, to splinter” and argued for reading bbv in Gen 49:24;
Lam 1:7; and in Ps 89:45.198

5:17d.  And struck against its harbors @ykvy wyxrpm l[w

The MT $rpm is not just a “creek” (NEB) or an “inlet” (Stuart
1976: 131), much less “gates” (Soggin 1981c: 83). But as the

Arabic Q!?c indicates, it is “the place where ships unload, where
they are stationed near the bank of a river” (Lane 1887: 2374c).
The verb bvy “to assault” (bbv or bvw*, discussed above) is in
synonymous parallelism with @ykvy (MT @wkvy), the shaphcel of
hkn “to strike, to attack,” which occurs in the hiphcîl in 5:14a.
The shaphcel here in 17b balances the shaphcel of @wk (@k ov;) in
5:17a (as noted). The interchange of shaphcel and hiph cîl forms
may be reflected in the conflated hkhv found in Pss 135:8 and
135:10.199 The widely discussed energic n,200 attested also in the
Deir cAlla texts, accounts for the n of @ykvy. The w of MT @wkvy
has been emended to y since cognates indicate that hkn was a y"l
rather than a w"l verb, and the ê vowel was indicated by a  y.

The name of the anchorage which was attacked by Asher is not
given unless, as L. H. Vincent (1935: 436) noted, there is a link
between hpyj or apyj “Haifa” and !ymy #wj. However, the de-
struction of Abu Hawam about the time of Israel’s initiative
against Sisera makes the Abu Hawam harbor facility the most
likely site. Although the twelfth-century destruction of Abu
Hawam Stratum V-C is commonly attributed to the Philistine
incursions, it is important to note that there is no evidence to
support this conclusion. Maisler (1951: 23) noted, “attention
must especially be called to  the fact  that  there  is  not  even one
‘Philistine’ sherd found in Stratum IV, nor in Tell Abu Hawam in
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    201 Fritz (1973: 123) argued that Hazor actually fell to the Sea Peoples rather
than to the Israelites. But Yadin (1979: 66) has rightly rejected this notion as a
“desperate theory” and “unwarranted by any source.”

     202 !w[ occurs in the pa cel in Aramaic, meaning “to move on, to travel far”
(Levy 1924: 4: 639). The Akkadian hamu or amu “raft” (CAD 1: 85; 6: 73) and

Arabic Çs"\ “raft” and Çs"\ u"[(Cs “a ship upon the sea” (Lane 1872: 2202 –

2203) are from the same stem.

    203 See Plates IV and V. Strommenger and Hirmer (1962: Pl. 204b), and
(PW 17: col. 44). I am indebted to my colleague, Dr. Grant Ward, for these
references.

general” [italics mine], a fact which was noted also by Balensi

(1985: 66).201

5:18. Zebulon swam (underwater)  ![ @wlbz
risking his life  twml w`pn #rj

The poet not only praised Zebulon for risking his life, but also
described the heroic feat which warranted this special renown.
The MT ![ here is only a homograph of ![' “people, militia”
and ![i “with.” It is actually the 3ms of !w[ “to swim,” a cog-
nate of the Arabic uÑ\ “to swim immersed in an irrational and
dangerous action”—in contrast to swimming on the surface,
which is 1$D (Lane 1872, 1874: 1289a, 2202a). In the Qurcan

(21: 34) uÑ\ means “to glide [through the sky].”202

This understanding recovers the tradition that Zebulon risked
his life in a “frogman” attack against enemy boats moored off-
shore. Similar underwater attacks are depicted on the alabaster
reliefs in the palace of Ashurnasirpal II (883–859 B.C.E.) and are
known from the story of Scyllas and Hydna who attacked the
Persian fleet by diving into the sea to cut anchor ropes.203

Hints of this heroic feat of Zebulon probably survive in the
Blessing of Moses (Deut 33:19), where there is the collocation of

(a) rhem' ![; “skillful swimmer,” (for MT rh !ym[ “peoples 
mountain”);

(b) @mf “to bury, to submerge, to lay a snare”;
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    204 Compare the NRSV, 

They call peoples to the mountain;
there they offer the right sacrifices;
for they suck the affluence of the seas
and the hidden treasures of the sand.

Note Cross (1975: 233–234), who left these lines untranslated. The qdx yjbz
could be either (a) a reference to Zebulon’s casualties—a kind of self-sacrifice
(Jastrow 1903: 378b) which would go well with the poem’s acknowledgment
that “they risked their life to death,” or (b) a reference to enemy casualties (e.g.,
Isa 34:6; Jer 46:10; Zeph 1:7–8). If Deut 33:18–19 alludes to Zebulon’s actions
in Ju 5:18a, the Blessing of Moses must postdate the Song of Deborah, and
Freedman’s suggestion (1979: 85–96) that Deut 33 predated Ju 5 will need to be
reversed.

    205 Compare Hummel (1957: 94–95). He suggested that !y[b should be
read “to boil,” an infinitive absolute of h[b with the enclitic !. Note my pro-
posal (page 149 above) to read rjx as a by-form of ry[x “young.” 

(c) !ymy [pv “the overflowing (water) of the seas,” or y[pv
!ym “floods of water” (like the !ym t[pv “flood of
waters” in Job 22:11 and 38:34); and

(d) ynwpc = hnyps “vessel, ship.”

A free translation of Deut 33:19, without emendation, reads,

“Skillful swimmers” they are called. 
Indeed, they made the ultimate sacrifice.
They gulped the overflowing seawater, 
and they submerged ships in the sand.204 

The vocable !w[ occurs in Isa 11:15, !y[b rhnh l[ wdy #ynhw
wjwr “he will wave his hand over the river (Euphrates) with his
gliding wind.” The hapax legomenon !y[b has generally been
translated “vehement” or “scorching,” following Saadia’s y8D
and the LXX pneumati biaiw| (as if !y[ were a by-form of !yj or
!mj “hot”).205 The derivation proposed here, “to swim, to travel
far, to glide” provides a synonym for the initial verb, #wn “to
wave, to move to and fro.”

The #rj of MT tWml; wOvp]n" #rEje is stem IV (= Arabic e?/
“to turn a thing from its proper way or manner,” as in the Qurcan
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    206 See Aharoni (1957: 2: 142); Soggin (1972: 135, 143–144 ).

    207 Note J. Gray 1966: 49–50.

8:16, rè(ho èc?0(s “maneuvering for battle”)—not #rj stem II

(the cognate of e?7 “to be sharp, to taunt”). Far from “vacation-

ing” at the seashore, Zebulon faced death in a risky marine
maneuver.

5:18b.  Naphtali attacked Merom d`y !wrm l[ yltpnw

Critics have long recognized that hd` ymwrm l[, “upon the
heights of the field,” makes little sense since the fighting, accord-
ing to what follows in the poem, was in the plain and along the
wadi. It is only in the prose story of Judges 4 that the battle was
fought at Mount Tabor, perhaps based on hdc ymwrm l[ of 5:18.
Boling (1975: 113), followed by Soggin (1981c: 90), asserted
that hdc ymwrm l[ “refers to the fact that the Esdraelon plain is
characterized by undulations and hillocks which provide posi-
tions of relative advantage for the opposing forces,” thus dis-
sociating hdc ymwrm l[ from Mount Tabor. Cross (1950: 28,
34) translated, “he mounted the heights of the (battle)-field.”
This was followed by O’Connor (1980: 225) who read the prepo-
sition l[ as hl[, “Naphtali surmounts the highest hills.”

A contextually more suitable meaning, supported in part by the
Vulgate’s in regione Merome, comes by redividing ymwrm l[
hdc to "h d`y !wrm l[. Then dvy can be read as the yqtl
preterit (dvo y: or dVo yI) of ddv II, “to devastate” (Klein 1987: 641),
cognate with Arabic ;H “he attacked (in war), he charged, he
assaulted” (Lane 1872: 1517) and Egyptian š(ee)d(ee) “to pillage, to
attack (in secret)” (Gardiner 1911: 22). The h of MT hdv when
joined to the next word becomes the Hiphcîl  prefix of wab in the
next colon (wabh = “they [the Canaanites] were forced to fight”
or “they [the Israelites] made (the Canaanites) fight” (see 5:19a).

Merom, whether it is Meirun, four miles west of Safad or
Marun er-Ras, about nine miles further north, was situated in
Naphtali.206 Naphtali may have been well established in that area
before the destruction of Hazor.207 Because the earlier campaign
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by Joshua against Jabin was preceded by the defeat of a Canaan-
ite coalition at the “waters of Merom” (Josh 11:7), another attack
in that direction could have had adverse psychological effects on
the Canaanites, as well as bolstering the morale of the Israelites.
The attack was not an assault or siege of the city but a diver-
sionary predatory incursion in or around the area designed to in-
duce a Canaanite counterattack at a time and place of Israelite
choosing. 

A hint of deception may survive, not only in the Egyptian
š(ee)d(ee) “to attack (in secret),” but in the A-text and versions
which transliterated yltpn with a final ! (nefqaleim and Neph-
talim or Nepthalim). This could reflect the Vorlage l[ !yltpn
“Naphtalites upon” or l[m yltpn “Naphtali from upon,” or even
“Naphtali deceptively”—assuming l[m was the cognate of the
Arabic q[s “to damage a thing” or “to be an agile, acute, or
clever man” (Lane 1893: 3022; Hava 1915: 727). If the verb l[m
were original, a wordplay on the name yltpn may have been
intended also. Both stems, l[m and ltp, convey the idea of
being “deceptive, crafty, and cunning.” This type of wordplay
has already been noted with Ephraim, Issachar, and Zebulon.
However, since yltpn is transliterated nefqaleim and Nephtalim
in other unrelated texts, the addition of a prefixed m to l[ or a
suffixed ! to yltpn cannot be made with any degree of certainty.

VII. Canaanite counterattack: Ju 5:19

5:19a.  The kings were forced to come  !yklm wabh

The hoph cal wabh comes from the redivision of wab hdv to
wabh dv, noted above in 5:18b. The W of wmjln is suspect once
the redivision is made making !yklm the subject of wabh rather
than the subject of wmjln. Were the wmjln emended to !jlh, a
sequential infinitive, as suggested by the parataxasqai of MSS
MN, one could read !jeL;hi !yklm Waybihe “they made the kings

come to fight,” instead of the simple sequential Wmj;l]nI . . . WaB;
“they came . . . they fought.” 

Whether the verb be active, passive, or reflexive, the point is
that the Israelites forced Sisera’s coalition to fight. Sisera may
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    208 Compare Herzog and Gichon (1978: 49–53) who present a three-phased
campaign: (a) 10,000–20,000 men from Naphtali and Zebulon concentrated on
Mount Tabor; (b) Sisera’s advance to contain them on the mountain; and (c)
Deborah and Barak’s rear-attack on Sisera’s forces. See  note 156 above.

have wished to avoid conflict when the weather would work to
his disadvantage and when Ephraim was making threats from the
south. But an attack toward Merom and upon Abu Hawam (an
Egyptian port and naval facility, like Acco, at the mouth of the
Wadi Kishon) could not be ignored. A quick response by Sisera’s
coalition, in strength, was imperative—leaving the rear areas
unprotected and vulnerable.

5:19b.  From Taanach along wdgm ym l[ ^n[tb
the waters of Megiddo

 (See above, pages 85–86.)

The parallel to Ju 5:19–23 in 4:14–15 accounts for the view of
Aharoni and Avi-Yonah (1977: 62):

Sisera gathered the Canaanite chariotry “at Taanach, by the waters of Megid-
do” (Judg 5:19), and after crossing the upper reaches of the Kishon River,
proceeded toward Mount Tabor. The Canaanites were fully confident in the
surprise element and striking power of their chariotry . . . . The chariots how-
ever could not negotiate Mount Tabor and the forested hills of Galilee, and
the initiative remained with Barak. The Israelites attacked on a rainy day: the
defeat of the Canaanite chariotry turned into a rout; the Kishon, swollen by a
downpour, preventing escape.

While this reconstruction harmonizes the accounts in Ju 4:14–
15 and 5:19, it presupposes a certain naïveté on the part of Sisera,
an experienced charioteer, for attempting a chariot attack into the
forested hills of Galilee and up Mount Tabor. 

Actually, Ju 4:14 and 5:19 are not fully reconcilable. The prose
account makes no reference to rain and the flash-flooding of the
wadi, and the poetic account knows nothing of Mount Tabor.208

Moreover, the b of ^n[tb need not mean “at,” as though the
Israelite militia made an attack at Taanach but not at Megiddo.
The use of b “from” (see above, note 42) indicates simply the
east-west route of Sisera’s counterattack to rout the Israelites.
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    209 Two variants, Kennicott (1780: 1: 489) MS 257 ̂ n[`b and Lucianic MS
n sqainai (Brooke and McLean 1917: 806a), suggest that Beth-shan (Baiqsan
or Bhqsan) once stood in the tradition. Such limited evidence permits no con-
clusions, but given the interchange of [ and a, the @[`b of the variant ^n[`b
may be a variant of @a  ̀tb (or  @  ̀tyb or @`yb). The sqainai appears to be a
corrupted conflation of @` tb and  @[`b. An association of Sisera with the pre-
Philistine military personnel at Beth-shan (Josh 17:16) would be most attractive.
Foreign influence at Bethshan could have given it the reputation of being t`rj
!ywgh, “the (defensive) enclave of foreigners.” See note 37 above.

    210 The recurring reference to aspects of caravan trade in the poem indicates
that those Israelites who defeated Sisera were oppressed caravaneers, rather than
participants in a peasant’s rebellion or an influx of nomads. See especially

The super aquas Machedon and ad aquas habitauerunt found
in some versions are corruptions of MT wdgm ym l[. The former
reflects the Vorlage @dgm ym l[; the latter reflects a Vorlage
with wrg ym l[. For the g becoming ch or c instead of the antici-
pated g and g (wdgm = Machedon), one need only note that in 2
Sam 21:19 yTigIH' ty:l]G: “Goliath the Gittite” appears as Goliaq ton
Geqqai/on and in B(†) as Godolian ton Cettaion. The same vari-
ation of  Geqqai,ou for Cettaion appears in 1 Chron 13:13. The n
of Machedon reflects a misreading of  @ for the original w. On the
aquas habitauerunt ( = Wrg: yme instead of MT wdgm), one may note
the inhabitasti in 5:17 for rwgy.209

5:19b.  Silver spoils they did not take wjql al #sk [xb

Akkadian texts indicate that silver functioned as a means of
exchange for most caravaneers. Veenhof (1972: 351) noted, “The
expression luqu) tam ana kaspim tacurum, ‘to turn merchandise
again (back) to silver,’ shows that kaspum (#sk) was for the
Assyrians the starting point and the ultimate goal of the trade.”
Assuming, for lack of evidence to the contrary, an analogous
situation in the caravan trade during the days of Shamgar and
Deborah, silver would have been common cargo and currency for
the Israelite caravaneers. Sisera must have used his chariotry
often enough to raid caravans so that the direct trade routes
became increasingly abandoned as he gained his reputation for
being a despoiler of silver.210
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Hauser (1978: 2 –19), Thompson (1978: 20–27), and Schloen (1993: 24–30)
for a critique of Mendenhall (1973: passim) and Gottwald (1974: 223 –255;
1975: 89–100; 1979: 504–509).  See note 262.

    211 E.g., cnt II: 40–41, tskh [rbb.] nskh . kbkbm, which Craigie rendered,
“rain (which) the stars poured forth.” G. R. Driver (1956: 85) translated, “[the
showers] [that] she poured (were as many as) the stars.”

    212 Note Weinfeld’s observations (1983: 124–125):

It has not been noticed up to now that the three motifs combined here —1)
the heavenly factors who wage battle on the enemy, 2) the torrent which
sweeps away the enemy, and 3) the destruction of the enemy’s chariotry—

The Armenian 1cs (= ego) and the singular elaben in MSS hqa2

reflect, no doubt, a Vorlage having a dittography of the a (al
wjqla for MT wjql al) and the absence of the final 3mpl suffix
w (see the discussion below on < w>z[y in 5:21c). 

 
VIII. Defeat of the Canaanites: Ju 5:20–23a

5:20.  The stars from their stations !twlsmm !ybkwkh

The proposal of Winckler to change the s of !twlsmm to a z
and read “from their stations” (= Akkadian manzaltu “mansion,
station”) has been adopted by many, including Cross (1950: 34),
P. D. Miller (1973), and Stuart (1976: 130). However, the NEB,
the NAB, Boling (1975: 103), Soggin (1981: 83), and the NRSV
retained “from their courses.” But the interchange of s and z
(e.g., sl[ and zl[ “to rejoice,” Syriac )sB = hzb “despise,”
Arabic £>! = @wsa “injury”) mitigates against emending the text,
even if one wants to read “stations.”

Craigie (1977b: 33–38) challenged the views of Blenkinsopp,
Boling, J. Gray, and Globe that in light of evidence from the
Ugaritic texts the stars were considered the source of rain.211 He
argued that (a) the stars, as the heavenly host of Yahweh, were
intended to develop the cosmic scope of the battle, (b) Deborah’s
“star helpers” reflect the reworking of the myth of Anat and her
starry helpers, and (c) the poet had reworked the mythological
imagery about  Špš ( = vmv “Sun”)  and her army of stars.212  But
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appear in Exod. 14:19ff., in connection with the defeat of the Egyptians in
the sea: 1) the pillar of fire and cloud which causes panic in the Egyptian
camp (vs. 24), 2) the hurling of the Egyptians into the midst of the sea, and
3) the dismantlement of the chariotry (vs. 25). The ‘sea’ in the Exodus
stories, and the ‘torrent’ in the story of the defeat of Sisera . . . derive from
the mythological war of God against ‘sea’ and ‘river,’ and their development
is particular to Israel’s epic.

    213 Note the very fanciful interpretation of Josephus (Antiquities 5: 5: 4;
Thackeray 1934: 5: 92–93; Naber 1888: 1: 305):

. . . there came up a great tempest with torrents of rain and hail; and the wind
blew and drove the rain in the faces of the Canaanites, obscuring their vision
(tai/j o;yesin au.tw/n evpiskotw/n), so that their arrows and their slings were
of no service to them, and their infantry by reason of the cold could make no
use of their swords. But the Israelites were less hampered by the storm, which
was at their back . . . .

The basis of Josephus’s tai/j o;yesin au.tw/n evpiskotw/n may well be found in
the tradition behind the ableyia  (= !l[h) in MS k of 5:22 (see above, page 25)
which he took literally rather than metaphorically. Note !l[ in 1 Sam 12:3.

     214 Rahlfs (1935: 426) has Sisara in his text, but israhl in his notes.

Craigie’s interpretation need not preclude the idea that the stars
were considered the immediate source of the downpour.213

In contrast to Craigie’s explanation, Sawyer (1981: 87–89)
offered an astronomical interpretation. The poet, he thinks, may
have referred here to the solar eclipse of September 30, 1131
B.C.E. (which lasted over four minutes in the area of Taanach),
although the battle per se and the eclipse were unrelated. Aside
from the fact that the tradition speaks of stars, not the sun, if the
battle was around 1190, as argued above, and if the composition
of the poem was by an eyewitness, the eclipse came a bit too late.

The A-text, using ihl as the abbreviation for larcy, reads
meta ihl instead of meta. Sisara with the B-text and the MT
arsys ![.214 Since !jln occurs twenty-six times with the pre-
position ![ meaning “against (the enemy),” there is no reason
why the A-text needed to read ![ with the meaning “along
with,” making Israel the object of the preposition. The problem
must have been textual, not contextual. The variant may reflect a
Vorlage with the consonant cluster arsys![, wherein the s!
was read as a dittography and subsequently changed to arsy![,
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which in turn must have been read as a corruption of larsy ![
for larcy ![. The confusion of s and ! is evident in the trans-
literation of !y !wdq as  kadhseim, discussed next. (On the super
aquas Machedon and ad aquas habitauerunt, see the discussion
above on “the waters of Megiddo” in 5:19b).

5:21b.  The wadi surged seaward !y !wdq ljn

The MT !ymwdq was translated in the LXX B-text as avrcai,wn
“ancient,” but the A-text has transliterations: kadhseim, kadhmeim,
and kadhmein, indicating the uncertainty of meaning. The con-
fusion of ! and s, noted above with arsys ![, is evidenced
again in the kadhseim and kadhmeim. However, the kauswnwn
“scorching wind” of MS k is a translation of !ydIq; “sirocco,” as
it occurs in Gen 41:6, 23, 27. The suneyhsmenwn of MSS gln is
not from sune,yw “to smelt, to boil together,” but su,n “complete-
ly” plus ya,w “to vanish, to crumble away, to disappear” (Liddell
and Scott9 1940: 1691, 2019). Lindars (1995: 270) translated sun-
eyhsmenwn “(the river) of those swept away” and rightly noted,
“This was clearly unsatisfactory [as a translation of !ymwdq].” I
would identify suneyhsmenwn as a misplaced doublet of !prg
“sweep them away” in 5:21a where MSS gln also read exebalen.

Many commentators have followed Meyer (BH3 ) and emended
the text to !m;DÒqi “it overwhelmed them, it attacked them.” But a
number of other translations have been offered: “the river barring
the way” (Meek 1927: 386); “the sacred wadi” (JB); “the on-
rushing Kishon River” (TEV); “the river of forward-moving
attackers” (Seale 1962: 347); “the onrushing torrent (NRSV);
“ancient wadi” (NAB and O’Connor [1980: 226], following the
B-text ceima,rrouj avrcai,wn); “[the wadi] headed off ” (J. Gray
1988: 427); and “it forestalled them, the torrent Kishon” (Lindars
1995: 211).

However, !ymwdq is composed of two words: the adverbial ac-
cusative  !y “seaward” and the infinitive absolute !wdq, used in
lieu of, or with the ellipsis of, the finite verb. The h locale could
be added to !y, but it is not necessary since the â vowel was not
always indicated in the spelling. Here !dq means “to advance, to
surge forward” attested in the Sabean !dq (Jamme 1962: 447)
and in Ps 18:6, ynwmdq twm y`qwm “the snares of death surged
over me.” This  understanding of 5:21c is found in t he Talmud
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(Pesa .him 118b): “Straightway, the brook Kishon swept them out
(!prg) and cast them into the sea (!yl @kyl`hw), as it is said,
!ymwdq ljn !prg @w`yq ljn . . . the fish in the sea opened [their
mouths]. . . .” (H. Freedman 1938: 610). In contrast to the
Talmud, the Targum understood !ymwdq to mean “antiquity.”

5:21c.  The Wadi Kishon overtook (them) ^rdt @w`yq ljn

The MT z[ y`pn ykrdt , “march on, my soul, with might!”
(NRSV), where the jussive is read as an imperative, is as impos-
sible a phrase for a battle narrative as was Symmachus’ aigiwn
faragx, “a wadi (fa,ragx) of goats” (= !yz[ ljn) or “a throat
(fa,rugx) of goats” (= !yz[ `pn, for the MT z[ `pn . . . ljn).
Reflecting the difficulty here, the NAB omitted the phrase, hav-
ing simply, “a wadi . . . , the Kishon” [ellipsis in the NAB]. 

Cross (1950: 35) proposed z[ v<r>p wkrdt “his mighty
chargers pounded (the ground).” However, deleting nine of the
eighteen letters (the y of ykrdt and the second “conflated” ljn
@w`yq) has not been a convincing solution. Craigie (1969a: 257)
and O’Connor (1980: 226) retained vpn “soul” and translated
respectively, “Dominate powerfully, O my soul,” and “O my
soul, tread down the mighty.” Boling (1975: 113) and Soggin
(1981c: 83) retained the 2ms, but read vpn “throat,” and trans-
lated respectively, “you shall trample the throat of the mighty”
and “may you press down the necks of the powerful!”

Lindars (1995: 270–271) concluded, “In my view the colon
jars so badly with the form and character of the stanza that it
cannot be regarded as original, however it is explained.” But to
the contrary, a contextually acceptable reading is easily available
through a redivision of the MT. The second @w`yq ljn is the sub-
ject of  ykrdt “she (?) overtook,”  the y of which goes with the
next word. The restored 3fs yqtl ^rdt could be emended to
^rdh, the 3ms hiphcîl perfect of ^rd (see below). 

However, a hasty emendation seems unwise. Speiser (1955:
118–121) recognized the presence of the durative-iterative tan-
form in Hebrew which resulted in a “secondary hithpa cel” form.
The prosthetic h of the tan- form may not appear in all instances.
MT ^rdt could be such a tan- form: *tandaraka > taddarak.
Moreover, Sarna (1963: 317–318), van Dijk (1969: 440– 447),
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    215 A 3ms taqtul variant, rwgt, could also account for the problematic 2nd

sg. paroikeij, paroikhj, and katoikeij variants for rwgy in 5:17. ̂ rdt could be
the tD stem (Moscati 1964: 127); but a reflexive does not fit the context as well.

and Schoors (1988: 193–200) argued for the existence of a 3ms
taqtul in Hebrew.215 This ^rdt can be added to their list of more
than twelve possible taqtul verbs which need further study in
light of Speiser’s suggestions.

Here ^rd means “to overtake,” a synonym of vpn (see below)
and a cognate of Aramaic ^rd “to overtake” (Jastrow 1903:
323), of South Arabic drk “to reach” (Jamme 1962: 432), and of
Arabic n@< [4] “it overtook, reached, caught up to (him),” used
with injurious harmful action (Lane 1867: 873). The iterative-
durative tan- form would have been a fitting way to show that the
water relentlessly overwhelmed the chariots. 

Hebrew ^rd “to reach, to overtake” is also found in Ju 20:43,
where Moore’s translation (1900b: 443) remains preferable:
“they pursued him (whpydrh) and overtook him (whkyrdh) oppo-
site Gibeah”—contrary to Boling’s (1975: 287) “completely sub-
jugated them,” or Soggin’s (1981c: 295, following G. R. Driver
[1964]) “reassembling,” or NRSV and NAS “trod them down.”

5:21d.  It overflowed, they sought refuge <w>z[y vpny

In the MT z[ yvpn (“my soul strength”) survives the vocable
vpn “to inundate, to overflow,” which is a synonym of #fv and
a cognate of Arabic Fdªw [5] “it became extended, it expanded,”
as in phrase Çp3< )Cdxª' “the water of the Tigris increased”
(Lane 1893: 2827a) and South Arabic nps “(rain water) covered
(the pasture)” (Jamme 1962: 213). A trace of this meaning may
be found in the remote variant in 5:25 of MS 209 which reads
uperekcunontwn “pouring out over” instead of uperecontwn “be-
ing superior” (= !yryda). 

The final y of MT yvpn goes with the following z[, as the y of
ykrdt was prefixed to vpn. The resulting yqtl preterit vpny can
be added to the list of @"p verbs which retain the n in the imper-
fect (GKC 66 f ). The MT z[ (contra the LXX dunath,, dunatoi,
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     216 The confusion of pte,rna and ste,rna occurs also in Sir 26:18, “Like
golden pillars on silver bases, so are shapely legs upon firm breasts (epi ster-
noij eustaqouj [sic]),” which appears in Sinaiticus as, “. . . shapely legs upon
firm heels (pternoij eustaqmoij).”

    217 The epi uyei of  MS k and the epi ubrei of MSS dglnptvw in 5:22 could
be misplaced variants of MT ymwrm l[ of 5:18. Noteworthy is Isa 2: 17, lp`w
!y`na !wr “and the pride of everyone shall be brought low,” which shows the
same differences in the LXX translations of !wr , for the A-text of this verse has
u[yoj while the corresponding B-text reads u[brij. In light of uvbri,zw  used in a
metaphor of a river that swept away and drowned a horse, or earth carried away
by river floods, and u[brij used about a loss by sea (Liddell and Scott9 1940:
1841), the epi ubrei of MS k and the taj ubreij  of MSS MNamyb2 must render
!prg “it swept them away” of 5:21. The Syro-hexaplaric a rigitu “from roaring”
matches u`bri,zw “to neigh, to bray and prance”; but the ubristaj “running-riot,
unruly” (used of horses) of MSS glnptvw is a remote doublet for !lh of 5:22.

and en iscuei) is not from zz[ “strong,” but from zw[ “to seek
refuge,” as in Isa 30:2 h[rp zw[mb zw[l, “to seek protection
under Pharaoh’s shelter.” As with other 3mpl verbs in the poem,
the final w of wz[y must be added (see above, page 15). 

The poet could have used a more common word than vpn
meaning “to overflow,” such as rb[ in Isa 23:10, or #wx in Duet
11:4, or #fv in Jer 47:2. The fact that we have what is now a
rare cognate or loanword from Arabic and South Arabic provides
the critic with a clear clue that the poet made use of dialectal
options which do not currently appear in standard lexica of the
classical Jerusalem dialect.

5:22a.  Up the slopes scattered far and wide wbq[ wmlh
(See above, pages 25–26.)

The clue to MT ybq[ wmlh is in the proto-Lucianic MS k, epi
uyei euqunonta taj pternaj ekstasewj autou (a senseless cluster
of words meaning, “upon high ground a helmsman the hoofs of
his standing outside”) and the variants in the Lucianic MSS
dglnptvw, including sterna, but not epi ubrei.216 Although cited
among the variants in 22b (amadarwq for twrhdm), these words
are in fact a remote doublet and triplet for ybq[ wmlh in 5:22a.
They should be read with the notations for MS k preceding the
ippouj [= !ysws] when using the Brooke and McLean text.217
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    218 Lambert (1952: 188) suggested deleting MT !ysws as a gloss to wyryba
since it is not represented in MS k. But MS k has ippwn. Lambert’s relating
euqunonta  possibly to dmlm (?), ubrei and uyei possibly to za, and ekstasewj
autou to wtdrj (for MT twrhd) is less than persuasive. Except for euprepeia
“comely, goodly, majestic,” which reflects a reading of wyryda for MT wyryba,
the LXX variants cited by Lambert on verse 22 can all be related to either bq[ I
(MT ybq[ was misread by MSS MNadkmoptvyb2 as wrq[ = eneurokophqhsan
“they were hamstrung”) or bq[ II, in addition to !lh I and !lh II or their
variants, wml and lmh.

The misplaced readings of MS k, the Old Latin, and the ver-
sions include the o pouj mou, pes meus, and pes mei in 5:21—all
of which translate the ybq[ of 5:22 as podaj (as in Gen 49:19).
The doublet is taj pternaj “the hooves” ( = bq[ I “heel”) and epi
uyei “upon high ground” (= bq[ II “steep ground, hill”) as in Isa
40:41. The triplet is (1) euqunonta “one steering something
straight” ( = !wlh), (2) ekstasewj “standing outside” ( = !lh),
and (3) autou ( = the w o of  w omlh or a w oml, from a Vorlage having
wml hza [for the MT wmlh za], with hza being a variant of  za,
like the yz:a} in Ps 124:3–5).218

Whether to read wlmh or wmlh is a tossup. Given the numerous
transliterations reflecting wlmh, the vocable here could be !lh II,
not !lh I “to hammer.” Either way—with the metathesis of the l
and m or not—the verb is cognate with Arabic qt| “it (water)
poured forth, overflowed” (Lane 1893: 3045). It was also used of
a camel left without rein [4]; and, as Castell noted (1669: 856),
form [7] means “asportavit” and “abstulit.” Dozy (1927: 764)
cited qt| “chameau qui erre çà et là sans gardien, et par consé-

quent farouche; (puis) tout ce qui difficile à manier” and the verb
qt| “errer çà et là.” When one shifts from camels to horses,

lmh/!lh becomes an appropriate term for the rout of chariots.
The verbs !lh and qt| are by-forms of alh “to move far

off,” which accounts for the Targum’s aplt`a “were drawn
off.” Similar by-forms are attested; e.g., !hn and hhn “to lament”
and !lv and hlv “to be at peace.” The Arabic cognate "p| “pour
faire avancer les chevaux, pour les arrêter, pour les faire aller
dans une autre direction” (Dozy 1927: 760) provides the clue for
determining the origin of euqunonta “helmsman” = !lh, which
was a by-form of alh.
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      219 On these verses compare McCarter (1980: 189, 233, 237), “Has the man
come here?” (emending the MT to `ya !lh d[ abh) and “the camp was
surging back and forth.” He also noted S. R. Driver (1913b: 84), “Is there still
(i.e., besides ourselves) any one come hither?”

    220 O’Connor (1980: 226–227), following G. R. Driver (1962–1963: 11),
proposed the same redivision, but with a different analysis. He read twrhd as an
infinitive with the force of a finite verb and translated, “ The horses’ heels
thundered. His [Sisera’s] stallions thundered.” But, there is no evidence that the
infinitive construct, like the infinitive absolute, was used as a finite form, or that
bq[ “heel” ( = pte,rna) is a synonym for hsrp or #lf “ hoof ” ( = ovplh,).

Hebrew alh is attested in Mic 4:7, “those who were removed
far off (ha;l;h}N"h'), I will make a strong nation.” The verb !lh
may occur in 1 Sam 10:22 where it is tempting to read abjh
vya !lh dw[ “Is he still hiding (or) has the man gone away?”
instead of MT, vya !lh dw[ abh “is there yet a man to come
hither?” (ASV). It may also appear in 1 Sam 14:16, gwmn @wmhh
!lhw ^lyw, which can be translated (shifting the w of MT !lhw to
wmlh), “the multitude melted away, they went off and retreated
far away.”219 All three verbs (alh, !lh, and lmh) are appropri-
ate when describing the rout of chariots,  with driverless horses
running to and fro (see OIP 6: 22, cited by Speiser [1955: 119]).

The MT sws ybq[ requires two simple corrections. The initial
m of  twrhdm must be affixed to the MT sws and the y of ybq[
must be changed to a w. The resulting !sws (= wmysws scriptio
plena)220 is discussed below. The restored wbq[ is the dual of
bq[ II “hill, high ground,” with the 3ms suffix having @w`yq ljn
as its antecedent. The doublet uyei, as noted above (page 197),
reflects this meaning of bq[, and the wnzrp in 5:11 may offer
another example of a noun in the dual with a 3ms suffix. The
subject of wmlh follows the adverbial wbq[ and is discussed next.

5:22b. their horses (and) chariots twrhd <w>m<y>sws

The wmysws “their horses,” restored with plena spelling (see the
above paragraph), balances the 3mpl object suffix of !prg in
5:21.  Both suffixes have  @[nk yklm . . . !yklm of 5:19 as their
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antecedents. The suffix of wmysws functions as a double-duty
suffix, permitting the translation, “their chariots” (unless the Vor-
lage had simply twrhdw !ysws “horses and chariots”).

The wyryba twrhd twrhd of 5:22b, which the LXX A-text
simply transliterated (ammadarwq, and the like), presented great
difficulty. Albright (1934: 52, 64; 1936: 30) equated twrhd with
the Egyptian dhr “to race chariots” and he translated, “ran / raced
chariot races his /their stallions.” This has been followed by
Cross (1950: 30), Boling (1975: 113), and Stuart (1976: 130),
who make it sound more like a sporting event than the panic of a
military rout. Soggin (1981c: 83) offered, “the charges of the
charging steeds,” but this rendering missed the point that the
charioteers were fleeing in defeat rather than charging into battle.

The translation I propose uses Albright’s equation of rhd and
Egyptian t/dhr; but “chariot, chariot-warrior,” rather than “race,
chariot-racer,” is the more likely meaning in a battle ballad.
However, if, as J. A. Wilson (1955: 239) suggested, teher is a
Hittite loanword, rhd need not have entered Hebrew through
Egyptian channels. It may have come directly from the Hittite
(see pages 74–76). The feminine trhd “chariot” corresponds to

the feminine synonym, tbkrm “chariot,” and the feminine hlg[
“cart” (which occurs as a Semitic loanword in Egyptian).

5:22c.  his chariot (and) his stallions wyryba wtrhd

The repeated twrhd could be (a) an original plural, (b) an in-
correct plena spelling for a singular trhd, or (c) with a meta-
thesis of tw to wt, a suffixed singular noun. In view of the
singular suffix on wyryba “his stallions,” option (c), “his (Sis-
era’s) chariot” is the preferred reading. The dunatw/n auvtou/ in
MSS Adglnptvw, the Ethiopic (= et ualidi) and Syro-hexaplaric
(= ualidorum eius) “his strong ones” render MT wyryba, like the
B-text ivscuroi. auvtou/. However, the dunastwn autou “his lords”
(in MSS bcx) and the remote doublet  dunastwn autou (in MS k)
in 5:23 reflect a Vorlage with wyryda for MT wyryba. Were
wyryda original, the reference would be to the !ynzr and !yklm
mentioned in 5:3 and 5:19. (Synonymous parallelism of sws and
ryba occurs also in Jer 8:16.)
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    221 MS k is quite contaminated with variants for zwrm wrwa and with remote

doublets after katoikw/n auvth,n  (for the MT hyb`y), including:

eidoisan   war for    wrwa  in 5:23a

odunaj rwzm for    zwrm  in 5:23a

eidoisan   war for    wrwa  in 5:23b

araj rwra for    rwra  in 5:23b

apolesate  wmh for    wmlh  in 5:22

katarasei  rra for    wrwa  in 5:23a

katarasqe wrwa for   rwra  in 5:23a

uperfanouj ryda for  ryba  in 5:22
ubristaj   !lh for   wmlh  in 5:22

arate wrwa for    rwra  in 5:23
apolesate  wmh for   wmlh  in 5:22

5:23a.  Doomed to die, they panicked !<y>azwrm wr[w]a

Those who view zwrm as a place name (Mazorhot or Manzor or
Meroz), elsewhere unattested, generally follow the argument of
Burney (1918: 152) that the city is unknown because “It is highly
probable that the curse took practical effect, and the city with its
inhabitants was destroyed by the Israelites, and never subse-
quently rebuilt.” Lindars (1995: 272), in agreement with Burney,
negated Meroz all the more stating, “. . . the purpose [of this
verse] is not likely to be related to any particular interest in
Meroz.” He correctly noted that down to the present “no certain-
ty attaches to any of the proposed identifications, emendations, or
symbolic renderings [of this place name].”

But not everyone has been convinced that zwrm is the name of a
town. The doublet in the Old Latin, videant dolores “let them see
pains /griefs” (= zwrm war for MT zwrm wrwa), the remote doublet
iniuriam in 5:22, and the idoien odunaj “may they see pains” (=
zwrm war) in pre-Lucianic MS k and Lucianic MSS glnptvw, re-
flect traditions which did not view zwrm as a place name.221 One
tradition (Moc ed Katan 16) recalls that, “Some say Meroz was
(the name of ) a great personage; others say that it was (the name
of ) a star.” Chaney (1976b: 18–19), cited by O’Connor (1980:
227), argued against zwrm as a place name. He emended the text
to read rzmm and translated it as “estrange.” The interpretation
offered here follows a similar course, but with different results.
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    222 Note especially Ps 82:6 –7, “gods you are . . . but you will die like a
mortal” where twm was used instead of azr or hzr. In modern Hebrew hzr , a
cognate of£>@ ,  means “to be lean, to be thin or scarce” (Klein 1987: 612).

The LXX mhrwz and its variants (marwz, marwr, marwzon,
mahrzwr, mazwn, mazourwq, and narwq) are not proper names, but
transliterations of an unknown word, like ammadarwq for twrhdm
in Ju 5:21. The fact that this unrecognized word was preceded
seemingly by an imperative war “see” (MSS glnptvw have a
doublet  idoien and MS k has eidoisan) or rra “curse” (the LXX
having various forms of katara/sqe, araj, and apolesate) certain-
ly contributed to its being understood as a name in direct address,
rather than as a transliteration of an unknown word.

Ju 5:23a is particularly corrupt with reference to word division.
The consonant cluster must have been hwhy ^almrmazrm ra,
which should have been read as hwhy ̂ al !yr !yazwrm wra,
with scriptio plena, instead of the MT hwhy ̂ alm rma zwrm wrwa.
This proposed redivision produces three words attested elsewhere
in Biblical Hebrew (though not very widely), namely, azrm “to
be afflicted-unto-death,” rra II “to panic,” and !yr “a downpour
of water” (Klein 1987: 612, 57, and 616, respectively).

T. H. Gaster (1969: 419) noted that zwrm is related to the stems
azr and hzr, which occur in Isa 24:16 yl yzr, “woe is me!” and
Zeph 2:11 $rah yhla lk ta hzr yk, “he afflicted-unto-death /
doomed-to-death all the gods of the earth.”222 The cognate behind
the reconstructed !azrm in 5:23a is the Arabic nominal form
!B ?ªs, the plural of which signifies “persons of whom the best

have died or persons of whom death befalls the best” (Lane 1867:
1075a). The restored !yazwrm could be the passive participle
!yaiZÒrum]. As the gods in Zeph 2:11 and the heroes in Deut 32: 42
(see pages 122–126) were doomed to death, so too Sisera’s supe-
rior forces were doomed to die suddenly.

The word picture is that of panic-stricken charioteers vainly
seeking to escape flash-flooding in a wadi which, only seconds
before, had been serving as their safe highway. Consequently,
wra (MT wrwa) must certainly be rra II “to panic, to become
panic-stricken,” a cognate of Akkadian araru [B] which occurs
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in the relevant line, “as to war, the troops will become frightened
(i-ru-ur-ma) and throw away their weapons” (CAD 1: 1: 236).

The four infinitives in the LXX (katarasqai of MSS Bbtfqrsz
[and MSS jcf for the second wrwa of the MT], katarasaiai of MS
A, katarasasqai of MSS MNcjoa2b2 [and MSS AMnb2oa2 for the
second wrwa of the MT], and katarassesqai of MS w [for both
occurrences of wrwa]) point to a Vorlage of ra or rwa. These pro-
vide more examples of the defective spelling in the Vorlage of
3mpl verbs, although the 3rd plural optative idoien (of MSS
glnptvw) supports reading wra for the MT Wr/a. The apolesate
in the Lucianic MSS glnpvw and in MS k can mean “to cause
panic.” Hatch and Redpath [1954: 1: 136] list thirty-nine Hebrew
words for avpollu,ein, including !wh, which appears to have been
read for the MT !lh (see pages 25–26).

5:23b.  Yahweh sent a cloudburst hwhy ^al !<y>r

Although not yet recognized in the exegetical studies of this
verse, a reference to “heavy rain” is included in the battle scene.
Schreiner (1957: 98) noted that the doublets ubristaj “violent
ones” and uperhfanouj “arrogant ones” in the Lucianic MSS
glnptvw were translations of a Vorlage having !wr. If the early
translators had read !yr (= bre,cein “to wet, to rain”) instead of
!wr (uvbrista,j), they would have been correct. The Hebrew text
must have had !r, but it was not the scriptio defectiva of !wr
“high, haughty,” but rather the plural of yr “cloudburst,” hidden
by the misdivision of words. The m from ^alm and the r of MT
rma, when joined, restore the plural noun !r ( = !yr scriptio
plena), a cognate of Arabic £Ö@ “a cloud of which the rain
drops are large and vehement in their fall” (Lane 1867: 1195c)
and Syriac )wr “to water, to satiate,” as in the exression “the
Nile supplies its fields with abundant water” (Payne Smith, 1957:
532).

The noun yr occurs in the Deir cAlla text I: 8, [y /t]htp ry skry
šmyn, “let not the abundant rain (?) [br]eak the bolts of heaven”
(Hoftijzer and van der Kooij 1976: 173, 179, 194).  In addition, it
appears in Job  37:11, b[ jyrfy yrb “ with  abundant water he
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    223 Compare Pope (1965: 243), who unnecessarily emended yrb to qrb.

    224 Reading !yrw lwq for MT !wr wlwq and scanning 3 + 2 + 2. Compare

Albright (1950: 11, 16) who proposed wlwq !wht @tn “ The Deep gave forth its

voice” and vmv acn whydy !wr “ the exalted one, Sun, raised his arms.”

ladens the cloud,”223 and in Hab 3:10, !yrw lwq !wht @tn, “the
deep gives forth noise and abundant waters.”224 This !r (= !yr)
in the text may have been the basis for Josephus’s  account of the
battle (Antiquities 5: 5: 4) which has wind, hail, and rain working
to the advantage of the Israelites (see note 213). 

By removing the m of ^alm in 5:23, the hwhy ^alm “angel of
Yahweh” disappears. But the angel cannot simply be expunged,
as Stuart (1976: 136) and others have proposed. As noted above,
the hwhy ^alm originated from a misdivision of ^almrmazrm.

Gaster’s proposal (1969: 419) to treat ^alm as an “augur or

counselor” is supported only by the B-text of Ju 4:8 which reads,
“for I do not know the day when the Lord would prosper the
angel with me (. . . euvodoi/ to.n a;ggelon ku,rioj metV evmou/).” Sug-

gestions to read the feminine hkalm to accommodate Deborah’s

being the messenger of Yahweh are equally unnecessary. 

5:23c. Their riders (completely) <@>hyb`y wra rwra
panicked

The plural suffix “their” is attested in the Sahidic and in MS N
(autoij). But this variant in itself is insufficient reason for the
emendation. The 3fs suffix of MT hybvy was due to harmoniza-
tion after zwrm was read as a place name and after the original
@hybvy was thought to be a reference to the “inhabitants” of

Meroz, requiring the shift from the 3fpl suffix @h to the 3fs h.

Originally, the @hybvy were the “riders /drivers” of the twrhd
“chariots,” which requires the 3fpl @h, as restored. The adverb

“completely” is added to reflect the Hebrew infinitive absolute.
(See page 155 for the use of bvy “to ride” as a synonym of bkr.)

There is no compelling reason to follow the Greek which has
(except for MSS fsz) the extra word pa/j, suggesting a Vorlage
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    225 The list consists of 1 Sam 2:3; Hab 1:12; Mal 2:15; Pss 7:13, 27:13,
68:10, 75:7 (twice), 85:7, 100:2; and Job 13:15 and 36:5. See also note 254.

having lk @hybvy “their riders all.” The pa/j stems from the l
and k of the following al  yk, which in the early orthography
could have been al k, giving rise to a doublet lk or alk. The
wra (MT wrwa) in this line is the same as in the previous one, a
cognate of Akkadian araru [B] “to panic.” 

5:23d.  Indeed, they were victorious <W>al yk

MT yk here is the emphatic particle, studies of which have
been reviewed by Schoors (1981: 243–253). Behind the negative
particle al in the MT survives the verb hal II “to be victorious,”
a cognate of Ugaritic and Phoenician l cy “to prevail” (UT 426:
134; Harris 1936: 114) and Akkadian lecu “to overpower some-
one” (CAD 9: 156)—not to be confused with the homograph
hal or hhl I “to be weary, to be faint.” Dahood (1966: 46, 144;
1970: 288) cited twelve texts225 where this stem occurs, and this
verse can be added to that list. As with yl (= Wyl) in 5:13, the
final y of the y"l stem was not written, although it was written
with ybl (= Wybl) in 5:8. The verb hal II is also found in 5:30a
(see pages 226–227). 

5:23e.  Those going forth hwhy trz[l yab
for the Warrior Yahweh

 
Since MT hybvy (restored to @hybvy) does not refer to the “in-

habitants of Meroz,” but to “the riders of the chariots,” it cannot
be the subject of wab “they came.” The phrase trz[l wab con-
tains the subject of Wal; (for MT a Ol), requiring the change of wab
to yab, a construct plural participle, referring to Barak and the
militia. As noted in the discussion of ^rd l[ yklh in 5:10, the
poet had a liking for intervening prepositions with bound nouns.

As well demonstrated by P. D. Miller (1970: 159–175), Baisas
(1973: 41–51), and Sasson (1982: 201–208), rz[ is a homograph
of  two vocables: rz[ I “to save” (a cognate of Ugaritic cd.r) and
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     226 Some Masoretic manuscripts, the Samaritan text, and the Vulgate attest
hy ytrmz for the hy trmz in Ex 15:2 (see BHS).

    227
 On ytn[ see above, page 59. Nougayrol, cited by Cazelles (1956: 131–

136), recognized the form in Akkadian. The MT hwhy trz[ in 5:23 could con-
ceal an original doubled y of hwhy ytrz[, as could the larcy twrmz in 2 Sam
23:1. On the omission of doubled consonants, see Blommerde 1969: 4; Dahood
and Penar 1970: 371. Note the smaller a and q in the vmwj of Gen 27:46 and
Lev 1:1, ytxq qjxy la and the la arqyw, respectively.

rz[ II “warrior, hero” (a cognate of Ugaritic 'gzr). Here it is suf-
ficient to note Ugaritic bclm cd.r “Lord–of–Help,” y cd.rd “Hadd–
Saves” and ydd il 'gzr “cIl’s beloved, the Warrior/Hero” (UT 454
no. 1831, and 463 no. 1956). Since Yahweh, the divine warrior
(= hmjlm vya “the man of war,” Ex 15:3), was also the savior,
the poet probably intended a double entendre. Amit’s conclusion
(1987: 102) about Judges 4 is equally valid for the poem of Jud-
ges 5: “the purpose of the story is to stress that God, and God a-
lone, is the savior of Israel, a savior who makes use of characters
as instruments in a game he has established the rules of.”

The masculine trz[ “savior / warrior” used for Yahweh em-
ploys the rare titulary t suffix which appears in the Phoenician/
Punic name l[btrz[ and in the title t[rp “hero” in Deut 32:42,
discussed above (page 126). Other examples of this suffix in-
clude: tlhq in Ecc 1:1; trps in Ezra 2:55; trkp in Ezra 2:57;
the title larcy twrmz !y[n, “(David,) the beloved (of Yahweh),
the Savior of Israel,” in 2 Sam 23:1; and hy trmz (or hy ytrmz) in
Ex 15: 1–2 (with the NRS and the NRSV: “I will sing [hr:yvia;] to
the LORD, for he has triumphed gloriously; horse and rider he has
thrown into the sea. The LORD is my strength and my might
[Hy: tr:m]zIwÒ]”; contra the KJV, ASV, RSV, and others which read,
“. . . the Lord is my strength and my song [italics mine].226

Cazelles (1956: 136) noted,

Certains égyptologues de renom m’ont fait remarquer que l’égyptien
admettait une série de noms de ce genre [-ty]: wpwty , le messager;
s .hty, le paysan. En hébreu  aussi, peut-être y avait-il un y final de rela-
tion à la fonction au féminin: celui qui a rapport à l’armée, la victoire,
la fonction de scribe . . . La finale [y] serait tombée, et dans l’écriture
et dans la parole.”227
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    228 MS A has ihl for Yael, though this abbreviation was commonly used for
larcy. Variations in the spelling of Heber (Laber and Caleb) are secondary
corruptions. MS k and the Lucianic texts provide some very interesting, though
not significant, doublets, namely,

MSS klptvw    ek deuterou !yn`m for  !y`nm
MSS klptvwgn   en epainw   llhb for  lhab
MS  k    euloghmenh  ^rbt
MS  k       ek gunaikwn  !y`nm
MS  k    en skhnaij     lha

IX. Assassination of Sisera in Ju 5:24–27

5:24.  Yael, the wife ynyqh rbj t`a l[y
     of Heber the Kenite

The noun l[y means “wild goat” (Capra sinaitica), in contrast
to hl[y “gazelle” (Capra ibex nubiana). Popular etymology has
attached the definition “wild goat” to Yael/Jael, making her the
Bedouin “goat lady.” But, as with hrwbd = “bee,” this appears
also to be an early “popular” etymology. According to Harvey
(1962: 787), Yael treacherously “used true nomadic guile, bring-
ing out milk—a sign of hospitality—to the fugitive Sisera . . . ,”
which simply stereotypes nomads without being very insightful.

But there is more to the name l[y than first meets the eye.228

Taylor (see above, page 52) argued a strong case for the poet’s
using the image of Athtart in detailing the person and actions of
Yael, as Craigie compared the role of Deborah with that of Anat.
Both women were given mythic qualities greatly exceeding those
suggested by the simple names “Bee” and “Goat.” 

The basic meanings of l[y stem I ( l[w*) “to benefit, to avail”
and l[y stem II (also l[w*) “to be pre-eminent, to excel, to as-
cend,” with their connotations of power and prominence, provide
a more appropriate meaning of Yael’s name than does “goat.” 

The stem l[y I appears in Isa 48:17 in collocation with lag “to
redeem, to act as kinsman, to be the avenger”: “thus says Yahweh
your avenger (^lag), the Holy One of Israel; I am Yahweh your
God who teaches you to prevail (ly[whl) (RSV “profit”).” There
is probably an etiological element in Ju 5:24–31 explaining why
ynyqh rbj tva had  the name l[y “Availer.” This pre-eminent
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    229 Bal (1988b: 211) stated,

Yael- 4 [= in Judges 4] is, like Deborah- 4 [= in Judges 4], endowed with a
suspect husband. The indication in verse 4:11, commonly translated as
“Heber the Kenite,” is, as many have argued ([J.] Gray 1986, 258), dubious
as a proper noun and is more likely to refer to a clan.

But it was Soggin (1981c: 66) who argued for the clan name. Gray differed with
Soggin, stating, “But his rendering of cešet .heber haqqe%ni (4:17) as ‘a woman
of the Kenite group’ (Judges, 1981, ad loc.) does violence to the Hebrew . . . .
The name Heber may be genuine; but certainly secondary is the detail that
Heber had separated from the Kenites . . . .” Contra Bal (page 212), this
quotation does not sound like Gray’s reservation on Yael’s marital status. Bal
earlier (1988a: 127) followed Boling’s (1975: 114) reading, “woman of Heber
the Kenite.” (Note GKC 127d for normal gentilic patterns.)

woman became in a very real sense the hlag “the Avenger” (see
Num 35: 16–21) for her distant kin and fellow Yahwists.

The Arabic cognate of l[y stem II means “noble person.” Lane
(1863: 298b, 3056c) cited lines which speak of the great reversal:
“. . . the low or ignoble persons [shall prevail], and the noble per-
sons (rÑ\Ño!) [shall perish]” and “ . . . that the weak of mankind

shall have ascendancy over the strong (rÑ\Ño!).” If the semantic

range of l[y approximated that of q\Ö “noble person,” the name
Yael matches the meaning of Deborah’s name, “lady governor,”
as well as Deborah’s title in 5:2a, tw[rp “heroine.” All three
words convey the notion of pre-eminence, power, and prestige.

Moreover, Hava (1915: 881) and Klein (1988: 261) noted that
q\Ö in form [10] means “to seek refuge, to look for shelter, to

climb a mountain.” Since Arabic q\Ö [= l[y] and ^?ª# [= [rp /

[rb] are synonyms meaning “to climb, to ascend [a mountain],”
there is a hint—assuming a similar semantic range—that the
defeated Sisera may have thought of Yael not so much in terms
of  the “goat lady,” but rather in terms of q\Ö “taking to the hills

to seek refuge/shelter” and l[y “to benefit, to avail” (BDB 418).
The MT ynyqh rbj t`a is frequently deleted as a gloss taken

from Ju 4:17. But the poet demonstrated in using ben-Anat, ben-
Abinoam, and “Mother in Israel” a liking for a name coupled
with a noun of familial relationship. The “wife of Heber the
Kenite” apparently fits this pattern, which is another unifying
element in the poem.229 The gentilic ynyqh reflects ethnic identity,
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    230 Note J. Gray 1977: 211–212, 227; 1986: 280.

but it also has vocational overtones ( @yq “to smith, to work in
iron or silver”), as evidenced in “the smiths’ hammers,” men-
tioned in 5:26 (following the Targum’s @yjpnd atpzral).230

Malamat (1962: 143–150), followed by Soggin (1981c: 74, 91)
and Bos (1988: 55), concluded that ynyqh rbj was a personi-
fication of a clan subdivision, “the Kenite group.” This may well
be the case, especially if the personification reflects the clear
occupational overtones of @yq.

However, ynyqh rbj tva may mean more than just “the wife
of Heber the Kenite.” The Arabic, Ethiopic, and Syriac cognates
of  @yq also mean “a song, a singer, to sing” (BDB 883; Dozy

1927: 2: 434, form [4] yáªg ! ). R. Payne Smith (1897: 1136) noted

that yáªg ! is a synonym of  rmz, jy`, and qª'@, which in form [3]

(qáª'?ª') means “he put together and arranged well the component

parts of speech” (Lane 1867: 1028a). Therefore, as twdypl tva
can mean “woman of torches” (= “woman of learning, teacher”),
@yq tva can mean “woman of song,” equivalent to Çxªáªg “song-
stress” or “poetess.”  (The “wailing women” [twnnwqm] in Jer 9:16
were a subgroup of the “women of song” who specialized in
laments and  who sang at funerals.)

Were it not for the references to rbj as a person in Ju 4:11 and
17, one might readily change ynyqh rbj tva l[y to tva l[y
twnyq rbj “Yael, the woman of the guild of singers” or tva l[y
@yq trbj “Yael, the woman with the knowledge of poetry,” re-
cognizing here the title rbj, a cognate of ?$7 and a synonym of

vp\ “knowledge, learning” (Lane 1865: 695; BDB: 288). Yael
could have qualified for the title hrybj h`a “scholar” (Jastrow
1903: 421–22; Brown 1992: 87). Whether the gentilic y of ynyqh
was original, or whether the h of ynyqh should be affixed to rbj
(for an hrbj tva = hrybj hva) must remain open questions.
The references to Heber in 4:11 and 17 could have come from an
early misunderstanding of “the woman skilled in poetry” in 5:24.
 Such an interpretation would make Yael a “sage” in her own
right, like the twmkj “the wise (singing) women” in Jer 9:16. She
could well have been the poet who, as a “Qenite/Kenite,” crafted
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or sang (@yq) the poem long known as the “Song of Deborah.”
This possibility is all the more reason why the ynyqh rbj tva
should not be deleted. It may prove to be a hidden signature or an
embedded colophon.

On the one hand, Mazar (1965: 302) suggested that Sisera fled
to Yael “to seed the peace” between Jabin and Heber. Yael’s
residence, Elon-bezaanannim, was perhaps a recognized sanc-
tuary. If so, Mazar conjectured, the assassination of Sisera at a
sanctified refuge, in violation of the rules of hospitality, “may be
explained only as the fulfillment of a divine command by a char-
ismatic woman.” On the other hand, Fensham (1964: 53) recog-
nized here a close friendship between Israel and the Kenites, as
though they were treaty-bound. He argued, 

The act of Jael is in accord with Near Eastern legal principles. As a result of a
treaty between her people, the Kenites, and the Israelites, she felt obliged to
kill the enemy of the other party of the treaty . . . . Typical of vassal treaties is
the following: “To the enemy of my lord I am hostile (and) with the friend of
my lord (I am) friendly.” This kind of clause forms probably the background
of the act of Jael. 

But against this interpretation is the statement in Ju 4:17 that
peace existed between Jabin and Heber the Kenite, and thus one
would expect Heber and Yael in treaty obligation to have come
to the aid of Jabin’s successor, assuming that ynyq equalsKenite
and rbj equalsHeber. It can just as readily be assumed that Sis-
era had utilized the smithing services of Heber-the-Smith (rbj
@yqh) in the maintenance of his weapons, iron chariots, or chariot
wheels (see Drews 1989: 20 – 21).  J. Gray (1967: 212) similarly
observed, “Actually, the relation between Jabin of Hazor and a
Kenite family is quite feasible, especially if, as is probable, the
Kenites were itinerant smiths who had special immunities (Gen
4.15).” Sisera, following the demise of Jabin, could well have
carried on a working relationship with the Smiths.

In defeat, Sisera could have felt confident that the Smiths (or
smiths) at their repair shop would protect him since he had been
a “good customer” over the years. Thus, “Ms” or “Mrs. Smith”
was caught in a conflict of interests: protecting a distressed client
or affirming ethnic and religious loyalties. Whereas in peace (Ju
4:17) she had to accommodate a fearsome Sisera at the expense
of her kinfolk, in his defeat she was free to assist her kin (as
hrz[ and hlag) at his expense.
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    231 Zakovitch (1981: 364–374) pointed out that food, wine, sex, and fatigue
are recurring themes in other biblical assassination accounts. Yael’s seduction of
Sisera stands midway between the seduction of Inaras and the seduction of
Judith who, arrayed in finery on a bed of soft fleece, drinks with Holofernes
until he becomes weary, after which she severed his head (Judith 12:10 –13:10).
Note Bal’s references to Judith and her discussion of the reverse rape (1988a:
63, 105–107, 131; 1988b: 65, 215).

Yael seems to have set up the assassination so that it would ap-
pear as though Sisera himself had violated the laws of hospitality
by sexually assaulting her. Assassination preceded by sexual
allurement including the quenching of thirst appears in the Hittite
myth of Illuyankas:

Inaras put on her finery and lured the Dragon Illuyankas up from his lair:
“ See! I am holding a celebration. Come thou to eat and to drink.” The
Dragon Illuyankas came up with [his children] and they ate and drank. They
drank every amphora dry and quenched their thirst . . . . The Storm-god came
and killed the Dragon Illuyankas and the gods were with him (ANET, 125 –
126).

This myth could have provided the poet, if not Yael herself, with
the inspiration and the modus operandi.231

5:25b.  A truly magnificent goblet !yrydal #sb

Sisera’s last meal was served in style, but the exact nature of
the vessel used by Jael has been in doubt. MT !yryda lps “a
dish of lords” was paraphrased by Soggin (1981c: 83), “in a cup
from a noble banquet.” O’Connor (1980: 228) added a l (which
he thought was lost by haplography) and changed the plural !y
suffix into an enclitic ! in order to read hbyrqh !Arydal lps
“in a bowl she brings the mighty one.” This is an attractive solu-
tion since Sisera was certainly one of the !yryda “chieftains,
nobles” mentioned in 5:13a.

However, there may be no need to add a l. The Lucianic MSS
gln read escatoij and MS k has escatw, suggesting a Vorlage
with #s' “goblet” (a homograph of #so/#/s “end,” like the twps
#sk in 2 Kgs 12:14) instead of a lps “bowl.” The l of lps,
when suffixed to the MT  !yrda, could be the preposition (with
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    232
 See Goldschmidt 1933: 5: 300. The verse under discussion was Ex

20:24, ^ytkrbw ^yla awba ym` ta rykza r`a !wqmh lkb which was trans-

posed to read ym` ta rykza !` ^ytkrbw  ̂ yla awba r`a !wqm lkb.

O’Connor) or, as interpreted here, an emphatic l used with the
plural of excellence (GKC 124e).

The poet may have intended this wordplay: with a “truly mag-
nificent goblet” (!yrydal #s), Yael brought about “the end to a
nobleman” (!yrydal #ws), reading a majestic plural in reference
to Sisera, similar to the use of wyn:doa} “his lords” for Potiphar (Gen
38, passim). Burney (1918: 93) and Zakovitch (1981: 369), along
with others, noted that the beverage served must have had an
intoxicating effect on Sisera. If so, the beverage was like ÇP?s
which Lane (1867: 1095c) cited as “very sour milk that causes a
man who has drunk it to arise in the morning languid, or loose in
the joints.” Power (1928: 47) argued, unconvincingly, that the
beverage made Sisera thirsty and required him to seek water else-
where, exposing him to the Israelites.

5:27a.  Between her legs hylgr @yb
(The line is transposed here to follow 5:25.) 

In the language of the Talmud (So .tah 38a, dealing with Ex 20:
24), srwsm hz arqm, “this verse must be transposed.” Although
Ju 5:27a was not the verse in question,232 this quotation reflects
an old tradition which recognized the need sometimes for trans-
positions in the biblical text. The reasons for the transposition of
5:27a to this line are given below in the initial paragraph on
5:27b.

Noting the omission of the first five words of 5:27 in numerous
manuscripts, Kittel (BH3), Meyer (BHS), Richter (1963: 402),
and others, have proposed to delete the first four or five words.
(Omissions are also conspicuous in Greek MSS Ahn and in the
Old Latin.) More moderately, Cross (1950: 38) and Stuart (1976:
136) deleted only lpn as a vertical dittography or a conflation of
bkv. But in preference to the elimination of one or more words,
the colon can be transposed to the end of 5:25, where it fits the
context of a weary Sisera having his last meal and final affair.
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    233 See M. Gaster 1899: 174; M. R. James 1917: 172; and Brown 1992: 52–
56. Brown (53) noted that Pseudo-Philo quoted Sisera as saying, “If I am saved,
I will go to my mother, and Jael will be my wife.”

    234 Note Lindars (1995: 281) unusual interpretation of 5:28,

The transition to Sisera’s mother is at first doubtful because of the delay in
specifying the change of subject, which just for a moment might still be Jael
(Alter). With the sexual theme of the preceding stanza still in mind, the
audience might now think of Jael as a prostitute looking out for another
customer.

According to 5:30a, as traditionally read, Sisera and his men
were thought to be sexually assaulting the women. But only Sis-
era, in defeat, finds his way between the legs of a woman. The
discreet translation of hylgr @yb by “at her feet” hides the sexual
nuance. (In Deut 28:57, hylgr @ybm was used with reference to
expelling the placenta.) Niditch (1989: 48) noted, “The phrase
‘between her legs’ can be erotic enough even without specific
reference to private parts as in Ezek 16:25, one of the classic
passages in which the unfaithful Israel is described as a harlot:
‘and you parted your legs wide’ [MT ^ylgr ta yqcptw].” 

Ginzberg (1928: 6: 199) cited Yebamoth 103a in which Yael is
said to have offered the milk of her breast to Sisera and to have
had intercourse with him seven times. The Chronicles of Jerah-
meel depict Yael as having embraced Sisera; and Pseudo-Philo
tells how Yael decked herself in ornaments when she extended
her invitation “to come, eat, and sleep” on a bed scattered with
roses.233 An early tradition alleging that Yael had sex with Sisera
survives also in MS h which reads ekollhqh “he was glued fast
together” for the MT bkv “to sleep.” Hebrew bkv can clearly
mean “to have sex with someone,” as in the Qere of Isa 13:16,
hn:b]k'V;Ti [hn:l]g"V;Ti] !h,yvenÒW “and their wives will be ravished” and

Zech 14:2, hn:b]k'V;Ti [hn:l]g"V;Ti] !yviN:h'wÒ “and the women were
ravished.” (Kolla,w appears also in Deut 29:19 for $br.)

These traditions overstate the evidence in the text and reflect
the sexual fantasies of the interpreters.234 It seems clear that Yael
provided herself with a good alibi, if for no other reason than that
which Matthews (1991: 17) proposed: “Sisera’s death can be
seen as the result of Yael’s need to protect her honor . . . against
a stranger who had repeatedly violated the code of hospitality.”
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    235 Note also Bal (1988a: 103) where she speculated:

Trying to find arguments in his [Zakovitch’s] favor, we can suppose that,
according to the lyric code, the three verbs, “collapsed,” “fell,” “ lay down,”
form chronological series, representing the successive phases of orgasm: the
first signifies the orgasm itself, while the moment immediately afterwards is
expressed by “to fall”; the third verb, “ to lie down,” would then express the
post-orgasmic rest here equivalent to death . . . . It seems to me more fruitful
to leave the ambiguity [of [rk] intact, to adopt it, to let coexisting meanings
raise problems that it is the interpreter’s duty to cultivate—since this is his /
her garden.”

5:27a.  He drank, he fell to sleep bkv lpn [rk
(The phrase is transposed here as 5:25c.)

Globe (1975a: 362–367) argued that here [rk “to kneel” in-
dicates Sisera’s ridiculous and unwitting obeisance to the simple
nomadic Yael; and Boling (1975: 115) similarly found in @yb
hylgr a reference to Sisera’s obeying Yael. But Bal (1988b:
229) saw a deeper meaning in [rk:235

When Sisera, as a result of Yael’s solemnly executed act of penetration,
slowly falls, as a dying gibbor and as a stillborn baby, the verb that expresses
the first stage of his undoing is karac, to kneel, which can imply spasmodic
movement. The spasm of sex and the kneeling down in submission are
expressed in one and the same word. It is only in the original language that
the ambiguity of this passage can be fully appreciated.

However, despite all the alleged ambiguity of [rk “to kneel”
when used in various contexts, it is more likely that [rk here in
5:27a (= 5:25c when transposed) means neither “to kneel” nor
“to bow” but “to drink” and  “to be weary.” The ambiguity comes
from the fact that [rk is a homograph for three unrelated words,
rather than a single word with a broad semantic range. The three
words are: [rk I “to kneel,” [rk II “to drink” (which is rarely
attested), and [rk III “to be weary” (also rarely attested).
Hebrew [rk appears as follows:

(1) The frequently used [rk I means “to kneel” (BDB 502),
and may be used for sexual activity, as in Job 31:10,
@yrIjea} @W[rÒk]yI h;yl,[;wÒ yTiv]ai rjea'l] @j'f]Ti “let my wife
grind for another, and let other men kneel over her.”
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    236
 For a discussion of  ^ ?k, ]k@ and [rk, see Burney (1918: xiv–xvi) . His

conclusion, “If these arguments are sound, any resemblance between Hebrew
ka) ra c  and Arabic kara ca is probably merely fortuitous,” is in my opinion very
problematic; and the rest of his statement is extreme: “and the comparison with
Arabic kara ca should be expunged from Heb. Lexicons, or at any rate marked
as highly precarious.” In Arabic, ^ ?k II takes the preposition õ “ in,” indicating

obviously that one does not kneel in the vessel, but one drinks with / from a
vessel. The [rk in Ju 7:5–6, which is the text Burney addressed, is without
doubt [rk I, not [rk II. There are no drinking vessels mentioned in Ju 7:8,
though the MT hdx is commonly emended to ydk “ jug” to harmonize with the
!yqr !ydkw “empty jugs” of 7:16. But hdx, as a cognate of Arabic !;L “stone,
pebble, rugged stony ground” (Lane 1872: 1753), makes good sense and need
not be emended away. The three hundred selected fighters of Ju 7:8 simply
“took a stone (possibly reading tdoxe “stones” for MT hd:xe) from their hands,”
i.e., they took the “ammunition” from those whom Gideon had dismissed.

    237 In commenting on Speiser’s translation (1951: 65) of dala)piš ku-ú-ru, in
contrast to the translation in CAD 3: 48b and 8: 240 (“Mummu the counselor
was with sleeplessness”), Held (1961: 17) argued: 

Our investigation leads to the conclusion that karum, kurum denotes a state
between sleep and forced wakefulness, i. e., “to become weary, to doze off, to
be in half-slumber, to be deprived of will power and energy.” This seems
more appropriate than “to be in a daze, to faint.”

This semantic range of [rk II is evidenced in the Greek translations. MSS b2

MNdkmptvy have afupnow  “to awake from sleep” and the B-text has ko imaw
“to lull, put to sleep.” The latter meaning fits the Yael narrative, especially as
told in Pseudo-Philo (31: 7), where Yael pushed Sisera “from off the bed upon
the earth, but he perceived it not for he was exceeding faint.”

(2) The meaning of [rk II is clearly established by the Ara-
bic cognate ^ ?k “he put his mouth (to the vessel) and so

drank” (Lane 1893: 2999b); “to sip” (Hava 1915: 651;
BDB 502); “rain-water” (Lane: 1874: 1970b). In prose
one might expect the phrase to be bljh #s'B] [rk (=
bljh s/Kmi ht`) “he drank the milk from a goblet.”
But in poetry the absence of the prepositional modifier or
the direct object is not surprising.236

(3) The verb could be [rk III “to be weary,” as suggested
by the barunqeij “wearied” found in MSS Mnk myb2ot.

 The Akkadian cognate of [rk III, kâru B, occurs in the assassi-
nation scene in the Enu%ma eliš (I: 66; ANET 61):237
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    238 He slept under a “fly-net” according to Burney (1918: 92) and L. R.
Klein (1988: 42); or under a “curtain” according to Bal (1988a: 122), following
KB3 1246 “Decke,” following the A-text de,rrei “a leather covering, screens of
hide” (sometimes hung before fortifications to deaden enemy missiles).

    239
 The problematic yqtl preterit hky can be eliminated by emending and

redividing as follows: hkymcb > hknmcb > hk @mvb, “(she anointed him) with
oil, he became faint . . . ” (with scriptio defectiva for hhk).

. . . , as he poured sleep upon him. Sound asleep he lay. When Apsu he [Ea,
the all wise,] had made prone, drenched with sleep, Mummu, the adviser, was
powerless to stir (dala)piš ku-ú-ru) . . . . Having fettered Apsu, he [Ea] slew
him [Apsu]. 

The verb lpn “to fall” in 5:27a could even be a synonym of
[rk III “half-conscious, weary.” It could parallel the use of lpn
in Num 24:4, !yny[ ywlgw lpn, “who with staring eyes in a
trance” (NEB), or as Albright (1944: 217, 225) translated, “in a
trance, with eyes unveiled.”

By opting for [rk II “to drink” in the first use of lpn [rk
bkv in 5:27a (whether it is transposed to follow 5:25 or not), the
similarity of the assassination scene in Ju 4 and Ju 5 becomes
obvious. In Ju 4:18–22, Sisera took milk and Yael remained at
the doorway until he fell asleep.238 Ju 5:27a, as interpreted here,
makes the same basic statement: upon receiving the beverage
Sisera drank ([rk) and then stretched out (lpn) (note Esth 7:8),
and slept (bkv). The verbs set up a well-designed paronomasia
coming with the similar phrasing in 5:27b (lpn [rk and [rkh
dwd` lpn !`) where [rk means “to be weary or powerless.”

Though lacking the rather explicit hylgr @yb “between her
legs” of Ju 5:27, behind the obscure MT of Ju 4:18 are several
hints of sexual seduction. Wilkinson (1983: 512–513) redivided
MT hkymcb whsktw and translated the verse, “He turned aside
toward the tent as she overwhelmed him with perfume [!cbb];
He grew faint [hky from hhk] and said to her . . . .” Tur Sinai’s
proposal (cited by Zakovitch 1981: 370) to read whkstw “she
anointed him” for MT whsktw is also very attractive and could
indicate that Yael anointed him with perfume.239

The bkv lpn [rk of 5:27a (= 5:25c) permits compound word-
plays: bkv  means  not only “to lie down to sleep” (Gen  19:4,
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    240 Bal (1988a: 121) noted, “Philologists have observed that the form of the
imperative is masculine (ca7mo%d). One could just as well interpret the form as the
infinitive absolute (ca7mo%d), [sic] which has strong imperative force (Boling
(1975: 98).” Boling, citing Freedman (private communication), noted the use in
the Decalogue of tb`h !wy ta rwkz. One should note GKC 113bb and 113
footnote 2, “It thus appears that the infin. qa%t.o% l in Hebrew could be used from
early times as a kind of fixed, invariable word of command.” However, Bal’s
comment that, “ The form of the infinitive absolute, neuter, satisfies the ‘logical’
demands of the more prosaic readers . . . .” is questionable. The infinitive
absolute is morphologically masculine, as the first example in GKC 113b indi-
cates: bwf al twbrh vbd lka “eating too much honey is not good” (Prov
25:27). The masculine predicate adjective bwf agrees in gender with the subject
lka , an infinitive absolute. In Ju 4:20, whether dm[ and jtp are imperatives or
infinitives, masculine morphs were imposed upon the reader.

28:11) but, as noted above (page 212), can also suggest sexual
activity (like Hl;x]a, bK'v]li in Gen 39:10). As Zakovitch (1981:
369) noted, followed by Niditch (1989: 48–49), [rk in Job 31:10
and lpn in Esth 7:8 may indicate a similar nuance for [rk I and
lpn when they appear in an erotic context. (More explicit lan-
guage could have been h[x “to bend, to stoop” as in Jer 2:20,
“you sprawled and played the whore” [NRS].)

However one translates this phrase, Amit’s observation (1987:
98) is right on target, “The blanket and milk, previously taken as
tokens of surpassing hospitality, now appear as a stratagem
aimed at ensuring that Sisera will sleep deeply.” In Ju 4:20, Sis-
era attempted to make it appear as though no one was hiding by
ordering Yael (using masculine imperatives, no less, as though
he were drowsy, drunk, or a just a dumbforeigner—or all three—
speaking poor Hebrew): lhah tjp dm[ “Stand up! Open up the
tent!” If Yael had to “get up” from Sisera, there is more than a
hint in Ju 4:20 that she was “down” with him.240

5:26a.  She stretched her hand to the peg hnjl`t rtyl hdy
. . . to the workmen’s hammer !ylm[ twmlhl. . .

There is now general agreement that the hn of hnjl`t is the
energic nun. (It also accounts for the n of the MT @wkvy in 5:17b,
discussed above.) The variants in the A-text for MT tWml]h'
!ylime[} “mallet of the workmen” reflect a different Vorlage. The
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    241 Elsewhere in the LXX, te,loj never translates !lw[, though aivw ,n trans-
lates jxn “end.” Ordinarily aivw ,n and te,loj are not synonyms. However, in Ps
9:19 te,loj and aivw ,n are used interchangeably to translate d[l “forever.” For
MT d[l dbat !ywn[ hwqt “nor the hope of the poor perish forever,” the B-text
reads ouvk avpolei /tai ei vj to .n a ivw ,n, whereas the A-text has ou vk a vpolei/tai eivj
te,loj. Other examples of  te,loj “forever,” can be found in Arndt and Gingrich
(1979: 811– 812). Consequently, it seems certain that tymlw[ and !lw[, as
readily as d[l, could be translated by either te,loj or aivw ,n.

A-text eivj avpotoma.j katako.pwn “to cuttings off of the ones
cutting off” reflects !yliMoh' t/lh}m'l], from the stem llm ( = lwm,
lhm) “to circumcise, to cut off, to hem.” This is a much more
likely explanation of the A-text variant than Moore’s (1900b:
165) translation “for the decapitation of exhausted men.” But the
acreiwsai “to be rendered useless, unfit for war” in the Lucianic
MSS glnptvw and MSS MNKmysb2 reflects the MT !ylm[
“workers” or “ those exhausted from work” (BDB 776).

The meaningless tou eij teloj “of the unto end” appearing in
MSS MNkmyzb2 and Lucianic MSS glnptv reflects a Vorlage
which read tyml[lh @ymyw for the MT twmlhl hnymyw. The tou
reflects the lh of tyml[lh (i.e., lh “the” as in Gen 24:65, 37:
19), with eij being a doublet for the l alone once the h was af-
fixed to @ymy, while teloj translated the remaining tyml[.241

The confusion of wml[ or wml[h for wmlh in the Vorlage of
MS k in 5:22, which reads  ableyia “blindness,” has already been
cited (pages 25–26 and note 213). Another example of the con-
fusion of !lh and !l[, analogous to this confusion of  !ylm[
and !ylmh, is found in 1 Chron 17:16 where the MT reads yk
!lh d[ yntaybh “that you have brought me thus far,” which in
the LXX reads o[ti hvga,phsa,j me e[wj aivw/noj “that you have loved
me forever,” as if its Vorlage read !l[ d[ yntbha yk. 

5:26b.  She pierced his neck wtqr hpljw

The reference in 5:30 to llv yrawx “the neckerchiefs/necks of
the spoiler” is the key to the interpretation of hqr here. The poet
paralleled what actually happened to Sisera with what was per-
ceived by the court soothsayer(s) to be happening to him. Sisera
did encounter “a woman or two” as perceived by his mother’s
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    242 Remote doublets for wtqr are found in the LXX of 5:27, cited as vari-
ants for [rk (A-text sugka,myaj and B-text katekuli,sqh). They are eskir-
thsen or eskirthsaj or eskirthse (from skirta ,w “to spring, to leap,” [cf.
skai,rw “to skip, dance, frisk”]), which are found in MSS dglptvw and the
Ethiopic translated calcitrauit “they kicked [with the heels].” These reflect a
Vorlage having wdqr “they leaped” instead of wtqr. Note Ps 114 (LXX 113):
4, 6, !yrhh !ylyak wdqr = ta. o ;rh e vski,rthsan w `sei. krioi. “the mountains
skipped like rams.” See page 223, for the confusion of d and t.

   243
 Compare Grossfeld’s (1973: 348–351) translation of jnxtw as “she [Yael]

cried” and Nicholson’s (1977: 259–266)  “it [the peg] went down.”

diviners, but the diviners did not recognize them as the deadly
Yael and Deborah. The court fortunetellers discerned that some-
thing very precious was around Sisera’s neck. But they did not
perceive that the costly covering was his own blood. When wtqr
is read as something other than a synonym for rawx, this unify-
ing element goes unnoticed.242

G. R. Driver (1962–1963: 12–13), on the basis of Akkadian
.hala%pu “to slip in/out /away” and the Ethiopic .halafa “(water)
ebbed away,” translated wtqr hplj here “his brains ran out,”
which paralleled his translation of the $rab jnxtw in 4:21243 as
“and (his brains) oozed out on the ground.” But Boling (1975:
98) noted that, in light of Cant 4:3 and 6:7, hqr refers to a part
of the head that is visible from the outside and can be covered
with a veil. Rozelaar (1988: 97–101) drew upon the suggestion of
Hazan (1936) that hqr means “mouth,” and offered this inter-
pretation: “he [Sisera] was sleeping with his mouth open . . . she
[Yael] holds the peg above Sisera’s open mouth and strikes it
with the heavy hammer, driving it through his mouth cavity (and
throat) into the ground.” This interpretation has some support
from the gnaqon “jaw” in MSS Aabcx. 

In the Enu%ma eliš when Tiamat opened her mouth to consume
Marduk, he turned it to his advantage: “He drove in the evil wind
that she close not her lips . . . her mouth was wide open, he
released the arrow, it tore her belly” (ANET 67). With such a
well-known mythological assassination scene current at the time,
in which the open mouth was the “bull’s-eye,” it would not be
surprising for either Yael or the poet to have borrowed the tactic
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    244 Bos (1988: 52) noted the awkward word order which has Sisera sleeping
after being hit. She concluded, “Sisera is stunned, collapses, and dies . . . in a
slow-motion effect similar to the operative in Ju 5:4.”

which focused on the neck/mouth rather than the skull/temples.
In a sense, Yael “went for the jugular,” following a well-known
mythic model.

5:27b.  Motionless, powerless [rkh vab

The first phrase of 5:27, bkv . . . @yb, is transposed in this
study to the end of 5:25, but not solely because these words are
missing in eighteen Hebrew manuscripts and several Greek texts
(see BH3). While there is much repetition in the poem, the repeti-
tion in 5:27 is as excessive as the seven to eleven imperatives
found in the MT of 5:12. This excessive repetition creates suspi-
cion about the interpretation and position of this poetic line. 

Given the semantic range and homonymity of the words invol-
ved, the phrase bkv lpn [rk fits well the sequential actions
which followed Sisera’s receiving his refreshment (5:25b)—he
drank and lay down to sleep (with Yael). Therefore, the first five
words are transposed to their more logical position following
5:25. There is no hint of erotic double entendre with the !dr and

#y[ of Ju 4:21. But the erotic nuances of [rk, lpn, and bkv in
5:27 make better sense when the first words of 5:27a are trans-
posed to the end of 5:25, were they serve as prelude to the death
scene.

The second occurrence of  lpn [rk hylgr @yb in 27b requires
the translation, “between her legs, half-conscious, he fell,” which
follows the meaning of [rk III, discussed above (pages 214–
216). This understanding of MT [rk is as old as the paraphrase
of 5:27 found in the prose text of Ju 4:21b, tmyw #[yw !drn awhw
“he was lying fast asleep from weariness and he died” (NRSV).
The !drn “lying fast asleep” reflects the bkv (or the bkv lpn)
of 5:27b, the #[yw “he became faint” translates the [rk of 5:27b
(i.e., [rk stem III), and the tmyw “he died” renders the dwdv of
5:27c.244 
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    245 On the elision of the a, see pages 120 –121; note also the variants

ynrzatw and ynrztw in the parallel texts of Ps 18:40 and 2 Sam 22:40. In
11QpaleoLev (Freedman and Matthews 1985: 45–46, 80) tryw appears for

taryw in Lev 25:36,  !kytfj for !kytafj in Lev 26:18, and wbt for wbat
in Lev 26:21. See also Delitzsch 1920: 21–22, §14a–c.

    246 Reading here bbv “to shatter,” which was discussed on pages 183–184 in
reference to Ju 5:17c.

The MT !v [rk rvab is puzzling. Albright (1922: 80) noted:
“!v [rk rvab ‘Where he stooped there he fell,’ is anything
but poetical, and the [prosaic] rva is found nowhere else in the
poem.” He “improved” the poetry by deleting four words and
translating “He fell, outstretched.” Cross (1950: 38), Stuart
(1976: 127), and Soggin (1981c: 83) essentially concurred with
Albright by deleting two or more words. Boling (1975: 104) and
O’Connor (1980: 229) retained the MT and treated the relative
rva as a demonstrative and translated, “at that place where he
slumped” and “in that place he crouches.” Similarly, Lindars
(1995: 280 translated, “where he collapsed, there he fell, slain.” 

However, in preference to deleting any words or replacing the
relative pronoun with a demonstrative pronoun, the line can be
restored by redividing words and emending a r to a h or a b. The
MT [rk rvab can be read [rkh vab or [rkb vab. The re-
stored noun, vab, is the cognate of Arabic FÑª# “a state of trial
or affliction, distress, deprived of the power of motion” (Lane
1865: 146–147). The stem vab (= vb or vWb)245 appears in Ps
6:11, “All my enemies shall be immobilized (wvby= wvaby) and
exceedingly troubled; they will be shattered (WbVo y" = WbVuy") 246 and
in a moment they will be made powerless (wvby= wvaby).”

If the word after the restored vab was originally the hoph cal
[rkh, then the hiphcîl in Ps 78:31 would be very relevant: “he
made powerless ([yrkh) the elite warriors of Israel” (RSV, “laid
low the picked men”). Had it been the preposition b and the noun
[rk, the meaning would then be “in a stupor.” This vab “im-
mobilized, motionless” provides an alliterative balance for the
vvb “slow-motion, tardy” in 5:28b.

Niditch’s (1989: 50) observations are noteworthy, though more
than one verse, in my opinion, is involved. She wrote:
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     247
 See page 218 and the discussion concerning rbg varl, pages 228–229.

Yee (1993: 116) commented that “The tent peg in Jael’s hands becomes synec-
dochially the ravaging phallus.” Compare Exum’s (psycho)analysis (1995: 72):

Deborah is the good mother . . . . Jael, on the other hand, is the death-dealing
mother. Her behavior is maternal: she offers Sisera security . . . and assurance
. . . .The picture of Jael covering Sisera and giving him milk to drink suggests
a mother putting her son to bed. She even watches over him while he sleeps
to protect him from harm . . . . But the nurturing, protective mother can
suddenly, unexpectedly, turn deadly. The bad mother is cold and blood-
thirsty. She may attack her son in his sleep, when he is utterly defenseless
. . . . The different descriptions of Jael’s assassination of the unexpecting
Sisera in Judges 4 and 5 are different expressions of anxiety about the
mother’s threatening side. 

Double meanings of violent death and sexuality emerge in every line. He is at
her feet in a pose of defeat and humiliation; he kneels between her legs in
sexual pose. He falls and lies, a dead warrior assassinated by a warrior better
than he is; he is a suppliant and a would-be lover. This one verse holds an
entire story. The final twist and nuance of the tale awaits the last line, which
nevertheless retains the doubleness of meaning. He is despoiled /destroyed.

Bal (1988b: 215) noted, “The man Sisera is turned into a non-
man [4:20 vya @ya] by means of the penetration of a hard object
into his soft flesh. The murder takes the specific form and mean-
ing of rape . . . . This reverse rape, indeed also destroys the man
as man . . . .” As Rozelaar and Hazan observed, Sisera, the sole
rapist, is dead thanks to oral penetration.247

X. Anxiety in Sisera’s court: Ju5:28–30

5:28a.  She peered,   bbytw hpq`n
but (only) emptiness

This section of the poem is not likely to be an eyewitness
account, but it reflects the poet’s realistic imagination. The refer-
ence to Sisera’s mother demonstrates the unity and integrity of
the poem. Lindars commented (1983: 168), “the ‘mother in
Israel’ makes an ironical inclusion with the mother of Sisera at
the end of the poem” and “. . . the stanza is not merely a tail-
piece, but a satisfying conclusion, which rounds off the poem as
a whole” (1995: 280).
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    248 Soggin (1981c: 92) commented, “Incongruously the Hebrew text antici-
pates . . . ‘She lamented’.” He therefore emended the text to fbtw “she peered,”
citing the A-text die,kupten and B-text pare,kuyen. But these are translations of
the MT hpqvn “to look down and out, to overhang.” It is the A-text kate-
manqanen “she observed closely,” which suggests fbtw (see BHS).

However, MT bbytw has been somewhat of a crux. MSS Abcx
have katemanqanen “(she) observed,” but the B-text has nothing
for it, leading Schreiner (1957: 67) to comment ruefully, “der
Übersetzer hat wohl das Hapaxleg. bbytw ‘und sie klagte’ nicht
gekannt und darum unberücksichtigt gelassen.” But as was evi-
dent in 5:22–23 with wmlh, twrhdm, and zwrm (see pages 25–26,
200–201), unknown words were transliterated, not omitted.
Guillaume (1960–1961: 17) properly cautioned against equating
bby with post-biblical bby “to lament (over a corpse),” since at
this point in the ballad Sisera’s mother had good reason to worry
but no reason to lament.248

Hebrew bby has been identified with Aramaic bby “to blow the
trumpet, to shout aloud,” and the Arabic %ª#! “he cried loudly”
(Guillaume 1960: 17). But the Old Latin reuertentes in Sisarra,
the Ethiopic, the Sahidic, and the doublets in the A-text (MSS
Aabcglntvw with the participles upoepistrefontaj or metastre-
fontaj or epistrefontaj) reflect a Vorlage which had ![i bbeTo
ar:s]ysi “returning with Sisera.” The translators understood bbyt
to be the Aramaic bWT (= bWv) “to return.” But bbytw is com-
monly emended to fbtw “she looked,” following MSS Abcx
katemanqanen and the Targum’s aqydm (from qwd “to look with
anxiety, to wait impatiently”), as noted in BHS.

But bbyt can be revocalized to bbeyTe (from an original bbiyÒT'),
a taqtil form widely used with ["[ stems. Then bby can be read
as a cognate of the Arabic &"$ª' “a deserted, empty land in which
there is nothing or no one” (Lane 1893: 2974b). This derivation
would account for the unusual absence of a corresponding word
in the B-text. Probably early in the transmission of the B-text, the
translation of bbytw as kai. keno.j to,poj “and empty space” re-
sulted in a subsequent scribe’s omitting the phrase kai. keno.j
to,poj but leaving an empty space which was removed by a still
later scribe. Such a phenomenon is reflected in 1 Sam 13:1 which
deals with Saul’s age at his ascension to the throne and the length
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    249 See Dahood and Penar 1970: 435; and Coogan 1978: 145, note 12 on
double-duty modifiers.

of his reign. McCarter (1980: 222) conjectured, “This notice is
missing in LXXB . . . It seems likely, then, that originally the
numbers were lacking in both clauses: ‘Saul was        years old
when he began to reign, and he reigned        years over Israel’.”
The blank spaces were subsequently omitted and the MT now
reads, larcy l[ ^lm !yn` yt`w wklmb lwa` hn` @b “Saul
was a year old when he began to reign and he reigned two years
over Israel.” A similar scribal corruption surely lies behind the
missing word in MS B for MT bbyt. 

5:28b.  The mother of Sisera bnva ht[b arsys !a
inquired at the lattice . . . . . . [wdm

The interrogative [wdm could be introduced by a verb like lav
or h[b “to ask.” The consonant cluster bnvahd[b yields such a
verb when the d is emended to t and the letters are divided to
read bnva ht[b, recovering a 3fs of h[b (GKC 75I) “she in-
quired.” The first d[b “at” serves as a double-duty preposition,249

“through the window . . . through the lattice” 
The scene of “the woman at the window” appears also in 2

Sam 6:16; 2 Kgs 9:30; and Eccl 12:3, as noted by O’Connor
(1986: 284). Bal (1988a: 64) views the lattice motif as addressing
“the women imprisoned in their passivity.” But there is even
more. As much as the poet contrasted the Mother in Israel with
Sisera’s mother, the woman at the window was contrasted with
the woman of the tent. The noble lady was not Sisera’s unnamed
mother with her princesses, but the well-named woman Yael, the
“Noble/Availer” (see page 207). A Rechabite ambiance elevates
the itinerant lifestyle of smiths and caravaneers above the seden-
tary and residential lifestyle with its false security symbolized by
the lady at the lattice. The open tent provided very little protec-
tion compared to secured windows; but what it lacked in security
it made up for in opportunity. The ladies of a well-defended court
fell victim to a woman of an undefended tent and a woman who
sat openly under a date-palm (Ju 4:5).
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    250 On @n[ stem II see BDB 778; Jastrow 1903: 1054a; and GKC 67d ; there
is no need to emend the MT to wnn[y hy`dqm ymkj as did Cheyne (1904: 463).

5:29a.  The clairvoyants hnyn[t hytwrc twmkj
among her damsels divined 

Brekelmans (1969: 170–173) and Weisman (1976: 116–119)
surveyed the problems of and proposals for 5:29. Brekelmans
concluded: “There is everything to be said for returning to the
translation of V. Zapletal [1923] and H. Gressmann: ‘The wisest
of her ladies speaks up, and replies to her.’” Unconvinced by this
proposal, Weisman followed Globe (1974b: 498) who thought
the poet depicted Sisera’s women preparing songs to welcome
home the victors in a “mockery of Sisera’s mother and wives
who greedily compose their praise for a corpse.” Weisman gener-
ously paraphrased, “(Eulogies of) Wisdom her (female) singers
chant (to her), She (in turn) recites her response.”

But Weisman’s translation, like others which it is intended to
replace, wrongly follows exegetical tradition in deriving MT
hnyn[t from hn[ “to answer.” The stem is, however, @n[ “to
divine,” which is clearly suggested by the hN:n<[}T' in the Ben
H. ayyim text. Contra Lindars (1995: 295) and others, the second n
of hnyn[t is not the energicum with the 3fs suffix, but the third
radical of the stem. The form here in the MT of BHS is the 3fpl
of the ["[ verb, like hnybst “they surround” from bbs.250 

The poet is holding up for ridicule the practice of divination in
Sisera’s court with this collocation of hnyn[t “they divined,”
yrma “soothsayer” and twmkj “clairvoyants.” The Chronicles of
Jerahmeel (M. Gaster 1899: 174) reflect a similar understanding
of events in Sisera’s court:

Now, when Sisera went out to fight against Israel his mother, Tamar [rmat
“soothsayer” (?)], with her maidens and princesses, by means of their en-
chantments prophesied, saying that Sisera would bring as spoil one or more
of the women of Israel with their coloured garments, for she saw in her
charms that he would lie upon the bed of Jael, the wife of Heber, and be cov-
ered with a coloured garment of needlework.

The Taanach Cuneiform Text I, coming from the fifteenth cen-
tury B.C.E., includes a solicitation by an Egyptian official named
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    251 See Albright 1944b: 18 –19 for the Taanach Cuneiform Text I.

Amenophis for the talents of the renowned wizard (umân=
ummân) of Asherah of Taanach. Here in 5:29 the twmkj “saga-
cious women” could be the female counterparts of the ummân
and/or the !ymkj mentioned along with sorcerers in Gen 41:8,
Ex 7:11, and Isa 44:25, or the !y[dy “wizards” of Job 34:2.251

In Ps 83:10–11, Sisera is associated with Endor, renowned be-
cause of the “witch of Endor” (rwd @y[b bwa tl[b tva, 1 Sam
28:7). This association made by the psalmist linked Sisera and
his court with the world of the occult. The name of Sisera’s
residence, !yywgh t`rj “the defensive enclave of the Gentiles,”
could also be derived from vrj stem IV “magic arts, divination,
sorcery,” and mean “the occult-center of the Gentiles” (see note
37 and compare Nacaman 1990: 427).

McCarter (1990: 290), though not treating the twmkj here as
“clairvoyants,” placed these princesses in the category of sages:

Wisdom often manifests itself in the older materials as native cunning,
shrewdness, and discernment—the ability, in other words, to recognize the
patterns of human experience and manipulate them advantageously. The sage
who has this ability is valued as a counselor, and any person of rank would
have such counselors ready at hand. Thus the mother of Sisera . . . has
counselors . . . upon whom she can call in a time of need (Ju 5:29 –30).

Thus it becomes obvious that the poet contrasted not only the
“Mother in Israel” with Sisera’s mother (Hackett 1985: 28), the
caravan leader with the caravan raider, and the “woman at the
window” with the “woman of the tent,” but the tradition also
contrasted the perceptive “woman of light” (twdypl tva) with
the misperceiving “courtly clairvoyants” (twrc twmkj).

5:29b.  Her (sooth)sayer hl hyrma byvt ayh
reported to her

The  h of hyrma is the 3fs suffix and the y is the feminine end-
ing found in the names yrc and ym[n and the noun ynmjr (in Lam
4:10, where it appears  with the reduplicated ending as t/YnIm;j}r").
This  y occurs  frequently in Ugaritic proper  names and once
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    252 
See Layton 1990: 241–249. Note van Selms’ study (1971: 426–429)

where he conjectures, “It is quite possible . . . the yo)d in the feminine ending -ay
is nothing else than the anaphoric pronoun feminine.”

    253 tm,a> !yrIm;a} byvih;l] tm,a> yrem]ai f]v]qo *[}ydI/hl] “to make you know the
certainty of the words of truth that you may correctly answer” (NAS). 

with the common noun ncmy “pleasantness” (UT 62: §8.48).252

Failure to recognize this rare feminine form forced yrma to be
read as the masculine plural construct “the words of,” similar to
the idiom and form in Prov 22:21.253 This in turn required reading
hl as a reflexive “to herself ” rather than as the usual “to her.”

The vocable is either rma I “to say” or rma II “to see, to per-
ceive,” a cognate of Ugaritic cmr (Gt stem) “to see” and Ak-
kadian âmaru “to see, to locate (a person), to find after searching,
to observe (omens)” and a%miru “a reader” (CAD 1: 2–5, 14, 65).
Something like the Akkadian tu%ra am-mar ašappara, “I shall
make another observation and report to you,” could well have
been said to Sisera’s mother. As in Job 13:22 (ynbyvhw) and 20:2
(ynwbyvy), bwv does not require a direct object. Indeed, given the
Egyptian flavor of Sisera’s court (see below on 5:30a), the byvt
here may well be the Egyptian verb wšb “to answer,” a loanword
or a shared root (Gordon 1965: 501; Gardiner 1966: 562). If so, it
could reflect the poet’s intentional use of dialect or a loanword.

There are three subject elements in MT Hl hyrma byvt ayh,
namely, the pronoun ayh, the prefix t of the verb, and the noun
Hyrma, translated “her (sooth)sayer” in the attempt to combine
rma I and rma II. The antecedent of the H and h; suffixes (which
cannot be reflexive) is Sisera’s mother. The MT hyrma “her
(sooth)sayer” (not “her words”) is the subject byvt. The quota-
tion in 5:30 comes from a woman other than Sisera’s mother.

5:30a.  The victors have forded (the water) wax !yalh

 Brongers (1981: 177–189) discussed the use of  MT alh and
translated “Surely, they must be finding spoil, taking shares . . . .”
However, the poet may have been ridiculing the clairvoyant who
could only faintly and, at best, erroneously approximate Sisera’s
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    254 Note also Kuhnigk 1974: 112, 136; Penar 1975: 25, 86. See note 225 for
a list of the relevant passages.

    255 Note Albright 1944a: 231; and Lambdin 1953: 144–145, especially the
references to yx “ships” and hss “to plunder.”

real circumstance. When waxmy alh is divided to read !yalh
wax, words of false assurance and vain hope to Sisera’s mother
become evident, namely, the assertion that Sisera and his chario-
teers were victorious and had successfully navigated the flooded
wadi. The participle !yal “the victors” is from the root hal “to
prevail, to overcome someone” (discussed on 5:23d, page 204).254

The verb hax (yax) “to ford (the water)” is the Egyptian d.(ee)y,
“kreuzen (den Fluß beim Überfahren); durchziehen (nicht im
Schiff); ein Gewässer zu Fuß durchschreiten; auch vom Passieren
einer Furt” (Erman and Grapow 1897: 5: 511–514). The noun yx
“ship” (= Coptic c4 ôy) appears in Num 24: 24, Isa 33:21, and
Ezek 30:9.255 In Hebrew rb[ and (h)rb[m were usually used for
“fording (a stream)” and a “ford” (as in 2 Sam 19:18, hr:b][;wÒ
rybi[}l' hr:b;[}h; “then they kept crossing the ford to bring over
[the king's household],” and Jer 51:32, WcP;t]nI t/rB;[]M'h'wÒ “the
fords have been seized”). But putting an Egyptian word on the
lips of the women in Sisera’s court was probably the poet’s
clever way of demonstrating the foreign element there, which in
4:2 is indicated in the name of the residence, !ywgh t`rj “the
defensive enclave (or ‘occult center’) of the Gentiles.” These
overtones of a dialect are similar to the speech of the sailors in
Jonah who spoke Hebrew with Aramaisms (1:7 ymiL]v,B] “on
whose account” and in 1:11 qTov]yIwÒ “it may quiet down”), high-
lighting their non-Israelite identity.

5:30b.  A wench or two rbg varl !ytmjr !jr
for the head of (the) hero

It is of interest to note first that the LXX and other versions do
not have Sisera’s mother being told that her son and his men are
late because he was (or they were) supposedly raping their vic-
tims. The B-text oivkti,rmwn oivktirh,sei eivj kefalh.n avndro,j
“merciful he will show mercy to the head of a man,” and the
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A-text filia,zwn fi,loij eivj kefalh.n dunatou/ “being friendly to
friends, to the head of a mighty one,” reflect essentially the same
Vorlage as the MT, but treat !ytmjr !jr as the widely attested
verb “to show mercy” and its cognate accusative. They depict
Sisera compassionately disbursing spoils to his men.

However, in contrast to the sexual and erotic nuances in the
language of the assassination scenes of 4:18–22 and 5:25–27, the
expression rbg `arl !jr !ytmjr is quite vulgar, as Munster
(1696: col. 1985) noted long ago:

Est quidem !jr ræhæm & raham propriè uterus mulieris, & item vulva; hîc
verò capitur pro hml[ puella, idque @wyzb ^rdl I. modo contemptibili, sicut

& Germani hoc utuntur modo cùm de descortis contemptim loquuntur, die
futtenen.

Contrary to Bal’s (1988a: 134) statement, “She [the mother of
Sisera] uses the crude word “womb” for /woman/ . . . . The crude
term “womb” suggests . . . ,” the Hebrew !jr is itself neither
vulgar or crude. Its Arabic cognate is either v/@ “to be com-
passionate” or v7@ “to be soft.” The vocable is used for names of
men and women, and v/@ opens the Qur&an in a manner reminis-
cent of Ex 34:6, “Yahweh is a merciful (!wjr) and gracious
God.” It is the usage in 5:30 which is vulgar, as vulgar as the use

of nice words like rbg and var. On the lips of Sisera’s court
lady, var takes on a nuance comparable to the Latin caput,
about which Adams (1982: 72) noted, “The frequency of caput
used of the glans suggests that it was in common use . . . . This
usage reflects the tendency for the organ to be personified.” To
be sure, var does not ordinarily mean the glans, but this is not
an ordinary Hebrew who is speaking, but a foreign woman —as
though she were ignorant of the appropriate twbqn, twrkz, or dy
(Isa 57:8; UT 409) used for the genitalia.

In the Moabite text (KAI 1: 169), tmjr “(slave) woman” oc-
curs once in a prisoner list along with rbg, trbg, @rg, and trg.
This pejorative use in Moab matches this single negative use of
!jr in Biblical Hebrew. Thus, !ytmjr !jr has a foreign fla-
vor, as well as a vulgar ring. Good Hebrew may not have been a
strength in Sisera’s court. It can well be assumed that the foreign
words  and vulgar usage on the lips of Sisera’s women are the
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    256 Compare Moore 1900a: 38; 1900b: 170 –171; Burney 1918: 156; Cross
1950: 39; Richter 1963: 402; and Stuart 1976: 127.

    257 Compare Blenkinsopp’s similar suggestion (1961: 75), following in part
Budde’s reconstruction (cited by Burney 1918: 156), that !y[bx [bx is a
singular followed by a dual.

    258 See Veenhof 1972: 89, 464, and his index for .subâtum.

poet’s device for debasing the enemy and another example of the
clever use of dialect.

Treating var as though it were a synonym for lk or vya and
translating “every, all, each” results in euphemistic mistrans-
lations. Lindars (1995: 285) stated, “The meaning ‘per capita’ for
le7rocš geber has no precise parallel in Biblical Hebrew, but is not
in doubt.” He is correct only for the first half of his statement
because there is no basis for making the equation rbg var = per
capita. A reader may miss the point of the literal translation “for
the head of ” but that is insufficient reason to hide the point. MT
rbg “man” is probably scriptio defectiva for rwbg “hero.” Since
both nouns are singular they should be translated as Bal did
(1988a: 64), “two wombs/girls for the head of the hero,” rather
than with G. A. Smith (1912: 90) and others, “A wench, two
wenches a head for the men.” Bal’s interpretation of 5:30a focus-
es attention on the anticipated rapacious action of the troops, at
large, and the sexual violence of Sisera, in particular.

5:30b.  Spoils of the best cloth !y[bx [bx

Many proposals have been made to delete MT !y[bx llv or
[bx.256 However, it seems more likely that [bx simply needs to
be transposed to precede the second !y[bx, a slight change
which restores the superlative !y[bx [bx, “the very finest
cloth.” The plural-singular “cloths” and “finest cloth” in 5:30b
are then balanced chiastically in 5:30c by the singular-dual hmqr
and !ytmqr, which in turn balance the initial singular-dual !jr
!ytmjr of 5:30a.257 In Hebrew [bx is the equivalent of Akkadi-
an .subâtum, a piece of cloth from which one or more garments
could be made.258 The proposed transposition restores three very
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    259
 Robert Shedinger (oral communication) has called my attention to an

unrecognized dual noun in the poetic fragment of Gen 25:23, (MT !yyIg o) !yIy"g o ynEv]
^nfbb “two nations are in your womb” (like !yI['r:k] ytev] “two legs” in Amos

3:12, the wdy yt` in Lev 16:21, and the wynza yt  ̀in 1 Sam 3:11).

effective alliterative parallels: (1) !ytmjr !jr, (2) !yI['b;x] [b'x,
(or !y[ib;x] [b'x,), and (3) !ytmqr hmqr.259

5:30c.  An embroidered cloth or two !ytmqr hmqr

Oppenheim’s comment (1967: 246) on ro%qem as a trade com-
modity (see Ezek 27:24) is of interest: 

. . . the work done by the Western craftsmen called ro%qem . . . appealed to the
staid Mesopotamians accustomed to monochrome wool and linen apparel.
This new and quite characteristic western textile technique . . . seems to have
been applied whenever linen thread and purple wool of various hues are
given simultaneously to weavers to be made into pieces of apparel typically
to be placed on the image of the deity at certain cultic occasions. 

Crowfoot (1951: 9–12) called attention to linen textile woven
by the ro%qem technique discovered at cAin Feshkha. Sisera did
not wear the crown of a king, but his court ladies seemingly
envisaged him with a mantle fit for a god. 

5:30d.  For the neckerchiefs of the spoiler llv yrawxl
(See above, pages 217–219, on 5:26b.)

As the English word “crown” means a part of the head or an
object worn on that part of the head, and as qn[ means “neck” or
“necklace,” so rawx means “neck” or “necklace” (Cant 4:9) or a
garment worn around the neck or hung from the neck (or even the
shoulders). The suggestion of Guillaume (1963–1964: 5) that
llv here means “captured women” (since it is collocated with
“wench” and “shawls”) is too restrictive a translation. Just be-
cause the llv may have included women is no reason to restrict

llv itself only to women—especially since 5:19 mentions
“silver spoils.”  Were women the only spoils of interest to Sisera
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and the Canaanite kings, they would have needed neither chariots
nor caravan chases.

The deletion of the third llv in verse 30 for metrical reasons
(Cross 1950: 40 and Stuart 1976: 136) or the emendation of the
fourth llv to lgv “king’s wife,” noted in BH3, are unnecessary.
The reading of the NEB and Freedman’s suggestion (cited by
Boling [1975: 115]) to read the fourth llv as the participle llevo
has been adopted (contra the NRSV “my neck as spoil”). This
vocalization actually revives the proposal of W. Green made in
1753 (cited by Burney 1918: 157).

The poet ridiculed the clairvoyant who could but faintly and
erroneously approximate Sisera’s real circumstances. This pas-
sage can be added to the two prophetic texts (Isa 10:13 and 30:
1–15, 31:1–3), cited by Van Leeuwen (1990: 303), in which the
“false wisdom of foreign courts in planning military exploits
without taking Yahweh into account” is held up for derision.

XI. Poetic epilogue 5:31a

5:31a.  Thus perished wdbay @k

By reading wdbay as a jussive (“may they perish”), many com-
mentators (such as Weiser 1959: 94–95 and Lindars 1995: 286)
interpreted 5:31a as a liturgical addition to the poem—a prayer
addressed to Yahweh as indicated by the 2ms suffix on ^ybywa.

But in view of the many yqtl preterits which appear in 5:17 (rwgy,
bvy, and @ykvy), 5:18 (hdvy), 5:21 (^rdt, vpny, and wz[y), and

5:26 (hnjlvt), there is little reason to insist on reading wbday as
a jussive. As a yqtl preterit, as translated here, or as an imperfect
“thus perish” (implying “they will always perish this way”), the
MT wdbay introduces the poem’s climactic summary.

5:31a.  All the enemies of Yahweh hwhy !Aybywa lk 

The 2ms suffix of ^ybywa in the MT is unexpected since it is
followed by a 3ms suffix on wybha, and direct address occurs
elsewhere only  in Deborah’s exhortation  (5:4–5, 8–9). Moran
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    260 Vogt’s suggestion (cited by van Dijk 1968: 71) of a link between the
emphatic yk suffix and the enclitic yk of ykna enhances Dahood’s proposal.

(1963: 84–85), P. D. Miller (1973: 101), and Lindars (1995:
286), like many other critics harmonized the suffixes, changing
wybha to ^ybha (note BH3 and BHS). 

Dahood (1968: 147; 1970: 151 and 204), following van Dijk
(1968: 69–70), cited thirteen examples of an enclitic/emphatic yk
suffix, including the ^ybywa here.260 In my earlier study (1983:
257), I followed Boling (1975: 115) in adopting this interpreta-
tion. However, it now seems more likely that an early misreading
here, as in 5:12c, of a k for a m is responsible for mistaking the
enclitic ! for the 2ms suffix. The error is comparable to the mis-
reading of m (m) for k (k) in Ju 5:10 and is comparable to the
textual differences in Ezek 16:7 where the versions read ^ydv
“your breasts” for MT dual !yId"v; “breasts.” The enclitic !
appears also in 5:4–5, !yrh !Aym “waters of the mountain”
(discussed on page 134).

5:31a.  The sun because of His power wtrbgb vmvh

In light of Ps 84:12, hwhy @gmw vmv yk, “truly Sun and Suzerain
is Yahweh,” vmv here could be read as a surrogate for Yahweh.
In Ugaritic (UT 491: 2426) špš was so used for Pharaoh and the
Hittite suzerain. But it is more likely that vmv is here the sun
which is under Yahweh’s control. The 3ms suffix on wtrbgb
refers to Yahweh, not to the sun. Buber (1950: 10) used a mascu-
line suffix and a feminine participle when quoting this verse:
wtrwbgb vmvh tayxy [“the going forth of the sun in his valor”],
a detail which was missed in Witton-Davies’ translation (1949):
“as the going forth of the sun in its valor” [italics mine].

Hillers (1978: 175–182), in a study of the ![ tyrb in Isa 42:6,
noted that Hebrew, Aramaic, Ugaritic, and Akkadian metaphors
and similes referring to vmv and the gods Šapaš and Šamaš
addressed themselves to the ideas of freedom and emancipation.
The MT  vmvh taxk in 5:31a is probably one more example of
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    261 Matthews (1991: 20) commented, “In the lyric poem, however, her
[Yael’s] actions are removed form the realm of law and custom and laid out sim-
ply as the proper steps taken by a ‘friend’ of the Lord.” But, while the wybhaw as

a masculine plural noun can include Yael, it cannot be restricted to her. MT
5:31a is the epilogue to the entire poem, not simply to the assassination scene.
Moran (1963: 84–85) and Boling (1975: 116) noted the covenantal overtones of
the bha here, as evidenced by the use of bha or its equivalent in ancient Near

Eastern treaties. 

this usage. As the sun moves freely through the heavens by the
power of Yahweh, so the covenant people (i.e., “those who love
him”)261 were free from Sisera’s obstructive coalition. Yahweh’s
power expressed in the storm permitted Israel to be as free as the
orbiting sun—all the more brilliant following the storm.

XII. Prose epilogue Ju 5:31b

5:31b.  And the land was at peace $rah fqvtw

In Ju 4:23 the formulaic [nk “to subdue” was identified as the
prose incipit. Here the corresponding formulaic fqv “to be at
peace” provides the prose inclusio. As discussed above (pages
29–32), the Deborah–Barak–Yael tradition in Judges 4 and 5, as
it now stands, is composed of two literary units: Ju 4:1–22 and Ju
4:23–5:31. A prose prologue and a prose conclusion encompass
the poem which has its own poetic prologue and poetic conclu-
sion—as well as the internal incipit and inclusio demarcating
Deborah’s exhortation: hwhy wkrb “Praise Yahweh!”

The words of Ramesses III upon his accession to the throne,
have a similar collocation of peace and sun (= Re): “Then my
father, Amon-Re, Re-Atum, and Ptah . . . crowned me as the Lord
of the Two Lands on the throne of him who begat me . . . the land
rested and rejoiced in possession of peace . . . .” (Breasted 1906:
4: 200).



CHAPTER   SEVEN

SUMMARY  AND  CONCLUSIONS

I.  Summary

Like an ancient tell waiting for the archaeologist to uncover
its secrets, the war ballad buried beneath the enigmata of Judges
5 has long waited for someone to recover its story-line and con-
firm the integrity of its text. In this study, I have participated in a
literary “excavation” to facilitate the recovery process, some-
times reading the poem independently of exegetical tradition as
though it had just been excavated. Coogan’s hypothesis (1978:
144), which appeared about a decade after I started working on
the poem, has proven to be helpful:

The unprovable hypothesis on which this study rests is that at some point in
the history of the transmission of the Song of Deborah someone made sense
of it as a poem. Copyists, redactors and translators may have altered what
struck them as obscure or theologically dangerous, but even after three
millennia, Judges 5:2–30 exhibits a carefully constructed unity.

My hypothesis differed from his only by including the as-
sumption that someone would again make sense out of the poem.
Hopefully, the translation and interpretations offered in this
study, supplemented by the work of others who have argued for
the literary integrity of the Song of Deborah, have demonstrated
the viability of Coogan’s hypothesis and my assumption.

The prevailing critical views, stated by Dentan in a note in the
RSV (1965: 298) that, “The Hebrew text is, unfortunately, so
corrupt in some places as to be almost unintelligible,” and by
Hoppe in a note in the NRSV (1991: 306), “The Song of Deborah
may be the oldest part of the Hebrew Bible; it is also one of the
most obscure,” can no longer be sustained.

Actually, the consonantal MT is, in one sense of the word, al-
most without textual corruption. It is fully intelligible once the
reader (a) is sensitive to the use of dialect and loanwords and,
consequently, (b) employs a larger lexicon than the classical
Hebrew one traditionally used, (c) is alert to the misdivision of
words, (d) recognizes an inconsistent use of vowel letters by the
scribes, and (e) is prepared to transpose several words and verses.
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My reconstruction and translation requires only five emenda-
tions (k to m twice, and once each for m to k, d to t, and r to h
or b), the interchange of  w and y four times, the addition of a y
and a final @, and the deletion of one final @ and a W conjunction.
Normative spelling required the addition of but fifteen vowel
letters and the deletion of only four. These changes in the 1,485
letters of 5:1–31 demonstrate the need for only minimal emen-
dation. Although the lack of a space between some words, like
the absence of anticipated vowel letters, could be labeled “textual
corruption,” such omissions do not impugn the integrity of the
consonantal MT, even though they created problems for readers
over the years. The redivision of twenty words was required.
Deciding where the words had been misdivided in this battle
ballad proved to be the major task.

Appeal to the versions, traditional exegesis, and current lexica
of Biblical Hebrew provided only limited help in understanding
the more enigmatic lines. Contrary to the opinion of Globe
(1974b: 496) that “the vocabulary of Judges 5 is simpler” than
that of the Song of Miriam or of the Lamentation of David, the
poet had a rich vocabulary, larger than many previous translators
have recognized. Indeed, Burney’s observation (1918: 171) re-
mains pertinent:

In considering the language of the Song [of Deborah], one broad general
principle has first to be laid down; viz., that, since Hebrew literature, as
known to us from the O. T., is extremely exiguous, the Hebrew vocabulary
which we possess doubtless represents only a somewhat limited part of the
vocabulary which must have been in regular, if not in common, use in the
written and spoken language.

 

I have not emended the MT to accommodate the lexica. Once it
was realized that the poet had used a variety of dialectal options,
the lexicon for the song was enlarged in an effort to match that of
the poet (see below the “Supplemental Lexicon for The Song of
Deborah”).

The proposals of other scholars have been weighed carefully.
Translations or exegetical solutions inappropriate for a war bal-
lad turned out to be surprisingly unnecessary. Some of them ap-
peared meaningful in an isolated colon, but for understanding the
poem as a complete and coherent literary unit they were less than
helpful or persuasive.
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I.  SUPPLEMENTARY LEXICON FOR 
THE SONG OF DEBORAH

(5:8) “moreover” !a
(5:29) “soothsayer”      yrma
(5:23) “to panic” rra
(5:1) “to march” rva
(3:31) “plowshare” ta
(5:27) “motionless” vab
(3:31) “to oversee” rqb
(5:17) “to attack”  (Klein, sub voce) rwg
(5:4) “abundantly”  (Klein, sub voce) !g
(5:4) “noisily”  (Klein, sub voce) !g
(5:12) “to pursue” rbd
(5:22) “a chariot” twrhd
(5:21) “to overtake”  (Klein, sub voce) ^rd
(5:6) “caravaneers” twbytn yklh
(5:22) “to retreat, to overflow” lmh /!lh
(5:3) “to fight” rmz
(5:24) “guild”  (BDB, sub voce) rbj
(5:6) “to flee from battle, to refuse to assist”  ldj
(5:8) “a recruit” vdj
(5:29) “a clairvoyant” hmkj
(5:11) “to hurry” $xj
(5:12) “to make ready” rvy 
(5:10) “a mule” @ydk
(5:15) “to conceal” @wk
(5:27) “to drink” [rk
(5:27) “to be powerless” [rk
(5:23) “to overpower” hal
(5:9) “to respond” hbl
(5:13) “to accompany” (Klein, sub voce) hwl
(5:16) “to encircle” hml
(5:17) “behold, indeed” hml
(5:11) “a mountain pass” bavm
(5:16) “a ravine” !ytpvm
(5:2, 9)  “to summon”   (Klein, sub voce) bdn
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(5:21) “to overflow”  vpn
(5:16) “a straggler”       (Klein, sub voce) rd[
(5:21) “to seek refuge”  (Klein, sub voce) zw[
(5:6) “to slay covertly” lw[
(5:18) “to swim (underwater)” !w[
(5:12) “an army, numerous people” rw[
(5:12) “to rout” rw[
(5:23) “a warrior” trz[
(5:29) “to divine”    (Klein, sub voce) @n[
(5:22) “embankment”  (Klein, sub voce) bq[
(3:31) “marauders”    (Klein, sub voce) tvlp
(5:7, 11)    “a warrior”    (Klein, sub voce) @wzrp
(5:2) “to call for heroism” [rp
(5:2) “heroine” t[rp
(5:30) “to ford a stream” yax
(5:10) “small, young” rjx
(5:21) “to surge forward” !dq
(5:24) “song” @yq
(5:23) “doomed (to die)” azr
(5:23) “cloudburst”   (Klein, sub voce) !yr
(5:11) “a storm”   (Klein, sub voce) r[c
(5:16) “to look intently” qrc
(5:17) “to shatter”   (Klein, sub voce) bbv
(5:18) “to attack”   (Klein, sub voce) ddv
(5:12) “to proceed” rwv
(5:10) “to hasten”   (Klein, sub voce) jyv
(5:3) “to attack”     (BDB, sub voce II) rwv /ryv
(5:15) “to defeat” rkv
(5:5) “to strengthen”   (BDB, sub voce) rrv
(5:5) “to soak (with rain)” rrv
(5:14) “to hasten” vrv
(3:31) “to despoil” cv /vv
(5:28) “emptiness” bbyt
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Out of the 384 total words in the ballad as reconstructed
above, 69 words were found which previously went unrecog-
nized as part of this poet’s lexical repertoire, and some of these
have different definitions than traditionally understood, though
Klein (1987, sub voce) cited 17 of the 69.

Although the defeat of Sisera occurred along the Wadi
Kishon, words associated with ljn went unrecognized: !ytpvm
“ravine,” bavm “mountain pass, bq[ “bank,” and yax “to ford a
stream.” Tradition knew that a flooded wadi was involved, but
the language of flooding was lost: ^rd “to overtake,” lmh “to
overflow,” vpn “to overflow,” and !dq “to surge forward.”
Storm rains were involved but translators failed to recognize !g
“abundant (water),” !yr “cloudbursts,” r[c “storm,” and rrv
“to soak (with rain).” The ballad was about fighting charioteers,
but most critics missed twrhd “chariots,” and the language of
war, including: rra “to panic,” rwg “to attack,” rbd “to pursue,”
!lh “to retreat,” ldj “to flee from battle, to refuse to assist,”
@wk “to conceal,” hal “to overpower,” hml “to encircle,” rd[ “a

straggler,” zw[ “to seek refuge,” rw[ “an army, troops,” rw[ “to

rout,” @wzrp “warrior,” rkv “to defeat” and cv/ vv “to plun-
der.” Especially noteworthy are rmz II “to fight” and ryv II “to
attack,” which were consistently misread as rmz I “to make
music” and ryv I “to sing.”

Since rmz and ryv in Judges 5 are not musical terms but
words of combat, it appears that Deborah never sang, either as
soloist or in a duet with Barak. Instead, in what is now a poetic
exhortation, she summoned Barak to fight against Sisera. Her
exhortation begins and ends with the imperative  hwhy wkrb and
contains some language of the cult. But this does not require a
cultic interpretation of Sisera’s assassination or of the battle.

The absence of glosses on the poem’s archaic and rare words
suggests that the Song of Deborah was not subjected to repeated
pre-Masoretic editorial activity like the prose account in Judges
4. Nevertheless, evidence of Deuteronomic editorial activity is
reflected in the bifurcation of the three-verse Shamgar tradition.
Recognition of this editorial reworking permits the recon-
struction of the poem into eight balanced sections (see page
240, “The Structure of the Song of Deborah”). The natural divi-
sions of the poem correspond to the transitions and chrono-
logical sequence typical of an ancient war ballad.
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The structure of the poem is characterized by

(1) a chiastic pattern with reference to the number of cola in
paired sections I–II and VII–VIII;

(2) a balanced number of syllables in sections I and VIII;

(3) a near balance of accent units and/or words in the paired
sections I–II, III–IV, V–VI, and VII–VIII.

This analysis of the structure differs from those proposed by
Boling (1975: 101–105), Stuart (1976: 121–127), and Coogan
(1978: 157–158). Stuart, for example, omitted verses 5:1 and
31, deleted 102 consonants plus all MT vowel letters, and added
19 consonants. (The analyses offered by these three scholars are
summarized in the chart on page 241, “Alternative Structures.”)

Coogan’s analysis is impressive with its chiastic balance in
the number of cola and syllables in the five sections of the
poem (as he divided it). Webb (1987: 139–144), with slight
modification, adopted Coogan’s analysis. But by following exe-
getical tradition, neither Coogan nor Webb saw that Deborah’s
exhortation was delineated by the incipit and inclusio hwhy wkrb.
Thus, 5:9 should be part of stanza I, which changes the neat
chiastic pattern of the cola from 22–13–16–13–22 to an irregu-
lar 25–10–16–13–22.

One would expect a battle ballad to be as coherent in content
as it is cohesive in structure. But Coogan’s cohesive structure is
not balanced by a logically coherent narrative. His translation of
the poem (see the Appendix) is marked by abrupt transitions
from stanza to stanza, and a number of traditional but awkward
translations survive even within his stanzas.

Similarly, the translations of Boling and Stuart (also in the
Appendix) can be faulted on two accounts unrelated to the issue
of textual emendation. First, from 5:2–5:18, the poem’s nar-
rative is illogical and incoherent in contrast to 5:19–5:30, where
the story flows logically and easily. Second, the poem’s struc-
ture, in spite of efforts to bring it into conformity with accept-
able metrical patterns, is imbalanced and incohesive in terms of
syllable count and/or word count.
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THE  STRUCTURE  OF  THE  SONG  OF  DEBORAH

S
T
A
N
Z
A
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S
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T
E
N
T

C
O
L
A

W
O
R
D
S

A
C
C
E
N
T
S

S
Y
L
L
A
B
L
E
S

I 3:31
5:6-7
5:1-2B

DE SPA IR

AMONG THE

ISRAELITES

9 55 49 135

II 5:2C-5 DEBORAH’S

INVITATION

TO ISRAEL

8 56
+
4

55
+
4

148

III 5:10-13 HUMAN 

RESPONSE 

&  MUSTER

6 48 44 112

IV 5:14-16 STRATEGY &
DEPLOYMENT

7 45 41 118

V 5:17-29 ATTACK &
COUNTER-
ATTACK

5 39 34 89

VI 5:20-23 DIVINE

RESPO NSE

&  VICTORY

6 42 40 102

VII 5:24-27 YAEL’S

INVITATION TO 

SISERA

8 44 44 112

VIII 5:28-31 DE SPA IR

AMONG THE

CANAANITES

10 51 46 134
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 ALTERNATIVE  STRUCTURES*

BOLING 

1975
COOGAN

1978
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Z
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E

R

S

E

S
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A

S

Y

L

L

A

B

L

E

S

EXCLUDE

5:1
EXCLUDE

5:1

I 2-9 233 I 2-8 22 209

II 10-13 107 II 9-13 13 128

III 14-16 114 III 14-18 16 168

IV 17-20 118 IV 19-23 13 124

V 21-22 37

VI 23 36

VII 24-27 108 V 24-30 22 211

*STUART (1976) DIVIDE THE POEM INTO FOUR PARTS

 WITH  THE WORD COUNT FOR THE PARTS BEING 

131, 59, 54, AND 40, RESPECTIVELY.
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V.  CONCLUSIONS

In surveying the many complex issues in traditio-historical
and form-critical studies on holy war, Jones (1975: 651–653)
outlined the formal features of the holy-war schematization
imposed more or less by the pre-Deuteronomic or the Deutero-
nomic editors on earlier holy-war traditions. The eight features
included

(1) a statement about oppression and distress in Israel;
(2) the rise of a savior figure to deliver Israel;
(3) the immediate summons of the Israelites to war;
(4) the subsequent enthusiastic response of the people;
(5) the muster and deployment of the troops for battle; 
(6) a brief account of the battle;
(7) the enemy’s panic, attributed to Yahweh;
(8) a victory statement, accrediting Yahweh’s intervention as

the primary reason for victory.

Since this schematization is now evident in Judges 5, the
origin of this framework needs to be reviewed. Since the Deu-
teronomic editors reworked only the Shamgar component of the
original ballad, the Song of Deborah may have been the im-
mediate, if not the ultimate, source of the schematization of the
holy-war story. Since this schematization is evidenced long be-
fore the Deuteronomic redactors appeared on the scene, their
alleged role in imposing this framework on other war narratives
is now open to question. The eightfold framework could have
been introduced prior to the Deuteronomic redactors, since it was
available from the time of the original composition of the Song
of Deborah.

The historical accuracy of most events depicted in the poem
has been called into question in several studies. For example,
Ackroyd (1952: 160–162) appealed to Carrington’s study on
King Alfred the Great to demonstrate how fact and fiction are
easily mixed in popular traditions. Ackroyd suggested that the
Song of Deborah was a popular piece of poetry and included de-
tails transferred from other traditions. Similarly, Coogan (1978:
143–144) and Soggin (1981c: 99) appealed to Bowra’s study
(1930) of heroic poetry, illustrated by The Song of Roland, to
demonstrate that heroic poetry is a poor substitute for history.
Halpern (1988: 96), addressing the issue of historical accuracy of
the prose stories of Ehud and Deborah (Ju 3–4), stated,
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    262 Note Gottwald’s (1979: 506) assertion that “The generations of biblical
interpreters who have believed they saw Israelite caravans in Judges 5:6 were
unaccountably oblivious of the categoric premonarchic Israelite rejection of
economics and ideology of state-monopolized trade or commercial speculation
by professional merchants.” He insisted that the caravaneers mentioned were
Canaanite caravaneers who were raided by the Israelites. See Nicholson’s (1986:
16–18, 32) and Schloen’s (1993:23) brief critiques of Gottwald’s use of the
Song of Deborah. Note Stager’s study (1988) on the ecology and the social
history of early Israel in light of the Song of Deborah. He did not even mention
caravaneering, though on the basis of one word, rwgy, there is extended discus-
sion on Dan’s alleged maritime activity, and on the basis of !yrd[ there is a

However substantial the difference between the sources in Judges 3 and
Judges 4, there is one important point of similarity. In neither case is the
chief source historiography. Neither is archival. Yet in each case the written
version is a historical one. . . . The accuracy of the historian’s represen-
tations can with profit be questioned. So can his interpretation of his source.
The gists of the reports, however, their logic, their structural coherence, are
molded by a concern to reconstruct the past, by antiquarian interest.

While it is true that the author of the Song of Deborah, like
the “historian” of Judges 4, was not an eyewitness to the events
in Sisera’s court or Yael’s tent—unless the poet was Yael her-
self—the author seemed knowledgeable about an Israelite defeat
of a Canaanite coalition. The poet’s use of formulaic material
makes for only tenuous conclusions on historical details, but the
poem provides more historical information than has been recog-
nized to date because only “impressionistic” translations were
available.

The Israelite attack against Sisera’s coalition apparently com-
menced with the destruction of Abu Hawam during the first dec-
ade of the twelfth century B.C.E. Although this destruction has
been commonly attributed to the Philistines, it was more likely a
work of Israelites whose strategy was to force the Canaanites to
counterattack along the Wadi Kishon. The defeat of Sisera seems
to have prompted Ramesses III to return to Galilee where he sub-
dued the q(ee)s'tbrt, which can be interpreted as “the troops of
Teborah/Deborah.”

The poet’s frequent appeal to various aspects of caravaneering
is of historical socio-political significance. Conjecture on Israel’s
settlement in Canaan needs to address the caravan elements in
the poem. Debate limited to conquest versus nomadic infiltration
or a peasants’ rebellion can be faulted for overlooking a very
reliable  tradition about early Israel’s caravaneering activities.262
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discussion about nomadic and semi-nomadic pastoralists. J. Gray (1988: 427,
445, and 453) gave three one-sentence statements on Zebulon’s and Issachar’s
being porters and hirelings in the (.habiru) transport business (and Machir got
one sentence on page 443), but he bases this point on Deut 33:19, rather than on
the multiple caravan motifs in Judges 4–5 (which he used primarily to provide
the tribal names of the sacral community). See above, note 210.

    263 See Chambers (1983: 39–59).

Only Schloen (1993) has given serious attention to this evidence
and has developed a rather convincing “caravan hypothesis” with
reference to early Israel. 

Another historically significant element, relevant to the issue
of the Israelite amphictyony263 and the debate over dating “holy-
war theory,” is the way in which Deborah’s call for a militia was
expressed in cultic language. Her summons included

(a) the formulaic use of hwhy wkrb as the introduction and
conclusion to the summons (which may reflect an already
established cultic tradition which prompted the poet to use
this formula as an incipit and inclusio), like the hy wllh in
Psalms 146–150;

(b) an affirmation of allegiance to Yahweh, not to the tribes
of Israel;

(c) the declaration that she would fight for Yahweh, rather
than an affirmation that she would fight for Israel;

(d) a recital of Yahweh’s earlier action on behalf of Israel in
Trans-Jordan, expressed in the language of theophany;

(e) a promise of Yahweh’s intervention and support for the
militia;

(f) the use of hwhy ![ “the militia of Yahweh” rather than
larcy ![ “the militia of Israel.”

The debate over which came first, “holy-war theory” or “the
practice of Yahweh war,” may never be satisfactorily resolved
since the Song of Deborah, the oldest full account of such a
Yahweh war, has them already inseparably bound. Contrary to
Crenshaw’s statement (1986: 122), “The poem is therefore an
important witness to the absence of any strong sense of a tribal
league that required concerted action by all members of the
coalition,” the  fact  that the call  to arms was restricted  to cultic
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    264 Note Kaufmann’s opinion (1960: 257), “Judah is not mentioned in the
song, presumably, because by then it had become subject to the Philistines.”
This requires a late date for the battle, conflicting with Joshua 11. Compare
Nacaman 1990: 426– 434. A textual base for selecting Zebulon and Naphtali
could have come from a misplaced and misread modifying clause after rh
rwbt in 4:6b, giving the location of Tabor as @lwbz @bmw yltpn @bm (scriptio
defectiva). Instead of reading this as @wlwbz @ybmw yltpn @ybm, the scribes  read

the words as @wlwbz ynbw yltpn ynbm and transposed them to 4:6c (and then later
added them to 4:10 as yltpn taw @lwbz ta).

    265 See note 104, where the Midrash about Lappidoth makes Deborah the
light of Judah and Jerusalem at the expense of the twelve [sic] tribes of Israel.

    266 See Sandmel (1961: 105 –122) for a discussion on the way haggadic
material was added to older traditions in the development of biblical texts.

motifs adds support to the hypothesis that an amphictyonic type
of relationship was operative at the time among the eleven par-
ticipants: Asher, Benjamin, Dan, Ephraim, Gad, Gilead (on
alert), Issachar, Machir, Naphtali, Reuben, and Zebulon, with
Judah, Levi, and Simeon being conspicuous by their ab-
sence—unless de Moor is correct in his reading of 5:13a, where
he recovered Yôda%h (= Judah) and Levi (see pages 162–163).

Since ten tribes were mentioned as combatants (plus Gilead’s
being “on alert”), Ishida’s (1973: 523–524) proposal to make
Israel just a six-tribe league is unlikely. The Midrashic account in
Ju 4:10, that only Zebulon and Naphtali were combatants, cannot
be regarded as a historically more accurate account than that of
Judges 5. In Judges 4, which gives evidence of  editorial rework-
ing, the multi-tribe campaign against Sisera was seemingly
reduced by Judean editors to a two-tribe campaign to minimize

Judah’s non-participation.264 (Even if Judah [Yôda%h] and Levi
were in the original poem, as de Moor proposed, they were not
recognized by the early Judean editors.) The brevity of the battle
account in Ju 4:10, 13–15, in contrast to the multifront campaign
depicted in Ju 5:14–23, reflects a similar reduction in the scope
of a battle which did not enhance Judah’s reputation.265

Although appearing to be a prose parallel account to the Song
of Deborah, Ju 4:1–22 is only a midrash on the poem. Since it is
haggadic266 and it reflects, according to Nacaman (1990: 426–
434 ), the limitations of an author or redactor who was  not
acquainted with the geography of northern Israel, the poem in
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     267
 Lindars (1995: 215) followed this same line of reasoning and argued

that the poem was composed sometime in the early monarchy.

Judges 5 remains the primary source for details about Israel’s
defeat of Sisera’s Canaanite coalition.

Critical opinion that the poem is a composite of independent
epic and psalmic units is now no longer compelling. Ackroyd
(1952: 160–162) argued that eyewitness accounts of the battle
were modified by “poetic glorification of the victors” and these
accounts were later modified when the events could no longer be
reconstructed. The end result is a poem “which gives no detailed
account of the battle but impressions of the circumstances and
events which . . . had come to appear significant.”267

To the contrary, the poet could have been a participant in the
battle against Sisera (circa 1190 B.C.E.) since the poem may have
been composed sometime between the demise of Egyptian he-
gemony in Palestine after the death of Ramesses III and Gideon’s
defeat of the Amalekites, who had so gained control of the hill
country of Ephraim that the poet referred to that area by the name
Amalek. (If so, the poet was probably not an Ephraimite.)

The translation and interpretation offered in this study calls
for the rehabilitation of Shamgar ben-Anat as a true Israelite
hero, unencumbered by doubts about his patronym or his alleged
loyalties to the goddess Anat. In like manner, Dan and Asher,
who have been charged in exegetical tradition with cowardice for
not participating in the fight against Sisera, have been rehabil-
itated. The poet of Judges 5, in fact, praised these two tribes for
daring assaults which forced Sisera’s coalition to fight at a time
and place of Israelite choosing.

In contrast to Shamgar, Dan, and Asher, “husband” Lappidoth
has not fared well in the interpretation presented above. He sim-
ply ceased to be, having been transformed into an honorific
epithet for Deborah, “the woman of light.” Barak fared better, but
he was demoted, so to speak. He is now recognized as having
been just a caravan leader—not a military figure—who only
reluctantly agreed to become a commanding officer, and appar-
ently only for this single campaign.

Although Deborah and Yael have not suffered in tradition the
same marginalization  as did Asher, Dan, and Shamgar,  their
prestige and power as celebrated in the Song of Deborah have not
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been fully appreciated. Although they received recognition as the
“Mother in Israel” and the “most blessed of tent-women, the
“Lady Governor” and the “Pre-eminent One” have frequently
been denied equal recognition with Barak (see Feldman 1986:
122–126). In Heb 11:32, Barak is praised along with Gideon,
Samson, and Jephthah, but Deborah and Yael go unmentioned.
Unlike the Talmud, which lists Deborah among the judges, the
Machsor Vitry (a prayer-book compiled in the eleventh century
C.E. by Sim .hah ben Samuel) lists Barak as a judge along with
Othniel, Ehud, Shamgar, Gideon, and Abimelek (see Hurwitz,
1923: 463), thus displacing Deborah and discounting Ju 4:4,

ayhh t[b larcy ta hfpv ayh “she judged Israel at that time.”
Although some commentators have assumed the poet was a

male (Buber [1950: 8] wrote of the hrwbd tryv rrwvm, using
the masculine noun for the poet and a feminine noun for the
poem), either Deborah or Yael could have been the poetess who
penned Judges 5. G. A. Smith’s (1912: 30) statement is still
relevant when considering either woman to be the poet.

First, in Arabia before the times of Islam, women as well as men were poets
. . . . Women were frequently spectators of the tribal battles, and since they
were more free than the fighters to see the whole action and more able to
award praise and blame, it does not surprise us to find from women some of
the most vivid ballads of war. This also appears in the early poetry of Israel.

Deborah’s being the author has the support of tradition. Aside
from the commentators who have argued for composite sources
or a late date, tradition has generally taken for granted that
Deborah composed the song that tells her story. This tradition is
based on two widely held assumptions: first, that ryv and rmz
used in the poem mean “to sing” (and in my opinion this assump-
tion is now out of tune with the text); and second, that Deborah
composed what she sang, as Yee (1993: 111) typically noted,
“Judges 5 is Deborah’s own victory song over the Canaanites.” It
certainly remains possible that she composed the poem, even if
she did not sing it above the battle din. One who was esteemed as
the “Mother in Israel,” a prophetess, and a judge could well have
had the language skills to compose fine poetry.

But a case can be made for a Kenite origin and possibly
Yael’s being the poet. 1 Chron 2:55 traces the !yrps twjpvm
“families of scribes” through the Rechabites to the Kenites of
Hammath in Naphtali (Josh 19:32–38). These literate Kenites
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    268 Note Crenshaw’s (1986: 121) recognition that Ps 68, Hab 3, and Ju 5 all
reflect a “dialect” of Hebrew. Young (1992: 372) noted that the language of Ju 5
was a northern Hebrew dialect, reflecting in part the view of G. A. Smith (1912:
83–84) who earlier argued the poem was in a northern dialect, “flavored with
Aramaic” and with “a number of words used in the same sense as in Arabic.” On
the Arabic influence, note G. R. Driver’s statement quoted above, pages
133–134. Other problematic dialectal texts which have been clarified by Arabic
cognates are the “Words of Agur” in Prov 30:1– 9 and the “Words of Lemuel”
in Prov 31:1– 9. A similar “Kenite” flavor can be detected in the fragment of the

Book of the Wars of Yahweh in Num 21:14–15 with its w"p noun“Waheb,” the
Arabic/Aramaic hta “to come” and !;+ / hdv (dwv) “to water, to moisten, to
make (water) to rush forth,” and [wv /bÑD “to enter easily.” 

Whether or not the Kenite origin of the hwhy twmjlm rps proves to be valid,
a reappraisal of the “Kenite hypothesis,” which traces the origin of Yahwism
back to the Kenites, is in order. For bibliography and a summary discussion of
this hypothesis, see Rowley 1950b: 149–163; 1957: 1–27; Walker 1958:
262 –265; Mazar 1965: 297–303; de Vaux 1969: 28–32; Parke-Taylor 1975:
20 – 31; Mettinger 1990: 406 – 409; Halpern 1992: 20 – 21; and especially
Schloen 1993: 30 –38. Note also J. Gray’s recognition (1988: 424, 443) that the
“sacral community” probably consisted of “the Rachel group and Qenite, Qeniz-
zite and Yerahmeelite confederates.”

worked with words rather than with weapons, with metaphors
instead of metals. Surely, some were poets. As a Kenite, Yael
could have been as gifted with pen and parchment as she was
with peg and hammer.

In establishing the meaning of many of the problematic lines
in Ju 3:31 and 4:23–5:31, appeal has been made to Arabic cog-
nates —much as did the rabbis who learned the meaning of rare
words from Arabs and servant women (see note 15). The large
number of words with an “Arabic” tenor favor a Kenite con-
nection. Yael would have spoken a dialect of the desert. If it was
“Hebrew,” it would have been a dialect clearly different from the
Hebrew spoken in Ephraim or in Judah. The author’s “Kenite”
dialect,268 unrecognized up to this time, could well account for
the problems in understanding the Song of Deborah over the last
three millennia. Hebrew which did not conform to the Judean and
Samaritan dialects was assumed to be corrupt and/or illogical,
requiring all kinds of scribal reconstructions (as evidenced in the
myriad of variants in the LXX and the versions) and by the end-
less scholarly emendations of the MT (as surveyed in this and
other studies). The reluctance of some Hebraists “to fish” in the
Arabic lexicon (see  note 126) has kept many from catching the
text’s meaning.
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    269 Crenshaw’s (1986: 121) assertion that the Song of Deborah “rebuked the
Kenites” is puzzling. The assertion of 4:21, @ybw rwxj ^lm @yby @yb !wl` yk
ynyqh rbj tyb is a neutral statement of the obvious: smiths of iron or silver
(!ynyq) who made / repaired weapons and chariots, and/or (re)fashioned silver
spoils, must have gotten along well with the military aristocracy who employed
them. The Kenites, as (silver) smiths, ought not to be totally dissociated from
the silver mentioned in 5:19 and the mention of the goblet in 5:25.

    270 Bos (1988: 55) concluded, “Yael therefore makes her decision [to slay
Sisera] in opposition to her clan.” To the contrary, she did what any Kenite may
well have done in a “Yahweh war.” This point was also missed by Matthews
(1991: 16, 19) who (reviving A. M. Stuart’s [1887: 308 –312] notion that “the
true reason [for Sisera’s death] is probably to be sought in Sisera’s entering the
tent at all”) argued, 

Sisera places himself at risk . . . by violating the hospitality code . . . . Sisera
was unknowingly a dead man from the moment he entered the area of  Jael’s
tent and accepted her improper offer of hospitality. He had systematically
violated every covenant of the code governing the actions of host and guests.

Kenite influence, rather than Hittite, is more evident in the
Song of Deborah.269 Aside from Deborah’s name and possibly
her title as “Mother,” Hittite influence was quite limited. Mc-
Mahon’s (1991: 32) following statement is helpful in identifying
it.

There is however a certain tendency in many cult texts to associate the
[Hittite] Tutelary Deity with the Sun-god(dess) and the Storm-god as a
special group of three, either as the first three in a longer list of deities or
as a discrete group.

This grouping of the Hittite “big three” may be reflected in the
appearance of three heavenly forces in Judges 5: Yahweh as the
tutelary deity, the sun (= the Sun-god/Sun-goddess), and the stars
(as the heavenly warriors = the storm gods).

However, Kenite influence is more apparent and the poem
may contain more fact than fiction, for Yael, although not an eye-
witness of the battle along the Wadi Kishon (verses 17–23), cer-
tainly knew well what transpired in her tent (which received
equal attention in verses 24–30). Her clan’s smithing services
could have provided sufficient contact with Sisera’s residence
that she was knowledgeable about the inner workings of his
court. Moreover, Kenite Yahwism could easily account for
Yael’s assassinating Sisera—she  sided with fellow Yahwists!270
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To the contrary, it was because Sisera and his coalition for decades had
systematically violated the hwhy ![ “the people of Yahweh” that he had to be
stopped. Sisera, whom the poet calls  a rapist, was hardly doomed to death for
violating the canons of hospitality by entering once a woman’s tent in
desperation to save his life. For the hwhy ![, as the militia of Yahweh (which
obviously included Yael, as well as Deborah), the protocols of (a Yahweh) war
had superseded the protocols of peacetime hospitality. Sisera was no longer just
a potential enemy to be treated with discretion nor a post-battle straggler to be
treated with compassion. He was a dangerous fugitive attempting to hide
beneath a woman’s skirt. “Strike the shepherd, that the sheep may be scattered”
(Zec 13:7, Matt 26:31, Mk 14:27) was obviously the operating protocol in war.

     271 Note especially I Chron 2:55, “The families also of the scribes that dwelt
at Jabez: the Tirathites, the Shimeathites, and the Sucathites. These are the Kenites
who came from Hammath, the father of the house of Rechab”; and Neh 3:14,
“Malchijah the son of Rechab, ruler of the district of Bethhaccherem, repaired the
Dung Gate; he rebuilt it and set its doors, its bolts, and its bars.” [italics mine]

Although the Israelites may have been only distant relatives,
they had become deeply united by religion, so much so that some
Kenites became Israelite scribes (as noted above, page 247) and
even builders of Jerusalem’s gates in the post-exilic period.271 It
may well have been Kenite scribes who were responsible for in-
corporating their poem from Yael (or, at least, their poem about
Yael) into Israel’s Retterbuch.

Although Gottwald (1985: 254) noted that Judges 4 and 5 “are
shaped by interests very different from historical reportage . . .
[and] the story cannot be trusted to throw direct light on the ac-
tual circumstances of the battle as a whole,” there is no reason to
insist that the poem had to be written by someone other than an
eyewitness or participant along the Kishon or in Yael’s quarters.

Although the poem may be non-historiographic, historical de-
tails in the poem are as abundant as are its literary motifs. But the
one assured tradition—that Judges 5 was the “Song of Deborah”
—could be mistaken since this “Yahweh war” ballad could just
as well be the “Song of Yael” or a poem composed by some other
Kenite. Either way, the poem provides us with an almost perfect
text in pre-monarchic Hebrew which retains elements of a Kenite
dialectic, as well as foreign words put on the lips of non-
Israelites.

Now that the Song of Deborah can be clearly understood
—without major emendations—as a literarily cohesive poem,
the heroines and heroes come into much sharper focus. While the
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     272 Note Yee’s (1993: 117) argument with reference to the male author of
Judges 4 that:

In creating the character of Jael for his story in Judges 4, our author uses
the covert activity of women in war as a strategic entitlement to reinforce
negative stereotypes of women in general. Instead of a warrior’s defending
her people and her household, Jael becomes at the hands of the male author
a temptress, deceiver, and ultimately a castrator.

There is no hint of such stereotyping in Judges 5—since the author was a
probably a woman. The reader needs to keep in mind that for the author/editors
of Judges 4 and for the poet of Judges 5, the protocols of war rewarded
deceptions. Feinting a fainting enemy was fair play and proper protocol.

     273 Note Rasmussen’s (1988) conclusion that in the unredacted edition of
Judges 4–5, Deborah, not Yahweh, is the real warrior leading men into battle
and that her role was shaped after that of Anat in the Canaanite myths.

poem is complimentary to Shamgar and Barak, as well as to the
ten tribe militia, it really acclaims the actions and achievements
of Deborah and Yael, pre-eminent women of power in Israel.272

Brenner (1990: 129–138) proposed a triangle or a rhombus as
the geometric pattern for understanding Judges 5, but another
pattern is required to accommodate all the anti-Sisera forces. The
figure that comes to mind—drawn from the Kishon battle-scene
itself—is the chariot wheel. Only a pattern as complex as the
spoked wheel can accommodate all the Israelite combatants.
Yahweh was surely the hub of the militia (as well as at the heart
of the poem)273 with Shamgar, Barak, and the ten tribes being the
spokes. Around them were the inner and outer rims—Deborah
and Yael. They were the “big wheels,” so to speak, who concer-
tedly wielded the deathblow to Israel’s oppressors by outmaneu-
vering Sisera— first on the battlefield and then in a tent. 

Because the Song of Deborah can now be understood without
major emendations, a host of Kenite, Judean and Jewish scribes
can be rehabilitated. Far from carelessly transmitting or freely re-
dacting the Song of Deborah (as Cheyne charged [1904], who re-
tained fewer than 800 of the poems’s 1,485 letters), the scribes
were almost flawless in conveying a poem which—except for
some early Kenite scribes—was not in their native dialect. The
accuracy of their transmission of the consonantal text makes it
possible to add the Song of Deborah to the list of early Palestin-
ian dialects available for study. The sixty-seven rare lexemes
attested in “Deborah’s dialect” can now be added to the well
attested lexemes in the standard lexicons of Biblical Hebrew.
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PLATE I

The 85th name ring on the first pylon of
the Mortuary Temple of Ramesses III

at Medinet Habu
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PLATE II

The 85th name ring on the first pylon of
the Mortuary Temple of Ramesses III

at Medinet Habu
(directly under the arch of the foot)
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PLATE III



PLATES 255

PLATE IV
From the palace of Ashurnasirpal II (883–859 B.C.E.)

PLATE V
From the palace of Ashurnasirpal II (883–859 B.C.E.)

(See above, p. 185)
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APPENDIX: 

ALTERNATIVE TRANSLATIONS

G. F. Moore
 The Book of Judges: A New English Translation

1898

  1 Then Deborah sang, with Barak ben-Abinoam, on that day:
  2 With sacrifices of firstlings in Israel, 
  With freewill-offerings of the people, bless JHVH!  
  3 Hear, O ye kings!  give ear, O ye sovereigns!

I to JHVH will raise my song,
Will sing to JHVH, Israel's God.

  4 When from the land of Edom Thou marchedst,
The earth trembled, the heavens <sway>ed,

  5 The clouds dripped water, the mountains streamed,
At the presence of JHVH, of JHVH, Israel's God.

  6 In the days of Shamgar ben-Anath,
In the days of Jael, caravans ceased,
And solitary travelers took roundabout ways.

  7 Hamlets ceased in Israel,  *  *  ceased,
Till thou didst arise, O Deborah,
Till thou didst arise, a matron in Israel.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

  8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
No shield was seen, nor spear,
Among forty thousand in Israel;

  9 My heart is with the rulers of Israel;
Ye who offer freely among the people, bless JHVH!

  10 Ye who ride tawny asses,
Sit upon  .  .  and walk in the way, sing!

  11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
There they rehearse the victories of JHVH,
The victories of  .  .  .  in Israel.
Then marched down to the gates the people of JHVH.

  12 Awake, awake, O Deborah!
Awake, awake, lift up the song!
Arise, Barak! lead captive thy captives, son of Abinoam!

  13 Then Israel marched down like nobles;
The people of JHVH marched down for Him as heroes.

  14 .  .  Ephraim  . . . . . . . . . . . .
  .  .  Benjamin . . . . . . . . . . . .

From Machir came truncheon-bearers,
From Zebulun those wielding the muster-master's staff.

  15 And the princes of Issachar with Deborah,
And Naphtali .  .  Barak,
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Into the plain was hurled at his back.
Great were the dissensions in the divisions of Reuben,

  16 Why didst thou remain amid ash-heaps,
Listening to pipings at sheep-folds?

  17 Gilead sat still, beyond Jordan;
And why does Dan go abroad in ships?
On the shore of the sea tarries Asher,
Sitting still by his places for landing.

  18 But Zebulun and Nephtali were tribes
That recked not of life on the battle-field's heights.

  19 Kings came and fought;
Then fought the Kings of Canaan,
At Taanach, by the streams of Megiddo.
Gain of silver they took not!

  20 From heaven itself fought the stars,
From their courses they fought against Sisera.

  21 The stream of Kishon swept them away,
The .   .  .  stream, the stream of Kishon.

  22 Then were battered the hoofs of his horses,
By the galloping of his chargers.

  23 Curse Meroz, says the Messenger of JHVH,
Curse its inhabitants bitterly!
Because they came not to the aid of JHVH,
To the aid of JHVH like heroes.

  24 Blessed above all women is Jael,
Above all women in tents is she blessed!

  25 Water he asked, milk she gave;
Curds in a mighty bowl did she bring him. 

  26 Her hand she puts forth to the pin,
Her right hand to the  .  .  .  .  .
And smites, crushes his head,
Shatters, pierces his temple.

  27 At her feet he sank down, he fell, he lay;
Where he sank he lay, of life bereft.

  28 Through the window peered and  .  .
The mother of Sisera through the lattice:
"Why are his chariots so long in coming?
Why tarries the tramping of his horses?"

  29 The wisest of her princesses reply,
Yea, she answers her words herself:

  30 “They must be finding, dividing the spoil,
A wench or two for each man,
Booty of dyed stuffs for Sisera,
A piece of embriodery or two for the neck of .  .”

  31 So perish Thine enemies all, O JHVH!
But be Thy friends as the sun when he rises in power.
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    274 Cheyne retained fewer than 800 of the 1,485 letters of Judges 5. Even

those he kept he often reworked, e.g., MT rgm`  became !yr`g.

Translation  of  T. K. Cheyne274

Oxford University
1904

Critica Biblica
1.

2. For the crushing of Zarephath in Ishmael,
For the disaster to the Arabians in Jerahmeel,

3b. I, to Yahwè will I sing, I will chant to Israel’s God.
4. Yahwè! when thou wentest forth from Asshur,

When thou marchedst from the highland of Aram,
The earth quaked, yea, the heavens
Yea, the clouds dripped water;

5. The mountains streamed before Yahwè,
Before Yah, the God of Israel.

6. In the days of the Geshurites and the Anakites,
In the days of Ishmael and Cusham,
Those who fared on the ways trembled,
They went by crooked paths.

7. Potentates trembled in Israel
At the sword of Jerahmeel and the Ash ?hurites.
King and princes shuddered
At the host of Jerahmeel and the Arabians.

11. Loudly praise ye the righteous acts of Yahwè,
His righteous, gracious acts in Israel.

12. March on, march on Daberath; 
March on, march on into Asshur.
Arise, Barak, and take captives,
Subdue the sons of Arabia.

13. Then they came down to the Asshurites,
Yahwè’s force came down into Arabia;

14. Out of Ephraim [came down] princes,
After him Benjamin from Maacath;
Out of Machir came down marshals,
And out of Zebulun wielders of the mace;

15. And Ischar was in Daberath’s force,
And the warriors of Casla ?h among his great ones.
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(But) in Pelesheth of Reuben
The great ones searched out the heart.

16. Why didst thou tarry among the Zephathites,
To hear the hissing of the Arabians?

17. Gad dwelt in Arabia,
And Dan sojourned with Ethan.
Asher tarried by Rehob,
And dwelt by those in Zarephath.

18. Zebulun was a people that defied Ishmael,
And Naphtali, in the highland of Jerahmeel.

19. The kings came—they fought,
At Beth-anak by Migdol’s waters,
The host of Cushan and Jerahmeel,

20. Ishmael and the folk of Asshur;
22. The Asshurites were panic-stricken, they perished.

In the stream of Cushan were their corpses.
23. Curse ye Mi .s .sor of Jerahmeel,

Say a curse upon its inhabitants,
Because they came not to the help of Yah,
to the help of Yah in Arabia.

24. Blessed above women be Jael,
Blessed above women in the tent.

25. Milk of the goats she gave,
Sour milk she presented in a bowl

26. Her hand—she stretched it forth to a club,
her right hand to a staff of Jerahmeel.
She struck Asshur on his head,
She shattered and pierced his temples.

27. At her feet he sank down,
As the wicked, Asshur fell!

28. In the city of Holon she now enchantments, [sic]
Asshur’s mother in the city of Cushan;
‘Why fails his car?
(Why) linger the steps of his chariot-horses’?

29. The wise men of her sanctuary divine;
‘Surely he shall bring back Jerahmeel.

30. Shall not Jerahmeel be strong,
(Yea) prevail over the host of Israel?

31 Perish all the foes of Jerahmeel!
Be his friends as the going forth of the sun!’
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    275  Smith’s diacritical marks have been omitted.

Translation  of  G. A. Smith
(1910 Schweich Lectures)

The Early Poetry of Israel in Its 
Physical and Social Origins

1. Then sang Deborah and Barak ben-Abinoam275 on that day
saying:

2. That leaders took lead in Israel,
That the people were willing,
Bless ye the Lord!

3. Hearken, O Kings,
Rulers give ear,
I to the Lord,
I am to sing,
I hymn the Lord,
God of Israel.

4. Lord at thy start from Seir,
On thy march from the mount of Edom,
Earth did quake,
Heaven was swaying (?)
The clouds poured water,

5. The mountains streamed, 
Before the Lord,
God of Israel.

6. In the days of Shamgar [ben-Anath]
Caravans ceased;
Who would be wayfaring
Fared by the byways.

7. Ceased had order (?),
Till I rose, Deborah,
rose mother in Israel.

8. Sacrifice ceased (?)
Barley-bread failed (?)
Was shield seen or lance,
In the forty thousands of Israel?

9. My heart to the leaders in Israel,
To the willing of the people!
Bless ye the Lord!
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10. Riding roan asses,
Sitting on carpets (?),
Walking the highway—sing (?) them!

11. Hark the huzzahing (?)
Where the herds water.
There they are telling the faith of the Lord,
Faith of His rule in Israel.

12. Rouse thee, rouse thee, Deborah,
Rouse thee, [rouse thee,] deliver the song!
Arise, Barak,
Capture thy captors, ben-Abinoam!

11c. [Then down to the gates came the Lord’s folk,]
13. Then came down the rest of the great ones,

Down to the Lord came His folk with the brave ones,
14. Out of Ephraim they tore (?) to the valley,

After thee, Benjamin, with thy clans!
Out of Makhir came down commanders
And from Zebulun the drawers of batons,

15. Naphtali’s (?) lords with Deborah,
As Issakhar so was Barak,—
Into the valley shot at his heels!

In the septs of Reuben great the heart-searchings!
16. Why satest thou still, the wattles between!

to list to them whistling the flocks?
In the septs of Reuben great the heart-searchings!

17. Gilead stayed at home over Jordan
And Dan—why a truant on ships?
Asher sat down on the shore of the sea,
And stayed by his creeks,

18. Zebulun—the tribe spurned life to death,
With Naphtali on the heights of the range,

19. Kings came, they fought,
Fought the kings of Kena`an,
At Ta`nak on the streams of Megiddo.
Not a silver-bit took they!

20. From heaven fought the stars,
From their courses they fought with Sisera.

22. Then thudded the hoofs of the horses,
Plunge upon plunge of his stallions.

21. Torrent Kishon swept them away,
Onrushing (?) torrent, torrent Kishon.
Forward, my soul, in strength!
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23. Curse ye Meroz, saith the Lord [His angel]
Cursing, curse ye her burghers!
For never came they to the help of the Lord,
To the help of the Lord with the brave ones.

24. Blessed above women Ya`el,
Above women in tents be she blessed!

25. Water he craved, milk she gave,
In a dish for lords she brought him curd.

26. Her hand to the peg she put,
Her right hand to the workman’s hammer,
And Sisera she hammered, she shattered his head,
She smashed, she hacked through his temples,

27. Between her feet he bent, he fell,
Where he bent there he fell—undone!

28. Out of the window she leans, she whines,
Sisera his mother thorough [sic] the lattice:
‘Why are his chariots shy to come?
Wherefore tarry the beats of his car?’

29. Warily answer to her ladies,
Yea, she returns her words to herself:

30. ‘Are they not finding, dividing the spoil?
A wench, two wenches a head for the men,
Booty of dyes for Sisera,
Booty of dyes with brocade,
Dyes, double brocade, for my neck the spoil!’

31 [So perish, O Lord, all Thy foes,
But thy lovers! like the rise of the sun in his power].
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Translation  of  C. F. Burney
1918

The Book of Judges

1. Then sang Deborah and Barak the son of Abino`am on that day,
saying,

2. (When long locks of hair were worn loose in Israel; when the people
volunteered.)

Bless ye Yahweh!

3. Attend, ye kings; give ear, ye rulers:
I — to Yahweh I will sing,
Will make melody to Yahweh, the God of Israel.

4. Yahweh, in thy progress from Se ìr,
In thy march from the field of Edom,
Earth quaked, yea, heaven rocked,
Yea, the clouds dropped water.

5. The mountains shook before Yahweh,
Before Yahweh, the God of Israel.

6. From the days of Shamgar ben-cAnath,
From the days of old, caravans ceased.
And they that went along the ways used to walk by crooked paths.

7. Villages ceased in Israel;
. . . . . . .  ceased;
Till thou didst arise, Deborah, 
Didst arise as a mother in Israel.

8. Armourers had they none;
Armed men failed the city:
Was there seen a shield or a lance
Among forty thousand in Israel?

12. Awake, awake Deborah!
Awake, awake, sing paean!
Rise up, Barak, and lead captive
Thy captors, O son of Abinocam!
Come, ye commanders of Israel!

9. Ye that volunteered among the people, bless ye Yahweh!
10. Let the riders on tawny she-asses review it,

And let the wayfarers recall it to mind!
11. Hark to the maidens laughing at the wells!

There they recount the righteous acts of Yahweh,
The righteous acts of his arm in Israel.

13. Then down to the gates gat the nobles;
Yahweh’s folk gat them down mid the heroes.
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From Ephraim they spread out on the vale;
‘After thee, Benjamin!’ mid thy clansmen

14. From Machir came down the commanders,
And from Zebulun men wielding the truncheon.

15. And thy princes, Issachar, were with Deborah;
And Naphtali was near to Barak:
To the vale he was loosed at his heel.

Utterly reft into factions was Re c uben
Great were his searchings of heart.

16. Why sat’st thou still amid the folds,
To hear the pastoral pipings?

17. Gile`ad beyond the Jordan dwelt,
And Dan abideth by the ships.
Asher sat still by the shore of the seas,
Dwelling beside his creeks.

18. Zebulun is the folk that scorned its life to death,
and Naphtali on the heights of the field.

19. On came the kings, they fought;
Then fought the kings of Cana`an;
In Ta`anach, by the rills of Megiddo;
The gain of money they took not.

20. From heaven fought the stars;
From their highways they fought with Sisera.

21. The torrent Kishon swept them off;
It faced them, the torrent Kishon.
Bless thou, my soul, the might of Yahweh!

22. Then loud beat the hoofs of the horses;
Off galloped, off galloped his chargers.

23. Curse ye, curse ye Meroz!
Curse ye, curse ye her towns-folk!
For they came not to the help of Yahweh,
To the help of Yahweh mid the heroes.
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24. Most blessed of women be Ja`el,
Of tent-dwelling women most blessed!

25. Water he asked; milk she gave;
In a lordly dish she proffered curds.

26. Her hand to the peg she put forth,
And her right to the maul of the workmen;
And she smote Sisera—destroyed his head,
Shattered and pierced through his temples.

27. 'Twixt her feet he bowed, he fell down, he lay prone;
'Twixt her feet he bowed, he fell down.
Where he bowed, there he fell down undone.

28. Out through the window she leaned and exclaimed,
The mother of Sisera out through the lattice:
‘Wherefore delayeth his car to come?
Wherefore tarrieth the clatter of his chariots?’

29. Her wisest princesses make answer,
Yea, she returneth her reply:

30. ‘Are they not finding—dividing the spoil?
A damsel—two damsels for every man:
A spoil of dyed stuffs for Sisera,
A spoil of dyed stuffs embroidered;
Two dyed embroideries for the neck of the queen.’

31. So perish all thy foes, Yahweh:
But be thy friends like the sun going forth in his might.

32. And the land had rest forty years.
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Translation of W. F. Albright
JPOS  2, 1922

“The Earliest Forms of Hebrew Verse”

I When locks were long in Israel
When the folk responded—praise Yah!

Hear, O Kings, Give ear, O princes,
For I to Yahweh,  Even I will sing,
I will sing to Yahweh, Unto Israel’s God.

II Yahweh, when thou rosest from Seir,
When thou marchedst from Edom’s land,

The earth was quaking, The heavens shaking,
The mountains rocking Before Yahweh’s face,
Before the face of Yahweh, Israel’s God.

III In the days of Shamgar ben Anath,
In his days the caravans ceased,

The wayfaring men Followed crooked paths
The yeomanry ceased, In Israel it ceased,
Till thou rosest, O Deborah, As mother-city in Israel.

IV O riders on tawny asses,
O wayfaring men, attend!

To the sound of the cymbals, Between the drums,
There they will recite The triumphs of Yahweh,
The triumphs of his yeoman In Israel they will tell.

V Awake, awake, O Deborah!
Awake, Awake, sing a song:

“Arise, take thy captives, Abinoam’s son,
For then the survivor Will rule the haughty,
The people of Yahweh Will rule the mighty.”

VI O Ephraim, storm, storm into the valley—
After thee come Benjamin’s clans!

From Machir’s folk Come down the captains,
From Zebulon those who wield The staff of the marshal,
While Deborah’s folk Sends footmen into the valley.

VII Why does (Gad) dwell on dung-heaps
Harking to pastoral pipings?

In the vales of Reuben The chiefs are faint-hearted,
While Gilead dwells Beyond the Jordan.
And why does Dan Become attached to ships?
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VIII Asher dwells on the shore of the sea
And settles on its harbours—

But Zebulon is a people Which dared to die—
And Naphtali, too— On the heights of the plain.

IX There came the kings and fought,
They fought, the kings of Canaan.

They fought at Taanach, At Megiddo’s waters;
No silver they won From their campaign,
For the stars from heaven Fought against Sisera.

X Kishon’s torrent swept them away,
An impetuous torrent becoming;

In the Kishon were trampled His living warriors,
For the hoofs of their horses Struck them down,
Rearing, plunging, They struck down his strong men.

XI Curse ye Merom, saith — — — Eternally curse ye its people,
For they would not come To the help of Yahweh,
To the help of Yahweh, Sending their warriors.

XII Blessed above women is Jael,
Above women in tents is she blest.

Water he asked She gave him milk,
In a lordly bowl She brought him cream.

XIII One hand she put to the tent-pin
Her right to the workman’s mallet;

She struck down Sisera She crushed his head,
At her feet he bowed, He fell, he lay,
At her feet he bowed, He fell outstretched.

XIV Out from the window she looked
And wailed Sisera’s mother:

“Why does his chariot Tarry in coming?
Why linger the hoofs of his chariot-steeds?”

XV The wisest of her women replies—
She, too, echoes her words:

Are they not finding And dividing the spoil?—
A maiden or two As spoil for each warrior,
Dyed work for Sisera Dyed and embroidered.

Thus may all perish Of Thy foes, Yahweh,
While Thy friends be as the rise Of the sun in his strength.
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L. Pirot and A. Clamer
La Sainte Bible: Text Latin et traduction Française

1949

1 Cecineruntque Debbora et Barac filius Abinoem, in illo die,
dicentes:

2 Qui sponte obtulistis de Israel
animas vestras ad periculum,

benedicite Domino.
3 Audite, reges; auribus percipte, principes:

Ego sum, ego sum quae Dominio canam,
psallam Dominio Deo Israel.

4 Domine, cum exires de Seir,
et transires per regiones Edom,

terra mota est,
caelique ac nubes distillaverunt aquis.

5 Montes fluxerunt a facie Domini,
et Sinai a facie Domini Dei Israel.

6 In diebus Samgar, filii Anath,
in diebus Jahel, quieverunt semitae;

et qui ingrediebantur per eas,
ambulaverunt per calles devois.

7 Cessaverunt fortes in Israel, et quieverunt,
donec surgeret Debbora,
surgeret mater in Israel.

8 Nova bella elegit Dominus,
et portas hostium ipse subvertit;
clypeus et hasta si apparuerint
in quadraginta millibus Israel.

9 Cor meum diligit principes Israel.
Qui propria voluntate obtulistis vos discrimini,

benedicite Domino.
10 Qui ascenditis super nitentes asinos,

et sedetis in judicio,
et ambulatis in via, loquimini.

11 Ubi collisi sunt currus,
et hostium suffocatus est exercitus, 

ibi narrentur justitiae Domini 
et clementia in fortes Israel.

Tunc descendit populus Domini ad portas, 
et obtinuit principatum.

12 Surge, surge, Debbora;
surge, surge, et loquere canticum;

surge, Barac, et apprehende captivos tuos,
fili Abinoem.

13 Salvatae sunt reliquiae populi;
Dominus in fortibus dimicavit.
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14 Ex Ephraim delevit eos in Amalec,
et post eum ex Benjamin in populos tuos, o Amalec;

de Machir principes descenderunt,
et de Zabulon qui exercitum ducerent ad bellandum.

15 Duces Issachar fuere cum Debbora,
et Barac vestigia sunt secuti,

qui quasi in praeceps ac barathrum 
se discrimini dedit.

Diviso contra se Ruben,
magnanimorum reperta est contentio.

16 Quare habitas inter duos terminos,
ut audias sibilos gregum?
Diviso contra se Ruben, 

magnanimorum reperta est contentio.
17 Galaad trans Jordanem quiescebat,

et Dan vacabat navibus;
Aser habitabat in littore maris,

et in portubus morabatur.
18 Zabulon vero et Nephthali

 obtulerunt animas suas morti
in regione Merome.

19 Venerunt reges et pugnaverunt,
pugnaverunt reges Chanaan in Thanach

juxta aquas Mageddo,
et tamen nihil tulere praedantes.

20 De caelo dimicatum est contra eos: 
stellae manentes in ordine et cursu suo,

adversus Sisaram pugnaverunt.
21 Torrens Cison traxit cadavera eorum,

torrens Cadumim, torrens Cison.
Conculca, anima mea, robustos!

22 Ungulae equorum ceciderunt, fugientibus impetus,
et per praeceps ruentibus fortissimis hostium.

23 Maledicite terrae Meroz, dixit angelus Domini;
maledicite habitatoribus ejus,

quia non venerunt ad auxilium Domini,
in adjutorium fortissimorum ejus.

24 Benedicta inter mulieres Jahel, uxor Haber, Cinaei,
et benedicatur in tabernaculo suo.

25 Aquam petenti lac dedti,
et in phiala principum obtulit butyrum.

26 Sinistram manum misit ad clavum, 
et dexteram ad fabrorum malleos,

percussitque Sisaram,
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quaerens in capite vulneri locum,
et tempus valide perforans.

27 Inter pedes ejus ruit, defecit, et mortuus est;
volvebatur ante pedes ejus.

et jacebat exanimis et miserabilis.
28 Per fenestram respicens, ululabat mater ejus,

et de coenaculo loquebatur:
Cur moratur regredi currus ejus?

Quare tardaverunt pedes quadrigarum illius?

29 Una sapientior ceteris uxoribus ejus,
haec socrui verba respondit:

30 Forsitan nunc dividit spolia,
et pulcherrima feminarum eligitur ei;

veste diversorum colorum Sisarae traduntur in praedam,
et supellex varia ad ornanda colla congeritur.

31 Sic pereant omnes inimici tui, Domine;
qui autem diligunt te,

sicut sol in ortu suo splendet, ita rutilent.
32 Quievitque terra per quadraginta annos.
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H. W. Hertzberg
Die Bücher Joshua, Richter, Ruth

1953

  1 Da sang Debora — auch Barak, Abinoams Sohn — zu jener Zeit also:
2 Daß Führer führten in Israel,

das Volk sich willig erwies:  Preiset Jahwe!
3 Hört es, ihr Könige,

horcht auf, ihr Fürsten:
Ich will (dem) Jahwe,

ich will (ihm) singen,
will spielen Jahwe,

Israel Gott!
4 Jahwe, da du auszogst von Seir,

einherschrittest von Edoms Gefild,
da bebte die Erde, die Himmel troffen,

ja die Wolken troffen von Wasser,
5 die Berge zerrannen vor Jahwe — das ist der Sinai —,

vor Jahwe, Israels Gott.
6 In Samgaras Tagen, des Anath-Sohns,

in Jaels Tagen lagen still die ,Karawanen';
die auf Wegen zu gehen hatten,

mußten krumme Pfade gehen.
7 Still wars bei den Bauren in Israel,

,alles Leben' lag still —
  bis daß du aufstandest, Debora, 

aufstandest als Mutter in Israel.
8 “Stumm waren die Krieger' Gottes,

   ,zu Ende' Der Kampf vor Den ,Toren',
kein Schild zu sehen noch Lanze

bei vierzigtausend in Israel.

9 Den Gebietenden Israel (schlägt) mein Herz,
(und) die sich willing erwiesen im Volk: preiset Jahwe!

10 Die ihr reitet auf weißen Eselinnen,
die ihr sitzet auf Teppichen

und geht auf der Straße: bedenkt es wohl!

11 Dort, wo die Hirten (?) rufen
zwischen den Schöpfrinnen,

    dort besinge man Jahwes Heilstaten,
die Heilstaten an seinen Bauern (?) in Israel,”

12 Mach dich auf, mach dich auf, Debora!
Mach dich auf, mach dich auf (und) sage (dein) Lied!
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    Erhebe dich, Barak,
und fang, ,die dich fingen',

du Sohn Abinoams!
13 Da ,zog' herab, was entronnen war, zu (den) Edlen,

Jahwes Bolk ,zog' herab zu ,ihm' unter den Helden.

14  Von Ephraim ,zogen sie zu Tal',
Benjamin dir nach unter deinen Scharen,

    von Makir zogen Gebieter herab, 
und von Sebulon, die den Amtmannsstab tragen.

15 Und ,die' Fürsten in Issakar (zieben) mit Debora,
wie Issakar, so , Naphthali mit' Barak,

zu Tal gelassen, hinter ihm drein.

An Rubens Bächen
sind groß die ,Beratungen'.

16 Was sitst du da zwischen den Hirten
zu hören bei den Herden das Flöten?

   ,An' Rubens Bächen
sind groß die Beratungen!

17 Gilead bleibt jenseits des Jordan wohnen,
und warum geht Dan auf Schiffe hinaus?

Asser blieb sitzen am Ufer der Meere
und wohnt an seinen Buchten.

18 Sebulon ist ein Volk voller Todesverachtung,
und Naphthai: auf hohem Gefild!

19 Es kamen Könige, kämpften,
Damals kämpften Kanaans Könige,

zu Thaanak an Den Wassern Megiddos —
Beute an Silber holten sie nicht.

20 Vom Himmel her kämften die Sterne,
von ihren Bahnen sie kämpften mit Sisera.

21 Der Bach Kischon riß sie hinweg,
der uralte Bach, der BachKischon —

triff auf, meine Seele, mit Macht!
22 Da stampften die hufe ,der Rosse'

Galopp, Galopp seiner Renner!
23 Fluchet Meros, sprach Jahwes Engel,

mit Flüchen fluchet seinen Bewohnern!
 Denn nicht sind sie Jahwe zur Hife gekommen,

Jahwe zu Hife unter den Helden.
24 Gesegnet fei Jael unter den Weibern

— das Weib Chebers, des Keniters - 
vor den Weibern im Zelt sei sie gesegnet!
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25 Um Wafser bat er, Milch aber gab sie,
in der Schale der Edlen brachte sie Rahm.

26 Ihre hand, sie ,streckt sie' aus nach dem Pflock,
ihre Rechte nach dem Arbeitshammer,

zerhämmerte — Sisera —, zerschlug sein Haupt,
zerschmettert', Durchbohrt' ihm die Schläfe.

27 Ihr zu Füßen sank er, fiel (und) lag da,
ihr zu Füßen sank er (und) fiel;
da, wo er hinsank,

da lag er, erschlagen.
28 Durch das Fenster beugt' sich, er spähte'

Siseras Mutter durchs Gitterwerk:
"Warum zögert sein Wagen zu kommen,

warum verzieht seiner Kampfwagen Rollen?"
29 Die ,Klügste' ihrer Fürstinnen gibt ihr Antwort,

und sie wiederholt sich selbst deren Worte:
30 "Gewiss, sie finden, sie teilen Beute,

ein, zwei Weiber für jeden Mann,
  Beute an Tüchern für Sisera,

Beute an Tüchern, buntgewirkt,
  ein, zwei bunte Tücher

als Beute für ,meinen hals'."
31 Mögen so umkommen all Deine Feinde, Jahwe!

Aber, die ihn lieben, mögen sein,
wie die Sonne aufgeht in ihrer Krast!

Da hatte das Land 40 Jahre Ruhe.
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Translation of  R. G. Boling
1975

Judges (The Anchor Bible 6A)

1 Deborah and Baraq ben Abinoam sang on that day!

(Part I)

2 When they cast off restraint in Israel
When the troops presented themselves—bless Yahweh!

3 Hear, O kings
Listen, O princes
I to Yahweh
I, I will sing
I will chant to Yahweh
God of Israel!

4 O Yahweh, when you came out from Seir
When you marched here from Edom’s land

Earth quaked
With thunder the skies rained
With thunder the clouds rained water!

5 Mountains shook
Before Yahweh, The One of Sinai
Before Yahweh, God of Israel!

6 In the days of Shamgar the Anathite
In the days of Jael, they ceased

The caravans and the wayfaring men
Who travelled the winding roads.

7 The warriors grew plump
In Israel they grew plump again

Because you arose, O Deborah
Because you arose, a mother in Israel!

8 One chose new gods
Then they fought in the gates.

Neither shield or spear was to be seen
Among the forty contingents in Israel.

9 My heart is with the commanders of Israel
Those presenting themselves with the troops—Bless Yahweh!

(Part II)

10 O riders on tawny she-donkeys
O you who sit on the judgment seat
O wayfarers on the road

11 Attend to the sound of cymbals
Between watering troughs
There let them retell Yahweh’s victories
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Victories by his own prowess in Israel!
Then Yahweh’s troops went down to the gates

12 Awake, Awake, Deborah
Awake, Awake. Sing a song!
Arise, Baraq
Take prisoners
O ben Abinoam!

12 Then the survivors went down to the nobles
Yahweh’s troops went down against the knights for me!

(Part III)

14 Those of Ephraim have taken root in Amaleq
Behind you, Benjamin, with your troops.

From Machir commanders came down
From Zebulun, bearers of the ruler’s scepter.

15 Issachar’s captains were with Deborah
Issachar was Baraq’s support
Dispatched to the plain, under his command.

In Reuben’s divisions are command-minded chieftains.
16 Why then do you squat between hearths

Harking to pastoral pipings?
To Reuben’s divisions belong fainthearted chieftains!

(Part IV)

17 Gilead bivouacked beyond Jordan
Why did Dan take service on ships?

Asher squatted at the seashore
He bivouacked by his harbors!

18 Zebulun is a troop
That scorned death

Napthali too
On the heights of the plain!

19 The kings came and fought
Then fought the kings of Canaan

At Taanach by Megiddo’s stream
Silver booty they did not take.

From the heavens fought the stars
From their courses they fought against Sisera!

(Part V)

21 The Wadi Qishon swept them away
The Wadi overwhelmed them—the Wadi Qishon
(You shall trample the throat of the mighty).

22 Then the horses’ hoofs pounded
His stallions racing, racing! 
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(Part VI)

23 “Oh, curse Meroz!” says the divine adviser
“Utterly curse its inhabitants!”

For they did not come to Yahweh’s aid
To Yahweh’s aid, with knights.

(Part VII)

24 Most blessed among women is Jael
The wife of Heber the Qenite
Among women in tents she’s most blessed!

25 Water he asked
Milk she gave
In a lordly bowl
She brought cream.

26 With her left hand she reached for a tent peg
With her right hand for the workman’s mallet

She pounded Sisera
She broke his head
She struck and pierced his neck!

27 At her feet he slumped. He fell. He sprawled.
At her feet he slumped. He fell.
At the place where he slumped, there he fell. Slain!

(Part VIII)

28 From the window she looked down and wailed
Sisera’s mother, that is, from the lattice:

Why tarries
His chariot’s arrival?
Why so late
The sound of his chariotry?

29 The wisest of her captains’ ladies answers her
Indeed, she returns her own words to her:

30 Are they not looting
Dividing the spoil?
One or two girls for each man
Spoil of dyed cloth for Sisera
Spoil of dyed cloth, embroidered
Two pieces of dyed embroidery
For the neck of the spoiler.

(Part IX)

31 Thus may they perish
All enemies of Yahweh!
Let his lovers be
Like the sunburst in full strength!
And the land was calm, for forty years.
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Translation of  D. K. Stuart
1976

Studies in Early Hebrew Meter

Part I

1. . . . .

2. When locks were long in Israel,
When volunteered the people, the consecrated of Yahweh.

3. Hear, O Kings,
Give ear, O princes,
I to Yahweh,
Even I will sing.
I will sing to Yahweh
The God of Israel.

4. Yahweh, when you went forth from Seir,
When you marched from Edom’s field,
The earth trembled,
Even the heavens dripped;
The clouds dripped,

5. The mountains quaked
Before Yahweh
Before the One of Sinai,
Before Yahweh
The God of Israel.

6. In the days of Shamgar,
In the days of Jael,
The travellers ceased, 
Those who walk the roads,
The twisting paths.

7. The peasantry ceased in Israel,
It ceased until you arose, Deborah,
Until you arose, a mother in Israel.

8. They chose new chiefs
Indeed they took for themselves champions.
Was not spear and shield to be seen
Among forty thousand in Israel?

9. My heart is with the commanders of Israel
Who volunteered, the consecrated of Yahweh,
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10. Riding upon tawny asses.
10 b, c.  . . . . . . . . . . . .
11.    . . . . . . . . . . . .
12. Awake, awake, Deborah

Awake, utter a song!
Arise, Barak, and capture your captors, son of Abinoam!

13. Then bring them down, O mighty ones,
Let the host of Yahweh come down, O warriors!

Part II

14. From Ephraim bring them down into the valley;
After you, Benjamin, among your kinsmen.
From Machir descended the commanders,
From Zebulun those who wield the marshall’s staff.

15. The princes of Issachar were with Deborah,
And Issachar, faithful to Barak,
In the valley rushed at his heels.
In the clans of Reuben
Great are the commanders.

16. Indeed you dwell among the sheepfolds
To hear the piping of the flocks.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

17. Gilead tents across the Jordan;
Dan indeed sojourns on ships.
Asher dwells at the seashore
And by its inlets he encamps.

18. Zebulun is a people who scorned its life to die;
Naphtali mounted the heights of the field.

Part III

19. The kings came, they fought,
They fought, the kings of Canaan,
At Taanach, by the waters of Megiddo.
Spoil of silver they did not take,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

20. From the heavens the stars fought,
From their stations, with Sisera.

21. Wadi Kishon swept them away,
Wadi Kishon overwhelmed them.
His mighty chargers pounded
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22. Yes, hammered the hoofs of the horses,
Raced chariot-races his stallions.

23. Bitterly curse Meroz
Bitterly curse her inhabitant [sic]

For they came not to Yahweh’s aid,
To Yahweh’s aid with warriors.

Part IV

24. Blessed above women be Jael,
Above women of the tent let her be blessed.

25. Water he asked,
Milk she gave;
In a majestic bowl
She brought ghee.

26. Her hand to a tent-pin she put,
Her right hand to a workmen’s wedge.
She smote Sisera,
She smashed his head;

She struck Sisera,
She pierced his temple.

27. At her feet he sank, he lay down flat,
At her feet he sank, he fell down.
There he sank, he fell down slain.

Part V

28. Through a window peered Sisera’s mother,
Sisera’s mother cried out through a lattice.
Why tarries
His chariotry in coming?
Why delay
The hoofs of his chariot-(horses)?

29. The wisest of her ladies answers her,
Yes, she returns words to her.

30. Have they not found,
Divided the booty?
A maid, or two for each warrior.
Booty of dyed cloth for Sisera,
Booty of dyed clothes, embroidered,
A dyed cloth, embroidered, for the neck.
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Translation of  M. D. Coogan
1978

A Structural and Literary Analysis
of the Song of Deborah

I A

In the very beginning
in Israel
when the people volunteered—
bless Yahweh!
Listen, kings,
give ear, princes,
I to Yahweh,
I will sing,
I will chant to Yahweh
God of Israel.
Yahweh, when you set out from Seir,
when you marched from the steppe of Edom,
the earth quaked,
and the heavens shook,
and the clouds shook water;
the mountains shuddered
before Yahweh, the one of Sinai
before Yahweh, the God of Israel.

B

In the days of Shamgar, son of Anat,
in the days of Jael—they ceased:
the caravans and those who go on paths
went on winding tracks.
Warriors ceased,
in Israel they ceased—
until you arose, Deborah,
'til you arose, a mother in Israel.
New gods were chosen,
then they fought at the gates:
neither shield was to be seen nor spear
among forty thousand in Israel.
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II

My heart is with the officers of Israel,
the volunteers among the people—
bless Yahweh!
You riders on tawny asses—
you who sit over Midian
and you who go on the road—
sing out!
At the sound of the cymbals,

between the water holes,
there they recited the victories of Yahweh,
the victories of his warriors in Israel.
Then the people of Yahweh

went down to the gates.
“Awake, awake, Deborah,
awake, awake, sing a song!”
“Arise, Barak,
and capture your captives,
son of Abinoam!”
Then the fugitive ruled the mighty ones,
the people of Yahweh ruled the warriors.

III

From Ephraim, who took root in Amalek,
“after you, Benjamin, with your people,”
from Machir, the officers went down,
and from Zebulon,

leading with a marshall’s baton.
And the princes in Issachar were with Deborah,
Issachar too was loyal to Barak:
in the valley they were sent at his feet.
In the divisions of Reuben,

great were the searchings of heart.
“Why do you sit among the camp fires,
listening to the pipings for the flocks?”
In the divisions of Reuben,

great were the scrutinies of heart.
Gilead stayed camped across the Jordan,
and Dan:  why did he serve on ships?
Asher lived on the seacoast,
and on its inlets he stayed camped.
Zebulon was a people which scorned

its life to the death,
and Naphtali, on the heights of the steppe.
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IV

The kings came, they fought;
then fought the kings of Canaan
at Taanach by the waters of Megiddo,
(but) booty of silver they did not take.
From the heavens the stars fought,
from the their highways they fought with Sisera.

Wadi Qishon swept them away,
that ancient wadi, Wadi Qishon;
you shall trample the throat of the mighty.
Then the hooves of his horses hammered:
the galloping, the galloping of his stallions!
“Curse Meroz”

said the messenger of Yahweh,
“curse, curse her inhabitants!
For they did not come to the help of Yahweh,
to the help of Yahweh with warriors.”

V A

Blessed among women be Jael,
wife of Heber the Kenite,
among women in the tent may she be blessed.
He asked for water,
she gave him milk;
in a magnificent bowl
she brought yogurt.
She stretched her hand to the tent peg,
her right hand to the workmen’s hammer,
and she hammered Sisera,
she smashed his head,
and she struck and pierced his temple.
Between her feet he collapsed, he fell, he lay;
between her feet he collapsed, he fell;
in the place he collapsed, there he fell in ruins.
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B

Through the window
she peered and cried out,
the mother of Sisera
through the shutter:
“Why is his chariot late in coming?
Why do the hooves of his chariotry delay?”
The wisest of her ladies answered her,
she responded to her words:
“Surely they have found and are sharing the

plunder:
one girl, two girls for each warrior,
plunder of dyed cloth for Sisera,
plunder of dyed cloth embroidered,
two dyed embroidered cloths for the neck
of the plunderer.”
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Translation  of A. and  S. Fishelis
1979

Judges: A New English Translation

1. Now Deborah and Barak the son of Abinoam sang on that day, saying.

2. “When breaches are made in Israel, when the people offer themselves
willingly, bless the Lord.

3. Hear, O kings, give ear, O princes; I, to the Lord I shall sing, I shall sing
to the Lord, the God of Israel.

4. Lord, when You went forth out of Seir, when You marched out of the
field of Edom, the earth trembled, the heavens also dripped; also the
clouds dripped water.

5. The mountains melted at the presence of the Lord, this (was at) Sinai,
because of the presence of the Lord, the God of Israel.

6. In the days of Shamgar the son of Anath, in the days of Jael, caravans
ceased, and travellers walked on crooked paths.

7. The open cities ceased, in Israel they ceased, until I Deborah arose; I
arose as a mother in Israel.

8. When they chose new gods, then there was war in the cities; was there
seen a shield or a spear (when the) forty thousand (went against) Israel?

9. My heart is toward the lawgivers of Israel, that offered themselves
willingly among the people (saying,) ‘Bless the Lord.’

10. The riders of white donkeys, those that sit in judgment, and those that
walk on the path, tell of it.

11. Instead of the noise of adversaries, between the places of drawing water,
there they will tell the righteous acts of the Lord, the righteous acts of
restoring open cities in Israel. Then the people of the Lord went down to
the cities.

12. Praise! Praise! Deborah. Praise! Praise! Utter a song.
Arise Barak, and capture your captives, son of Abinoam.

13. Then ruled a remnant among the mighty of the nations; the Lord
dominated the strong for me.

14. Out of Ephraim, whose root was against Amalek; after you (will be)
Benjamin with your abaters; out of Machir came down officers, and out
of Zebulun they that handle the pen of the scribe.

15. And the princes of Issachar were with Deborah, as was Issachar with
Barak; into the valley they rushed forth with their feet. (But) among the
divisions of Reuben, (there were) great resolves of heart.
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16. Why do you sit between the borders, to hear the bleatings of the flocks?
At the divisions of Reuben, (there are) great searchings of heart.

17. Gilead abides beyond the Jordan; and Dan, why does he gather into
ships? Asher dwelt at the shore of the seas, and by his breaches he
abides.

18. Zebulun is a people that jeopardized their lives to die, as did Naphtali,
upon the high places of the field.

19. The kings came and fought; then fought the kings of Canaan in Taanach
by the waters of Megiddo; they took no gain of money.

20. From heaven they fought; the stars from their courses fought against
Sisera.

21. The brook Kishon swept them away, that ancient brook, the brook
Kishon; tread down, O my soul, (their) strength.

22. Then were pounded the heels of the horses by reason of the prancings,
the prancings of their mighty ones.

23. ‘Curse you Meroz,’ said the messenger of the Lord, ‘curse you bitterly
(you) inhabitants thereof,’ because they came not to the aid of the Lord,
to the aid of the Lord against the mighty.

24. Blessed above women shall Jael, the wife of Heber the Kenite, be; above
women in the tent shall she be blessed.

25. Water he requested, (but) milk she gave him; in a lordly bowl she
brought him cream.

26. She put forth her hand to the pin, and her right hand to strike the weary;
she struck Sisera, pierced his head, and wounded and penetrated his
temple.

27. At her feet he sank, fell, lay; at her feet he sank (and) fell; where he
sank, there he fell down dead.

28. Through the window the mother of Sisera looked forth, and peered
through the window; why is his chariot late in coming? Why tarry the
strides of his chariots?

29. The wisest of her princesses answer her, she too returns answers to
herself.

30. Are they not finding (and) dividing the spoils? A damsel, two damsels to
every man; a spoil of dyed garments to Sisera, a spoil of dyed garments
of embroidery; dyed garments of embroidery for the neck of the spoiler.

31. So may perish all Your enemies, O Lord; but they that love Him (should
be) as the sun when he goes forth in his might.”

And the land rested forty years.
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Translation  of  M. O’Connor 
1980

Hebrew Verse Structure

2a When locks were long, in Israel,
2b When people vowed themselves, they blessed Yahweh.
3a Listen, kings.
3b Give ear, potentates.
3c I will sing of Yahweh,
3d I will sing.
3e I will chant of Yahweh, Israel’s god.
4a Yahweh, when you emerged from Seir,
4b When you marched from the field of Edom,
4c Earth shook.
4d The clouds of heaven dripped.
4e The clouds of heaven dripped down water.
5a Hills shuddered
5b Before Yahweh of Sinai,
5c Before Yahweh, Israel’s god.
6a In the days of Shamgar, Anat’s child,
6b In the days of Yael, caravan routes prospered.
6c Path followers followed circuitous caravan routes.
7a Warriors prospered in Israel,
7b They prospered on booty,
7c When you arose, Deborah,
7d When you arose as a mother, in Israel.
8a He chose new gods.
8b He served them food.
8c Neither shield nor sword was seen
8d In the forty companies of Israel.
9a My heart belongs to Israel’s leaders.
9b Those who volunteer themselves for the people bless Yahweh.
10a You who ride on tawny she-asses.
10b You who rule over the Madon realm.
10c You who travel through the Madon realm.
11a Let the voices of recruiters resound amid waterholes.
11b There let them repeat the victories of Yahweh’s warriors,
11c The victories of Yahweh’s warriors on behalf of Israel.
11d The army of Yahweh went down to the gates.
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12a Get up, get up, Deborah.
12b Get up, get up.
12c Sing the song.
12d Arise, Baraq, Abinoam’s child.
12e Capture your captives, Baraq, Abinoam’s child.
13a The army of Yahweh went down to Sarid, against the mighty.
13b It went down against the strong for me.
14a From Ephraim they root them out of Amaleq.
14b Benjamin delays you among the people.
14c Out of Machir, commanders go down.
14d Those who march with scribal rod are from Zebulon.
15a The princes are in Issachar with Deborah.
15b Issachar is Baraq’s support.
15c It is sent through the valley at his feet.
15d In Reuben’s divisions, great are the stouthearted.
16a Why do you sit among hearths
16b Listening to herds hissing?
16c Great are the heartsearchings about Reuben’s divisions.
17a Gilead dwells on the Jordan’s far shore.
17b Dan:  why does he dwell on shipboard?
17c Asher lives on the seashore.
17d He encamps by his harbors.
18a Zebulon is a people of scorn.
18b His appetite for death.
18c Naphtali surmounts the highest hills.
19a The kings came.  They fought.
19b The kings of Canaan fought
19c In Taanach, near Megiddo Waters.
19d They did not take silver booty.
20a The stars fought from their heavenly paths.
20b They fought with Sisera from their heavenly paths.
21a Wadi Qishon swept them away.
21b Wadi Qishon is an ancient wadi.
21c O my soul, tread down the mighty.
22a The horses’ heels hammered.
22b The horses’ heels thundered.
22c His stallions thundered.
23a Curse Meroz,
23b The messenger of Yahweh says,
23c Curse vehemently her inhabitants.
23d They did not come to Yahweh’s help,
23e To Yahweh’s help, against the warriors.
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24a Most blessed among women is Yael,
24b The wife of the Qenite Heber.
24c She is most blessed among women in the tent.
25a He asks for water.
25b She gives milk in a bowl.
25c She brings the mighty one butter.
26a She extends her left hand to the tent-peg.
26b She extends her right hand to the workers’ mallet.
26c She pounds Sisera’s skull.
26d She smashes Sisera’s skull.
26e She smashes and pierces his temple.
27a Between her legs he crouches.
27b He falls.  He lies prone.
27c Between her legs he crouches.  He falls.
27d In that place he crouches.
27e There the oppressed one falls.
28a Through the window lattice she looks out.
28b Sisera’s mother wails through the window lattice.
28c Why does his chariot tarry in coming?
28d Why does his chariotry’s clatter delay?
29a She gives her words back to her:
30a Haven’t they found, aren’t they dividing the spoil?
30b One woman, or two, goes for each man.
30c Booty of dyed stuff goes to Sisera.
30d The booty of dyed stuff is embroidered.
30e The booty of embroidered stuff belongs on plunderers’ necks.
31a Thus perish all your enemies, Yahweh.
31b Those who love him are like sunrise in his strength.
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    276  Based on the text in A. Sperber's The Bible in Aramaic: Volume II: The
Former Prophets according to Targum Jonathan (Leiden: Brill, 1959).

D. J. Harrington's Translation of
Judges 5 in Targum Jonathan

1986276

1.  And Deborah and Barak the son of Abinoam gave praise in that time,
saying:  2. “When the house of Israel rebelled against the Law, the nations came
upon them and banished them from their cities.  And when they turned to do the
Law, they were victorious over their enemies; they drove them out from upon
the territory of the land of Israel rebelled against the Law, the nations came
upon them and banished them from their cities.  And when they turned to do the
Law, they were victorious over their enemies; they drove them out from upon
the territory of the land of Israel. Therefore on account of the punishment of the
breaking of Sisera and his army, and on account of the sign and the redemption
that was worked for Israel, that the sages returned to sit in the synagogues at the
head of the exiles and to teach the people the words of the Law—therefore bless
and give thanks before the Lord.  3. Hear, kings; pay attention, princes.
Deborah speaks in prophecy before the Lord:  “I am praising, giving thanks, and
blessing before the Lord the God of Israel.  4. Your Law that you gave to them,
to Israel, when they transgress it, the nations have power over them; and when
they turn to it, they are victorious over their enemies.  O Lord, on the day when
you revealed yourself so as to teach from Seir, when you showed forth your
glory upon the territories of Edom, the earth shook, also the heavens bent down,
also the clouds spread rain.  5. The mountains shook from before the Lord.  This
Sinai was shaken up; its smoke went up like the smoke of the furnace because
the Lord the God of Israel was revealed upon it.

6. “When they sinned in the days of Shamgar the son of Anath, in the
days of Jael, they ceased traveling on roads and those who were walking on
pathways turned to go in hidden roads.  7. The ruin of the unwalled cities where
they were dwelling in the land of Israel was captured, and their inhabitants were
carried off until I was commissioned–I Deborah–I was commissioned to
prophesy in the midst of the house of Israel.  8. When the house of Israel chose
to serve new idols, which were made nearby, with which their fathers had not
occupied themselves, the nations came against them and drove them from their
cities.  And whenever they returned to the Law, they could not overpower them,
so that when the enemy came against them (and with him were men holding
shields and spears) with forty-thousand army-chiefs, they were not able to wage
battle in Israel.’

9. “Deborah speaks in prophecy:  I was sent to give praise to the teachers
of Israel who, when that affliction happened, did not cease from studying in the
Law; and who, whenever it was proper for them, were sitting in the synagogues
at the head of the exiles and were teaching the people the words of the Law and
blessing and giving thanks before God.  10. Those who were ceasing their
labors, riding upon asses that were saddled with kinds of embroideries, and were
going in all the territory of the land of Israel, and were being chosen to sit for
judgment, they will be going on their ways and talking about the wonders that
were done for them.  11. From the place where they were assaulting them and
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taking what was in their hands-the place of seats of the toll-collectors and the
residence of bandits, in back of the water trough-there they will give thanks on
account of the righteousness of the Lord, on account of the righteousness of him
who was dwelling in the unwalled cities in the land of Israel.  Then they went
down from the strong fortresses to dwell in the unwalled cities-the people of the
Lord.  12. Give praise, give praise, Deborah, give praise, and give thanks; speak
praise.  Arise, Barak, and capture your captives, son of Abinoam.  13. Then one
from the armies of Israel went down and shattered the strength of the warriors of
the nations.  Behold this was not from might, but rather the Lord shattered
before his people the strength of the warriors of their enemies.

14. From those of the house of Ephraim, there arose Joshua the son of
Nun; he first waged battle against those of the house of Amalek.  After him there
arose King Saul from those of the house of Benjamin; he killed those of the
house of Amalek and waged battle against the rest of the nations.  From those of
the house of Machir, those who were marked went down in battle; and from the
tribe of Zebulun they were writing with the pen of a scribe.  
15. And the captains of Issachar were listening to the words of Deborah, and the
rest of the tribe of Issachar were serving before Barak, being sent forth in the
cities of the plain to every place where there was need in his sending them forth.
In the clans of Reuben there were many crafty of heart.  16. Why did you sit
apart from the armies of war, to sit between the borders, to hear good news, to
know bad news?  My army is victorious with her.  Was it right for you to do
(so), you of the house of Reuben?  Did you not know that before me the
thoughts of the heart are revealed?  17. Those of the house of Gilead camped out
across the Jordan.  And those of the house of Dan passed over, crossed the
Jordan, put their goods in ships.  Those of the house of Asher camped out on the
shore of the seas; the cities of the nations that they destroyed-they turned, built
them, and dwelt in them.  18. Those of the house of Zebulun opposite to the
nations that blasphemed-they handed over their life to killing.  They and those
of the house of Naphtali-all the inhabitants of the land gave them praise.

19. The kings came; they waged battled.  Then they fought the kings of
Megiddo; wealth of silver they did not take.  20. From the heavens the battle
was waged with them; from the place where the stars go forth, from the courses
of their movements, there the battle was waged with Sisera.  21. The Wadi
Kishon shattered them, the wadi in which signs and mighty acts were done for
Israel from of old-that Wadi Kishon-there my soul crushed their warriors dead
by force.

22. Then the hoofs of their horses slipped, the galloping that gallops
before the chariots of his warriors.  23. "Curse Meroz," said the prophet of the
Lord.  "Curse, and shatter its inhabitants, for they did not come to the aid of the
people of the Lord, to the aid of the people of the Lord, when it waged battle
with warriors."

24. May Jael the wife of Heber the Shalmaite be blessed with the blessing
of good women, may she be blessed like one of the women who serve in the
houses of study.  He asked her for water; she gave him milk to drink; to find out
if his pleasure was in the bowls of warriors, she brought before him cream-
cheese.  26. She reached out her hand for the tent-peg, and her right hand for the
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hammer to shatter wicked men and oppressors.  She struck it down into Sisera,
she shattered his head; she crushed his brain; she made it pass through in his
temple.  27. Between her feet he collapsed, he fell, he lay down.  Between her
feet he collapsed, he fell.  In the place where he collapsed, there Sisera fell,
plundered.

28. From the window the mother of Sisera looked out and was gazing
from between the laths.  She was saying:  "Why are the chariots of my son slow
to come?  Why are the runners who are bringing to me the letter of victories
detained?"  29. The wisest of her chambermaids were answering her.  Even she
according to her wisdom was answering and saying to her:  30. "Are they not
dividing from what they are finding, giving as spoil a man and his household to
each and every one?  Much spoil before Sisera, spoil of dyed embroidered cloth
upon his neck, rich possessions, and delightful things before his warriors who
despoiled."

31. Like Sisera, so may all the haters of your people perish, Lord; and
may his mercies be ready to give light with the light of his splendor 343 times
over, like the rising of the sun in its might.  And the land of Israel was at rest
forty years.
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Translation  of  J. Gray (partial)
1988

“Israel in the Song of Deborah”

5:1
5:2 Because the people of Israel regained liberty, (Soggin)

Because of the total commitment in Israel.                 (Craigie)
5:3
5:4a
5:4b The earth quaked,

Yea, the sky was laden with water,
Yea, the clouds dripped water,

5:5 The mountains were convulsed
Before Yahweh, Lord of Sinai,
Before Yahweh, God of Israel.

5:6a From the days of Shamgar the son of Anath to that of Jael,

(Weiser)
5:6b
5:7
5:8 They chose new gods,

Gods which they had not known of old. (Weiser)
5:9 I noticed the leaders in Israel

Who proved themselves nobles among the people.
5:10 [The gentle] who ride on tawny she-asses lay to heart;

[The simple] who walk on the road meditate.
5:11 By the voices of those singing antiphonally at the watering-places

Where they repeat in response
Yahweh’s acts of vindication,
The vindication of His champions in Israel,
Then let the people of Yahweh came down from the settlements.

5:12 Rouse thyself, rouse thyself, Deborah,
Rouse thyself, rouse thyself, lead thy train of captives;
Arise, Baraq and lead captive
Those that would have taken thee captive, thou son of Abinoam.

5:13 Then down came Israel represented by the nobles,
The people of Yahweh came down to Him in the person of the men of
substance.

5:14 From Ephraim (came down) the princes among the people,
After them Benjamin represented by their headmen;
From Machir came down the directors,
And from Zebulun those who hold the staff (of authority).
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5:15 And the princesses of Issachar with Deborah,
And Naphtali with their (famous) son Baraq;
Swarmed after them into the valley.

5:16 Why did you sit between the converging fold-walls
To listen for the whistling of the herdsmen?
Among the clans of Reuben
There were great heart-searchings

5:17 Gilead remained settled beyond Jordan,
And Dan remained inactive;
Asher stayed by the seashore
And remained settled by his bights.

5:18 Zebulun was a folk which held their life cheaply, risking death,
And Naphtali on the high places of the open country.

5:19
5:20 The stars in their courses fought with Sisera,

The torrent of the Qishon headed him off. 
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Translation  of B. Lindars
1995

Judges 1–5

51 Then sang Deborah and Barak the son of Abimoam on that day, as follows:

The liturgical opening
2 That the leaders took the lead in Israel

that the people offered themselves for service.
bless Yahweh!

3 Listen, you kings;
give ear, you princes;

I will to Yahweh,
I will sing;

I will chant to Yahweh
the God of Israel.

4 Yahweh, when you came forth from Seir,
when you marched from the steppe of Edom,

the earth shook,
yes, the heavens poured forth
(yes, the clouds poured forth water).

5 Mountains quaked
in the presence of Yahweh,
(this means Sinai)

in the presence of Yahweh
the God of Israel.

The Rise of Deborah
6 In the days of Shamgar son of Anath,

in the days of Jael,
caravans ceased.

Travellers on the roads
went circuitous ways.

7Villagers were inactive, 
were inactive in Israel –

until you, Deborah, arose,
you arose, a mother in Israel.

8God chooses new men;
then the armed men of the cities came forth;

though a shield was not found or a spear
among forty thousand in Israel.
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A story to tell
9My thoughts turn to the commanders of Israel,

to the people who offered themselves for service:
bless Yahweh!

10You who ride on tawny asses,
sitting on saddle-cloths,
and you who pass along the way, give praise!

11Amid the sound of the revellers
at the watering places,

there let them celebrate
the victories of Yahweh,

the victories of his villagers in Israel.

(Then down to the gates went the people of Yahweh.)

Deborah’s oracle
12Rouse yourself, rouse yourself, Deborah!

rouse yourself, rouse yourself,
speak in song.

Rise up Barak, 
take hold of your captives,
you son of Abinoam.

The tribes who respond
13Then down went the remnant like the mighty,

the people of Yahweh got themselves down like heroes:
14from Ephraim

went officers into the vale
‘After you, Benjamin, in your companies!’;

from Machir
commanders went down,
and from Zebulun those who hold the musterer’s staff; 

15the leaders in Isscachar were with Deborah;
so Issachar, true to Barak,
set out in the vale at his feet.

The tribes who fail
In the divisions of Reuben

there were great searchings of heart.
16Why did you stay

among the sheepfolds
to listen to the whistling for the flocks?

(In the divisions of Reuben
there were great searchings of heart.)
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17Gilead remained
across the Jordan

and Dan – why
did he linger at the ships?

Asher stayed
at the shore of the seas,

and remained besides its harbours.

Zebulin and Naphtali
18 Zebulun is an army which scorned

its life to death,
Naphtali also, on the heights of the open country.

The battle
19 The kings came; they fought;

then fought the kings of Canaan
at Tanaach by the waters of Megiddo.

No profit of silver did they take!
20 From the heavens fought the stars,

from their pathways they fought against Sisera.
21 The torrent Kishon swept them away,

it forestalled them, the torrent Kishon.
(My soul, trample in strength!)

22 Then hammered the hooves of the horses
from the galloping, galloping of his stallions.

Curse Meroz
23 Curse Meroz,

says (the angel of) Yahweh
curse most bitterly its inhabitants.

For they did not come
to the help of Yahweh,
the help of Yahweh alongside the heroes.

Jael’s deed
24 Let Jael be blessed above women

(the wife of Heber the Kenite),
above women of the tent let her be blessed.

25 He asked for water.
She gave him milk.

In a lordly dish
she offered him curds.

26 Her hand she reached out for the tent-peg,
her right hand for the labourer’s hammer.
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She hammered Sisera,
she crushed his head,
she shattered and pierced through his temple.

27 Between her feet
he collapsed, he fell, he lay,

between her feet
he collapsed, he fell,

where he collapsed, 
there he fell slain.

Sisera’s mother
28Through the window,

looked out and peered
the mother of Sisera,

through the lattice:
‘Why so slow has been

his chariot to come?
why so delayed have been

the hoofbeats of his chariots?’
29 The wisest of her ladies replies to her,

indeed she answers her words for herself:
30 Surely they have gained

and divided the spoil,
one or two wenches

for each of the men,
spoil of gay fabrics,

for Sisera gay fabric,
one or two brocade scarves

for his neck as spoil.

Conclusion
31 So may all your enemies perish, Yahweh!

May your friends be as when the sun comes out in its strength.

The land was at peace for forty years.
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A targum into Israeli Hebrew of
McDaniel’s translation “The Song of Deborah”

(See above, pages 90–105.)
2000

hzwrpb  awbm

4:23 .!ylarcyh ynpb ,@[nk ^lm ,@yby ta !wyh wtwab vyljh !yhwla
4:24      ,@[nk ^lm ,@yby l[ hqzjw hklh !ylarcyh lv !dy ,!nmwaw

.@[nk ^lm ,@yby ta wdymvh ,#wsbl ,rva d[

  5:1 – 2b, 5 :6 – 7, 3:31  tyryv hmdqh

3:31 !hnwmtb tn[ @b rgmv [ypwh za
;!yddwvh twrwbj ytv ta rd[mb hkyh awh

.!yrwwv fwmb !yvna twam zzb awh
 !twnwjxnl larvy ta lybwhw ,gyhnml hnwm awh

5:6 ,tn[ @b rgmv ymym
,wqsp twryyv ,h[tphb #wqtl ghn !bv !ymyhm

@ypyq[ ykrdb tkll wljh ^rd yklwhw
.wml[n !h larvym ,wqltsn  !ymjwlh

 !larvyb !al hkphw ,hrwbd htl[v d[
5:1 ,![wnyba @b qrb ta !wyh wtwab hdy[xh hrwbd

,hrwbg twarhl larvyl hrwbygh harqvk
.hrma ayh (hdy l[) @mwz abxhvk

5:2c – 4, 5:8 – 9  ![l tarwq hrwbd

5:2c !yy wkrb
5:3 !yy dxl yna ,!ynzwr wnyzah ,!yklm w[mv

!larcy yhwla yy dxl !jla yna ,#wqta yna ,yna @k ,yna
5:4 ,ry[`m taxyvk ,yy

 ,!wda twbr[m td[xvk 
  ,wr[pnw wrdq !ymvh ,v[rb hd[r $rah

.z[ ymvg wryfmh !ynn[hw
5:5 ,yy twjkwnm !yrhh twdrwmb wmrz !ymh

.yh'wla ,yy twjkwnm ,ynysb [ypwhv
 (!ymjwll) jwk @ty !yhwla
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5:8 .!ynwryfh ta syygy !yhwla
,wmjly !yxymahvk
 @wdykw @gm !g snky

.!ylarcy #la !y[bra @yb vwmyvl
!larvy ygyhnm hayrql wn[h

!abxl !ysywgmh !ta
!wn[ ,abxl !tarqnv (,!ta !gw)

5:9d !yy wkrb

5:10 – 13  twjwkh td[xh

5:10 ,twry[x twnwta ybkwr
,!ydrp l[ !ybvwyh

 ,!ykrdb !yklwh hlaw
5:11  ,rhh ykrdl wrhm

!yrhh yrb[ml wzrdzh
,yy @wjxn @tny !hbv

,larcyb (!yhwla) ymjwl ynEv] @wjxn
.!yhwla (tarwhb) wdry !vgh twr[s rvak

5:12 ,wmx[ wnykh hrwbd twabx
.!ypyqtmh twabx ta dymvhl

,hpqthl @ykh qrb
.!yrysa twbvl (@ykh) ![nyba @b

5:13 ,!ylyxab tm[thl hryyvh gyhnm !dqth rvak
 ,(!yrhhm) !yhwla twabx wdry (rvakw)
 !(!yhwla twabx) ylyyjb !ywwlm (!h)

5:14 – 16  hmjlmh tygfrfsa

5:14 .rwjam wpqty ,qlm[ ^rd !yrhmm ,!yyrpam (!ymjwl) hmk
;rts !wqmm #qty @ymynb

.wdry !ydqpm rykmm 
5:15 ;hj,nÒm' �fybrv !yacwnh waxyy @wlwbzmw 

.hrwbd ![ djy rkccym !ynyxqw
.rwvymb abjn awhvk (byryh) tswbt ta @nkyt qrb

.twydwwh ^rwal !ylgrh ylyyj ![ jlvn @bwar
.!hyla #rfxh dg
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5:16 twyaygh @yb wkjw wbbwtsh $mwah yl[b
twydwwb !ybndzml byvqhl

.blh ygwm !ydqpmh ta  jxnl

5:17–18  !ylarcyh tpqth

5:17 .twkyrdl snkn @dryh rb[b d[lg
!twynwa #yqth bl $mwab @d

.!yh ylmn ta #qtw ,!yh #wjl r[tsh rva
5:18  ,wyyj @kys ,llx @wlwbz

.!wrm #qt yltpn

5:19  @[nk lv dgnh tpqth

5:19 .wmjln !h  .awbl wxlan !yklmh
,wmjln @[nk yklmvk

,wdygm ym ^rwal ^n[tm
.wjql al #sk llv

5:20 – 23  !yn[nkh tlpm

5:20 ,!ymvhm wmjln  !ybkwkh
.arsysb !h wmjln !tdm[m

5:21 ,!twa #js @wvyq ljn
!yh @wwykl !rzv ljnh

,wytwdg l[ hl[ awh ,(!twa) #fv @wvyq ljn
.hsjm wcpyj !h

� !yhbgl wgwsn !hytwbkrmw !hysws
 .(arsys lv) wsws ,wtbkrm !g 

5:23 � hlhbl wsnkn ,twml !hyl[ rzgn
!@n[ rbv jlv yy 

!tfljwm hlhbl wsnkn !hybkwr
“,hmjlm vya ” ,yy ![ wsygthv hla wyh @wjxn yrwf[

!(twabx) yrwbgw “hmjlm vya ” ,yy ![
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5:24 – 25, 5:27a, 5:26, 5:27b   arsys jxr

5:24  ,ynyqh rbj tva ,l[y ayh !yvnh @yb tkrwbmh
.@lwkm tkrwbm !ylhwab !yvnh @yb

5:25 .hntn ayh blj ,vqyb awh !ym
.tnmv hvygh ayh rwdh [ybgb

5:27a .!drnw ,htv hylgr @yb
5:26 ,lhwah rtyl hdy hfyvwh ayh

.!yl[wp vyfpl (hqyzjh) tynmy dy
  ,wvar hxjm ,arsysb hmlh

.wrawx htxjw hrbv
5:27b ;lpn #lw[m hylgr @yb

.tm lpn awh !v ,jwk rsjw h[wnt rsj 

5:28 –30  arsys rxjb twvgrth

5:28 .htar al rbd ^a ,hxyxh @wljh ^rd
.t[dl hvqb @wljh (dy l[ hdm[) arsys !ae

“?[yghl wbkr bk[tm [wdm”

“?wytwbkrm lwq bk[tm [wdm ”
5:29 wvjn hytwrybg ,twmkjh

.hl hjwwd hlv twdyt[h �tdygm ,!nma
5:30 .(!ymh) wxj !yjxnmh”

� llv !yqljm !h
 ,rbgh varl !yytv wa hr[n

,arsysl !yynw[bx !yvwblm llv
,!ydgbh ybwf llv

,!yynv wa hmqr vwbl
“.llvh yl[bl !yrdwsk

5:31a  tyryv !wys

!wdbay yy ybyywa lk @kl
,tjrwzh vmvk wyhy wybhwaw

.(twabx) yy jwk ynpm

5:31b   hzwrp !wys
5:31b .hnv !y[bra hfqv $rahw
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rv                             140

!rc                             151
rrv                       140
qtv                             227
bwt                             222

@ymwjt                             177
hnt                             154
[rt                             142

EGYPTIAN

i-s-r 78
c my- c 164
Dc-pw-rc 77, 78
dhr 199
d.eey 227
kur(a) 182
myrn 150
nrm 69
pd..t 70
pr- c 49, 125
pr- c-ib 125
pr- c-ee 125
p-r-.t 118
qadira 71
qees', qws', qys' 70, 77
qeews'nrm 69, 70
qeeys'rybn 70, 77
qeesr c 69, 70
qs'tbrn 77

qeews' tbrt 77, 84, 88, 244
qees'.tis'r 70
r c 69
rybn 70
seesee 112
sbty 176
s.hs, s.hs.h, s.hee

c 153
srs 166
š(ee)d(ee) 187, 188
šees 35
smee 47, 49
šrš 166
sš dn 170
thr, teher 199
wšb 226
U'''…U  77
vvvvv  77
PPPP 77

ETHIOPIC / COPTIC

�oy 227
halafa 218

palasa 65
falaša 34

GREEK

ableyia 25, 192
ajgelw 'n 176, 178
a[ggelo" 139, 176, 178, 203
a[ /dw 120
!Aqhna/ 58
aigiwn 194

ai\no" 217
aiJreqei ;" 113
aijw vn 217
ajllofuvlo" 61, 64, 66, 67, 111
ama lawn 26
amadarwq 196
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ajmatolw 'n 67
ammadarwq 199, 201
!Anavqou 113
ajnapauomevnwn 66
ajnavsta/h 23, 119
ajndro v" /a" 61, 227
apekophsan 25
ajpolei 'tai 217
ajpolluvein 26, 200–202
ajpotoma;" 26, 217
ara" 200, 201
arate 20
arxasqai 123
arotri 113
ajrotrovpodi 61, 111, 113
ajrcaivwn 193
a[rcein 113
ajrchgou ;" 123, 126
ajrch'" 113
ajrcovntwn 123, 142
arwtrw 113
arwtropodi 113
atoikei" 195
aujto v" 25, 26, 139, 140, 163,

177, 192, 196, 197, 199,
200, 203

afupnow 214
acreiwsai 217
Baiqsan 190
BAL 57
Barak 23, 24, 121, 122, 159,

160
barunqei" 214
basileva 150
biaiw/ 186
biblivw 10
bivon 47, 113
bhqsan 190
bown 113
brevcw 202
gaad /gad 180
gaq 180
Galaad 180
Geqqai'on /u 190
gnaqon 218
Godolian 190
Goliaq 190
gunaikwn 206
Daibrwn 75, 125
Danaoiv 87
Dapara /" 75

dberra" 75
Debbora /Debbwra 22, 24, 75,

121, 122, 159, 160
Deborra /Debwrra 75
devrrei 215
deuterou 206
diavkrisin 66
didakthri 113
dievkupten 222
digomiva" 176
drovsou" /w 21, 22, 134
dunavmei 140
dunastw 'n 118, 199
dunathv 195
dunatoi 118, 195
dunatou 228
dunatw 'n 199
ejgw 139
eidoisan 200, 201
ei \mi 120
eipan/en /on 127
eij" tiv 174, 175
ejkavqisan/en 174, 183
ekollhqh 212
eJkousiasqh'nai 121
ekstasew" 25, 196, 197
ekstasin 26
ekto" 113
elaben 191
!Elweiv/i/in 136
emegar 44
ejmou 203
en iscuei /ui 23, 195
ejnaliv 134
enan 44
enepodisqhsan 25
eneurokophqhsan 26, 197
ejniscuvw 24
  ejniscuvonto" 140, 171
 e jniscuvwn 23, 24, 121,

122, 139, 140, 159, 160
  ejni vscusan 140
  ejni vscusa" 139
  ejnivscusen 24, 139
  ejni vscuson 121, 122, 140,

159, 160
eJxakosivou" 61
ejxanivstaso 23, 24, 121, 122,

140, 159, 160
exebalen 193
ejxegeivrou /n 22, 23
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ejxevteinen 177
epainw 206
ejpavtaxen 61
epi ubrei 196
ejpivskopo" /w'n 62, 192
ejpi vstatai 66
epistrefonta" 222
ejpi vscusan 140
ejski vrthsa"/n 218
eskirthse/n 218
e[staxen 21
escatoi" /w 210
e]tei 113
euqunonta 25, 196, 197
euloghmenh 206
eujodoi 203
euprepeia 197
eustaqmou" /i" 196
ejcapevsteilen 177
ecetlh 113
ejcqroi '" 131
ectlh 113
ejflovgisen 10
e{w" 119, 217
Zediour 109
zugov" 66
Zwob 10
hJghvsew" 140, 171
hjgavphsav" 217
h[i >san 24, 120, 122
h\/san 24, 120
QENNEIQ 57
qeov" 136
  qeo;n /u 139
  qeou elwi 136
QINIQ 57
idoien 200–202
ierei" 163
ihl 192, 206
i{na tiv 174, 177
ippou" 196
  ippwn 197
Israhl 24, 192
i jscuroi /oi '" 161, 199
iscu" 140
kadhmeim /n 193
kadhseim 193
kaqisai 174
katako;pwn 217
katavleimma 161
katajravomai

  katarasaiai 202
  katarasasqai 202
  katarasei 200
  katarasqai 202
  katara'sqe 200, 201
  katarassesqai 202
katevbh 161
katekulivsqh 218
katemanqanen 222
kate vstreye 47, 113
katiscuvw 24
  katiscuson 23
  katiscuvsw 139
katoikei '" /w'n 177, 195, 200
kauswnwn 193
kavqhsai 174
keno ;" 222
kefalh 123
kefalh ;n /h'" 227, 123
koila;da 177
koimaw 214
kollavw 212
kratounte" 118
krioi 218
krithrivou 149
ku elwim 136
ku tou qu 136
kurivo" /u 10, 136, 203
kuriou qeou elwi 136
Laber 206
lavlei /hson 22, 23
lamphnw'n 149–151
laou 22, 158
levgetai 10, 158
Madwn 150
mazourwq 201
mazwn 201
mahrzwr 201
Marrwn 150
marwz 201
marwzon 201
marwr 201
mevliss 73
mevsw 177
meta; 22, 23, 139, 158
  met! 22–24, 203
  meta ihl 192
mhrwz 201
moi 174, 175
mosfaiqam 177
moscwn 113
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muriavda" 22, 23
murida" 158
Mwush'" 24
narwq 201
nefqaleim 188
nefw'n 66
Nivkh 58
oduna" 200
oijktirhvsei 227
oi jktivrmwn 227
omaliai/ei 25, 26
oJmalivzw 26
ojplhv 198
o{ploi" 140
o[rh 218
o{ti 139, 217
ou 119
ou jrano ;" /u 21, 139
o[yesin 192
pai'" 113
parataxasqai 188
parevkuyen 222
paroikevw
  paroikei" 195
  paroikh" 195
  parwv /khsen 183
pa'" 203
pezou ;" 177
peritomh'" 26
pleonektouvtwn 66
pneumati 186
poda" 197
povlemo" 10
polloi'" 140
posi;n 177
potamiva 134
pou" 197
proairevsei 121
proeleusei 121, 122
prwvtw 113
ptevrna /ai /a" 26, 196–198
Rabbwq 75, 125
Samrwn 150
Sanagaro" 47, 113
Semegar 44
sqainai 190
Sisara 192
skaivrw 218
skhnai" 206

skirtavw 218
skuvloi" 140
stevrna /oi" 196
strevfonta" 222
sugkavmya" 218
Sumown 150
suvn 193
sunevdrwn 149
sunepiscusan 163
sunevyw 193
  suneyhsmenwn 193
suri" 58
Swteivra 58
Tbera 75
Tbreh 75
telo" 217
tovpo" 222
ujbrivzw 196
u{bri" 196
  ubrei 196, 197
  ubrei" 196
  ubrista 196
  ujbrista v" 26, 200, 202
uio" 44
  uiJoi 24
  uijw 'n 67
uperecontwn 195
uperekcunontwn 195
uperhfanou" 202
uperfano" 200
upoepistrefonta" 222
u{yo" /ei 196–198
FANE /FANH 57, 58
faragx 194
favrugx 194
filiavzwn 228
fivloi" 228
frazwn 117
Cabel 206
Caleb 206
Cavraka 163
Cezraq 163
ceilevwn 177
ceimavrrou 193
ceirotonhth v" /oiv 62
Cettaion 190
yavw 193
wj/dh '" /n 22–24
wJsei 218
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HEBREW 

ba 76
![nyba 33
dba 74, 75, 115, 217, 231
hba 220
wbat 220
wbt 220
ryba 174, 197, 199, 200
!ga 134
@wda 211
rda
ryda 197, 199, 200, 210
!yryda 18, 156, 161, 162, 

164, 195, 211
trda 161
yrdan 158
bha 217, 231–233
tbhn 70
dha 38–40
dwha 38, 40, 41, 106
lha 216
lha y121
lhy 121
bwa 225
bywa 17, 124, 153, 231
za 197
yza 197
hza 197
lza 137
ylzat 33
ylzt 33
@za 230
rza
ynrzat 220
ynrzt 220
rja 15, 17, 34, 38–41, 

72, 106, 108, 147, 
166, 168, 169, 213

twyrja 168
bya 17, 124, 231, 232
lya 145, 218
@ya 124
vya@ya 221

vya 34, 61, 112, 198, 
229

^a 139, 142
!a^a 144
hmh^a 144
hnh^a 181
lka 216
la 17, 128, 135, 136, 

139, 164, 228
hla 53
yhla 135, 138, 201
yh'Ola> 19, 136, 139
yheOla> 136
bq[yyhla 59
!yhla 30, 66, 106, 128, 

136, 137, 139,
140, 142, 164

wla 66
H'wola 136
@wla 66, 164
#wla 126, 145
yla 182
hnmla 66
#la 144, 145
!a 76, 77, 119,

143, 144, 223, 236
rma 15, 18, 55, 127,

128, 201, 202, 226
rmal 33, 120, 127
rmat 224
yrma 224–226, 236
h;yÒr"m]a o20
!yrIm;a} 226
tma 226
$ma 174
hna 148
twyna 86, 87, 148, 181,

182
ykna 129, 132, 136, 232
@wsa 191
rsa 121
!yrwsa 121
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!yrwsh 121
rysa 120, 160
yrsa 158
#a 115, 133
#pa 133
rpa 167
!yIr'p]a , 167
!yrIp]woa 167
lxa 216
ra 18, 202
!ybra 173
!y[bra 31, 144
twjra 115, 119, 121
t/jr:a ;115, 117, 132, 164
t/jrÒa o19, 117, 132, 164
hnmra 66
@/nrÒa' 11
@nra 49
hnrwa 48
hnwra 49
hynra 49
$ra 30, 31, 106, 130,

133, 201, 218, 233
rra 201, 236, 238
wra 15, 202–204
wrwa 15, 18, 200, 202,

204
rwra 200, 203
ryca 120, 160
va 79
h`a 77, 79
t`a 79, 206–209, 225
lyjt`a 80
yTiv]a i213
!`a 56, 142
bn`a 16, 18, 233
rv, a} 154, 220
rvea; 183
rv'a; 11, 16, 18, 19, 24,

33, 86, 121122,
211, 236

ryvat 19, 33, 121, 160
ryvt 19
yrEv]a' 54

ta , 35, 111, 114, 119,
132, 164

ta 34, 35, 61, 111, 114,
119, 132, 164, 236

hT;a' 129
hta 10–12, 248
ta 10, 12
t;a ;11
htoa; 11, 12
ywtah 12
ywth 12
atayw 12, 24
atyw 12, 24
twnta 148
b 46, 54, 86, 114,

126, 165, 171, 179,
189, 220

awhh!wyb 107
vb/vab 16, 18, 219, 220,

236
lbb 118
tpkdgb 76
ddb 54
lhb 118, 159
awb 11, 16, 55, 159,

187, 188, 204,
211, 217

vWb 220
hzb 191, 228
rzb 155
rjb 136, 137, 139–141
@fb 230
tyb
latyb 56, 59
rpstyb 70
@a`tyb 190
@`yb 190
@[`b 190
@`tyb 190
@`tb 190
@watyb 168
@b 46
![nyba@b 50, 161
aga@b 33
twkh@b 52
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twm@b 52
tn[@b 34, 45–47, 50–

53, 55, 109, 115
hn[@b 51
tn[nb 51
hn[b 51
lar`yynb 24, 37, 38, 128
hlw[ynb 115
!dqynb 66, 67
@wa`ynb 67
t`ynb 64, 67
@ymynb 168, 169
d[b 16, 18, 223
h[b 16, 18, 146,

186, 223
z[b 158
!y[b 186
l[b 52, 58, 60, 110
tl[b 225
![b 158
[xb 190
!yn[xb 66, 164
[qb 66
rqb 33, 34, 61–63,

113, 236
rb 50
lzrb 38, 118
[rb 49, 207
yrb 139
tyrb 232
^rb 33, 127, 128,

146, 206, 211,
233, 238, 239,

244
qrb xv, 23, 24, 33,

119, 122, 159,
160, 173, 203

rrb 19
[`rb 49, 50
!cb 215
ymiL]v, B] 227
vvb 220
tb 144
[w`tb 50
lag 206, 207, 209

lbg 11
rbg 118, 126, 141,

162, 165, 166,
221, 227–229,

232
dg 17, 173, 174, 180
ddg 70
ldg 17, 174, 178–

180, 221, 227–229
@w[dg 129
ywg 68, 182, 230
rwg 47, 49, 50, 86, 87,

109, 181–183, 190,
195, 231, 236, 238,

243
lzg 115
rzg 71, 75
ljg 80
hlg 215
tylg 190
d[lg 180
!g 21, 22, 34, 36, 60,

63, 131–134, 236,
238

rmg 19
@rg 228
#rg 193, 194, 196, 198
`rg 54
trg 228
I rbd “to speak”

22, 73, 173
II rbd “bee” xiii, 73
III Irbd “to govern”
hrwbd xiii, 22–24, 36, 73,

75, 76, 119, 122, 157,
159, 164, 206, 247

hrbd 122
trbd 75, 125
trpd 75
rybd 74, 75
rB;D" 73–75
hr:B; xiii
tWrB;D" 73
IV rbd “to pursue”

17, 158, 159,
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164, 236, 238
Vrbd “to defeat” 160
`bd 216
twrhd 15, 17, 18, 196–

199, 201, 203,
222, 236, 238

rwd 75
^d 11
tld 52
@d 86, 148, 181
rqd 33
^rd 18, 49, 115, 117,

121, 152, 156, 194,
195, 204, 228, 231,

236,  238
h 129
ah 144
abh 198
awh 76
!wh 202
hyh 34, 72, 108, 173
lh 217
alh 17, 144, 197, 198
^lh 117, 142, 152,

156, 175, 181, 198,
204, 236

llh 26, 206, 244
!lh 17, 25, 26, 111, 144,

196–198, 200, 202,
216, 217, 236, 238

!h 144
@wmh 198
lmh 25, 26, 197, 198,

222, 236, 238
@xh 153
l[h 114
^ph 144
rh 131, 132, 134,

171, 185, 218, 232,
245

bhw 10–12
l[w 206
bvw 183
jbz 186
lbz 170

@wlbz 170, 171, 185, 245
hz 211
ynyshz 131, 134–136
bhwz 10
rkz 211, 216, 228
[l[]brkz 51
llz 134
rmz 24, 59, 129, 130,

205, 208, 236, 238,
247

rz 134
t[rz 53
hbj/abj 169, 198
lbj 183
rbj 206–209, 236, 249
hrybj 208
hrbj 208
trbj 208
ldj 115–119, 132, 157,

182
vdj 137, 139–141, 236
llj/lwj 172
#wj 86, 183, 184
vwj 153
@wzj 124
qzj 23, 38, 159
tfj/tafj 220
yj 58
!yj 186
hpyj/apyj 184
!kj 224
hmkj 60, 80, 236
twmkj 208, 224, 225
!ymkj 225
blj 214
#lj 142, 217
vlj 137
!j 137
!mj 186
vmj 137
vmwj 205
tynj 113
@j 80
@wnj 228
qnj 149, 153
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rsj 137
$j 51
rwxj 38, 106, 249
$xj 15, 17, 154, 236
qqj 146–148, 169, 170,

172, 174, 175, 179
rqj 148, 175, 178, 179
rj 64
twbrj 111
drj 168, 197
^rj 168
!rj 161
#rj 185–187
`rj 38, 137, 225
!ywght`rj 38, 190, 227
htj 80
tytj 76, 155
bwf 63, 139, 216
lf 21, 134
#lf 198
@mf 185
@[f 66
jrf 202
ryay 46, 114
bby 20, 222
bbt 222
bbyt 221–223, 237
@yby 38, 39, 46, 107, 114,

249
tv, boyÒ 177
dy 37, 41, 62, 106, 162,

163, 203, 216, 230
[dy 19, 128
['ydI/h 226]
!y[dy 225
bhy 10
hdwhy 162
adwy 163
hdwy 162, 163
!wy 114
#swy 163
djy 62
!y 10, 193, 194
!ymy 86, 183184, 186
@ymy 217

larsy [sic] 192
l[y xv, 14, 45–47, 114,

115, 206–208
ly[wh 206
l['Wy 115
ly[y 14
l['yu 46
l[iy: 46
hl[y 206
axy 132
tayxy 232
tax 132, 164, 232
vqy
`qwm 193
ary 220
taryw 220
tryw 220
dry 20, 137, 156, 157,

161–165
wjry 155
larcy 17, 34, 54, 60,

114, 128, 135, 138,
141, 144, 146, 155,
175, 192, 193, 205,
206, 223, 244, 247

lar`y 135, 136, 139
bvy 20, 64, 86, 149,

151, 152, 156, 174,
177, 183, 23, 204, 231

tb`wy 38
tbvy 20, 174, 175, 177
tbv 174
@hyb`y 14
b`wm 158
!tb`wm 67
[`y 34, 45, 60, 63, 110,

114, 132, 155
[vwn 110
[y`wm 60, 63
rkccy 20, 148, 171
rty 111, 216
ydk 214
@ydk 16, 108, 149, 151

152, 156, 161, 236
hk 110
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hhk 215
!ynhk 163
I @wk “to establish”

20, 181, 184
@Ku 20
@ykh 181
wnykh 181
@yky 173
!ynkn 173
@ykv 180, 181, 231
II @wk “to conceal”

173, 236, 238
s/K 214
`wk 70
djk 137
hmhyk 181
bkk 165, 191
alk 204
ylk 137
@k 148, 173
[nk 29, 30, 32, 37,

106, 233
@[nk 38, 107, 198
hsk 215
lysk 172, 173
#sk 190
[rk 16, 18, 213, 214,

216, 218–220, 236
!yI['r:k] 230
ytrk 68
r`k 78
ttk 111
l 20, 129, 146, 156,

164, 165, 181, 210,
211

yl 15, 163, 165, 174,
175

wml 25, 26, 174, 175,
197

d[l 217
ynpl 57
rbdal 74
rbdwl 74
rbdl 74
I  hal “to be weary” 204

II hal “to be victorious”
204, 227, 236, 238

!yal 18, 226, 227
^al 15, 18, 201, 202
^alm 15, 18, 78, 139,

201–203
hkalm 203
bbl 139
bl 115, 149, 174
yBili 146
!B;li 149
dbl
wdbl 59
dblm 113
hbl 146, 236
ybl 15, 146
Wybl 204
twnbl 149
hwl 165, 174, 236
wl 163, 165
wyl 163, 165, 204
!yl 17, 173, 180
wyl/ywl 163
ywIle 162, 165
I !jl “bread” 142
II !jl “to fight” 14, 15,

118, 137, 142, 158,
165, 188

!ymjl 145
wmjln 188
!jeL;hi 188
!jlh 118, 188
hmjlm 10, 25, 30, 31, 118,

145, 160, 181, 205, 248
$jl 38
hlyl 130
!l 175
dml 61, 149
dmlm 33–35, 61,

111–113, 197
I hml “why” 86, 148,

175, 181
II hml “to surround” 20,

174, 175, 177, 236, 238
III hml “surely” 20,
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181–183, 236
dpl 80
dypl 79, 80
twdypl 78–80, 208
tpl 115
jql 190, 191
! 132, 134, 210
!Aym 134, 171, 232
rjwam 89
twam 34, 35, 112
yam 19
@am 171
wdgm 85, 189
@dgm 190
wrgym 190
@gm 143, 232
rgm 47
largm 47
@wdm 150
[wdm 223
@ydm 16, 149–152, 161
hnydm 150
twynydm 80
ldm 149
lhm 217
rhm 185
bawm 11
gwm 198
lwm 217
`qwm 193
rwzm 200
rzmm 201
hnjm 61, 62
$jm 142
ym 189
wrgym 190
!Aym 134, 171, 232
!ym 22, 131, 172
lakym 78
rykm 169
rkm 37, 39, 41, 106
jL;m '183
^lm 38, 107, 150, 166,

198, 223, 249

hklm 75
!yklm 164, 188, 198, 199
llm 217
hlmlm 33
^ymm 78
lqnm 153
!liq]nÒm '153
!lwqm 153
lqm 17
!ylqm 15
@<y>lqm 152
!liQ]m '153
srwsm 211
twlsm 191
l[m 188
![m 17, 156
ynpm 54
axm 18, 227
rm 130
@warm 150
drm 171
hrm 171
zwrm 15, 18, 200, 201,

203, 222
!yazwrm 18, 200, 201
hd`ymwrm 18
@wrm 151
@yrm 150
h`m 24, 120, 159
jy`m 59
^`m 166, 170
!yn`m 206
twm 185, 186, 193, 201
tm 38, 219
haybn 77, 79
fbn 222
fbt 222
dn 11
bdn 121, 124–126, 236
!ybdntm 146, 147
hbdn 126
hhn 197
!hn 197
rhn 186
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fwn 11
#wn 186
lzn 131, 132, 134
ljn 193, 194, 238
!Ayljn 11
!yljn 11
@w`yqljn 198
hfn 11
ffn 11
#fn 21, 22, 131–133
#yn 186
akn 110
aky 34, 35, 110, 114
hkn 16, 35, 110, 112, 168, 169, 184
^y 35, 110, 114
hky 15, 17, 215
wky 17, 68
^wky 182
@wkvy 16, 184
@yk` y16, 184
hkhv 184
@kv 184
rmn 121
ym[n 225
!y[n 59, 130, 205
@yr[n 141
jxn 217
lxn 63
lpn 211, 213, 215,

216, 219
lwpn 115
vpn 185, 194, 195,

231, 237, 238
wvpn 186
wz[y`pny 18
z[y`pn 18
yltpn 148, 187, 188, 245
twbqn 228
acn 203
aycn 126
!yIt'aec]m' 176
!yvn 206, 212
yv n212
twbytn 117, 152, 236

@tn 62, 130, 154, 155, 203
WnT]yU 19, 155
abs 153, 154
absm 153
bbs 182, 224
bybs 50
sws 15, 18, 196–199
#ws 10, 210, 211
hpws 10, 11
arsys 38, 106, 222, 223
hss 227
hr[s 156
!yr[s 143          
#s 18, 37, 156, 210,

211, 214
hnyps 186
lps 18, 210
@ps 183
qps 19
rps 10, 25, 74, 140,

147, 170, 247, 248
['dEyorpes o170
twmjlmrps 10, 25, 248
trps 126, 205
rqs 17, 178
^rs 62
hprs 10
b[ 22, 65, 131, 133,

134, 202
rb[ 160, 173, 196, 227
ryb[ 227
hrb[ 227
twrb[ 178
!yrb[ 172, 173, 178
twrb[m 227
@dryhrb[ 180
lg[ 183
hlg[ 150, 199
lg[m 150
d[' 36, 119
d[e 131
rd[ 177, 178, 237,

238, 244
!yrd[ 176, 178
zw[ 196, 237, 238
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wz[y 231
z[ 15, 195
zw[m 196
lw[ 35, 46, 114, 237
wly[y 46
wl[y 115
hlw[ 115
tlw[ 115
!w[ 185, 186, 237
!y:[} 186
![; 185
@w[ 47, 51, 53, 54, 57,

58, 109
@YE[' 53–55
@w[m 109, 110
@[m 53
hn[m 53, 54
tn[m 55
tnw[ 53, 55
twn[ 53
tn[ 51–53, 55–60,

110, 115
latybtn[ 59
ytn[ 59, 205
whytn[ 59, 60, 110
hyttn[ 52, 59
tn[t 58
rw[ 15, 22, 23, 157, 158,

160, 237, 238
yry[h 23, 158
ry[hm 113
rWE[' 19, 158, 159
yrIwo[ 19, 157, 159, 164
yrE/[ 19, 157–159, 164
yrw[ 22, 23, 67, 157,

158, 175
!yrw[ 176, 178
ry[ 15, 159
hry[ 178
r[ 11, 157, 159
yr[ 157, 158
!hyr[ 67
bz[ 182
zz[ 196
z[ 194

yz[ 130
!yzI[' 50
z[m 58
!yZI[i 194
rz[ 52–55, 59, 110,

204, 205
wdgnkrz[ 58
larz[ 52, 110
hrz[ 209
yrz[ 59
whyrz[ 52, 59
trz[ 52, 59, 110, 204,

205, 237
l[btrz[ 110, 205
htrz[ 52
@yI[' 37, 215
rwd@y[e 225
#y[ 219
ryI[ '149
ry[ i49, 137,
!yr[ 137
hl[ 128, 187
zl[ 191
!l'[; 25, 26
!l;[o 46, 53, 114,
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